We're not trying to give the most. We're trying to lose
the least. That was John Bowers' philosophy 40 years
ago, and it lives on in our new 600 Series. Speakers that
neither add to, nor take away from, the original sound. That
requires world- class science - and extremely experienced
ears. Because once we've selected exactly the right
components, we begin the long, careful process of tuning.
Listening and refining, over and over. Until the frequencies
combine to conjure asound so true, so alive, you want to
reach out and touch it. Dr John Dibb, Senior Development
Engineer and Fellow of the Society of Sound, on the new
600 Series.
Visit the Society of Sound at www.bowers-wilkins.com

B&W Bowers&Wilkins
Listen and you'll see
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igh-end audio. It's a
phrase that carries
both expectation and
not alittle prejudice,
the anticipation of salivating
sounds tempered by the sour
after-taste of ahefty and, some
would argue, improbable price
tag. The five very individual CD
players featured in our hardware
pages this month vary in price
between £ 699 for Pioneer's
new PD-D9 to £ 13,345 for
Chord's mighty Red Reference.
Each player has some technical
novelty and each aclaim to
'audiophile' sound quality.

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
Every month, the Editor
cherry-picks products that
represent the very best
in cutting-edge home
entertainment technology
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Outstanding: aproduct
that either represents the
pinnacle of sound or picture
quality within one of the
three HiFi News price bands
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things. I'm more likely tGoo,
out that you'll discover techni
gems about all five models
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AV tradenel
modes available to Chord's
seven yeehi_fi
player, only one works when
listening to CDs through its
analogue outputs? No point
e
Hirushing out with an exclusive
All ou?.has
review if you miss half the story• • .
are aZ't KH's m
We like to do things a
little differently at HiFi News.
STEVE HARRIS edited
Everything is tested in our
this very title from 1986
o

'High-end audio promotes expectation
and not alittle prejudice, of salivating
sounds and improbable prices'
The fact that they all
aspire to set new standards
in performance is justification
enough for the ' high-end'
epithet, although hardened
hi-fi enthusiasts will not be
surprised to learn their success
in this regard is not necessarily
proportional to price.
The Nagra, Pathos and
Pioneer models are all exclusive
to HiFi News, not that we make
asong and dance about such

w

e

exclusive facility to prevent
faulty or buggy products from
tripping-up the review team and
to ensure our readers get the
complete picture. And, of course,
we are the only magazine to
publish every scrap of test data
online by way of verification.
You might like to think of it as
'high-end' reviewing — unrivalled
performance with amere £ 4
pricetag.
Paul Miller, Editor

t
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through to 2005. A
fetime's experience in
ludio and alove of jazz
flakes SH agoldmine

is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'
KEN KESSLER

BARRY FOX — techno
journalist supreme. BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as apatent agent

tr.

\

CHRIS BREUNIG for
many years the music
Editor of HFN.
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews

Great sound or picture and,
THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING

ideally, great value — these

Not only does HiFi News have exclusive

are the ingredients of a

access to alaboratory replete with

Highly Commended product
NM

audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has

.....

designed world-class test solutions from

MI

the award-winning Jitter Analyser to the
multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere else.
ono,.
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In addition to our awards badges, the
sound/picture, features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
at- a- glance ratings on our colour-coded
pie charts. Uniquely, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power
consumption. See pl 8for full details.
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NION & ADVICE
81

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases reviewed by our
music specialists

88

Opinion
The audio and video hot topics of the
day, as explored by our columnists:
Barry Fox, Ken Kessler, Jon Thompson,
Steve Harris, Andrew Harrison and,
writing from the USA, Barry Willis

94

Sound Off
Our new-look letters page is the place
to air your comments, ideas and
questions on any audio or video topic.
Plus ' Way Back Then': SME's Model 30
turntable, reviewed in 1990

FEATURES
06

Objects of Desire

74

What's coming soon to HFN, with the
Sonus faber Cremona M speakers and
Thorens TD 2030 turntable
Hi fi ® Home
Afamily's home in the country is
explored by Steve Harris — including
adiscreetly- installed TV system and a
classic Linn- meets- Krell stereo system

99

Audio Exposed
Hearing Explained: Dr Doug Mahar
examines acrucial part of the hi-fi
chain — the ear — and the mechanism

of human hearing
105 Inside Story: Vinyl tech
Jim Lesurf goes over the mechanics of
vinyl cutting and record reproduction,
as an introduction to exploring the
maximum levels possible on the LP

r11•1 4Et11io,

"Ci5 Pla

112 On Location: SME
Classic British precision engineering
firm SME is world renowned for its
tonearms and turntables. Steve Harris
visits its workshops in Steyning to see
how it earned arepuation for quality

146 Classic Kit
Few audio companies can trace
lineage to 1721. John Howes
discusses Garrard, better known for its
classic 301 and 401 turntables
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—) UNIQUELY IN-DEPTH TESTS
—) TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED
EXPERT OPINION & ADVICE
DEFINITIVE GROUP REVIEWS

+44 (0)845 676 7778
CALL FOR SUBSCRIPTION ENQUIRES OR SEE PAGE 118

DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
20

Chord Red Reference
Chord Electronics' first one- box CD
player with DAC 64 technology is
tried by Ken Kessler

24

Rega Saturn
Following the Apollo, Christopher
Breunig listens to Rega's top CD player

28

Nagra CDP
Long-awaited but finally here: the
CD player from Swiss- based Nagra is
enjoyed by Ken Kessler

32

Pioneer PD D9
Pioneer continues its two- channel
renaissance with aflagship CD/SACD
player, spun up by Andy Whittle

36

Pathos Digit
Pathos Acoustic of Italy follows its
Endorphin statement with another
stylish CD player, says Andrew Harrison

40

Shanling MC 30
A ' Music Center' offering CD, radio...
and 3W of valve power? Ian Harris
plays with Shanling's latest offering

44

Group Test: Loudspeakers
Four stand- mount speakers tested by
Keith Howard: B&W 685, Dali Ikon 2,
Dynaudio Audience 42, Mission e52

I
OUDSFEAKERS E380 E55°
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54

Flying Mole DAD- M310
Compact, lightweight and with 180W
of Class D power. Andy Whittle sees if
these monoblock Moles have grip

58

Krell 5-10001S -1500
High- end audio marque pours its
audio expertise into this AV processor/

"estel

amp combo. Paul Miller is impressed

62

Ortofon MC Windfeld
Danish cartridge master Ortofon sets
anew standard, finds Andew Harrison

AKG

67

Flying Mole

Atlas

09

Garrard

B&V1i

44

Krell

Cambridge Audio

09

Chord Electronics

20

Dali

44

dCS Limited
Denon
Dynaudio

54

Pioneer

32

Pure Sound

08

58

Rega

24

Linn

68

Sennheiser

NAD

65

SME

Nagra

28

Shanling

40

09

Naim Audio

09

Sonus faber

06

08

Ortofon

62

Steinway

08

44

Pathos

36

Thorens

07

146

11

65

NAD PP 2
Christopher Breunig tries the Mk2
version of NAD's budget phono stage

67

AKG K701
Keith Howard takes alisten to AKG's

112

range-topping £ 270 K701 cans

68

Super Systems
No-one was more surprised than
Christopher Breunig by the articulacy
and depth of the Linn Majik system
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COMING TO HI-FI NEWS SOON...

SONUS FABER CREMONA M
From Sonus Faber of Italy comes this new and
modified version of the Cremona. A three-way
floorstander, it comes all dressed in the brand's
trademark luxurious finish. Capitalising on
its lute-shaped cabinet design and sandwich
construction, it is carefully optimised for
resonance control, while awood-fibre mid unit
promises transparency and naturalness.
www.sonusfaber.com
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THORENS TD 2030
'Straight from the future' is how Thorens bills its 2000
Series turntables, with their see-through acrylic plinths
and high-rise alloy feet. The transparent plastic plinth
(also available in aclear cobalt blue finish) is 32mm
thick, topped with a 38mn-thick polished alloy platter.
It's driven by an external motor unit and powered by
an external electronic supply to give easy access to 33
and 45rpm speeds.
www.thorens.com

New products and upcoming events...

NAD T 975
SEVEN CHANNEL POWER AMP CAPABLE OF 1kVV
'Full Disclosure' power rating is NAD's way of providing
ameasure of its new amplifier's output. The T975
is aseven- channel amp aimed at surround- sound
applications, specified at 140W/ch continuous into
8or 4ohm. This rises to 200W, two charnels driven,
and up to 570W of dynamic power into 2ohm. A fan
engages when temperature rises, and mutes during
quiet passages. Price is £ 1600.
Armour, 01279 501111 vvww.nadelectronics.com

PURE SOUND P10
VALVE PHONO STAGE JOINS INTEGRATEDS
Pure Sound, maker of the Class A 30W A30 and 18W
2A3 integrated valve amplifiers, has added avalve
phono stage to its range. Designed for moving- magnet
and high- output moving-coil cartridges, the P10 uses
two valves - an ECC83 and an ECC88 - with extensive
decoupting of the high-voltage power rails to allow the
cleanest power to feed each half of the output valve,
with additional decoupling for the input valve. Close
tolerance metal film resisitors,
polypropylene signal
coupling and selected
valves are used in the

GRAND PIANO MAKER STEINWAY MOVES INTO GRAND HI-FI
For the first time in over 150 years
Steinway has licensed the use
of its name, for ahigh-end fullydigital audio system. The Steinway
Lyngdorf Model D Music System
is designed and manufactured by
Peter Lyngdorf and 30 engineers in
Denmark and Finland.
'The speakers are not linear,' says
Lyngdorf. 'They are designed for
efficiency. It's acomplete system;
we don't want people using their

cables to two 400W stereo digital
amplifiers behind the speakers,
where PCM is converted to PWM
which, with mild filtering, directly
drives the speakers. Volume control
signals are sent down the cables to

Pure Sound, 01822
612449 www.

ip
OGIVER
ad..

pure sound

puresound.info

p10

!

DENON METAL PODS
LATEST AH 0551 MODEL AIMS HIGH
Denon is expanding its in- ear headphone range with
anew portable earphone, similar to its £ 139 AH -

control the PWM gain. The Cat 6
cables can run for up to 200m.
Room correction follows the

C700 but at amore affordable price. Using machined

Beolab principle of taking many

in lightweight plastic designs. It uses llinm diaphragm
drive units with neodymium magnets, giving aclaimed

aluminium for its capsule housing, the AH 0551 has a
rigid construction that aims to reduce resonance found

own components or cables. The
DSP PCBs can be easily upgraded,

scattered measurements round the
room which are then used to 'tune'

frequency response of 15Hz-24kHz. Three sizes of ear

every five years or so'.

the DSPs. Total cost, including

adaptors are included for an optimal fitting to different

installation, is £ 85,000. fhe system
was recently demonstrated in a
large artist's studio in Chelsea - but

ear sizes. Available in black or natural silver finish, the
AH 0551 earphones are priced at £ 70.

Two 2m-tall speaker stacks,
finished in characteristic Steinway
black gloss lacquer, each have
four 12in woofers, two 5.5in mid
units and aHeil air- motion forded
ribbon tweeter. The main unit is
built around aPhilips CD drive, with
additional analogue and digital

8

inputs. The unit sends non-standard
24- bit PCM down Cat 6 Ethernet

hard-wired circuit for
high performance.
Price is £ 400.

www.hifinews.co.uk

only to the music and life-trend
press, not hi-fi reviewers. BF
Steinway Lyngdorf A/S,
+45 8627 7500
vvww.steinwaylyngdorf.com
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Denon UK, 01234 741200

vvww.denon.co.uk

NAIM ADDS ITALICS
SUBTLE UPGRADES TO CD PLAYER AND AMP
Both entry-level CD player and integrated
amplifier from Naim have been upgraded, with an
understated change in the models' designation.
Following the last change, where an ' i' suffix was
added, that letter is now italicised. The Naim CD5i

dCS LIFTS CURTAIN FOR PUCCINI
NEW ' ENTRY-LEVEL' STEREO CD/SACD PLAYER FROM dCS LIMITED

uses aWolfson WM8706 DAC, powered from both
digital and analogue supplies, and is now situated
closer to the first pole of the ensuing analogue filter.
Star grounding has been optimised while tantalum

stratospherically- priced three- box
Scarlatti CD/SACD system, dCS

additional Word Clock signal. The
Puccini is finished in anew style of
casework with sculped alloy fascia,

Limited has completed a - relatively
speaking - more affordable range

and is priced at £ 9500.
Also available is the Paganini

power stage is mounted onto aceramic heatsink.
The amp's driver stage now utilises awinged

of digital electronics. It leads with
the Puccini, aone- box CD/SACD

system, asimilarly styled range
of three components for disc

heatsink to improve the consistency of its biasing.
Naim Audio, 01722 426600 www.naim-audio.com

player that plays stereo SACD discs
and can optionally upsample CD

transport, DIA conversion, and

Following the launch of its

data to 2.822MHz DSD. At the
heart of the player is the company's

master clock. The Paganini transport
also plays stereo SACD discs, as
well as upsample CDs to DSD or

its consumer converters since the
legendary Elgar. The Puccini features

downsample SACDs to 16/44.1 PCM.
Its matching Paganini DAC accepts
dCS-encrypted DSD over FireWire as

balanced and unbalanced audio
outputs, switchable for 2V or 6V
maximum level. Two S/PDIF outputs

well as linear PCM up to 24/192 on
Dual AES. The Paganini Master Clock
offers six clock outputs on BNC

Ring DAC converter, as used in all

on RCA sockets are joined by two
RCA digital inputs, able to accept
digital data up to 24-bit/96kHz,
albeit with no upsampling capability.
When playing discs the Puccini is
also able to lock to, or generate, an

capacitors replace electrolytics in key areas.
The NAIT 51 amplifier uses less feedback while its

sockets, to synchronise connected
transports and DACs. The dCS
Paganini units are priced at £ 7995,
£8995 and £ 3995 respectively.
dCS Limited, 01799 531999
www.dcsltd.co.uk

CAMBRIDGE TT50
NEW TURNTABLE COMPLEMENTS THE RANGE
In conjunction with Pro-Ject Audio Systems, the
AustroCzech turntable specialist, Cambridge Audio
has introduced afixed- plinth record player to join
its range of electronics. It features aproprietary
tonearm with magnetic bias adjustment, with a
headshell integral to the aluminium arm tube.
This is ready-fitted with an Audio Technica AT95E
moving- magnet cartridge. The platter is made from
elastomer-coated acrylic, developed by Cambridge
Audio to match the acoustic impedance of vinyl, and
arecord can be placed directly onto this elastomer
finish without the need of afelt mat. Below the top
platter, the sub- platter is mass- loaded to optimise
speed stability. The TT50's plinth is fashioned from
MDF with ahigh- gloss black lacquer finish, and
onto this is mounted asingle-speed drive motor,
isolated to float freely to minimise the transference
of vibration. Speed change for 33 and 45rpm use is
achieved by moving the drive belt on astepped drive
pulley. The TT50 is setup ready for use from the box,
and is priced at £ 350.
Cambridge Audio, 0845 090 2288
www.cambridgeaudio.com

ATLAS SPEEDS UP WITH MAVROS
'HIGHEST PERFORMANCE' CABLE USES MICROPOROUS PTFE
Scottish cable supplier Atlas has developed the Mavros interconnect and
speaker cable, both using microporous PTFE dielectric. The interconnect
employs 73 strands of OCC copper, insulated by the new material whose
dielectric constant has been reduced from 2.1 to around 1.5, said to
provide 30% greater signal velocity. The matching speaker cable is ready
for bi-wiring, with the LF section using 385 strands of OCC copper, while
the HF side has 1.5mm solid-core OCC conductors. Mavros interconnect
costs £ 750 for 1m pair, and the speaker cable is £ 1390 for a3m pair.
Atlas Cables, 01563 572666

www.atlascables.com
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for the love of music...
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finite elemente
For once, audio furniture
does not stop short of
being just that — instead,
it is an excellent sounding
creation of visual attraction,
craftsmanship and fulfilled
purpose.
pagode Master Reference (double width)

Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas • conrad johnson • Esopower
finite elemente • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab • McCormack • Muse Electronics
Tri Planar • Zanden Audio Systems
Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol @audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

TCI BABY ON THE BLOCK
AFFORDABLE MAINS LINE UPGRADE
True Colours Industries now makes alower- priced option
for connecting audio or AV components to the mains.
The TCI Baby Constrictor Power Block comprises afourway Brennestuhl 13A distribution block, with 1m of
cable, for £ 80. The cable uses eight cores of
silver-plated PTFE insulated copper, plus a2.5mm
copper earth wire. Its braided construction promises to
provide excellent RF rejection and filtering.
TCI, 07710 196949 www.tcicables.com

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

REDUCES VIBRATION AND HEAT IN SMALL VALVES

Team), the east European
specialist in high-end valves. The
EAT Cool Damper aims to improve
performance of small audio valves
by reducing microphony, as well
as by lowering the operating
temperature of the glass envelope by 10%. Made of

HI- Fl

GOSSIP

thin bendy plasma, Samsung has
announced amore conventional
40in LCD TV with abusty lOmm
waistline. Wonder who's next and,
if they really are that thin, where
on earth do you connect the
ABOVE: Samsung's 10mm LCD TV
BELOW: PS Audio's Lambda MP

broadcasting is also getting
anorexic but in adifferent way.

A new tube damper' has been
developed by EAT ( Euro Audio

LATEST

Following last month's mention of
an anorexic 3mm-thin Sony OLED
TV and Shinoda's proposed 1mm-

HDMIs and SCARTS?
Modern day TV and radio

EAT COOL DAMPER

THE

Following job cuts in broadcasting
around the world ( notably the

pick up abit with HD DVD and BD.
One audio company has come up

BBC), ABC in America has now

with anovel technique to improve
the sound of the CD. PS Audio in

extended cost-cutting mania to
news reporters who will now
have to do everything on their
tod. That means researching,
reporting, writing, producing,
shooting video and sound, editing,
and providing the satellite link
to base. This world-wide penny-

the US has announced askinny
and unassuming machine, the
Lambda MP, complete with just
four buttons and achoice of wood
veneer tops. This unit transfers the
audio from the inserted CD onto
internal memory, from where it is

'The disguise is let down by cables
that run from the serving dish'

aluminium with amix of Teflon and carbon PTFE, the
Cool Damper fits avariety of tubes with aconstruction
that uses adjustable V-shaped inserts. Price is £ 15 each.

pinching penchant for ' quantity,

played back. Doing things this way,

not quality' on TV and radio is

Pistol Music, 020 8971 3909

sets. Amid increased internet use,
broadcasters should be trying to

it says, reduces jitter and ' other
possible audio degradation'.
As soon as the CD is ejected it

www.euroaudioteam.com

pulling people away from their

clears the internal memory. Expect
to see this device in early 2008.

SENNHEISER QUIET

win back audiences. Talking of
which, the BBC's iPlayer, with its
love affair with DRM and Microsoft

Following the PXC 450 headphones,

has caused petitions to Downing
Street from angry Mac and

If you still want to play your LPs
but they are warped then Japanese

Sennheiser has released an active noisereduction version, the PXC 350. They

Linux users who are hoping for
compatible versions soon.

audio specialists Furutech has
launched the DFV-1 LP Flattener,

ear cushions, with Sennheiser's

DOWNLOADS GO UP

abriefcase- sized package like a
trouser press that heats up the

patented Duofol diaphragms inside.
Noise reduction from NoiseGard

Over £ 160m is expected to have
been spent in 2007 on UK music

NOISE REDUCTION IN HIGH- END ' PHONES

use over-the- ear cups and leatherette

Advance is said to remove 85% of
background noise on these folding
heaphones. Price is £ 230.
Sennheiser UK, 01491 551551
www.sennheiser.co.uk

HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...
7-10 JAN 08 International CES 2008, Las Vegas. USA
www.cesweb.org
22-24 FEB

Sound 8, Vision 2008, Marriott City Centre
Hotel, Bristol www.bristolshow.co.uk

10-13 APRIL HDi Show 2008, International Exhibition Center
Moscow, Russia www.hifishow.ru
3-8 APRIL

Festival Son Image- 2008 Edition, Sheraton
Centre, Montreal www.fsiexpo.com

and video downloads, up 45%
on 2006. Verdict Research,
part of the Datamonitor Group,
announced that while CD sales

THE HEAT IS ON...

record and straightens it out.
Handy, too, for ironing out those
crinkled- up T-shirts you left in the
wardrobe during the wet summer.
Furutech is the same company that
brought out arecord demagnetiser

were falling and following recent
reductions and restructuring of

in 2006. And Ihad always been
under the impression that records

high street retailers, sales should

were made out of plastic...
Finally my product of the month:
Japan's Taguchi Craft's new Supper
Sound System that's designed to sit
on your dining table. Ingeniously
camouflaged as two cups and a
bottle this is aspeaker package
complete with aserving dish that
actually contains the amplifier.
Unfortunately, the disguise is let
down by the cables that run from
the serving dish...
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NEWS
First sight of new products & technology

POLAND
SHOW
2007
Report by Andrew Harrison

W

arsaw has hosted Poland's highly
successful annual Audio Show for

eleven years now. Centred at the
city's Hotel Jan III Sobieski, with
more high- end companies and distributors also
using the prestigous Hotel Bristol, both venues
offer great access and facilities to experience
hi-fi and AV entertainment, unmatched by

1. Speaker specialist ESA has

many other shows.

revamped its Revolution No 9,

This year, over the weekend of

an open- baffle tour de force.

10- 11th November, 64 rooms were packed

Powered by Nagra electronics,

out, representing over 300 brands, and

this Zt 80,000 (£ 16,000) speaker

despite the country's popular lndependance

gave one of the most dynamic,

Day celebrations held the same weekend

expressive sounds at the show.

-or perhaps spurred on by them - the show

www.esa.com.pl

attracted more than 7000 visitors.
Attendees included enthusiastic

2 Blue Note's BeHavista turntable

audiophiles, as well as alarge number of

was used to good effect through

interested family groups. Ihaven't attended

Manley amps and Joseph Audio
speakers, by distributor Moje

the big show in Moscow before, but this still
ranks as the finest show east of Munich. Prices
are in Polish Ztoty, at Zt 5 = £ 1.

Audio. Also here was Blue Note's
latest Stibbert Tube CD player
3 New Polish speaker brand
Nexton (
www.nexton.p1) actually
has over ten years' experience
in driver and cabinet design.
Its two-way M-100 with special
sandwich cone has already won
an award from respected online
journal www.highfidelity.pi.
4 Studio 16 Hertz is another
new speaker outfit from Tychy,
hitherto specialising in tuning
other equipment. On show here
was the two-way floorstander
Mimo at Zt 4500 (£ 900), with
custom monoblock valve amps
made for Studio 16Hz.
www.studio16hertz.pl
5 Talcomp from Kraków showed
the Haiku hybrid amplifier using
6SL7 triodes and HEXFET output,
rated at 40W/8ohm and said to
deliver up to 140W into 2ohm.
www.talpro.pl
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1 Nautilus Hi- End took one of the large rooms
in the Bristol to show its extensive range
of Accuphase electronics, with Avantgarde
Acoustic's Duo Primo loudspeakers.
2 Audiopunkt of Warsaw showed the RLS Oberon
Il, atwo-way floorstander with ScanSpeak drivers,
selling for Z# 10,000 (£ 2000).
3 Lyngdorf made agreat sound with its openbaffle DP- 1speakers and BH-1 corner woofers,
all room-equalised by DSP. wwwlyngdorf.com
4 Ancient Audio of Kraków premiered Little
Wing, son of the 2m- high Wing. The latter was an
ambitious project to fill alarge room with a 16W
single-ended triode amp. How? By using active
bass, with the huge Raven R3.2 ribbon given
all the triodes' power. Little Wing uses 320W of
solid-state amplification. wwwancient.com.pl
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NEWS
First sight of new products & technology

bLie
1 Acoustique Quality harks from neighbouring
Czech Republic, and its Donna Prima three-way
was playing here. www.aq.cz
2 High-end distributor Audio System used
several rooms to show its extensive portfolio,
includiig Avalon Opus and Cary CAD 805 50W
class A monoblocks. www.audiosystem.com.pl
3 Amparo Audio from Mikotów in south Poland
showed its System Perun — battery- powered CD
player, DAC and amp, all housed in wood/Perspex
cases. Speakers in the foreground are model LTM
with Lowther diivers. www.amparoaudio.com
4 JAG Electronics is based in tódz, and makes
valve electronics such as 6C4C and 30013 amps,
and avalve output DAC. www.jagelectonics.pl
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NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

PLUG & PRAY

The hi-fi industry is getting its first real taste of the problems that can follow from the fusion
of computer and audio technology. As usual, Barry Fox is straight on the case...

H

obbyist magazines are publishing articles on
'how to make recordings on your computer'
using the new breed of USB turntables and
interfaces which convert analogue stereo from

LP or cassette to digital code and feed it direct into the
USB socket of ahome computer. The articles suggest

a*

it is all as easy as plugging in, clicking on an icon and
enjoying easy storage, editing and transfer to aportable
MP3 player or blank CD or DVD.
The reality can be very different. Internet bulletin
boards are now awash with cries for help from people
messages on plugging it in. The PC is unable to find the

Out of three Windows XP PCs Itested with the
Phono Box, two connected smoothly and the third
stubbornly failed. Initially Henley could only advise

correct driver software for the USB Audio Codec inside
the device and displays the warnings ' unable to install'

that 'the USB device works extremely well with an
online software download called Audacity, simply...

who have bought aUSB audio device and got only error

RIGHT:
Users of USB
-equipped
hardware, like
Pro-Ject's USB
Phono Box,
are coming a
cropper when
the devices
conflict with
PC software

and 'this device may not work properly'. The USB device
then cannot send any useful signals to the PC.

HENLEY TO THE RESCUE
By the time you read this, and after pressure from
HiFi News, the website for UK company Henley
Designs should be offering what is probably the first
practical troubleshooting advice for people who have
failed to make their USB devices work. The root cause
of the trouble is that there are many different kinds

'Out of three Windows XP PCs tested
with the Phono Box, two connected
smoothly, the third stubbornly failed'
of computer and operating system, and afar wider
variety of hardware and software that can be used with
them. The range of variables is infinite and there are
unpredictable clashes and conflicts.
The USB Phono Box sold by Henley Designs is made
by Pro-Ject of Vienna. A neat little device, it takes the
moving-coil or moving- magnet output from an existing
hi-fi turnable and connects it to the USB socket on aPC.
ee

In- •••••••
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Henley raised the matter with Heinz Lichtenegger,
Pro-Ject's director, who assured it that his company
had sold 4000 USB devices and not had any previous
reports of connection problems with Windows PCs.
Another Pro-Ject engineer then ignored the fault
information previously supplied and recommended
complicated and largely irrelevant fixes.

INTO THE REGISTRY...
Henley finally gave up seeking help from Pro-Ject and
commissioned audio veteran Stan Curtis, now with
independent company Diva, to investigate. Curtis
immediately found numerous postings on the internet
about user problems. Using problem PCs he analysed
what was going wrong.
The outcome, which is to be posted on the Henley
website, is clearly written help but no magic cure-all
bullet. Often the user must dig inside the software

releelli•Mr(3,

caused by other programs. Henley will give clear
instructions on how to edit Registry settings but will
also add the all-important warning that unskilled
editing of aPC registry can effectively kill aPC.

audio company can now claim that if acustomer is
having trouble using aUSB audio device, they are the
first and only ones in the world to complain. But so

XP Registry
Editor

far, and despite many experimental registry changes,

-modify at
your peril!

www.hifinews.co.uk

the icon disappears.' An engineer from Pro-Ject was
asked for more information but failed to respond.

Henley is to be congratulated for taking the matter
seriously, albeit only after considerable nagging. No

,1•.-

of Windows
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Further advice, relayed from Pro-Ject in Vienna,
was unhelpful: 'The PC will only see the USB device
while it is plugged in. Once you have disconnected it

Windows Vista is showing even more unpredictable
problems - due to its Digital Rights Management.

:

RIGHT:
Screenshot

can only work with ripping software like Audacity
after it has been successfully installed by the PC.

registry of their PC, looking for incorrect settings

Ole
•••

2..
.11M

follow the on-screen instructions.' But the USB device

the particularly stubborn Windows XP PC still will not
work with the Pro-Ject Phono Box. (')
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DVD-A and SACD players. Not forgetting
the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,
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HiFi News is also in the unique position
of offering similarly in-depth testing of
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home cinema products including DVD
players, AV receivers and processors plus
advanced display technologies, whether
plasma, DLP or D-ILA.
Our speaker Lab Reports are all
conducted and written by our Consultant
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developed by HiFi News' Editor,

HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
also the only magazine to offer its full test
report data online. Log onto
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They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
tt,lr olf e,oe,t,no,d,rranl
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
distortion through the
example, our reviews of CD/DVD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
Thn amounts to rust - 0
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
at its peak output ( 4V ti •
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both IkHz (black trace
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a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 10Witiohm.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a CD player, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
different loudspeaker loads.
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This specific 3D or 'waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the ' cumulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these 'noises' emerging from the speaker (3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

3D GRAPHS

www.hifinews.co.uk
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WATERFALL GRAPHS

Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCDIDVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roll-off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the 'digital' distortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd, 3rd, 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.
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Ever wondered what makes an amplifier,
CO/OVO/Universal player or AV processor
tick? This is where HiFi News lifts the lid
on each and every review product to give
you the inside track on its key building
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the product's inner workings.
As a rule, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be linked
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
box', visualising key areas of strength or
weakness within a product permits a far
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about aproduct in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound. Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to £ 1000, blue
between £ 1001-£3000 and red for the
rarified high-end at £ 3000+.

TESTED THIS MONTH...

44 Group test: Four standmount loudspeakers £ 380-E550

Mee •••••••••
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SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY
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PIE CHART COLOUR KEY

EQUIPMENT
UPTO E1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or. indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents a balance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES

This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs. knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while a multichannel preamp with
digital. analogue and KOMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.
•fr

9
->

20 Chord Red Reference CD

24 Rega Saturn CD player

28 Nagra CDP CD player

32 Pioneer PD D9 CD player

36 Pathos Digit CD player

40 Shanling MC- 30 one- box

FEATURES

75%

ITErIP.'", 4

BUILD

ECONOMY RATING

Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity
bills tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's a littleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may
demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

75%
ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY

With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember.
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in a stunning.
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like a brick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5 year guarantee.

54 Flying Mole DAD- M310 amp

58 Krell S- 1000/S-1500 amp

68 Su er S stems: A four-grand Linn
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CHORD ELECTRONICS RED REFERENCE (£ 13,345)

Chord Electronics' first CD player to incorporate
the DAC64's VVTA filter technology also aims to
be the ultimate source component, able to serve
as an upsampling transport and standalone DAC

-ee
-e
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Tested by Ken Kessler

I

tamuses me immeasurably that there's aflood of
new high- end CD players when the format is under
serious threat. Even that über-geek bible, Wired,
recently ran ablog titled 'Vinyl May Be Final Nail in

CD's Coffin' - rich stuff coming from the most digitised
read on earth. So, are audiophiles now being implored
to buy our 'final' CD players?
In the face of MP3, high-def discs and other threats,
there are still billions of CDs out there. And Ican tell
you right now that many of us will not be replacing
our collections again. Frankly, I'm quite happy with the
-what? fifth? - remastering of the Doors debut album.
But if new players extract more from standard CDs,
in the way upscaling DVD players enhance video off
regular DVDs, can we ignore them?
Chord's latest is an exercise in engineering overkill,
purporting ' to give the most accurate reproduction of
compact disc that can be obtained'. Internal 176.4kHz
upsampling data transfer, selectable RAM buffer clock
retiming and other electronic solutions demonstrate
that Chord has always preferred the scientific approach
over the religious.

MONSTER PUNCH
A button-festooned monster of amachine, at 420 x 140
x325mm (whd) and weighing aconsiderable 14kg, it
oozes ' Chord-ness' - that over- engineered. Terminatormeets- Rolex look. It's topped with the company's cool
conceit: an illuminated view of the innards. Uniqueness
is assured by aCD mechanism slanted at 45°, an
interesting take on disc loading that charms its way past
slot or top- loading. A button operates afluid- damped
door that reminds me of the hatch in TV's Lost.
Everything about the Red Reference is beautifully
realised, machined and appointed, with features like
the handles-cum- stacking- hardware that distinguish
Chordware from everyone else's. The front panel
recesses contain joy-to- use ball- bearing push buttons

for the main functions, next to adisplay showing CD
status and input, buffer and frequency information.
The buttons are so nice to operate that you'll forgive
Chord for supplying ahand-held remote that jars due
to its plasticity. The rear, too, is well-appointed, with all
connections via gold-plated phono or BNC coax, optical
fibre or balanced XLR, suggesting afeel of studio gear.
Empirically, it sure looks like thirteen grand plus.
Yes, you read that correctly. To be precise: £ 13,345.
So it had better sound simply amazing. To attain
heights of sonic ecstasy, Chord employs aPhilips
CD-Pro2 mechanism, reclocked with its data fed to
the upsampling and filtering electronics. For some
reason ( and this applies to all who provide switchable
filtering), the Red can select between 44.1, 88.2 or
176.4kHz sampling frequencies ... but why?! If ' 176' is

ABOVE: Balanced
and single- ended
analogue outputs
are joined by
SIPDIF and AES
XLRs, which can
be combined for
Dual Data use
at 176.4kHz.
AES and Toslink
digital inputs are
provided along
with aWord
Clock input allows
the player to be
slaved externally

'Unlike many of you, Ilive in the real
world, where consumers value qualities
like price, quality, reliability.., and styling'
always the best setting, why would anyone want to use
the tesser settings? Do any of you deliberately knobble
your system's ultimate capabilities?
WATTS IN A DIGITAL FILTER?
Rather than opt for atraditional, off-the- shelf
digital filter and DAC package, Chord has employed
the services of ex-DPA man, Robert Watts, and
his combination of the WTA (Watts Time-Aligned)
digital filter and Pulse Array DAC, all running in
software on Xilinx FPGAs ( Field Programmable
Gate Arrays). The combination of oversampling,
truncation and 7th- order noise- shaping yields a
6- bit stream of PWM ( Pulse Width Modulated) data
elevated to 2048x the native CD rate of 44.1kHz.
Hence Chord's use of avery high 90.3MHz Master
Clock for the Red Reference. This 6- bit data stream
will describe up to 64 discrete pulse 'widths'
per 2048x sample, the output being integrated
through its proprietary Pulse Array DAC to reveal
the original musical waveform. PM

BALANCED PLUG
Same, too, for connections. Unless your preamp lacks
balanced inputs, always stick with balanced operation.
This isn't subtle, and ni argue with anyone who still
insists that balanced operation only addresses cable
length. If you can't hear the difference between
single- ended and balanced, especially with this
machine, then go buy something for £ 29 from Aldi.
Thus Istuck to the XLR output/176.4kHz setting,
feeding the Chord via Yter XLR cables to the McIntosh
C2200 preamp, MC2102 and Quad II- eighty power
amps; speakers included Sonus faber Cremona M and
Guarneri, and Tannoy Mini Classics. And the initial
session, having left the unit switched on for 24 hours
'just in case', was, er, interesting. Especially coming
fresh from the Nagra CDP.
My relationship with Chord equipment is simple:
primarily, Ilove the Choral range as much for its style :1-,

AUDIO

FILE
CD player
with custom
upsampling and
DAC software.
Includes digital
outputs and
inputs
Price: £ 13,345

Made and
supplied by:
Chord Electronics
Telephone: 01622
721444
vvww.
chordelectronics.
co.uk
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as its performance. Irealise that such an attitude is, to
many of you, akin to child molestation. But, unlike many
of you, Ilive in the real world, where consumers also
value qualities like price, quality, reliability, ergonomics...
AlPhilips VAU1254 linear -

and styling. ( Still Iresist the reductio ad absurdum of
B&O, while understanding its appeal.)

tacking mechanism is held
in place et an angle to suit
Chord's aesthetic design. The

Equally, Irespect rather than love Chord's heavier

laser sled motors and servos
are evidently able to cope...

guns, finding the build and functionality to set new
standards for this entire industry. Yet the sound strikes
me as abit, well, analytical or even cold. This, however,
is not acondemnation: rather, it's astatement of
personal preference. To put it another way, Chord's
'sound' is as far removed from the valves Ivalue over
everything else, as it is possible to be.

One cf two ST M27C801 8Mb
EPROMs that contain code and
look- up tables for the FPGAs ( see
left!). These re programmable

RAUNCH OF THE RINGS
Take, for example, the most absurd recording one could
ever use to assess ahigh-end system: Blue Cheer's

memory chips aPow Chord to
upgraie its core processing
softwzre in the field

Three Xilinx Spartan XC25100 FPGA
processors are at the heart of the
Red Reference. They combine the

version of ' Summertime Blues' - probably the world's

input data input receiver ( for the
StPDIF and AESIEBU inputs), RAM

first thrash track. Simply put, meters barely move when
this is playing. The effect should be aSpectorian wall
of sound, raunchy, roiling, grinding noise that could

buffer, the 4096-tap VVTA digital
filters and prcprietary Pulse Array
DAC technology

have accompanied the orc army marching, had Quentin
Tarantino rather than Peter Jackson directed Lord of the
Rings. Somehow, Chord manages to clean it up, dissect
it, separate the instruments.
Which isn't quite what the band had in mind. Its
sheer mass, the weight of the bass, the wholeness of
the juggernaut assault is the song's raison d'etre. It
should overwhelm the listener. Increase the level, and
the presentation remains consistent - avirtue, yes, but
where's the beef?
Turning to more varied material, such as Johnny
Rivers' live Last Boogie In Paris, revealed undeniable
strengths, not least being openness and transparency.
It's here that Chord's hygiene becomes avirtue, every
nuance and every detail rewarding the listener with an
unobstructed view of the proceedings. Each instrument
had authentic scale and positioning, stage recreation
was near- perfect, with the impact of the percussion
-no less than the legendary Jim Gordon - especially
noteworthy... and in direct contrast to the handling of
the Blue Cheer track.
Voices, too, could vary, the Chord preserving the
crystalline beauty of country warblers like Emmylou
Harris and Alison Krauss, though the textures of some
male vocals seemed diminished. Likely to be one of
this year's hottest demo discs, and aperfect source
for such acomparison, is Krauss' duet with Led Zep's
Robert Plant, which demonstrates this bipolarity with
inescapable clarity.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
But is the Chord Red Reference
a great player? Its flaws are

SOUND

70%

'yes'. Is it worth£1 3,0 00? At

FEATURES

this stage in my life, Ifail to

88%

see how any CD player is
worth that sort of money,
so Ihave to say: only if

ECO

Chord ethos and adore the
unit's sheer presence, which

77%

is mighty. Me? I'm sticking
with my Marantz CD- 12, for
another 20 years.

22

Provided you can live with the slight delay
caused by invoking Chord's data buffer,
the decision to employ its services is a
no-brainer. Without the buffer, jitter fizzes
away at some 1050psec (44k), 820psec
(88k) and 650psec (176k). Re-clocked
out of the buffer, however, it drops to
the measurable limit for 16-bit data of
- 120psec (see graph, below right).
The choice-of 44k. 88k or 176k
oversampling is another matter. These
choices are primarily included to service the
various optical, coaxial and AES/EBU digital
outputs, the latter with its dual-data mode
that supports 176.4kHz LPCM. While the
modes are selectable with aCD in play, only
the 176k option is appropriate for listening
via the analogue outputs.
The 176k mode yields asuperior > 125dB

rejection of digital images and the flattest
20Hz-20kHz frequency response - just
-0.06dB at 20kHz. In 44kHz mode. within
3dB of peak output at 20kHz, the output of
the player is (digitally) clipped, provoking
more distortion. The 88k and 176koptions
are free of this.
Otherwise, conventional harmonic
distortion is as low as 0.0005% through the
midrange ( increasing to 0.014% at 20kHz)
while the A-wtd SIN ratio is awide 112.5dB
with all options. Low-level resolution is
good to ± 0.1dB at - 100dBFs and ± 1.5dB at
-110dBFs. There is another reason why 176k
might be preferred - both the 44k and 88k
DSP revert to atwo-channel mono output.
Only the 176k mode offers up its audio
in two-channel stereo, which is why KK
pursued his listening in this guise. PM
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ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( black infill) and
20kHz ( blue infill); ABOVE RIGHT: The inherent digital jitter ( red spectrum) is
comprehensively improved by Chord's data buffer option ( black spectrum)

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

tolerable, so Ioffer a qualified

you are simpatico with the

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

Maximum Output Level ( Balanced outputs)

6.19Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio

112.6dB

Distortion lkHz, OdBFs1-30dBFs

0.0005%1 0.0038%

Distortion 8. Noise 20kHz. OdBFs

0.014%

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0d8 to - 0.06d13

Digital litter, unbuffered/buffered

650psec

Resolution @ - 100dB

±0.1d8

Stereo separation 20Hz-20kHz)

>101dB

120psec

WHAT HI FI?
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2007

'This is one of the most impressive
hi-fi products I've heard this year"

CD MYER
BEST CD PLAYER E1500.
LIMA MOTU

WHAT HI FI?
SOUND AND VISION

*****

KETAN SHARADIA, TECHNICAL EDITOR W HAT HI- FI? SOUND AND VISION, AWARDS 2007

Leema AntIla. Awards 2007
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HI•FICHOICE

THE ANTILA CD PLAYER WITH ITS UNIQUE MD 2 ACTIVE DIFFERENTIAL
MULTI- DAC CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES BREATHTAKING REALISM AND A
TACTILE PANORAMIC IMAGE.
LIPS ENSURES THE ULTIMATE SIMPLICITY IN USE AND FLEXIBILITY FOR THE FUTURE.
ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL YOU TRULY BELIEVE.
To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON 01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO VVVVVV.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

To locate your nearest dealer
Visit:

www.leema-acoustics.com

Phone: + 44 ( 0)1938 811900

RECOMMENDED
[Wet , o

Email:

info@leema-acoustics.com

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
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CD PLAYER TEST

Coming of Age
REGA SATURN CD PLAYER (£ 1298)

After Jupiter came the Apollo. Does Rega's latest CD
player, the Saturn, fare even better in matters of space?

e
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Tested by Christopher Breunig

N

amed after the ' Bringer of Old Age', the
Saturn builds on the strengths of the

outwardly identical Apollo reviewed in
February 2007. Both come in black or silver
sculpted aluminium casework. Here, improvements
have been made to transport, master clock, analogue
conversion and power supplies.
With a435 x270mm footprint (wd), the player
needs aminimum height clearance of 180mm to allow
the damped lid to lift - it angles back as it is raised.
Replacing the puck of the Rega Planet and Jupiter
there's aquite stiff triple ball- race grip on the CD. So
without recourse to acloth, marking the centre of the
disc with the fingertips is almost unavoidable during
loading ( or am Ijust being pernickety?). The space
to get your hand in to lift out the CD is also minimal,
and Iwould have preferred slight angling of the finger
cutouts, which are set on anorth-south axis.
VICTOR 1VIELDREW
So, changing discs with this machine is no fun, but Rega
argues that motorised drawer mechanisms can fail and
that its underslung transport facilitates service access to

AUDIO

ABOVE: Rega's curved and ribbed baseplate can make use
of after- market accessory feet somewhat tricky. Outputs

the laser diode assembly. To get acouple of other small
gripes out of the way, the set-flush fascia controls - play/

FILE

pause, stop, track previous or next - are hard to see
under low lighting, as they are black on black. However,
within only amatter of hours the fingers find them quite

Top- loading
CD player with
MP3 and WMA
capability

0
WAIT FOR IT!
A 12s delay before you hear any music is awell

automatically, Braille- style.
With the elegant dedicated remote, track selection,

Price: £ 1298

is quite rapid. It took even less time to appreciate the
pace and swing of André Previn with bassist David Finck
in ' Oh, Lady Be Good' and ' IGot Rhythm' from Live At

programming, etc is perfectly straightforward. (Three
buttons are designated for future use only.) Choosing CD
tracks from ten onwards you first push the > 10 button,
key in the requisite number then press play. There is a
similar > 100 key. Remaining track times may be shown
via the remote. The display provides information for
CDs in addition to CD-R/RW discs containing MP3 or
WMA files. With the display muted, changing tracks

Made By:
Rega Research
Ltd
Telephone:
01702 333071
Web: www.rega.
co.uk

momentarily re- illuminates the window, although
Idetected no audible
improvement from this
'Display Off' facility.

are single ended (analogue), optical and coaxial (digital)

documented feature of Rega's current players [ see
boxout]. But changing tracks within an initialised disc

The Jazz Standard [
Decca] - you could sense the pianist
'thinking' his way through the piece as he played.
Castanets were clearly articulated and the ' plink' of harp
some seconds into Miles Davis' Sketches Of Spain [
Sony].
The ' characters' represented by flute, oboe, clarinet
and bassoon in the Erato Peter and the Wolf were

'You could sense the pianist
"thinking" his way through
the piece as he played'
tonally well related, and the close-miked voice of Patrick
Stewart narrating was clearly astudio overlay. A good
result was also achieved with the choir and solo voices
of The Tallis Scholars' remake of Allegri's Miserere.

CHIPS WITH EVERYTHING
Say ' Rega' to any audiophiles and they'll say ' RB300' - the company's
classic tonearm design, admired even by diehard Lirulllips. Then there
are the various Planar turntables. But afew years after Roy Gandy
had introduced the Planet CD player in 1996 many of the core
components, including the transport mechanism, were obsoleted as its
suppliers turned their attention towards the DVD medium instead.
Rega, together with atechnology partner, set about designing a
proprietary solution which reads and buffers up to 2MB of data at a
time from the CD, necessitating a 10-12 second initialisation upon
loading adisc. The pre-conditioning of data, it is suggested, puts less
strain on any subsequent error correction. More importantly perhaps,
it allows small reserves - ' bit buckets' - of data to be clocked out
independently of the transport mechanism [ see inside shot, overleaf].

RUNNING ON EMPTY
The Saturn offers aclean, clear presentation. But then
Ibegan to find some regular test material, which
happened to be on hybrid SACDs, rather disappointing.
When Icompared Rachmaninov piano concertos with
Stephen hough/Andrew Litton, issued by Hyperion as
both CD and SACD hybrid sets, and several Mercurys
(where, unlike the RCA ' Living Stereo' hybrids, the 1990s
transfers from analogue are stated to be unchanged)
the CD layers were patently inferior to their pure CD
equivalents, sounding glassy or anaemic. One hybrid
even prompted a ' disc empty' warning, although it
initialised perfectly on asecond try. Interesting!
Over time Ifelt Iwas more the observer, detached
rather than emotionally drawn into the music - this was
very much at odds with Steve Harris' findings with the C-*
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POWER PLANT PREMIER

AC Power Regenerator

Everything you hear and see through your Hi Fi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter, and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £ 1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link III DAC £ 799

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £ 799

GCPH Phono Stage £ 799

"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill. "

"Brilliant. Loads of power
and detail."

Absolute Sound, March 2007

ImageXperience. March 2007

"The Reference Phono."
"The PS Audio is an outstanding design. It gets more
from LP than anything I've heard to date."

%le
Chnstopher Breunig, Hi Fi News
May 2007 (Score: 20 / 20)

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333 • info@signaturesystems.co.uk • www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome.
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_arge toroidal transformer
feeds several, linear power

In common with the Apollo
CD player, the Saturtn
is ato equipped with
a ,Wolfson WM8740 24' 'rip
92kHz-capable DACs

Juoplies, including one
ior the Sanyo transport
mechanism ( not shown)

The heart of the machine - a
'System-on-chip for CD/M ,3/WMA
Portable Audio' provided by Global
Silicon also supports MP3. and WMA
media on CD-R/IOW discs, n its
standard 2MB configuration, :
he
chip provides 7E seconds of ESP

ABOVE The dedicated remote allows
full control of track access or display
and caters for MP3 files with its > 100
key, album up or down keys

(Electronic Shock Protectioo) for
192kbis MP3 files or 10s for CD

Apollo, reviewed in the Feb ' 07 issue. With my reference
player, the long discontinued Meridian 508.20,
soundstage elements had more ambient information,
were more three-dimensional. The Saturn delivered
flatter- sounding cutouts on awide soundstage. The
huge orchestral build-up in the Heifetz/RCA Sibelius
Violin Concerto, 2m 40s into track 2, was particularly
telling - flattened with the Rega, it was more properly
dimensioned on the Meridian.
THE IDEAL PARTNER
While the Musical Fidelity X-DAC' [
HFN April ' 07] was
amismatch with my Meridian, the Saturn, used here as
CD transport, raised its performance to an exceptional
audiophile standard. On Peter and the Wolf, the oboe
was creamier, the bassoon woodier. The musical line
flowed and the soundstage filled out. With Hyperion's
recent recording of Hartmann's Concerto funèbre one
could hear the Henry Wood Hall resonance, gauge
exactly what space lay before and behind each section
of the string orchestra.
As an integrated player, the Saturn made the solo
violin works coupled on this disc sound flatter and
less focused. But as aCD transport, playing the Jazz
Standard live album, the string bass was now set back

The digital output, favoured by
CB in his listenhg tests, is driven
from aCrystal ES8406 ' digital
audio transmitter' chip

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
There are technical similarities between
the Rega Apollo [
HFN. Feb 07] and this
upmarket Saturn player. Both share the
same ( relatively) obvious 2nd harmonic
distortion over the top 10dB of their
dynamic range, but at least this ~ 0.006%
distortion is consistent from bass through
midrange to the highest treble. Secondorder intermodulation also pops- up at
0.0016% - about 10x higher than expected
but still low enough not to be troublesome.
Low level resolution is good to ± 0.4dB over
a 100dB dynamic range.
Other features of the common Wolfson
WM8740 DAC implementation include
the ~ 96dB rejection of stopband images.
However, the Saturn has a3.5dB advantage
in overall A-wtd SIN ratio ( 106.5dB versus
103.0dB) plus arather better selected
crystal clock, recording an error of just

11120
g °
/ -20

further, in timbre more dry and controlled. This sound,
unquestionably the best digital reproduction I've heard

23ppm as opposed to 350ppm for the
Apollo. Similarly, jitter is also reduced in the
Saturn at 210psec versus 830psec for the
Apollo, although this has rather less to do
with the clock and everything to do with
the improved power supply regulation. The
difference is clearly illustrated in the jitter
plot, below, which compares the Saturn
(black trace) with the Apollo (green trace).
The frequency response is flat to 5kHz
before rolling very gently away to amere
-0.5dB at 20kHz, again much like the
Apollo. Wolfson's DAC, despite employing
noise- shaping, outputs very little ultrasonic
noise, so there's little to aggravate your
choice of partnering amplifier.
Readers may download afull QC Suite
report for the Rega Saturn ( and Apollo) by
visiting wwwhifinews.co.uk and following
the links to Test Reports. PM
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HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
This solidly built player is simple
to use, with a dedicated, well-

1000

Rega Apollo CD player (green), reviewed in Feb'07

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
-•-

2.12Vrms

overcomplication. The top-

Maximum output level ( XLR balanced outputs)

loading chamber is a bit

A-wtd 5/N Ratio

106.5dB

Distortion IkHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.00585.

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.0055%

quality but the analogue

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0.00dE to - 0.44dB

section, not faulted for

Digital Jitter

210psec

Resolution @- 100dB

±0.4dB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>85 dB

offers exceptional sou rtcl

timing or tonal cpality, lacks
soundstage depth and a real
sense of involvement.

2000

5,

RIGHT: The Saturn benefits from reduced litter ( black) over the entry-level

65%

more facilities without

think. The digital output

1000

LEFT: Distortion vs digital signal level at 1kHz ( black) and 20 kHz ( blue):

SOUND

designed remote offering

confined and fiddly, we

0

« Jlter Frequency

iDeereaseny) Chgnal Signal Level »

BJILD

0.0045%
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Swiss Timing

COMMENDED

NAGRA AUDIO CDP (£8500)

HIGHLY

Legendary Swiss- based Nagra is
on aroll with not just one but
three variants of its costly new
high- end CD player

uNvw.hifinevvs.co.uk JJANUARY 2008

Tested by Ken Kessler

p

redisposed as Iam toward Nagra, the long awaited CD player presents aquandary:

Although this brand has ahold on my heart
-Iwould gladly live forever with their valve

I

electronics - Iam increasingly distressed by the everspiralling pricing of high- end audio. Nagra, being both
Swiss and high-end, is as guilty as any of widening the
chasm between reality and sanity. £ 8500 for any CD
player is to take the mickey. Yet something so ' right'
about the wee Nagra CDP almost makes me want to
forgive the pricing.

TWO REASONS TO BUY
Offensive price or not, the CDP looks almost underpriced when compared to other high-end CD players, so
it evens out, and for two reasons. First is the sheer joy of
owning aNagra product. Second? It sounds wonderful.
Because it's designed to operate with aNagra
preamp [ see boxout, below], it shares the same
dimensions as its PL- Land PL- Pand is therefore smaller
than the 430mm norm at 310 x77 x255mm (whd).
This in itself is aboon to those who are not impressed
by sheer size. Machined from ablock of solid aluminium,
it still weighs 4kg, attesting to filled innards. And that's
with the 12V DC power supply relegated to the outside,
which better isolates the unit from the mains.
Like, Ibelieve, certain older Meridian players,
the CDP is afront- loader with the ' playback module
mounted securely in the CD drawer'. This ensures

the extra money to have such adifferent experience
controlling aCD player - like buying acar just because
it has astarter button.
Nagra positioned the back- lit LCD display on the front
of the transport tray, while the rest of the fascia needs
only to accommodate the traditional Nagra rotary
control for transport functions and two toggles: one for

puck. And Nagra, its conservatism no doubt leading
to its protracted entry into CD player manufacture,
eschews upsampling and other digital prestidigitation.

ABOVE:
Connectors
include
electronicallybalanced XLR
and unbalanced
phono, with
digital outputs
on phono,
optical Toslink,
and AES via XLR.

dimming the display and one for opening and closing

Note Power In

the drawer. The back provides selection of one pair
each of single-ended phono and balanced XLR analogue

connector for

outputs, plus coaxial S/PDIF, AESIEBU and Toslink SIPDIF
digital outputs. Using Yter's rew XLR wires, Ifed the

greater stability, the disc held in place by amagnetic

external 12V DC
PSU ( not shown)

CDP to the McIntosh C2200 Dreamp, MC2102 and
Quad II-eighty power amps; speakers included Sonus
faber Cremona M and Guarneri, and Rogers LS3/5A.

'Nagra, being both Swiss and highend, is as guilty as any of widening the
chasm between reality and sanity'

ROTARY CLUB
Nagra has its own world view, so the controls are not
intuitive to anyone other than aveteran Nagra user.

NM Mt *MI

Imean, how many CD players have rotary transport
controls? Or aspecial position of the knob for remote
control operation? Ateensy toggle switch to open and
close the drawer? Some might argue that it's worth

e

e

SHEER SEDUCTION

Forgetting the reasons Iwanted this player even before

'1111181841111
1
11411118pv>

TRANSPORT, PLAYER OR PLAYER/PRE?
Nagra always designs flexibility into its wares, so
this basic CD platform is available in three forms
-but Iwould dismiss the transport- only CDT which
sells for £ 7500. Why forego the CDP's dedicated
DAC for only £ 1000 more? But then we come to
the CDC ( or ` CD Concept'): for only £ 800 more,
you get avolume control for direct connection to
your power amps, and aproper headphone amp,
plus something which Nagra should be ashamed of
omitting from the CDT and CDP: aModulometer.
Who cares that it simply monitors the signal as
recorded on the disc? What Nagra doesn't realise is
that people who buy Nagra expect aModulometer
in the same way that Ferrari purchasers expect a
yellow badge with aprancing horse. If you decide
to commit to aNagra, buy aCDC. To any dyed-inthe-wool Nagraphile, the Modulometer alone is
worth that bit extra.

switching it on - the construction, the feel of the
controls, the Nagra badge - and trying hard not to be
seduced by the operation of the tray, Iknew this player
would hit me as hard as Liv Tyler in asheer negligee.
Sometimes, you just sense what's going to happen. It
only took the glorious, open, smooth and enveloping
sound of Mofi's new gold CD of Marc Cohn's eponymous
debut to demonstrate the CDP's worthiness as part of
the Nagra family.
In direct contrast to Chord's impressive but aloof
Red Reference, the CDP was as lush and natural as
my beloved Marantz CD-12/DA-12. Cohn's delivery,
especially on his signature tune, 'Walking in Memphis',
was as convincingly present in my room as ever I've
heard it. With LS3/5As or Cremona Ms carefully focused,
the presence was eerily palpable. It made me want to
grab : he first schmuck Icould find with an iPod to show
him what he's missing.
Discs were flying everywhere: power pop from the
Raspberries was punchy and right, live Hendrix (from
Monterey) had that distinctive stretched-string whine
nailed down. 'The Wind Cries Mary' drew alump to the
throat, while amere 60 seconds' worth of ' Like A

AUDIO

FILE
Front- loading
CD player with
remote control
and balanced
outputs
Price: f8500
Made by: Nagra
Kudelski Group
Supplied by:
RT Services
Telephone:
01235 810455
www.
nagraaudio.com
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Why not treàt yourself this Christmas?
Used Product Listing

•

•

design: www.audiography.co.uk

•

•

Remember !! List is updated on our web site daily!

DIGITAL
.Accuphase DP- 500 (£3950)
Audiofillet ART V2 (£ 2400)
AlcInto§KMCD201, CD/SAC D: (£ 3400)
Meridian 508.24 CD player
Moon Nora CDP CD player (£ 3000)
e
,AlusicallECIelity KW 250S (£4999)
Resolute, Audio Opus 21, 23ox (£2950)
Shanling CDT300 Omega Dilue ( 14000)
Sony SCC-1 SACD p(ager ( f5C00)
Thetathema DAC
Vincent CD 3CD player (£8101

£3495
£1395
£2795
£995
£1395
£3795
£2395
£2295
£1995
£295
£649

AMPLIFIERS
.Accuphase £408 Integrated ([ 5000)
.Atigio bole AMP 1dual monoiintegrated (£ 1595)
.Audio(ab 8000C and 8000P pre power combo
Bel Canr.o 5300i Integrated Cf:1799)
'Cairn 4813 Integrated (£2703.
,
Cyrus 89Mplifier and PSXR owtooard power supply
DK Desig VS- 1Reference (£2500)
Eastern Eectric Minimax Power R'mp (£ 995)
Exposure3010 Integrated (£' 000)
Flying Mole PA- S1 Digital Pre 999).
Krell KM 400xi (£ 3000)
:Krell FPS BOO Poweramp
Krell KM 250P pre amplifier:1-12495)
Manley Labs Net•Classic 300b Monoblocks
Mark Levinson 380 Pre (£4500)
iMcIntoe(2200 pre amplifie- (£4850)
MustalIF:delity AS lntegratec ( f1495)
imusical!F:delity AS Pre ( f149E)
Musical Fidelity A308 integrated amplifier (£2000)
MusicallF,delity KW550 Integrated (£ 5000)
qjnpu A.1 0x Integrate (BM
:Qinpu A-8000 MK II Integrated (£ 1295)
TacT SD'Ai 2175 (£ 1245)

£3995
£1295
£399
£1495
£1795
£849
£1995
£649
£595
£795
£2250
£2995
£1095
£2995
£2695
£3695
£995
£995
£949
£3995
£230
£795
£749

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AEI Classic ( f£A5i
ART Emotion Monitor, Cherry ( 14C00)
ATC SCM2OSL (£2400)
ATC SCM19 ( f1499) •
Hyperion 938 (£ 3750)
JAS Oho ( f2300)
JAS Audio Orsa (£ 1399)
•
JAS Audio Supertveters (£649)
Leema Acoustics one (£2245)
Monitor Audio GR10, (£800)
Opera Callas Mini (£650)
PMC FB1+ (£ 1695)
Soundlab Millenium M3 Electrostatics (£ 8995)
Waterfall Iguascu Loudspeakers ( E1500)
Wilson Berech Arc (£2600)

•
•
£650
£3250
£1395
f1195
f2795
f1495
f1095
f449
f1695
f595
£450
£1295
£2795
f
600
£1795

ANALOGUE
Clearaudio Performance Turntâle
Eastern Electric Minimax Phonestage (£ 1099)
Graham Slee Elevator (£ 510)
SME 20/2A (£63001

f1199
f795
1295
f4495

MSC
Hovland Reference Speaker Caoleff 1200)
Isotek GII Minisub ( f545)
Isotek Nova, only 5months oldl (f1700)
Nordo2 Blue Heaven Speaker (able (£489)
PS Aucro Powerplant 300 (£ 1750)
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet (£400)

f795
£399
£1295
f349
£695
f295

•
•

•
•

•

•

0844 800 0073 or 74 : www.shadowaudio.co.uk
Specialist Brands include:
Apollo

ART Loudspeakers

Easzern Electric .. GamuT
Musical Fidelity

Hovland .. Hyperion

Musical First

Shanling

Audio Zone .. Audio Physic

SME

Music Tools
Tannoy Prestige

IsoTek
Nordost

ATC

AVI .. Bel Canto

JAS Audio
Opera

Unison Research

JungSon
Origin Live
Vertex AQ

and many more.

Bryston

Manley Labs .
Pathos .. PMC
VPI

Wadia

Chord Cables

EAR/Yoshino

Marantz Legendary

McIntosh

Project .. Resolution Audio
Wilson Benesch
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NAGRA AUDIO

CDP CD PLAYER /£3500

RESULTS

Nagra's choice of DPL,
and any associatec sgnal
processi ig is 5:reened under

ABOVE: Nagra describes its disc transport as
the ' Nagra monoblock tray', using aPhilips

this impossible to- remove
and higlly polished can

CD-Pro2 mech. The yellow LED lighting
assists disc loading in low- light conditions
Rolling Stone' convinced me that Hendrix's
take is the best Dylan cover ever. The
attack of the plucking, complementing
his distinctive vocals, the sheer power

An optical sensor detects
whether Nagra's disc clamp
has been loaded along with

of his rhythm section - 40 years old the
recordings may be, but the Nagra de ivered
them as fresh as this morning's croissant.
THE REAL THING
It got down to one thing: whether the measurements
identify it or not, something about the Nagra grabs your
attention. The soon-to- be- overused word ' authenticity'
applies here in its original rather than commercial
sense: there's simply as little artifice as can possibly
remain when using adigital source. Which brings us to
both Nagra's late entry into CD player production, and
the recent arrival of other costly machines.
Clearly, CD's days are numbered. If you doubt for a
minute that ahugely successful format can be flushed
down the toilet in record time, just look how quickly
VHS, cassettes and film photography were relegated to
the trash bin. CD, though, retains afoothold in the PC
world, and lots of people who steal music still burn CDs
instead of simply downloading to memory cards. But
the end will arrive sooner than you think.
What players like the Nagra demonstrate is that CD
'done right' doesn't ' suck' in the way that its detractors
argued long after the first- generation machines were
forgotten. Nagra, though, took its time, emulating

the CD - if not it disabies
the play -finction

A VAUI254131 linear
tracking mechznism,
sourced from Philips, will
read from CD, CD- Rand
CD-RW media

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Iwould like to tell you more about Nagra's
choice of core digital ICs, but its engineers
have remained resolutely tight-lipped
in response to my requests for specific
information. Ishared my test results
with Nagra, however, and the company
succeeded in reproducing my jitter
measurement (see graph, below tight).
Nagra's specification for jitter is
<200psec, which is true for the - 110psec
of residual data- induced patterns related
to the 16- bit code used for the test, but not
for the - 1200psec of low-rate jitter caused
by avery specific modulation at 44.3Hz.
This is revealed by the two spikes ( marked
as 1') that shadow the central peak.
Experience suggests this will be caused by
the intermodulation of clock(s) or processes
within the CDP and will be specific to the
design. Subjectively, this is often tied into
20

intention of replacing, and the urge to buy what might
be the last player you'll ever need. ( h

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Minimalist to afault, but with
operational behaviour that

40

87%
FEATURES

65%

is so achingly desirable that
it makes the iPhone look
like a plastic toy. It sounds

remote, are endearing rather
than annoying. if you have the
money, just go for it.

40

-20

-60

- 8.1

-120

. 100

(DecreasIng) Deal Signal Le,21

-140
-3500

-700.1 - 1000

0

1000

a00

< !Met Ftequency > •

dl3Fs1

RIGHT: The 1200psec

of jitter ! sdominated by a low- rate effect at 44.3Hz,

subsequently confirmed by Nagra

Maximum output level ( XLR balanced outputs)

you're hooked), Nagra's CDP

manual setting to use the

E
e-130

-100
-120

-100

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

(once that tray slides out,

operational quirks, like a

z

LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( black) and 20kHz (
blue);

makes gadget- heads swoon

terrific, it's a joy to use, its

calliClaes,ree.te

11

Quad's and McIntosh's cautious entries into CD
manufacture, but dragging it out to the extreme. It
waited even longer than Peter Walker took to produce
the ESL- 63. But the CDP was worth the wait.
If, that is, you have ahuge library of CDs you have no

the impression of some slight vagueness or
fattening of stereo images, but the impact
depends upon the sensitivity of the listener
and system.
Otherwise, the CDP gets close to its
108dB A-wtd S/N ratio and distortion of
<0.003% although the best figures are not
obtained at its peak 3.4VIOdBFs output
but at -25dBFs where it falls to - 0.001%
through the midrange and 0.0045% at
20kHz. The graph showing distortion vs
digital level ( below, left) clearly illustrates
that THD is uniformly higher at 20kHz ( blue
infill) than IkHz ( black mull). You might
care to compare this with the same plot
for the other CD players measured in this
and earlier issues. Readers may download
afull QC Suite report for the Nagra CDP CD
player by visiting www.hifinews.co.uk and
following the links to our Test Reports. PM

ECO

9r/0 E
8
'
5
%

3.4Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio

106.5dB

Distortion lkHz. OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.0037% 10.0035%

Distortion 20kHz. OdBFs

0.035%

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0dB to - 0.780B

Digital

Jitter

1245psec

Resolution (
e) -100dB

±0.2dB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>79dB
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Missing Link
PIONEER PD-D9

(£ 699)

When Pioneer launched its A-A9 amplifier
this year, we had to wait for the matching
disc player. Now it's here, astereo SACD
player with the company's Legato Link
converter technology

32
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Tested by Andy Whittle

p

ioneer Corporation is aglobal leader in the
consumer electronics market, and its ethos of

'Sound Vision and Soul' is said to be at the heart
of its business - stirring stuff!
The focus of our attention here is the new PD- D9

Super Audio CD player, afront end for the new A9
integrated amplifier. The first thing that surprised
me about the D9 was its physical weight, at 10.5kg
certainly heavy enough to stake aclaim as a ' serious
bit of kit'. The packing carton and front fascia sport
logos from Air Studios, one of London's top recording
studios ( set up by Sir George Martin in the 1970s), as
it worked with Pioneer to tune the PD- D9. Air Studios
claims that its target was to ' produce truly reference
audio components' and in this instance it was looking to
produce a ' quick response and open sound'.
Finished in grey, Imust say that the PD- D9 certainly
looked the part - the quality, fit and finish were first
class, looking purposeful, robust and, dare Isay, studio
like! Highlighted on the front panel, by means of ared
LED, is the ' Pure Audio' function, more of which later.
Around the back are phono outputs, digital outputs
-optical and co-axial - and control connection for use
with the matching A9 integrated amplifier.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
From the product sheet it's clear that Pioneer has

ACCENT DOWN UNDER
That's enough sound, vision and soul; Ihooked it up
to an Exposure 2010 integrated amplifier driving
Snell Type C speakers. On went Kate Bush's Aerial [
EMI
094634396028], and from disc two A Sky of Honey,
the track 'An Architect's Dream'. Rolf Harris' Australian
accent was immediately apparent, the bass easing its
way along the floor setting up aplatform for Kate's
vocals. Midband presentation was clear, clean and
Imaging and positioning was good, although
ultimate width is somewhat constricted. Higher up

phono output sockets, turned from solid to maximise

the frequency range, hi- hats and small percussion

signal transmission; arigid base construction; and
non-magnetic aluminium side and top panels over a
honeycomb chassis. The audio board is similarly wellspecified with two Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz DACs and
separate Burr- Brown op- amps, one for each channel.
Twin transformers minimise interference between

range of stereo
separates,
from CD to
multichannel AV
receivers

`Rolf's voice now took on asofter hue, the
bass strolled in and the whole track was
°resented in amore relaxed demeanour'

digital and analogue circuits, coupled with adirect

instruments tended to lose some space and air,

signal topology to minimise audio losses. By way of a
trump card, Pioneer also includes its proprietary Legato

effectively moving them back into the mix.
The Pure Audio facility resulted in asmall but subtle

Link Conversion for CD replay [see box, below].

of Air Studios
to tune its new

crisp, like aChilean Casablanca Valley Chardonnay.

and sought high-performance solutions. Witness the

questioned several aspects of aCD player's performance

ABOVE: Pioneer
enlisted the help

improvement. The decay on Rolf's voice was more
apparent, drum skins tightened up; in fact, the whole
performance moved up anotch and, perhaps most
thankfully, rescued the top end. This was now more
open and detailed, more in keeping with the midband.
LEGATO LIMP
So far so good, so Iswitched filters. With the Legato
Link switched in, Rolf's voice now took on asofter hue,

LEGATO LINK DIGITAL FILTER
Pioneer first introduced its Legato Link 8x digital
filter in 1992, at least partially inspired by the
Digimaster oversampling technology developed by
US high- end company, Wadia. The idea was simple
-avoid the pre- and post- echoes and inescapable
group delay that attends all conventional highorder, ' brickwall' digital filters, by adopting afar
gentler filter slope. Nevertheless, the severe FIR
(Finite Impulse Response) filters were conceived
specifically to isolate the audioband from the
digital images on the other side of the ' brick wall',
images retained by the gentler interpolative Legato
Link filter. Depending on your choice of amplifier,
these images may cause audible intermodulation
distortion, outweighing any potential benefit. PM

the low-frequency strolled in and the whole track was
presented in amore relaxed demeanour. Interestingly,
the Legato Link filter appears to slow down the bass,
taking with it the rest of the frequency spectrum. I
had expected acleaner and more detailed top end
with Legato Link in tow, the exact opposite to what

AUDIO

FILE
CD/two-channel

SACD player with
24/192kHz DAC
and switchable

Iwas hearing. Kate's vocals followed Rolf's, that is,
slightly softer, but they now had an additional degree
of phrasing, while vocal range became more apparent.

Legato Link filter

It's swings and roundabouts Iguess, and ultimately
depends on what type of listener you are and particular

Made by:
Pioneer Corp

programme material you play.
On with Bonnie Raitt's Nick of Time [
Capital CDP 7

Supplied by:
Pioneer GB

91268 2]. In Pure Audio mode, the drums and wood
block started the proceedings, weighty and with good
turn of speed, driving the track on, Raitt's vocals taking
centre stage and her characteristic gruff voice hanging
pleasingly between the speakers. It was hard to G>

JANUARY 2008

Price: f699

Telephone:
01753 789789
Web: www.
pioneenco.uk
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PIONEER

PD- D9 CD PLAYER / £.699

RESULTS
Switch- mode power

Hybrid CO/SACO drive
mechanism

supply•frceds the
;.9

Pioneer's own chip, the
PD0274A, includes the
tried- and-tested Legato
Link filter algorithm

hanism

Pioneer uses Burr- Brown's
SRC4192 asynchronous
sample rate converter to
I drive the DAC with 24bitfl 92kHz LPCM data

ABOVE: Switchable only from the remote handest, the
Pure Audio mode turns off the display and digital outputs
Two power supply
t-ansformers, for both
tie analogue and digital
sections of the player, ere

comprehend how she can develop such range and
power. You would almost expect her to be coughing
by now, such is the PD-D9's ability to resolve detail and
dynamics. Iflipped it over to Legato Link and hit the go
button. The whole musical presentation seemingly took
on amore relaxed gait, in this case allowing more time
to appreciate Raitt's vocal dexterity and presentation
not necessarily any better or worse, just different.
HALLELUJAH TO SACD
So what of SACD? On with Handel's Messiah, [
Sir
Colin Davis, LSO LS006072], ' For unto us achild is
born'. The opening string section sounded remarkably
natural, devoid of any harshness yet rich in detail and
compassion. The power and dynamic of the choir
was fully captured, and again the dynamic range was
somewhat surprising and added an extra, welcome,
dimension to the piece. Separation between the male
and female sections of the choir remained clear at all
times enabling the listener to sit back and enjoy the
performance to the full. With Pure Audio on, there was
asmall improvement, aslightly sweeter presentation, a
touch more space and air, however the difference was
not as great as with standard CD.

screened within this box
Dual Wolfson WM8741
DACs, which have a
separate OSO input
mode, service both CD
and SACD datastreams

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Unlike many universal CD/SACD/DVD
players, this CD/SACD hybrid model retains
the 1- bit DSD data from SACD media
without downsampling to LPCM. This gives
it aresponse that's some -4.5d13/80kHz
and - 11.5dB/100kHz, albeit with increasing
levels of ultrasonic requantisation noise
that limits its dynamic range to about 70dB
above 70kHz or so. Within the audioband,
both CD and SACD have an A-wtd SIN ratio
of - 109dB and alow-level resolution that's
good to 0.2dB over a 100dB range (CD) and
0.4dB over afull 120dB range ( SACD).
The underlying technical performance
of the player is not state-of-the-art in every
respect, but there are no deleterious flaws.
Distortion, for example, is some 0.0012%
with CD and 0.002% with SACD through
the midrange thanks to both 2nd and
3rd harmonics. Other players might have

Next up, Claire Martin, He Never Mentioned Love
[Linn AKD 295], `Trav'llin Light'. The double bass strings
resonanted with ameaningful 'twang' and Claire's
vocals appeared from nowhere with what can only
be described as startling realism. Again the dynamic
capabilities of the PD- D9 left me somewhat bemused!
This is atop flight SACO performance from what is
essentially amid- priced player. (D

z•

"Le

I
4'

-120 0

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
crisp and clear player with
unbelievable dynamics,
expressive mid. At worst

-60

-80

SOUND

of perceived width, and
a question mark over the
treble which is not always in
line with the bass or mid. In
SACD mode it shows its true

-100

-120

[48411

LEFT: Distortion vs digital signal level at lkHz ( black) and 20kHz ( blue);
RIGHT: Distortion and digital images vs signal frequency ( green = standard
filter, grey ' ghost' images = Legato Link filter)

Maximum output level

there's a slight restriction

ECO

91%

mettle, turning in a highly
respected performance not
expected at this price point.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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clean extended bass and an

34

-20

(Decreasing) Dignal Signal Level ›,

78%

At its best the D9 is a neutral,

another ' 0' in this distortion figure. but the
difference is unlikely to be directly audible.
Jitter, too, is low enough at 130psec ( CD)
and 200psec ( SACD) even if the latter looks
alittle ' untidy' with some breakthrough of
other spurious digital distortions.
As ever, the famous Legato Link
digital filter [see boxout, p32] exerts a
big influence, trading the perfectly flat
response of the conventional filter for one
that rolls gently away to -3.5d13/20kHz. This
gentle filter slope also provides very little
attenuation of digital aliasing images (the
ghost images visible on the 3D plot, below),
but it does offer reduced distortion, in both
time and frequency domains, versus the
conventional filter ( green image). Readers
may download afull QC Suite report for the
PD- D9 by visiting www.hifinews.co.uk and
following the links. PM

JANUARY 2008

2.02Vrms

A-wtd SIN Ratio

108.8dB

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.0012%

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.007% 10.005% with Legato Link)

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0dB to - 0.04d3 (- 3.5dB with Legato Link)

Digital Jitter

128psec

10.0042%

Resolution @ - 100dB

t0.2dB

Rejection of stopband images

>125dB ( 6.5dB with legato Link)

Th understruck.

Meet the ultimate home entertainment subwoofer. For apocalyptic bass extension with minimal distortion,

the new Reference Series Two Model 209 is second to none.With alinear excursion of no less than 60mm, the enormous 450mm ( 18 -)cone delivers
massive bass extension — but with KEF's unique Acoustic Compliance Enhancement technology almost doubling the effective cabinet volume using
granules of activated carbon, it's realised without amassive enclosure.
Power comes courtesy of a 1000\N amplifier with Digital Signal Processing equalisation facilities incorporating six presets for both line and LFE
inputs.You also get aunique system for self-adjusting output to the acoustics of your room using automated measurements of the listening area with
the microphone supplied. And as you'd expect from KEF's flagship subwoofer, all DSP facilities together with volume, phase, polarity and crossover
parameters are fully adjustable by remote control. Prepare to be amazed.
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GP Acoustics (UK) Ltd., Eccleston Road,Tovil. Maidstone, Kent, ME IS 6QP U.K. T: + 44 (0) I
622 672261. F: + 44 (0) 1622 750653
Uni Q is registered. Uni Q is protected under GB patent 2236929, U.S. Pat. No 5,548,657 and other worldwide patents.
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CD PLAYER TEST

Dig It?
PATHOS DIGIT (£ 1995)

Pathos Acoustic follows its statement
Endo -phin CD player with amore affordable
design that's no less striking to the eye.
3ut will its smooth sound appeal to all?

36
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Tested by Andrew Harrison

I

talian hybrid amplifier specialist Pathos Acoustic
unveiled its first CD player last year, the stylish
Endorphin top- loader [ see HEN August ' 06], and
has now already followed it up with alower- priced

alternative. Now while no-one could mistake the new
Digit in its shoebox aspect case for the sci-fi statement
of the Endorphin, Pathos says that the two CD players
share the same technology inside, with the differences
between them limited to the transport mechanism and
the power supply.
The Digit is designed to sit alongside the similarlyproportioned Classic One integrated ampifier, itself
amore affordable version of the company's more
extended range of high-end valve/solid-state hybrid
amplifiers. It's acleaner design than the Classic
amp, though, without any bright red capacitors or
transformer to populate the top board, nor the figured
wood frontispiece. In short, the clean lines of the Digit
perhaps make it somewhat more ' timeless' in its design,
not unlike something that would appear from apopular
Danish lifestyle brand.
NATURAL BALANCE
Like the Endorphin reviewed in August last year, the
Digit includes apair of small double-triode valves, used
in the analogue output stage - this time acouple of
ECC88s in place of the Endorphin's 6H30s. These are
said to operate in class A mode with zero feedback,
taking the balanced audio output from the single Crystal
DAC chip after asimple one- pole constant phase filter.
So the XLR balanced outputs are the natural choice for
connection here, although Pathos has also included
more traditional unbalanced outputs on phono sockets.
A look inside the casework tells an interesting story,
for the main circuit board is less than half filled with
the components that have obviously been designed

to populate it. The Digit is actually astereo CD player
version of aDVD player that Pathos tells us is coming

ABOVE:
Balanced XLR

soon. This will use the same layout as the Digit for its

and unbalanced
phono outputs

front L/R channels, with an extra multichannel codec
for surround, centre and sub channels.
In use, the Digit almost behaves like anormal CD

are available, as
well as acoaxial
S/PDIF digital

player, albeit one that has had all its button labels
removed. The ' almost' qualification is because, like

output

some home DVD players, the Digit has an annoying
habit of switching itself into standby if it's not used for
afew minutes.
So the row of six discreet black buttons that run
along the front will control, from left to right, play/
pause, stop, skip back, skip forward, standby and open/
close. This take alittle learning to memorise functions,
but some will find the cleaner lines, unblemished

'The Pathos Digit has avery rounded
and smoothed treble quality that could
not be provoked into excess'
by any legends, aworthwhile trade for the sake of
aesthetic minimalism. Despite the clear top hatch
which shows the loaded disc, and its associated clamp
gantry, the Digit is in fact afront- loading CD player. The
drawer rolls out - after you've found the right button
-although not fully, but with just enough clearance to
slide adisc in at an angle.
PERSUASIVE PATHOS
Pathos is about more than just astate of pity
-it was one of the three modes of persuasion
in ancient Greek rhetoric. More specifically, it
was an appeal to the audience's emotions - an
apt description for the action of good music
reproduction. The company was founded in 1994
by Gaetano Zanini, Gianni Borinato and Paulo
Andriolo in the northern Italian city of Vicenza. Its
first products were inspired by electronic designer
Borinato's own valve ¡ transistor amp topology,
INPOL, from INseguitore aPOmpa Lineare - Linear
Pump Tracker - using apatented style of class A
zero-feedback circuit. Its most iconic amp design
was the Twin Towers 35W integrated, which since
the buildings' destruction was renamed to just TT.

SMOOTH OPERATOR
It's afoible of the reviewer's larguage that ' smooth'
can be used as an accolade or in apejorative sense.
And at the risk of sounding ambivalent, the Digit is
one smooth performer. Considering that the usual
complaint with CD sound used : o be harshness or edgy
treble, this should stand as avirtue, for the Pathos Digit
has avery rounded and smoothed treble quality that
could not be provoked into excess. Unusually in the
realm of CD player voicing, the Digit is actually quite
characterful with its seemingly rolled-down top- end.

AUDIO

FILE
CD player with
24-bit/192kHz
converter and
triode valve
output stage
Price: £ 1995
Made By:
Pathos Acoustics
Supplied By:
UKD

Playing abrilliant and energetic orchestral work
such as Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition, [
Muti,

Telephone:
01753 652669

Philedelphia, EMI747099] the Digit veiled the raspy

Web: wwvv.
pathosacoustics.

brass lines in the work's introduction, while strings
homogenised into amore collectivised whole. C->

JANUARY 2008
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PATHOS

..-

DIGIT CD PLAYER / £1995

RESULTS

Not atop- loader, but a
drawer- loader that feeds

On..6922EH ( Electro.
Harmonix) double triode

alinear- tracking Philips
DVD meclanism

features in the analogue
stage of both left ano
right channels

Area of unpopulated
DVD board designated
for component video
and centre, surround
and .
9ub audio circuitry

er=1›

ABOVE: The Pathos Digit uses atray- loading DVD drive
mechanism, sourced from Philips

T
P'1
4,
/
•

Later, cellos and basses were subdued rather than
fleshed out with their usual woody, resonant character.
On closer miked studio recordings, the Digit,
while still very smooth and civilised, was robbing the
leading edge from instruments, subduing the impact

•

somewhat veiled. Additionally, Ifelt there was adynamic
ceiling which the Digit would not exceed. This all gave
the player adarkly- lit presentation; soundstage was
reasonably wide, just lacking in matching depth, making
the 'viewing' of sounds at the back of the mix as difficult
as if someone had turned down the light dimmers. Ialso
found it less easy to follow timing, as with the 5/4 verse
and 12/8 chorus changes in Pentagle's ' Light Flight'
[Light Flight, Delta 47 048].
COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN
From the Simple Acoustic Trio's debut Habenera,
the subtle inflections of drum and cymbalwork, the
plucking of upright bass notes, the upper partial's of
the piano's sonorous tone; these were all lost in the
Digit's romantically shrouded presentation. With a
variety of test pieces Icouldn't escape from the Digit's
underdeveloped sense of communication. For all its
smoothness and edge-free presentation. Ifound myself
shortchanged of real musical interest. So while the Digit

DVD player, which common -y
employ switcnmode power
supplies, the Digit features a
substantial linear supply

2a-bit/192kHz data,.feeds the
va;ve-based analogue stage

of percussion and setting one further back from the
recording. It was not that it sounded slow or bloated - it
had acertain pace and spryness, and bass was far from
overweight or dragging its heels - but it still seemed

. •
beigifteSeing based upon a

stereo DAC, compatible with

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
The inside shot of the Pathos (above)
clearly indicates that the player is based
on apre- HDMI DVD solution although, as
implemented here, is for CD playback only.
At high levels, over the top 20dB of its
dynamic range ( peaking at 2.2V for OdBfs),
its performance is influenced by the doubletriode valves that contribute some 0.004%
harmonic distortion. Presumably because
the valves are not a ' matc hed pair', this
increases to 0.018% on the right channel
Only ( see graph, below).
At lower (digital) levels, the distortion
and low-level linearity return to values more
typical cif the CS4396 DAC. This includes the
rising ultrasonic noise and below-average
34dB rejection of digita, images that are
intrinsic to this slightly aged ( introduced

jitter comprised of 172fiz components as
illustrated in the graph below. Likely as not
this unusual modulating frequency will be
caused by the interaction of two dissimilar
clocks within the Digit and is unlikely to
enhance its sound quality. The inherent
clock accuracy is well within aClass 1
standard at llppm, however, so the Pathos
will drive the fussiest of outboard DACs.
Otherwise, the Digit has awide 109d8
A-wtd S/N ratio, an excellent channel
balance of 0.02dB ( bearing in mind the
difference in THD between channels), a
channel separation wider than 106dB from
20Hz-20kHz and aflat freauency response
good to - 0.6d8/20kHz.
Readers may download afull QC Suite
report for the Pathos Digit CD player by

in 1999) DAC design. More worrisome,
perhaps, is the extensive 1140psec of

visiting www.hifinews.co.uk and following
the links to our Test Reports. PM

El»

1E140
.00

I -100

steers awide road around the pitfalls of ' showroom
tuning' - you would never accuse this player of blinding
you with detail - it also failed to engage this listener
with the constituent parts of amusical work to hold
attention for very long. '

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
This stylish and beautifullycrafted minimalist design of

a

CD player has a smooth and
inoffensive character that
may gloss over most of the

-100
-120
-00

-40

Me<

el

Unfortunately, some will

cracks too effective, leading
to an overly restrained

- 110

-1.10
-1500

- 2000 -1000

HI-FI NEWS. SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

2.22Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio

108.4dB

Distortion

0.018% / 0.004%

kHz, OdBFs(-30cIBFs

Distortion 20kHz. OdBFs

0.016%

Frequency response, 20Hz- 20kHz

+0.0dB to - 0.56dB
1140psec

to carry the emotion of a

Resolution # - loOdB

±0.6dB

musical performance.

Stereo separation ( 20Hz 20kHz)

>106dB
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level at 1kHz (black) and 20kHz ( blue)
mis match; RIGHT: Digital
jitter is both high at 1140psec and extensive in nature
LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal

Digital Jitter

presentation that can fail

0

- Jed, Fr

- right channel ( dotted) is higher due to a valve

unwanted edge of CD sound.

find this papering of the

- 100

(0.011.1 Sognal Level ->

"The finest speaker
on the plait"
-

nKessler, Hi-

ws

ESL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
A single 'point-source' driver, so incredibly linear

"I know of no other speaker I'd rather own,

and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for

regardless of price"

the revelation that will unfold. No colouration,

—Sam Te/hg. Stereophile magazine

no distortion, no artefacts — just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.

"I have to say that this is the finest speaker on

the planet"
—Ken Kessler, HiFi News

"By the highest standards, the 2905s get

everything right to a degree that had me
shaking my head in awe"
—Noel Keywood, HiFi World

EISA.. Best
AWARD: Product
2007-2008

AUDG;;.);="rT

QUAD
the closest opi)iouch

1() Ilk'

“ ntild

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi.co.uk

CD RECEIVER TEST

Music Central
SHANLING MC- 30

(£.506)

A one- box CD player, radio and amplifier with an iPod
cradle... but is 3W of power going to be enough?

«NMI

40
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Tested by Ian Harris

W

hile the unending pressure for low-priced
consumer electronics has led to some
mass- market components with build quality
more appropriate to aconsumable than a

major asset, premium Chinese manufacturer Shanling
has already truly gate-crashed the ' serious' audiophile
market with some decidedly well-built kit. Now, in
perhaps its boldest move yet, it has come up with a
combined CD/tuner/MP3 dock/integrated amp at the
scarcely credible price of £ 500.
Following Shanling's usual retronaked design ethos,

the ' Music Centre' has enough of a 1960s sci-fi vibe
to make adesign credit to Dr Hans Zarkov adistinct
possibility. However, whatever your thoughts on the
MC- 30's unique visual appeal, it is genuinely impossible
not to be bowled over by the sheer quality of the unit,
with its almost ' hewn from solid' aluminium casework
and its gorgeous design features ( like the source- select
and volume controls built into the top of the front legs).
Before we get to the sound quality, lets just recap
get out of that all-important 'first watt'. Using Vivaldi's

ABOVE: Flanked

Four Seasons as an example, with the delicate and
dynamically restrained Largo from ' Winter', the MC- 30
was in its element, providing asweet, rich yet detailed

by Shanling's
valves, CDs are
manually loaded

bold enough on its own, Shanling decided to up the
stakes with an ultra- purist single- ended valve amp of

sound within agenuinely impressive soundstage.
Moving on to the Adagio from ' Summer', the
sultry strings again had arichness and timbrai depth

atop aPhilips
linear-tracking

just... three watts per channel!

worlds apart from conventional budget solid-state

on what you get for your £ 500. A swanky blue- lit, toploading CD player, an AM/FM tuner, an MP3 interface,
full system remote and an integrated amplifier with
both aux input and pre-out facilities. Oh yes, the
amplifier. Just in case the concept of the MC- 30 wasn't

(a

FIRST WATT IS THE DEEPEST

In deference to the MC- 30's most likely habitat, I
auditioned the player exclusively in a4 x3.5m room,
with alistening position awhisker over two metres

from the plane of the speakers. Through apair of 91dB
Tannoy Precision 6 monitors, the Music Centre had no
problem in producing avery comfortable level of sound.
Take the need for dynamic peaks out of the equation,
and it is amazing how much perceived volume you can

mechanism

combinations, while any moments of compression
during the thunderclaps were elegantly handled. The
ever-familiar Allegro non molto from 'Winter' showed
the first hint of the MC- 30's Achilles' heel. Played at
amoderate volume there was areal sense of clarity,
speed and energy, but push the volume too high, and
the slightly denser scoring led to an audibly intrusive
level of compression on musical peaks.

'Shanling decided to up the stakes with
an ultra-purist single-ended valve amp
of just... three watts per channel!'
'Don't You Want Me Baby' from Dare provided
achange of pace along with acomprehensive lowfrequency workout. Perhaps surprisingly, the MC- 30
worked really well here. With the track's limited
dynamics, avery respectable output was possible
without any sense of congestion or strain and, while
the bass end of affairs was alittle light, this served
to focus attention on aremarkable level of insight
into the vocal performances giving, not so much

LOUDSPEAKER OR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER?
Of course, getting real dynamics from 3watts
would require speaker sensitivity close to 100dB,
so Ilooked to distributor Matthew Jameson for
guidance on appropriate partnering speakers.
VVhile encouraging me to wire up my 89dB Micro
Utopia Be, Matthew also supplied apair of 91dB

a ' Dare Unplugged' as a ' Dare Turned Down' feel
to proceedings. Not strictly accurate to the source
material, but hugely enjoyable all the same.

AUDIO

FILE
Combined CD
player/FM tuner/
amplifier. Rated
at 3W/8ohm
Price: £ 500

EXPLOSIVE UPGRADE
Reprising this musical programme via the unit's
pre-outs and apair of kW monoblocks, amore
conventional tonal balance was restored, along with

Tannoy Precision 6. Subjectively, the theoretical
2dB increase sounded about right, with the

the kW's signature bass grip and explosive dynamics.

Tannoys providing audibly greater output. For those

While the Musical Fidelity amps certainly highlighted

planning on using the MC- 30 ' au naturelle', dynamic
limitations will be afact of life; however, the £ 500
Tannoy makes afine partnering speaker, with well

the MC- 30's low frequency and dynamic limitations,
they also demonstrated that, purely as aCD/Pre, the

above average efficiency at its price point.

Switching to tuner mode, it was apparent that the
somewhat compressed nature of commercial &)

Made By:
Shenzhen
Shanling Digital
Tech Co. Ltd
Supplied By:
Real Hi Fi
Telephone:
0870 909 6777

unit can hold its own at the £ 500 price point.
Web: www.realhifi.com
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LAB

SHANLING

MC-30 CD/TUNER/AM° / £500

RESULTS

Large toroidal transformer
feeds individually regulated
supplies for every section of the
co -nbined FM tuner. CD player
and low- powered amplifier

Shanling's choice of DA
is the stereo PCM173

Philips' SAA7327
incorporates the digital

from Burr-3rown

servo and CD decoder

,
t
ea::

ra
Mr 43
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ABOVE: The 3W power amp uses two 6P1
valves in a 'single-ended' configuration
FM broadcasts suited the Music Centre to
a 'T'. Overall, there was anice, warm glow
to the sound, as well as excellent imaging
and impressive clarity. Sound pressure levels
could also be safely pushed alittle higher
than with more dynamically-challenging CD
material without obvious compression setting
in. The MP3 dock (which uses asimple double

the unoerside of

The transport

:he valve sockets for
5hanling's 6P1 ' bean-

are controlled by this

:etrode tubes

collection of Ks

mechanism and laser

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

jack- plug terminated lead, rather than any
proprietary interface) also benefitted from the
addition of valve warmth and insight from what is an
inherently limited source.
MASTER PLAN
While Iam full of admiration for Shanling's bold step in
bringing aspecialist all- in-one solution to the market,
the Music Centre comes out of this review as aflawed
gem. Within its performance envelope, the MC- 30
provides aspaciousness, presence and level of timbrai
discrimination that makes amockery of its low cost.
Howeve-, through any sane partnering speaker, that
envelope is extremely dynamically limited. For this
reason, the unit makes most sense to me as amultisourcelpreamp combination, using the pre-out facility
to plumb in amore substantial power amplifier. In this
guise, the unit still offers good value for money.
On the other hand, for hi-fi beginners, or those with
paper-thin walls, the Music Centre also makes asolid

Let's look at the MC-30's strongest suit first
-CD playback. The fine level outputs deliver
2.33V at maximum volume with an A-wtd
S/N ratio of 106.5dB and distortion as
low as 0.0005% through the midrange on
the left channel. As with earlier Shanling
products, valve matching is not precise, so
distortion is alittle higher at 0.0012% on
the right channel. The choice of Burr- Brown
DAC ensures excellent low level resolution
and very low 125psec jitter, although the
- 80dB rejection of digital images (while
perfectly adequate) is not state-of-the-art.
The frequency response is flat to within
0.2dB over the full 20Hz-20kHz spectrum,
unlike that of the partnering ( power)
amplifier stage which is some + 1.5dB up at
20kHz. Frankly, Iuse the term ' power' with
some reservation as the MC-30 was only
able to deliver some 3.5W into 8ohm, albeit

EI S. T

S.S.
IS
.

case as acomplete solution. Of course, upgrading via a

i
I

pair of its beefier SP- 80c monoblocks is an aesthetically
appropriate option. Perhaps the 3W amp is just part of

0.10

aShanling master plan to tempt hi-fi paddlers into the
deeper waters of its range! (')

420 0

HI- F, NEWS VERDICT

at 2% rather than the 10% distortion limit
quoted in Shanling's literature. The dynamic
output profiles for this single-ended valve
amp say it all ( note the 0.1-5W scale on the
graph, below right). Ultra- high sensitivity
speakers are aprerequisite here, although it
might make an excellent headphone amp...
The A-wtd S/N ratio is perfectly good at
85dB re. OdBW but, once again, you'll need
very sensitive speakers to realise this range.
Distortion hovers between 0.3-0.7% across
the audioband at 1W/8ohm while the high
- 1.6ohm output impedance will influence
the overall amp/speaker system response.
The fact that it looks ' bright' into an Bohm
load may not be realised in practice.
Readers may download afull QC Suite
report for the Shanling MC-30 'music
centre' by visiting vvww.hifinews.co.tek and
following the links to our Test Reports. PM
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Dynan* POW« Output 3.

LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( black) and 20kHz ( blue):

With its stunning design, good

RIGHT: Dynamic power output versus speaker load impedance - up to 3W

standard of finish and value for

into 8ohm ( black), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and 1ohm ( green)

money, the MC- 30 is a worthy,

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

if slightly idiosyncratic,
addition to the all- in- one CD/

Maximum power output, 8(4ahm

FM/amp genre. Inevitably,

A-wtd S/N Ratio ( CD re. OdBFs / amp re. OdBVV)

I
06.5dB / 84.9dB

Distortion, co re. OdBFs ( 20Hr-20kHz)

0.0016-0.007%

Distortion, amp re. Oci3W ( 20Hz-20kHz)

0.56-0.789.

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz ( co Iamp)

+0.0d8 to - 0.19dB / + 0.0dB to + 1.4dB

performance is largely

BUILD

defined by its 3W amp,

70%

but it's ideal for those who
need to avoid audio- induced
neighbour- rage. Taking price
into account, in its own lowpower and limited way, it
really srather wonderful.

42
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69%
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Output impedance, 20Hz-20kHz ( amp)

3.5W I2.5W

1-1.35ohm

Digital Jitter ( CD)

125psec

Stereo separation ( 2011z-20kHz)

>83dB
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A perfect combination

vniAle,Er

Amigos 2007

re1f17
AWARDS 2004
STMO SHAMS
tyotn,n000
Sneed., SS.

-Hear them together
at these SEVENOAKS stores

ABERDEEN
BEDFORD
BRIGHTON
BRISTOL
BROMLEY
CAMBRIDGE
CHELSEA
CHELTENHAM
E
ALING
E
XETER
G
LASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
,
KINGSTON
LEEDS*
LEEDS ( NETHERBY)*
UNCOLN

01224 252797
01234 272779
01273 733338
0117 974 3727
020 8290 1988
01223 304770
020 7352 9466
01242 241171
020 8579 8777
01392 218895
0141 332 9655
01483 536666
020 7837 7540
01482 587171
020 8547 0717
0113 245 2775
01937 586886
01522 527397

MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
N
ORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTFI
POOLE
PRESTON
READING
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
S
OUTHAMPTON
STAINES
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WITHAM
YEOVIL

01622 686366
0161 831 7969
01603 767605
0115 911 2121
01733 897697
01752 226011
01202 671677
01772 825777
0118 959 7768
01732 459555
0114 255 5861
023 8033 7770
01784 460777
01892 531543
01923 213533
01376 501733
01935 700078

•RELOCATES TO WETHERBY IN EARLY JANUARY
WETHERBY DUE TO OPEN IN MIDDECEMBER

Sevenoaks has over 35 years' experience in the world of sound and vision and
has selected this combination of outstanding products from three of the UK's
finest - Cyrus, Spendor and QED.
Take some of your favourite CDs along to one of our stores nationwide and hear
them at their best.
FEATURED SYSTEM

Try them with the
award-winning QED
Silver Anniversary XT
speaker cables

.
NEW

Cyrus CD8 SE CD Player
Cyrus 8vs2 Integrated Amplifier
Spendor 55e Floorstanding Speakers
DON'T FORGET! ACCESSORIES MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces
is determined as much by its accessories as its main
components. At Sevenoaks, accessories are not
an afterthought - our staff can demonstrate the
difference the right accessories can make to your home
entertainment experience.

PLEASE NOTE
AM beads my ort be wobbleal .
01 It. rrtore, Inter] Pled., "'Men, belore travellrng Any publryhed plan were cone« at
01.11111.10Iney Spatial or Added ,,, I,, ,fl,., are noun cornunr non we Any olber otter or prornotron ( MCWA00),

ADVERT VALID UNTIL 10/01/2008, E&OE.

_ow...,

or er
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spendor

QED

LOUDSPEAKERS 980-£550
Stand-mourt speakers from B&W, Dali, Dynaudio and Mission are compared and rated
REVIEWS AND L BTESTS BY KEITH HOWARD

AUDIO

FILE
B&W 685
£379
Tel: 01903
221800
www.bowerswilkins.com

ybrief said begin with an explanation of

stands ( assuming you don't have these already) since

what's going on in this area of the speaker

none of them will deliver what they're capable of
perchec on something flimsy. This will append £ 200

market. But what's going on in £ 379 to
£549 speakers - the price range covered
here - is much the same as elsewhere. Most loudspeaker

or so to their price. Asolid stand of 600imm in height

manufacturers continue to bui,dspeakers as they

and- sand fil ed Huyoens stands which, because of their

always have - as rectangular b3xes constructed using a
cabinet wrap - and to populate them, typically at this
price level, with acone bass-midrance driver and dome

weight, rea ly punch their spikes through the carpet to
the floor beneath. Lighter s:ands often don't achieve
this so that, even w•-ien equipped with spikes. they

tweeter. There are exceptions - look no further than

flail to provide areally firm foundation and are afalse
economy. Cet this factor rig it and you' Ibe amply

the £ 500 five- driver, four-way, floors=anding JBL ES80
Ireviewed in HFN November 2007 for an outstanding

Dali Ikon 2
£549

example - but most manufacturers seem to agree that

Tel: 0845 644
3537
www.dali.dk

the best sound at this pike level is azhieved with a
traditional stand- mount two-way.

Dynaudio
Audience 42
£400
Tel: 01908
487557

What's changed is mostly behind the scenes. The audio
industry becomes daily more competitive, particularly
for manufacturers who resist tne move east and

THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE

www.dynaudio.
corn

Mission e52
£450
Tel: 0845 458
1122
www.mission.
co.uk

is

about right; Iused them aIon an old pair of lead -

tepaid with enhanced precision and sol dity of sound.
Not only do the four speakers arrayed here cover
quite alarge price range, relatively speaking, they also
span asignificant size range, from the mini- monitor
proportions of the Dynaudio Audience 42 and Mission
e52 to he more imposing bulk of the Dali Ikon 2, with
the B&W 685 inbetween. This too has to be taken
into account when assessing them. There comes a
point with loudspeakers, where larger is not necessarily

continue to manufacture in Europe. At the same time,
the engineering tools for measuring .and, even more

better because smaller speakers have acoherence and
straightforwardness of sound that larger models can

importantly, predicting loudspeaker behaviour become
ever more sophisticated. You don't have to have these

struggle to emulate. For instance, Iprefer the B&W 8055
=o some larger mccels in the 800 series for precisely

tools to build asuccessfil loudspeaker in 2008 because

:his reason: it doesn't go as loud, it hasn't the same bass
extension and power, but it has asimple honesty of

outstanding products still need meticulous ' voicing'
by experienced listeners - but you p.it yourself at a
significant disadvantage if you haven't. Familiar as the
compact two-way at this price level may look, beneath
the skin it's typically alot more advanced than designs
of even five, let alone ten, years ago.
Remember to add to the ticket p-ice of the four
speakers on review here the cost of agood pair of

•

• ••••.,
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presentaticn that Ifind more convincing.
Below this threshold, though, bigge - is usually better.
Ihave never hearc amini- monitor class loudspeaker that
completely belies its size, the usual giveaway being a
curtailment of dynamic freedom that leaves the speaker
sounding small as well es being small..o the Dynaudio
and the Mission - which both have front baffles smaller

hi-f
mews

OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT

than the front cover of this magazine - can be expected
to be at some disadvantage in this respect compared
to the B&W and particularly to the Dali, into which you
could fit two Audience 42s.

STIFF COMPETITION
If what you're looking for is design elegance then really
there is only one contender here: the Mission. With
its curved side walls, which taper inwards to a narrow

Familiar 138.W 25mm aluminium
dome tweeter features a new
surround design that is claimed to
improve spaciousness and imaging

back panel, the e52 looks like a mini Sonus faber.
As well as breaking the familiar box speaker mould,
those curved side panels have the advantage of being
inherently stiffer than the conventional flat alternative,
which bodes well for reduced cabinet coloration. The

Woven Kevlar bass- mid unit
diaphragm is afamiliar B&W feature,
as is the bullet- shaped central phase
plug which helps smooth the drivers
response at high frequencies

Forward-firing Flowport reflex port
incorporates golf ball- like dimples
to discourage turbulent flow at
high bass output levels

e32's enclosure is constructed of Grania, which Mission
describes as ' amulti- layer composite of MDF and
particle board formulated to provide precise control of

'Alongside the e52, the
Audience 42 is aplain Jane but
with asubstantial pedigree'
vibration.' A downside of the narrow rear panel is that
the e52 has an unfamiliar, vertical disposition of its four
inp.it terminals which, to accommodate figure- of- eight

Bowers & Wilkins 685

links for single- cable use, are arranged -, +, +. Even
more than usual with split crossovers, this offers the

No prizes for identifying the 685 as a B&W product by sight alone.

opportunity for careless or confused owners to short-

First there's the trademark woven Kevlar cone of the bass- mid unit

circuit their amplifier. Be warned.

above which, and positioned very close to the front baffle's top edge,

Alongside the e52 the Dynaudio Audience 42 is

is an aluminium dome tweeter - the only example in this group.

a plain Jane but comes with asubstantial pedigree.

Although B&W didn't know this when it first began using Kevlar, a

Its predecessor, the Audience 40, was proclaimed

woven cone has the advantage that the speed of bending waves

loudspeaker of the year in the pan-European EISA

through it differs according to direction, acharacteristic that helps

awards and amassed other plaudits worldwide.

prevent the formation of standing wave ' breakup' resonances. Out

Dynaudios measure well and always evince meticulous

of s,ght, the tweeter - which has aclaimed response to over 50kHz,

engineering, so even though the 42's 150mm bass-

albeit after an ultrasonic resonance - has an integral tapered tube to

mid driver and 28mm soft dome tweeter look nothing

dissipate rear radiation from the dome, afeature we know well from

out of the ordinary and its box cabinet is aesthetically

Worthing's more cost ly products.

uninspiring, this is not a speaker to underrate.
A size up from the Mission and Dynaudio, B&W's
685 also has a reputation that precedes it. Every now

RIGHT: B&W 685
-the second model
in the company's
new 600 Series,
which uses several
proprietary
technologies
developed for

iiiia•••••

c

B&W's high- end 800
Series loudspeakers,
including atapered
tube tweeter and
Flowport reflex port
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the future of
music.

Visit our stores and

experience the

highest performing digital music player
in the world. The Linn Klimax DS is a
breakthrough product with the performance
to transform your life and alter the way
you listen to music.

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Linn Majik System

Latest Award winning
Onkyo Receivers

With two new product launches from Llnn,
the Majik system now includes the fantastic

Majik system promotion

Award winning AV products on permanent

Latest Pioneer G8
Plasma TV's

new Majik-I integrated amplifier and the stunning

demonstration

Most
Product

MP no.

•=1=111
-

new Mapk 140 Loudspeakers.
Pteaiall mstore to listen to this fabulous system.
atIO•

PDP-LX508XD

on permanent demorstration.
The best prices

please call for details.

Purchase a Linn Majik CD Player, Mapk Integrated
Amplifier, latan Loudspeakereand latan stand,
All for only £3500.
RAP f4290
•Wier fixate, Hems availatie
Price Includes nationwide delivery and
installation by Linn trained staff.
For more information on WM...3
eOtwaPta1*
or wenatneweaetlehill.co.uk

Ex Demonstration
and used stock list
Pioneer POP4271(1) Plasm. ( es Dern) waitE1999 now £ 1200

Capable of Processing Today's HighResolution Media
Including Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD
with Effortless Efficiency.

Sim2 Domino 035 ( Ex Derr) Hi Definition DIP Projector was
£3000 now 12300
Yamaha DPX830 ( Ex Demi Hi Definition DI, Projector was
£2099 now £ 999

TRIJE

dts

III3

Sim2 Domino 035 ( Ex Demi Hi Definition OLIii Protector war.
E3000 now 12300
Rel Strata Subwoofer ( Es Demi was 1800 now E500

Special Linn Unidisc SC and Majik 5100
promotion.

Linn Ekos Tonearm ( used) was E1850 now E1300
Linn Ninka Loudspeakers ( Ex Demi were £ 1275 now £ 750

Simply purchase a Linn Unidisk SC, universal disc player
and a Mark 5100 or 6100 Power Amplifier and
recieve afantastic 25% off.

Linn Sirrnik 12 Subwoofer ( Ex Demi was £ 1980 now £ 999
Linn lark co Player ( used) now E300
Linn Numenk DA Converter ( used) now £400

Price was £ 5340 now £ 3999
Price includes free HDMI cable and nationwide
delivery and installation by Linn trained staff.

Linn Keilidh Loudspeakers ( used) now £ 350
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Peter
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Linn Kolektor Pre- amplifier ( Ex Demi was £ 575 now £ 379
Dennitive Tmhnology Mythos two Loudspeakers ( Ex Dom)
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enhanced dynamics that accrue
from astrong, spectrally consistent

and again, particularly in the lower reaches of the hi-fi
speaker market, aproduct arrives that eclipses the

Ow. IKON•2

sidewall reflection.

asee•ss

competition to become arip-roaring critical and sales
success. I've no idea how many 685s go out of B&W's
door but I'm reliably informed that its arrival put achill

ON PARADE

down competitors' spines. As something to look at it
is barely more interesting than the Audience 42 but

As the B&W, Dali and Mission all
have split crossovers with two pairs
of input terminals, for the listening

remove its grille and familiar visual cues appear that
make this obviously aB&W. Alone here the 685 has a

Iremoved their links and used them
bi-amplified with four Exposure

(rather ugly) bent steel bracket on its back panel with a
keyhole cut-out to allow easy wall mounting, although a

XVIII Mono power amplifiers and,
for higher loudness capability, biwired from asingle Musical Fidelity
A5CR stereo power amp. Only the
Dynaudio, which doesn't have a
split crossover, was used single-

third- party fully adjustable wall bracket would be amore

'I'm reliably informed that
its arrival put achill down
competitors' spines'

wired from apair of the XVIlls and
from the A5CR - which is just as

versatile alternative for those determined not to use

its manufacturer intends. CDs and

stands. In common with other compact reflex- loaded

DVDs were played via aPioneer

B&Ws, foam bungs are provided to insert into the

DV- 939A acting as transport for a
Perpetual Technologies P- 3A, which

forward-firing port to curtail bass extension should the
685 be used close to awall or in other circumstances

is still afine DAC despite it greying
at the temples. Level adjustment

where bass boom becomes an issue. Similar bungs are
also provided with the Dynaudio.

STRAIGHT SHOOTER

was achieved via my home- built
passive preamp, based around
an eight- gang DACT stepped

As described more fully in its box- out, the Dali Ikon
2 is the odd man out in this group in being athree-

precious metal wiring.

attenuator with Dual Connect
All the speakers were used on

way design - but the third drive unit here is aribbon
tweeter, not adedicated midrange driver. This
additional transducer requires extra real estate on

ABOVE: Dali
Ikon 2 - like the

the front baffle and is one reason why the Ikon 2is

B&W example in
this group, it's

the largest speaker here. Unusually, Dali designs its
speakers to be fired straight down the listening room
rather than toed- in towards the listening position,
the intention being to keep the spectrum of the first
sidewall reflection close to that of the direct sound from
the speaker. This chimes with recommendations I've
been making for over 20 years, but many speakers don't

the aforementioned Huygens stands, about 3m from
the listening position, with their front baffles 75cm from
the wall behind and about 90cm from the side wall. The
B&W, Dynaudio and Mission were all toed in to face the
listening position, while the Dali was fired straight down

also the second
model in aseries

the room as its instructions specify.

that includes
floorstanding

MUSICAL QUARTET

models. At the

have sufficiently well maintained off- axis response to

rear can be seen
arelex-loading

allow this positioning to be fully effective. By designing
the Ikon 2, and its other speakers, specifically for this

port and bi-wire
connection

layout, Dali is able to exploit the larger soundstage and

terminals

Iconcentrated my review listening on four particular
CDs, chosen to represent avariety of musical content
and to challenge the speakers in avariety of ways.
Tony Faulkner's recording of Musical Fidelity's Antony
Michaelson playing the Weber Clarinet Concerto
[Musical Fidelity MF 028] is characteristically honest C->

. •

DaU Ikon 2

hi-finews

HIGHLY

As well as being the biggest and costliest
speaker in this group, the Ikon 2sets itself
apart by being the only three-way design,

COMMENDED

with two tweeters. Most Dali speakers use
this same hybrid tweeter module, comprising
aconventional dome tweeter (which handles
the lower treble) and a ' ribbon' tweeter for the

Narrow leaf tweeter has an etched
planar voice coil, and takes over
from 14kHz to maintain wide
dispersion up to 20kHz

upper treble - actually aleaf tweeter with a
planar voice coil. The reason for this elaboration
lies in Dali's wide dispersion design philosophy
and its intention that the speakers should fire
straight down the listening room rather than

Conventional soft textile dome
tweeter, integrated with the ribbon
tweeter in asingle housing, crosses
over to the bass-mid unit at 3kHz

being toed- in towards the listening position. A
cone tweeter can't provide the required off- axis
response for this at high treble frequencies,
while aribbon can't provide the necessary
excursion capability at low treble frequencies.
Combining them exploits the best aspects of
both tweeter technologies.

•

Reflex loaded via aprofiled rearfiring port, the 6.5in bass-mid
driver features awood fibre cone
and acast chassis
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and unadorned, with natural instrumental timbres and
aspacious acoustic. A speaker needs to possess good
imaging, fine resolution and awell judged tonal balance

team has struck an artful balance

to make the most of this recording if the upper register
of the clarinet is not to become harsh and ` shouty'.

still alittle hard on occasions - a
characteristic of the recording.
Ithink, as Ihave never heard it
otherwise - it didn't stray into the

between resolution and glare.
Although the clarinet tone was

'Saudades On 8th Avenue', from Naim's True Stereo
CD [
naimcd080], is another fine test of aspeaker's
soundstaging and its ability to convey bass impact and

ear- grating harshness that it so
easily can.
Match that, Ithought, as the

rhythmical drive. Without these qualities, this track can
easily sound anaemic and ineffectual. It also includes
astartlingly realistic snare drum sound that is asevere
test of any tweeter. Low coloration, atonal balance

Dali Ikon 2took its place. Which
in some respects it did. Because
of its wide dispersion design the

with sufficient warmth and an ability to articulate vocal

Ikon 2generates abig, spacious,

inflexion are all required for Stacey Kent's fine rendition
of ' I've Grown Accustomed to His Face', from the Jim

believable soundstage on naturally
recorded source material - bigger
than the 685's - and its inverse

Tomlinson's CD The Lyric [
Token 0501], to achieve its full
measure of intimacy.
On the other hand, unfettered dynamics coupled
with an ability to separate and control strands within

tonal balance makes its delivery
more obviously informative and
explicit. The downside to this is
that the clarinet and string timbres
sounded alittle too forceful on
climaxes, so that long-term the

'Any speaker that can
perform well on all of these
tracks is well worth the price'
acomplex musical whole are essential to asuccessful
portrayal of the André Previn/LSO performance of

sound was less comfortable and
ultimately less convincing.

BI AMP INSIGHT

Gold Seal GD87830. This is quite an old recording,

ABOVE: Dynaudio
Audience 42
-the smallest

from 1971, but like many of that era and earlier it has

speaker in this

-but the soundstage just didn't open up as with the

an infectious dynamism that makes most more recent

group, and
also the only

68,W and Dali and there was apervading sense of the
music being less informative and hence less engaging.
Whether this is due to Dynaudio's eschewal of asplit

Vaughan Williams' overture The Wasps on RCA Victor

recordings of the work sound stunted by comparison.
Any speaker that can perform well on all four of these
tracks is well worth the price that any of these speakers
is asking. Ibegan the formal listening with the Weber
clarinet quintet, with the B&VV 685s first in place to
make their case.

e

HEARD IT ON THE GRAPEVINE

Within afew bars Iwas already beginning to believe

model that does
not allow biwiring iamping.
It features a

Substituting the Audience 42s, amore neutral tonal
balance was restored - the most neutral of the group

crossover Ican't say for sure but Ican tell you that the
improvements Ihear using bi-amping in particular are in
precisely this area: the sound becomes more insightful,

150mm midbass driver and
28mm soft-dome

more real. So, not for the last time in my listening. I
found myself wondering how much better the Audience

tweeeter

split crossovers.
Switching to the Mission e52 brought awarmer tonal

what I'd heard on the grapevine about the B&W. The
soundstage was expansive, the string introduction well

42 might sound if Dynaudio relented in its opposition to

balance, more like the B&W's, and with it an enhanced
sense of depth and scale to the soundstage. But like

resolved and of natural timbre, and with the entry of
the clarinet it was soon clear that B&W's development

the Dynaudio, the e52 left me

Dynaudio Audience 42
Successor to the popular Audience 40, the Audience

Advanced factory facilities and
strict quality control allow
Dynaudio to meet stringent
ISO 9000 and QS 9000
manufacturing standards

42 distinguishes itself not only by being the smallest
speaker in this group but also the only one not
to have asplit crossover to allow bi-wiring or biamping. This isn't penny-pinching on Dynaudio's
behalf but rather amanifestation of its continued
objection to either technique, which it says are
'neither beneficial nor optimal, as [they] would alter
the balance and affect the impedance character of

o

Dynaudio design philosophy
requires that its bass-mid drivers
have avoice coil diameter at
least half that of the cone itself,
so the 42's 15cm unit features
an unusually large three-inch
voice coil

6

the loudspeakers and serve no audible benefit'. It
also points out that the metal links required when a
split crossover is used single-wired can affect sound
quality - afactor often forgotten when comparisons

6

of single- and bi-wiring are performed. Still, it's
ashame that Dynaudio closes off the possibility
of bi-amping in particular, which some amplifier
manufacturers suggest as an upgrade path and
which we've found can be an effective and relatively
low-cost means of improving system sound quality.

e
6

6

A dedicated rear bracket is
available for wall-mounting
Audience series speakers which
incorporates both pan and tilt
adjustments
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GROUP TEST

feeling short-changed in respect of insight into how the
musicians were playing. There is an element of smearing

and dynamically the 685's superior.
By comparison the Audience 42

to the Mission's sound that adds atouch of blandness to
its smooth delivery.

conveyed aflat image and blurred
snare but its flatter tonal balance

Iturned next to Stacey Kent's persuasive
interpretation of the Lerner and Loewe classic, again

the B&W. Dark- hued to afault,

beginning with the B&W. Vocal delivery was smooth

the e52 sounded agreeably warm

as silk, with well-controlled sibilants, but no hint of

and weighty and had the cleanest,
best delineated bass. But there

gave it slightly superior drive to

curtailed expressiveness in her inflexions and dynamics.
The piano sound was spacious and Jim Tomlinson's sax

was no snap to its sound, making it

solo effortlessly seductive.

rhythmically alittle ponderous.

Switching to the Dali again resulted in abigger

STING IN THE TAIL

soundstage and, despite the more forward tonal
balance, vocal sibilants remained clean and well
controlled. But Ifound Kent's voice less natural and less

For all I've said in praise of the
RCA/Previn Wasps, this is not an

expressive, and hence less persuasive. This was good hifi but, to these ears, less music.

easy recording to reproduce well.
You need asystem that can convey
the dynamic impact and spatial
scale of the piece, and which also
has the inherent resolution to paint

MISSION POSSIBLE
Although not quite as clean on sibilants as the B&W, the

detail into the broad brushstrokes.
But there's some roughness to this
recording which, if emphasised, can

Dynaudio again impressed with its neutral tonal balance
but lacked image scale - particularly depth - compared

You need asystem that can
convey the dynamic impact
and spatial scale of the piece'
to the other speakers here. Again it was also slightly
but significantly less informative than the B&W and
Dali, lacking their hear-through quality particularly on
the saxophone solo. Moving on to the Mission added
weight and warmth to both the piano and the sax

easily stray into harshness.
The 685 struggled alittle with this
piece too. It was as refined as always
and the imaging was spacious but
it just didn't have the dynamics to
ABOVE: Mission
e52 - unlike
other models in

convey the power of asymphony orchestra at full noise.
A bigger acoustic and alarger, more exciting sound was

this group, the

to best effect here. Its forward tonal balance brought
the rough edges of this recording alittle too much to
the fore, but overall it was amore riveting ride.

sound, and vocal sibilants were never intrusive. But once

Mission uses a
curved cabinet

again there was asense of it being alittle too smooth
and characterless, Kent's vocal phrasing and dynamic

which can lead

construction,

contrasts being less musically telling than via the B&W.
Chinks appeared in the 685's armour on the Naim

to astiffer box

track. It conveyed agood sense of the natural recording
acoustic and was unquestionably best at reproducing
the buzz of the snare drum. But it was atad plummy in

coloration

the bass and the slight softness to its sound removed
some of the vital rhythmical drive. While the Ikon 2's
snare wasn't as believable it was both rhythmically

with less cabinet

had from the Ikon 2, which exploited its larger cabinet

Iexpected the Audience 42's lack of image scale
and dynamic freedom to count against it on this piece,
and so it proved. It made acreditable stab at it but
big symphonic works will never be its forte. Lessened
impact aside, its discernible shortfall in resolution also
counted against it. So too with the e52, which was just
too syrupy. Its larger soundstage disguised its
dynamic restrictions to some extent but its
amorphous string sound never sounded
like abelievable ensemble. C
'.>
-

Mission e52

Inverted arrangement of the
drive units, with the bass-mid
driver above the tweeter, is a
familiar Mission feature to provide
improved time alignment

You'd never know it if you didn't remove its grille,
but the e52 appears to be built upside down - with
the tweeter below the bass- mid driver rather than
above. Nobody misread the construction drawings,
though: Mission has used this layout for many years
and calls it IDG - inverted driver geometry. It stems
from the fact that the bass- mid driver's acoustic
centre - the point in space from which it appears to

Stiff but well-damped Paramid
bass- mid driver has asandwich
construction cone with two pulp
skins ors either side of acore of
aramid fibres

radiate - is further back than the tweeter's. So in the
conventional layout, with the tweeter positioned
above the bass- mid unit, the axis along which the
two drivers are time- aligned points downwards - the
opposite of what you want in asmall speaker which,
if anything, is likely to be placed on stands which
are too short, putting it below seated ear level.

The soft dome tweeter
incorporates two heat dissipation
features: ferrofluid in the magnet
gap and an integral heatsink

Inverting the two drive units results in an uptilted
axis, which corrects the situation. Nevertheless,
Mission still warns that correct speaker height is
important to achieving the best results.

L iustion
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GROUP TEST

LOUDSPEAKER VERDICT
As anticipated, the two smallest speakers

If you've read the foregoing you will find it

that it combines naturalness of sound with

no surprise that if had Ito chose between
these speakers, cost no object, I'd walk

considerable musical insight. But it's better
suited to small-scale jazz and classical works

away with the cheapest, the B&W 685.
suspension of disbelief, and the 685
makes that easier to sustain than any of

than it is to hard- driving rock.
The Ikon 2 produces abigger sound
spatially and is tonally brighter than the
685, which may be just the ticket in

the other speakers here. That's not just
because it is remarkably unintrusive for a

systems lacking joie de vivre. It can't match

tone. I'd take the Dynaudio, but would

the B&W's warmth and subtlety but it rocks

loudspeaker at this price. Its real strength is

as the 685 can't.

always wonder how much more Imight
extract from it had it asplit crossover. c')

Reproduced sound is all about willing

offers amore neutral tonal balance and
better transparency, while the Mission
provides alarger soundstage and warmer

MISSION E52

DYNAUDIO 42

DALI IKON 2

B&W 685

here - the Audience 42 and e52 - struggle
in comparison. If you really must have a
speaker this compact then the Dynaudio

SOUND

65%

BUILD

75%

B&W 685
Our measured sensitivity of 87.5dB falls
just 0.5dB short of B&W's claimed 88dB,
which is within experimental error.
The frequency response trend declines
gently towards high frequency until, at
about 8kFlz, output begins increasing
again - afeature we've seen in many
B&Ws of late. Frequency response
errors of ± 4.0 and ± 3.9dB are not bad,
but would be improved if the tweeter
were reigned back alittle and the dip
at 7-8kHz filled. Pair matching error
of 1.6dB is good but not exceptional.
The specified minimum impedance of
3.7ohm was verified and occurs at a
high 19.9kHz, where it shouldn't cause
much stress to the amplifier. Although
the cumulative spectral decay waterfall
shows some breakup modes at the top
of the bass-mid driver's passband, they
are mostly well damped.
Graph below: Frequency response @ 1m re. 2.83V
input both speakers shown)

loudspeaker of this group to drive.

DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE 42
Dynaudio claims 86dB sensitivity for the
Audience 42 and that's exactly what we
measured. Overall frequency response
trend was the flattest of the group,
hence the fine ± 2.9dB and ± 2.8dB error
figures, and pair matching was also the
best here at ± 1.5dB, again confirming
the efficacy of Dynaudio's quality
control. A -6dB low frequency extension
of 55Hz is good for aloudspeaker of this
size and sensitivity, but this is bought
at the expense of low impedance, the
minimum modulus of 3.7ohm occurring
at 234Hz where musical energy is
high. Although the cumulative spectral
decay waterfall indicates good control
of cabinet resonances and fast energy
decay from the tweeter, an area of
closely packed ridges immediately above
2.5kHz results from breakup modes in
the bass- mid driver diaphragm.

MISSION E52
Here, for the second time in this test, we
measured asensitivity exceeding that
quoted by the speaker's manufacturer.
this time by alarge disparity of 2dB.
Mission reckons the e52 has asensitivity
of 85dB - we say it's amuch more
competitive 87dB. without which its
78Hz -6dB bass extension would look
poor. While the overall response trend is
pretty flat, aslight shelving up between
1and 2.5kHz is followed by abroad dip
in output to around 9kHz and apeak
thereafter at around 16kHz. A minimum
impedance of 3.7ohm occurs at 250Hz,
making the e52 amarginally more
challenging load than the Dynaudio
model here. The cumulative display
spectrum waterfall is quite 'grassy' at
high frequencies indicating multiple
breakup resonances from 6kHz to about
15kHz.

Graph below: Frequency response @ 1m re. 2.83V
input both speakers shown)

Graph below: Frequency response @ 1m re. 2. 83V
input (both speakers shown)

Graph below: Frequency response @ 1m re. 2.83V
input (both speakers shown)

DALI IKON 2
As befits the largest speaker in this
four-way test, the Ikon 2 recorded the
highest sensitivity at 89dB - actually
1dB higher than Dali claims. Below
10kHz the Ikon 2's frequency response
is almost amirror image of the B&W's,
with agentle upward slope reaching all
the way to 20kHz - although it may well
be flatter along the speaker's intended
listening axis.
Pair matching is no better than OK at
±1.8dB but most of the disparity occurs
above 9kHz. But for aclear resonant
ridge associated with the response
ripple at 1.2kHz. the cumulative spectral
decay waterfall is clean. Although
aminimum impedance of 5.6ohm
isn't quite high enough to justify the
speaker's nominal 8ohm impedance.
the Ikon 2 is comfortably the easiest
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MISSION (52

DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE 42

DALI IKON 2

B&W 685

Sensitivity (
SPL at lm/2.83V)

87.5dB

89dB

86dB

87d8

Impedance modulus (min/max)

3.7ohm @ 19.9kHz j54ohm @ 84Hz

5.6ohm@19.8kHz / 26.9ohm @ 22Hz

3.7ohm @ 234Hz j17.9ohm @ 2.2kHz

3.701m @ 250Hz / 22.8ohm @ 112Hz

Impedance phase (mm/max)

-60° @ 96Hz / 55° @ 28Hz

-42° @ 92Hz / 29° @ 62Hz

-31° @ 132Hz / 45° @ 953Hz

-50° @ 138Hz I43° @ 90Hz

Freq. resp. error (200Hz-20kHz)

±
4.0dB / t3.9dB

t3.8dB / t3.6dB

±2.9d8 It2.8dB

t4.1dB / t3.9dB

Pair matching (200Hz-20IcHz)

±1.6dB

±1.8d8

t1.5dB

±1.8dB

Bass/Treble extension (-6dB)

59Hz / >40kHz

59Hz / >40kHz

55Hz / >30kHz

78Hz I32.4kHz

THD 100HzIlIcHz1101tHz moos it he

0.6% I0.2% / 0.1%

0.9% / 0.3% / 0.1%

1.2% / 0.2% / 0.2%

2.5%1 0.1% / 0.2%
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POWER AMPLIFIER TEST

Mole Grip
FLYING MOLE DAD-M310 (£ 600 each)

Following the trend for high power and low
weight, these PWM-based monoblock
amplifiers from Japan offer 180W in
amere 4kg package. But what
do they sound like?

1

54
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Tested by Andy Whittle

F

lying mole - now there's an interesting name
that would appear to fly against the face of

convention. In this case, it's the convention
of Class A/B transistor amps and thermionic
devices that glow in the dark. Iam not even certain that
they have moles in Japan. I've been to Tokyo anumber
of times and haven't seen moles on the menu, so can
only assume that they do not.
A quick look at the company's website finds that its
business philosophy is 'to make things creative, simple
and beautiful'. There is also abit about harmony, nature
and the environment. Well, it is aJapanese company.

SONIC SCREWDRIVER
These monoblocks have anumber of useful features
such as balanced input, and the option for avariable
output via their unbalanced inputs. These connections
are clearly explained in the owner's manual, although
Imust admit to being abit bemused by the setup for
remote operation. If you have the partnering PAS 1
preamplifier ( E1199) you can control the power amps
via the preamp remote. You need to connect some
wires to asmall junction box on the back of each
amplifier using ascrewdriver, and whilst this is quite
simple Ido not believe it is that ' creative' or particularly

cc

ABOVE: Avariety

STUDIO SHOUT

The one hundred and ten thousand Yen question is,
how do they sound? Now Iappreciate it's a ' digital' amp
but Iwas in an analogue mood, so Iwired up my Audio
Note M3 preamp, and let aneedle hit the groove. JJ
Cale sprung forth from my Snell Type C speakers, in a
bright and frisky manner. Not in the way that affects the
timing, by sounding fast, but just clear, clean and, well,

of connection
options include
fixed and variable
RCA input, fixed
XLR balanced
input and XLR
output, plus

detailed. It was time to sit back and let things warm up
-having spoken to the importer, 12 hours should cover

terminal blocks

of ahigh build quality worthy of the price. Everything

it. Bass was well controlled, not that extended, erring
on the dry side but suitably powerful. The midrange
and imaging overall had asense of clarity that yelled

to aFlying Mole
preamp to allow
remote switch-on

appears to fit together and the finish is first class right
down to the feet and 4mm speaker connections.

'studio', such was the amount of information and detail
coming forth. That'll be agut slide guitar then with JJ

'beautiful' in this bluetooth wireless age.
Physically neat at just 214 x91 x450mm (whd) and
relatively light at 4kg each, the overall impression is

for connecting

sitting on athree-legged stool!

'It gave the impression that one had
been transported directly into the
studio, right in front of Mr Cale'
Now transported directly into the recording studio
alongside Mr Cale, Iheard front left, right and centre
images well positioned and with good height. Depth
was somewhat lacking so while there was some sense of
room acoustic with individual instruments or vocals, the
overall presentation was still slightly two-dimensional.

LISTEN BY LIMELIGHT
Now Imust admit that Ihad abit of aproblem with
TOP OF THE CLASS
While the audio press almost universally refers to
this type of Class D ( PWM or switching) amplifier
as ' Digital' - as does Flying Mole itself - the
technology remains ' analogue' in execution. The
DAD- M310 employs afully balanced, three-stage
PWM ( Pulse Width Modulation) amplifier with
an element of digital control over its corrective
negative feedback. The audio signal is represented
by astream of very high frequency analogue pulses
whose collective 'width' governs the amplitude of
the signal in any given period. If this were atrue
digital Class D amplifier, the pulses would not
be continuously variable in width ( an 8- bit signal
would yield 256 'widths', for example) while the
switching frequency would be synchronised to the
incoming digital data (
ie 48kHz etc). PM

this amplifier's top- end quality, as though the uppermid trombones and trumpets tended to take on an
unnaturally pinched character. With too much lime on
the old light, cymbals and hi- hats danced around the
room like ricocheting bullets, such was the energy at
the top of its spectrum.
To hand came Harry James and his big band on
Sheffield Lab 3's ' Blues Stay Away From Me'. Again
acrisp, clean and detailed sound emitted from the
speakers, and in this case James's trumpet raised some
concern. The initial ' pah' that proceeds the trumpet
notes was missing, and as the band played and James
'ran some notes', the recording took on aclinical quality,
lacking the warmth and sense of occasion normally
associated with brass and this particular recording.
Time to break out the violins to check out what was
going on, with aReference Recording, Vivaldi Concerto

AUDIO

FILE
Class DPWM
monoblock
power amplifier,
rated at 1ROW
into Rohm
Made by:
Flying Mole
Corporation
Supplied by:
The Multi- Room
Company Ltd
Telephone:
01452 858260
Web: www.
flyingmole.co.jp

in E-flat RV 515, showing Vivaldi's later style with
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FLYING MOLE
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LAB

DAD- M310 AMPLIFIER/ £1200 apal' RESULTS
LEVE E
4

5

Class Dampifiers employ aPWliin output
stage, usually in the form of an l
--bridge,
that comprises pains pf very high-speed
switching MIDSFETs Flying Mole idses two
pairs of 112F5402 HEXrET power 11OSFETs
from International *magi which are
good to 1750

s, ON
SLEEP

(1

Foi maximum eificiency
amd light weight, the
Cass D amplifier is
pa tnered with aswitc1:,
mode power supply

ABOVE: The front panel includes a mains power switch,
on/standby LED indicators, and volume control for the
switched 'variable input' option
its taste for elaborate figuration taken in the higher

register at lightning speed. Here the violins managed
to escape the brightness and coloration perceived
on the earlier trumpets. In fact, the sound strangely
lacked bite and attack, something Iwas not expecting.
Everything remained clear and detailed, orderly and
well- positioned but the initial transient had gone AWOL,
as was found with Harry James's trumpet, resulting in
alack of space and sense of acoustic. While the string
tone was considered reasonable, there was alack of
body resonance from the violins, robbing the sense of
occasion and elaboration associated with this recording.
MISPLACED WOODWIND
Using aMeridian 508 CD player, Ifired up The Best
of Schubert, Symphony No 8 in 13 minor ' Unfinished'
[Naxos 8.556666]. The low-frequency introduction set
the scene convincingly enough while the string section
added nicely to the sense of tension, though Icouldn't
be sure if that was aclarinet or oboe to the left of
centre. The brass section took on the same character as
before: quite sharp and lacking ' pah'. Overall the sense
of dynamics, tension and energy were well portrayed
delivering apleasing rendition - not wholly accurate,
but enjoyable just the same.
With Puccini's Madam Butterfly [
Decca 417 577-2],
trumpets took on their now-familiar presentation before

The amplified audio signal is
recovered fmm the high frequency,
switched waveform through aow.
pass. LC output filter

The 'variable' inputs are routed
directly to apassive pot volume
control at the front of the
amplifier before being rerouted all
the way to the back panel...

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
One of the main advantages of Class D
operation is its high efficiency. Flying
Mole suggests afigure of some 85% at
full output (where the conversion is at its
most efficient) and this was confirmed
on the bench. At idle, the DAD- M310
consumes just 7W, increasing to 121W at a
100W/8ohm output. No conventional Class
A/B or Class Bamplifier will match these
'green' credentials.
The 180W/300VV 8/4ohm rating is
achieved at 210W/350VV, respectively,
with some slight headroom available under
dynamic conditions. Low impedance loads
are not recommended, however, as the
amplifier's output falls to 180W and 56W
into 2and lohm (see graph, below). The
rising output impedance is an inescapable
function of the LC filter network used at the
output of all Class D amplifiers, increasing

here to 1.5ohm at 20kHz. This has an
impact on the frequency response of the
amplifier (see graph, below) so it has been
'tuned' to yield as:ight +0.15dB lift at
20kHz.f8ohm before drooping to - 1.5dB
at 20kHzi4ohm, -4.5dB at 20kHz/2ohm
and -8.0dB at 20kHz/lonm. Inevitably, the
system response will vary according to the
impedance trend of your chosen speakers.
Otherwise. the DAD-M310 offers a
moderate 0.06% distortion at 1W/8ohm,
falling to 0.03% at 100W/8ohm through the
midrange. As expected with this technology,
distortion rises with increasing frequency,
reaching at full 0.7% at 20kHz ( 10W/Erohm).
The Awtd S/N is also alittle disappointing
at 71dB ( re. OdBW). Readers may download
afull QC Suite report for the DAD-M310 by
visiting www.hifinews.co.uk and following
the links to our Test Reports. PM

Pavarotti stepped in, his vocals sounding somewhat
'cuppy', like his waistcoat was too tight and he needed
to expand his rib cage. Dynamics and range were good
with plenty of power driving the performance. The level
of detail and clarity here was high enough to elevate the
performance to an enjoyable level despite the earlier
concerns over its vocal presentation. (!)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

S
OUND

75%

Time to look at some scenarios
and tick some boxes: in the best

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into Bohm ( black
trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( green) and lohm ( blue) loads; ABOVE RIGHT:
Frequency response versus load with output impedance ( dotted)

case the Flying Mole DAD- M310
amps have plenty of power,

FEATURES

good bass, dynamics and

65%

detail. Despite their ' studio'

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 8I4ohm (< PX THD)

210W/350W

sound quality they manage to

Dynamic Power, 8/ 4/211ohm

220W/380W/180W156W

convey the musical message

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.067-1.5ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-1001(Hz)

+0.0dB to -11.8dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW/100W)

78mV/776nNV

and the artists' performance.
Worst case scenario is the

upper mid colouration,
lack of initial transient and
'enthusiastic' top end.
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70°/0

Aivtd Sjiil ratio (tor OdBW/100W)

71.1d13/91.1a

Distortion (10W/ Bohm, 20Hz-20IcHz)

0.012-0.69%

Reap the benefits
of hindsight
Experience

Judgement

When you've been in the business since
the days of reel-to-reel and when ' CD'
meant the plate on adiplomat's car and
iPods weren't even aglint in Steve Job's
eye, you ge _to know alot about what
sounds and looks good.

Hindsight enables us to judge
what is likely to mark areal
advance rather than apassing fac.
We recognise when beauty is more
than skin deep.

Up-to-date

While choosing seriously good
hi-fi and home cinema is aserious
business, we've never taken
ourselves too sericusly. We're a
friendly bunch which is maybe
why so rrany people like to come
back again, and again.

We're nct stuck in the past believing that
you can't beat the old valve amplifiers.
Modern technology has brought amazing
advances to the audio experience and,
visually, today's elite brands are so much
more stylish.

Customer satisfaction

If you're looking far the very bestperforming hi-fi, and now home
cinema, within your budget, come
and see what we have in store.
And listen to it. And talk it over with
one et our team. And benefit from
our hindsight.

We ave an eye
for picking the
best-sounding hi-fi
BADA

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820

Tel: 020 8942 9567

www.uniletnet

Check out our website where you'll find all the best brands we
stock including:
Acoustic Energy
Arcam
AudioLab
B&W
Bryston
Chord
Chord Cable
Denon
Dynavector
Esoteric

Heed
KEF
Lehmann
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
Ortofon

Panasonic
Pioneer
Plinius
PMC
Primare
ProAc
Pro ject
Quad
REL
Roksan

Rotel
SME
Sonos
Spendor
Stax
Tannoy
TEAC
Wilson Benesch
Wharfedale
Yamaha

Custom installation and multi- room specialists

AV PROCESSOR/A1VIPLIFIER TEST

Pure Theatre
KRELL S-1000/5-1500(£5350/£5450)

In this HD world' Dolby Digital and DTS
are now legacy formats, but they've
never sounded more vibrant than
through this Krell combination

hi-finews
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
•`-.?

(
Ye

Tested by Paul Miller

H

igh End Audio Theatre or ' HEAT' in Krell
parlance, is atacit acknowledgement that
the core engineering values held dear by
audiophiles the world over apply equally to

both two- channel stereo systems and multichannel
home cinema. And why shouldn't they — it's all about
sound quality, after all. The S-1000 AV processor/
preamp and S-1500 power amplifier are indeed forged
from the same fully- balanced ' Current Mode' analogue
circuitry used elsewhere in its range, just as the 24bit/192kHz DAC selection has parallels in its CD/SACD
and DVD players.
Pitched at aheady £ 5350, the S-1000 processor
(inspired by Krell's earlier generation of ' Showcase'
home theatre products) is compatible with all standard
non- HD audio formats including Dolby Digital EX, DTS
6.1 ES, DTS NE0:6 and Dolby Pro Logic II, in addition to
offering nine proprietary Krell Music Surround modes.
HDMI inputs are provided as pass-through only, just
as the composite, component and S-video inputs are
offered without any additional deinterlacing or scaling
options. This is tried- and-tested, wide- bandwidth video
engineering from input to output, but nothing more.
The partnering S-1500 power amplifier is aflexible
multichannel solution employing five, six or seven
power amp ' cards', depending on your application, at
£5450, £ 5900 and £ 6350 respectively.

A111111111•11110111111.6-

CLIMBING THE TREE
Despite boasting adisplay the size of ahockey pitch,
Krell's setup menu is still only accessible via aseparate
monitor connected to one of its analogue composite,

four optical and
coaxial digital

S-video or component OSD video outputs. As the HDMI

inputs, seven

inputs and output are switched only, there's no OSD
superimposed on any digital video path. The menu itself

stereo, one

is purely textural — no fancy graphics here — but remains
surprisingly comprehensive in execution.
Top of the tree is ks '
Main Menu', sub-divided into

one set of 7.1
channel inputs

Listening Room setup, Configure Devices, Configure
Level Adjustment and Operation. The Listening Room

and singleended outputs.

menu allows its full 7.1- channel speaker configuration

The S-1500

to be customised with adjustable speaker distances

includes both
single-ended and

and levels, the option of back and/or surround speakers,
mixed sub and front+sub bass modes with avariable

'7

KRELL'
SANSWER TO BLURAY AND HD DVD

crossover frequency. The Dolby[THX default of 80Hz

HDMI output, but these are switched connections

is also the default here, although the S-1000 is not a
THX-certified processor. There is aTHX button on the
credit-card sized remote control, but no such function I
S

audio decoding is performed on the circulating
bitstreams. Compared to the Denon AVR-4308 AV
receiver reviewed last month with its on- board DTSHD Master Audio and Dolby TrueHD decoding, the

balanced and

with balanced

balanced inputs

`Krell's HD upgrade, amix of new
HDMI 1.3a hardware and 1080p video
processing will appear in spring 2008'

Krell's S-1000 includes four HDMI inputs and one
only, so neither video processing nor digital

ABOVE: Krell's
processor has

enabled within the S-1000.

AUDIO

FILE
AV processor
with 4 HDMI, 4
digital and 7.1

FRONT ROW SEAT
Meanwhile, the Configure Devices menu allows various
of its video and analogue/digital audio inputs around

S-1000 is looking alittle dated.
Such is the pace of technology in this sector,
specialist manufacturers who lack the huge
resources and economies of scale enjoyed by

the back to be assigned to one of the ten named
buttons on its fascia. For example, the DVD button may

the likes of Denon, Pioneer and Yamaha will
struggle. Krell, quite naturally, is countering this
technological back-foot with its mastery of audio

be linked to the ' optical 1' digital input with adecode
preference of either stereo, mono or one of several
DSP modes including Mezzanine, Orchestra, Enhanced

engineering, benefitting from adeep understanding

Stereo, On Stage, Front Row, General Admission, Party,

channel inputs.
5/6/7 channel
power amp rated
at 5x150W/8ohm
Price:
E5350/ £ 5450
Made by: Krell
Industries Inc

of the impact of audio circuit design and layout

DTS or Dolby modes. Other setup options include

on the final subjective performance. Krell's HD
upgrade for the S-1000, amix of new HDMI 1.3a
hardware, 1080p video processing, scaling and

aprogrammable audio/video lip- sync, adevice and

Distributed by:
Absolute Sounds

analogue input trim, DTS and Dolby PLII control trims
plus asetting to determine the maximum available

Telephone:
020 8971 3909

decoding software, will be offered to existing
owners in the spring of 2008.

volume limit. This extends from the default ' 60' all the
way up to anotional ' 152'. Isettled on around ' 100' for
my tests [ see Lab Report]. G>

Web: www.
krellonline.com
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Finally, Krell has included afixed set of ' Room Eq' curves
with three different filter types, defined by frequency,
shape and level. These may be defined on achannelby-channel basis and saved into one of four memory
presets. It's not adynamic room-eq system requiring the
services of aSHARC processor, like the Audyssey regime
used by Denon and Marantz, but it does confer the S1000 with greater flexibility than the average high-end
AV processor.

cc

BELOW: Sli ghtly
taller and
thicker than
acredit card,
Krell's IR remote
control may fit
comfortably in

the palm but its
keys lack any
back- illumination

ELEGANT COMPLEXITY

Inever cease to be amazed how Krell can engineer such

and richly textured without sounding too strong or
soft, the mid has aliquid smoothness while the treble
manages to somehow combine pointed detail and
clarity with adisarming sweetness.
In fact, the last AV processor/amplifier combination
that sounded similarly enthralling was several years ago,
courtesy of Enlightened Audio Designs. This elegant
but technologically hair-shirt combo lacked the 7.1
channel/Dolby EX support offered by the S-1000 but it
did develop the totally immersive ' surround experience'
conjured so convincingly by this latter-day Krell.

transparent and inherently musical sounding amplifiers

CRASH COURSE

without resorting to what might ordinarily be described

Listening to the higher bit- rate Dolby Digital stream
from aBlu-ray disc of Dave Matthews and Tim Reynolds

as a ' minimalist' design approach. These products are
sophisticated and complex designs and yet sound as
if there's nothing more than atransistor and acouple
of resistors in the signal path, so clean, unfettered and
unprocessed is their sound. Bass is powerfully extended

Mir

live recording of ' Crash Into Me' and Iwas not only
struck by the rich timbre of the two acoustic guitars but

'Only the best AV kit also
makes agood fist of stereo
or multichannel music'
how the enveloping atmosphere of the performance
put me right in the front stalls of the audience. Only
the very best AV kit also makes agood fist of two or
multichannel music and the S- 1000/S-1500 is not only
agreat ambassador for such system hybridisation, but
it's also quite the most impressive multichannel solution
I've heard in any incarnation.
Provided you have amatched set of front, centre
and surround speakers, this Krell combination delivers
aperfectly ' symmetrical' hemisphere of sound that
makes for awholly captivating atmosphere, from music
and movies alike. Even the DTS core of Peter Gabriel's
'Solsbury Hill' ( Blu-ray) was reproduced with agreater
sense of involvement in the live event than Ihad
experienced with Denon's AVR-4308 last month. Sure

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
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with the volume control set
Huge toroidal transformer

RESULTS

(rated at 1255VA)
feeds power supplies
to support up to seven
power amplifier modules

Each of the power
amplifier modules is
mounted onto its own
alloy heatsink ( Channel
2 highlighted). Krell uses
four pairs of LAPT A1860/

027' will raise just under 1V

ier mono module
11,

Multi-stage power
supply regulation

influenced by asmooth carpet of
white noise that brings it down

input, with ' 030' raising 2.48V

(or up) to 98dB. Nevertheless,

-equivalent to the line- level

it's the data- related jitter that's

output of abeefy CD player. The

most disappointing, amounting

processor offers aresponse just

to astrong 2225psec/1480psec

-0.8d13/20kHz and - 1.7dB/45kHz

with 48kHz/96kHz data.
positive and correctly responds

low 0.002% distortion from the

to both Dial Norm and

lowest 20Hz bass right up to an

compression metadata, the

inaudible 40kHz.

former denoted in 2dB steps

RIGHT: S-1000

comparing
48kHz
LPCM ( blue
infill) with
multichannel
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Dolby decoding is phase-

inputs, respectively, along with a

frequency

amplifier modules

range, although the A-wtd S/N is

apeak level ( OdBFs) digital

distortion vs

Spare connectors for •
6 and Channel 7' power

Low-level resolution is good
to 0.8dB over a 110dB dynamic

from its balanced outputs with

with 48kHz and 96kHz digital

C4886 power transistors

I

with a0-100 range, amere

Dolby Digital

discrete channels of information, whether data- reduced
or losslessly packed. There's no matrixing of channel
code here and yet so many AV processors still tend to
dilute the impact and contribution of the surrounds, a
foible not to befall the S-1000.
To say its sound is simply orderly, composed or
impressively balanced is to do the performance an
injustice, for the whole is very much more than this.
Instead, the speakers fall away to reveal an integrated
network of voices, effects, ambient detail and music
that's rarely less than spellbinding.
So Crowe's English accent might not have been any
more convincing in Master and Commander, but the
punch of wind in the sails, the complaints of timber,
shouts of men and the swell of the orchestra ringing
all around puts you square on the deck of the HMS
Surprise with salt in your eyes and the smell of tar in

enough, there was not the see-through clarity of sound
delivered by the native DTS-HD Master Audio stream,
but this plain vanilla DTS rendition maintained an
inclusiveness, an almost organic wholesomeness about

ABOVE: This

your nostrils. I'll leave you with the thought that if
you're going to get press-ganged, you might as well end
up serving on the good ship Krell, the flagship of the

massive, back- lit

audiophile fleet. (5

it that had all who heard the performance enthralled.

decode mode,

display shows
input selection,
volume and

RISE OF THE MACHINES
11-iis same suspension of disbelief was also readily
achieved throughout the most fanciful of movies,
including The War of the Worlds where incidental

parameters.

effects and music - especially the massed strings
-would build as impressively across the rear as the front

changed input

of the cinematic stage. Sure enough, the subterranean

(ie Dolby Stereo

rumble that marks the rise of the machines was as deep,
as threatening and palpable as it ever was, but it was

to Dolby Digital

the spine-tingling ambience created by the background
score that kept me on the edge of my seat throughout.
It's important to remember that Dolby Digital, its

in volume before

Plus variant and Dolby TruehD all comprise 5.1 or more

seconds later

suspect only when enhanced

response to a
or input format

5.1) or change
returning to
'sleep' some ten

otherwise the bass content of any main
channel set to ' Small' is redirected to

90%

and DTS bitstreams and yet I

It lights up in

Krell's bass management is also well

ell10

The S-1 000/S-1 500 is hugely
impressive with ' legacy' Dolby

other basic

on the huge backlit LCD display.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

with HD audio decoders

FEATURES

will it truly bare its soul.

75%

Experience has shown Krell's
earlier decode solutions to be

ECO

technically flawless. So invest
now with the confidence that
Krell has your upgrade to full-

55%

HD home theatre in hand, at
which point the HEAT should

BUILD

90%

truly be turned up to blistering.

0.07% at 20kHz where the response is

and 1220W at 5x150W.
Under dynamic conditions the

just starting to tip gently at - 0.18dB.
The 0.08ohm output impedance will

executed, although it does not apply

the sub. By default, the sub channel

amplifier's power output increases

any new settings on-the-fly - you

is set + 10dB above that of the main

to 200W, 370W and 475W into 8,4

not have asignificant effect on the

must quit the setup menu before your

channels, as expected.

and 2ohm loads with some limiting to

overall amp/speaker system response.

changes are enabled. It's also worth

The matching S-1500/5 multichannel

235W into 1ohm. This is equivalent to

Gain is set at 26dB which means an

noting that changes to the speaker

power amplifier is gutsier than Krell

amaximum dynamic current capability

input of about 1715mV is required to

size configuration are accompanied

suggests, with each of its mono power

of 15.4A at < 1% distortion.

raise some 150W from each channel

by (typically) adrop in volume to value

'cards' delivering 180W/8ohm and

'15' as you leave the menu. requiring a

310W/4ohm, only falling close to

through bass and midrange which

preamp. Afull QC Suite Report for the

manual readjustment afterwards.

the 150W specification with all five

matches that of Dolby- encoded

Krell S-1000 processor and 5-1500/5

In sub Off' mode, Krell's bass

channels driven simultaneously via

software delivered by the S-1000

multichannel power amp combination

management software adds LFE

the same power supply. Idling. the

preamp. The lowest distortion of 0.01%

is available to download by following

content to both front and surround

S-1500/5 draws some 120W from the

occurs at an output of 130W/8ohm

the links to 'Test Reports' on our

channels if these are set to ' Large,

wall, increasing to 570W at 2x150W

but increases, with frequency, closer to

website. www.hifinews.co.uk. PM

Distortion hovers around 0.02%

-well within the compass of the S-1000

RIGHT: S-1 500

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

dynamic power

Multichannel Power Output, 81 4ohm

output into 8ohm

Dynamic Power, 814/ 211ohm

200W1370W1475W1235W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20IcHz)

0.080-0.098ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0d8 to -2.85dB

(black trace), 4ohm
(red), 2ohm ( blue)
and 1ohm ( green)

2x181W. 5x160W I2x315W

speaker load

Input Sensitivity (for °del/81150W)

139mV11715mV

impedances

A-wtd SIN ratio (for WM/1/1150W)

82.2dB/104.1dB

Distortion (101/1/18ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.018-0.067%

10

100
Dynamic POW« Output >>
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Wind Power
CARTRIDGE TEST

ORTOFON MC WINDFELD
(£1799)

A new flagship sits proudly
at the top of Ortofon's line
of moving- coil cartridges,
the culmination of the
brand's long history

fee

From the outside, the MC Windfeld doesn't look
especially different from the Jubilee or the later
Kontrapunkt models, other than achange of colour to
satii black and the gold PW monogram on each flank.
So iside we must peer to see wha: changes have been
wrought by the company's new design team.
The main body, constructed frorm a ' special alloy'
-which designer Johanssen ruefully would not disclose
-has been reworked so that the threaded 2.5mm
heaishell mounting lugs are now imtegral to the
cerrral supporting block, and not in the stair less steel'

hi-finews

side shells, creating amore direct connection from

OUTSTANDIN

PRODUCT

4É

generator to tonearm. The body's material is said to be
very hard with high internal dampimg, and is used for
making injection molding tools.
Ortofon specifies anominal output of 300pV and
tracking force of 2.3-2.8g. The cantilever is boron, with

Tested by Andrew Harrison

1

adouble- polished Replicant 100 long- contact diamond
profile. Compliance is given as 16p -n/rnN and overall
weight is arelatively heavy 13g.

fyou're going to invest in anew moving- coil
cartridge, who better to turn to than the first

0

company to produce the MC cartridge - Ortofon.
As discussed in last month's ' On Location' report

To look at the usual tonal divisions of bass, middle
and treble, the MC Windfeld can be characterised

[Dec ' 07, p112], Ortofon of Denmark has been building
fixed- magnet cartridges since day one of the LP record,
and it has continued to innovate, priding itself on high

ON THE LEVEL

as extremely even-handed, with an uncannily level
response that favours practically no sector over another.
Contrast this with the archetypal lower- cost moving-

production runs with consistently high quality.
From the late 1970s, one name at Ortofon became

coil that gets over- excited in the upper reaches, or the

associated with refinements to the art which were

midband at the expense of HF detail and bass accuracy.

realised in legendary cartridges such as the MC20, the
MC3000 and MC5000, the Rohmann and Jubilee - Mr
Per Windfeld. Now retired, it befell new Chief officer of
Acoustics and Technology, Leif Johannsen, to honour the
company's long-term designer with ahigh- end design
that would bear the PW name. The result is the MC
Windfeld, the distillation of the brand's achievements.
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music-focused MM that tends to draw one into the
Listen alittle longer, though, and you realise that
there is something very special happening in the bass.
Not by unfolding swathes of low- frequency that will
get organists playing air peddle with their feet, but
through an understated description of what is playing,
beneath the superimposed melodies and harmonies.
From The Yes Album [
1971, Atlantic K40106], 'Yours

Hi-fi news

PER WINDFELD - CARTRIDGE DESIGNER
From 1977 until 2006, the man whose initials

LAB

appear on the side of Ortofon's latest cartridge
was responsibe for many legendary designs. The

RESULTS

original MC20 was launched in 1977, with the
Mk Il version gaining VVindfeld's patented wide
range damping ( VVRD) system,
to improve tracking at all
frequencies. His other designs

Mounting lugs, now
integral to the cent ral
cartridge chassis mace
from tool-grade metal

include the Concorde MM
cartridge and the Rohmann,
named after Ortofon's former
head Eric Rohmann. His later

Damphg disc made
of golc for Ortofcn's
Wide Range
Damegsystem..to
improve tracking

designs include the Jubilee and
Kontrapunkt series.

rarriviir

Is No Disgrace' was heard with Jon Anderson's vocal
suspended virtually in the air; yet below, Bill Bruford,
the band's consummate drummer, was heard working
around the group's individual lines with his legendary
stick work - and with newly- revealed technical patterns
dropped into place from his bass drum part.

Rear magnetic polepieoe,
manufactured by a
special process in
Switzerland

INTO NOTHINGNESS
A common critique of anew cartridge is to recount
how surface noise dissappears into nothingness. Now
while the mathematically-defined profile of Ortofon's
Replicant allows it to sail through aclean pressing
without atick, it's no miracle worker for more tired
examples of vinyl, as Idiscovered with awell- loved print
of Sibelius' violin concerto, starring Kyung-Wha Chung
[Previn/LSO, Decca SXL 6493]. This betrayed its age and
wear with abackground patter of minor scratches and
crackles, yet placed the noise sufficiently detached to
the music that it lost all irritation. When violin and viola
sections whip up through the first and last movements,
the Windfeld maintained perfect composure through
the strings' vigour. Without becoming sweet and silky to
the point of impressionism, it kept the delicate sweeps
of massed strings in check, in time, in tune.
That uncanny talent at tracking bass frequencies
even seemed to benefit solo violin, giving more body
and reality to the sound. The instrument was not
drawn forward and spotlighted for easy attention, but
sat slightly deeper in the mix, yet readily discernible.

FILE
Low- output
moving- coil
cartridge with
Replicant 100
stylus profile
Made by:
Ortofon
Supplied by:
Henley Designs
Telephone:
01235 511166
Web: www.
ortofon.dk

And when Chung hits the highest notes, there's
apure whistle, almost asinewave riding over the
accompaniment that captures the shape of the
instrument's highest harmonics.
Some high-end cartridges are more lyrical here,
blending more orchestral colour and amore intimate
presentation that does engage the listener in a
compelling fashion. The Windfeld is drier than these
romantics, more spacious, considered and impartial.

t
it

AUDIO

Front suspension
rubben, made
in Ortofon's
own vecision
manufacturing facility

Generator armature
with 22 turns
of gold-plated
oxygen-free copper
preciston.wound
onto eac -1leg

'`tv.

Perhaps its musical expression is not as developed as a
Transfigura:ion Orpheus, for example, because it does
•
less to sweeten and flatter the performance.
Want to hear atest of acartridge's tenacity? Try
acapella voices work•ng together in the tightest of
keen harmonies, such as the klapa style from the former
Yugoslavia. Croation band Lado sing with soul and joy,
-seemingly simple voice lines that defeat most pickup
cartridges and renders the music less thar comfortable
to access. Not so with the Windfeld, which sailed
through the beats and overtones of closely-spaced
voices, bringing aperformance into the room.
That this cartridge can track like alimpet and provide
strain-free, accurate rendering of the recorded groove
is not in any doubt. Yet it also belies aview that the
Ortofon sound is somehow too accurate, too neutral
and hence lacks drama or life. For by its reading of the
groove with such freedom of prejudice and especially by

'Without becoming too sweet and silky
this cartridge kept the delicate sweeps
of strings in check, in time, in tune'
seeming to preserve the natural phase of sound, from
top to bottom, it simply plays any record to the best
of that recording's ability. If Inow had to choose one

Yet the Windfeld is not clinical, for clinicality suggests
an antiseptic bleaching of music's life and colour.

desert island cartridge, the Windfeld would be it. <!)
LEFT: The MC
Windfeld's
body shape
first appeared
with the Jubilee
in 1999, and
has also been
used for all the
Kontrapukt
series. From the
rear can be seen
four gold-plated
pins, closely
spaced and
recessed for a
tidy installation

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Adevelopment of previous
successes such as the Jubilee,
the MC Windfeld builds
on its predecessors with
well- thought internal
improvements. It's avery
accurate tracker of records,
with stunning, honest bass,
pure clean treble and superb
soundstaging. A stand- out
cartridge for getting the
best out of vinyl, it'd be a
first choice for transcription.
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PHONO PREANIP TEST

Thrifty
Fifty

double- bass focus was good. All of
the LPs Isampled tempted me into
enjoying much longeç extracts than I
would have anticipated from such a
modestly priced product.
With classical music recordings,
reverting to my own DNM MC
input for A- Bcomparisons was like
opening awindow - wider dynamics,
subtler tone colours, etc. And so it
should be ( the phono stage boards

NAD PP 2(
f50)

NAD has set out to improve its PP 1phono
preamplifier — Christopher Breunig has alisten

1

twas something of a
surprise to open NAD's
substantially sizeo packing

box to find the PP 2is
only 135 x35 x7 0mm (whd).

If you have been reading the
magazine over the past few ssues
you'll know that, in May '07, we
reviewed astate-of-the-art phone
preamplifier by PS Audio,, the GCPH.

alone cost £ 800+)!
With the St Kit2 rtir's Academy
Rossini String Sonatas oi Argo, : he
low-frequency bazkg -ounc, dis:ant
noises from passing cars, etc,
separated out less well with the
PP 2 - they might have been
mistaken for pressinc rLmble - ard
when the dynamics were ver high

The review sample came in a
dark grey metal enclosure but

Its performarrce even overshadowed

the sound tended to close in. Th;s
strain was audible too on the Sibelius

Ken Kessler's group test findings in

Fourth Symphony on Philips [ see also

alighter 'Titanium' finish is
available toc. (see picture).

September ' 07 too.
But that unit costs £ 799 so you
could hardly expect its facilities

page 70], with full onchestra play no
crescendos to forte.
To keep this in pe:spec:ive,

(switchable loadings, stepped gain

the fine DG Stray nsky Soldier's

settings plus avariable oJtput. so it

Tale with the Boston Chamber
Players, and actors Gielgud
Courtenay, sounded crisp, the music
well defined rhythmica ly and tile

All you have to do is connect
tonearm leads either to the MM
or MC pair of labelled rear RCA

'Ellington material recorded in the
1940s even sounded " stereophonic"'
phono input sockets, and switch
accordingly, attach the arm
earth lead to 3 screw terminal
and plug in the ' wall-wait'
mains transfo -mer. Mains- on is
indicated by asmall green frontpanel LED. The amplified and
RIAA-corrected signal is fed out
to the system preamplifier, again
via LiR phono sockets.
The ' 2 is an improved version
of NAD's PP 1. Better metal

AUDIO

narrative dramat cally absorbing.

can provide adirect feed to a power

Stereo separation was generally
good and surface clicks were not

amplifier) duplicated iere for
one- sixteenth of the cost.

distracting. Nor, incidentally, were
there any hum problems with the

preamplifier for

GOOD FOR JAZZ

PP 2. Idid find, though, with the
Stones' hits 'All Sold Dut' and'Am
Waiting', on Teldec, the exaggerated

cartridges

channel separation precluded a
centred cohesive image.

Price: £ 50

The PP 2 improves noticeably when
the electrcnics are warmed and
settled in. Negligible in consumption
it may be left powered. But even
from cold, the excellent tinn ng
of this produrt was evident - and
this made tparticularly good for

FILE
Phono
moving- coil and
moving- magnet

Made by: NAD

VERDICT

Electronics

This inexpensive little preamplifier
will seem agift to someone new)/
exploring the peasures of ar alogue

Supplied by:

film resistors and film type

old jazz classics. The -.
11ington

capacitors and closer toleranced
components, plus an increased
power supply voltage, have

material recorded in the 1940s,
also mentioned in this month's
Super System review, even sounded

resulted in amore refined and
engaging listening experience,

convincincly ' stereophonic'.
The words were clear with

cake than anyoie could reasonably
expect and is enthusiastically
recommended. How does NAD do it

says NAD.

Rickie Lee Jones' Easy Money', and

for the price?

International

Armour Home
Electronics

replay on atight budget. It offers a
much larger slice of the aJdiophile

Telephone:
01279 501111
Web: www.
nadelectronics.
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Phono Preamp PP

hi-finews

OUTS IANDING

Input sensitivity, 1V out (MM/MC)

20.1 mV

Overall gain (MM/MC)

+33.8d5 I +55.8dB

1.52m‘c

A-vvtd SPY ratio (MM/ MC)

85 2d8

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz (MM)

0.(1003%-0,0022%

f

J

73.5d8

Frequency response, 20Hz-100kHz (MM)

+0.1'6d8 to -0.06d8

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz (MM'

>40d8.

Input overicod (11/111/11MC)

98MV I8n-V

Input loading (MAN MC)

47Kohm

J

100ohm
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FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

a Spectral DMA-16o.
The new amplifier from the company
already well known for its highly
resolving sound. £ 5995
b Esoteric SA- 6o.

c Nagra CDC/CDP Digital Replay.
Unlike any other CD player we have

The new more affordable CD/SACD player

heard, at any price, for its sheer musicality,

with the special Esoteric sound. £ 3495

correct tonal balance, transparency and
detail. The Nagra CD players sounds like
the best analogue replay systems with
very large and especially deep soundstages.
From £8500.

Aone- box solution for those that do not

d HRS Nimbus Damping System.
A new approach to removing unwanted
vibrations from within electronic components.
Affordable and highly effective.

e Gamut DI-150 integrated amplifier.
want apre- power combination but without
the compromises that most integrated
amplifiers have. Avery high quality sound,
matching their separates, with the build
quality to match. f555o.

For further info about any of our products please
visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

fAccuphase DP- 500.
The new CD player from this company with
their own manufacture drive mechanism.
Exceptional sound. £ 3950

ACCUPHASE > AESTHETIX > AUDIO PHYSIC > AYRE ACOUSTICS > BENZ- MICRO > CARDAS s> DAVINCIAUDIO LABS > ESOTERIC
FUTUREGLASS > GAMUT > GERMAN PHYSIKS > GRAND PRIX AUDIO > LEBEN > LYRA e M IT CABLES > MONOPULSE e NAGRA
NORDOST e NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE > OPERA > PAGODE > PEAK CONSULT

QUADRASPIRE eSILTECH e SME e SPECTRAL

SYSTEM AUDIO > THIEL eTRANSFIGURATION eVELODYNE > WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive

7Comet House

from either Mzeflunction 12 or M3/Junction 6
with free and easy parking outside
the building.

Calleva Park

We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Demonstrations by appointment
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.

Aldermaston

It is advisable to call us before visiting.

Reading

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration

Berkshire RG7 BJA

and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
Achi,N/45

HEADPHONE TEST

Head of
the Class
AKG K701 HEADPHONES (£ 270)

Keith Howard moves on up AKG's headphone
series and listens to the range-topping K701

S

ince the demise of AKCs
idiosyncratic K1000,
and while we await its
replacement, top of

Typically for an open- back design,
the K701 provides no isolation of
external sounds up to lkHz and

.....

only amodes: amount thereafter.

the range within the famous

had pads above each ear to

IZie4GREAT RESOLVE
Ibegan my listening by comparing
the K701 to the cheaper K530
that formed part of the headphone

hold the capsules away from
the pinnae - the K701 looks

group test in the October 2007
issue. Iused amodified Musical

Austrian compary's headphone
line-up is this mcdel, the K701.
Alongside the K1000 - which

"
eee•

'The K701 justifies its place at the
head of AKG's headphone range'
thoroughly conventional with

Fidelity X- Cans v3 as the amplifier,

its large circumaural ear pads.
However, that's not to say it

with its output resistance reduced to
18ohm. Although the two AKGs have
abroadly similar tonal balance Iwas

lacks innovation ,
.
Key features are: AKG's
patented Varimotion two- layer
diaphragm, which is thicker
across its central section than
it is over its outer annulus; the
use of an edge- wound voice
coil to maximise the amount

was appreciated on Jennifer Warnes'
'Way Dowi Deep' but it made a
less impressive job of resolving the
hard- left and hard- right percussion

relieved to find that the overarching

elements in the introduction than

fuzziness of the K530's sound is
absent from the K701, which does

either the HD650 or AD700, and
again sounded less open and

amuch better job of resolving the
nuances of both music and acoustic.

comrr unicaive. As it continued to
do across a [woad range of other

THE RIVALS
It faced stiffer competition, though,

magnetic field; and what AKG

when ranged against the costlier

VERDICT
The K701 is well built, comfortable

terms 'true bi-wiring', which I

Sennheise - HD650 (fitted with Russ

and distinctively styled even if its

take to mean that each capsule
has aseparate earth return to

Andrews' replacement cable) and
the cheaper Audio Technica

tonal balance and resolving power is
less than market- leading. Better than

the jack plug.

ATH-AD700 that so enthralled me in

the K530 ( and the K601), the K701

the group test.
Listening first to the second

still justifies. its place at the head of
AKG's headphone range.

Ifound the K701 to be alittle too
mid-forward for my taste on the

a - 6dB frequency ( ref 200Hz) of
20Hz. Nominal impedance is
62ohm but the modulus varied

clarinet crescendos, as so many
headphones are. The HD650s
handled this better and provided a

from alow of 68ohm to ahigh

sound which Ifound more insightful

of 95ohm over the audible

overall, while neither the K701 nor
the HD650 could match the creamy,

frequency range, meaning that
the output impedance of many
headphone amplifiers will affect
the K701's frequency response.

spacious delivery that is the hallmark
of the Audio Technica.

Open- back,
headphone

music and recording styles Itried.

movement of Weber's cla -inet
quintet [ Musical Fidelity MF 028]

FILE
circumaural

of conductor exposed to the

STRAIGHT BASS
My measurements revealed
various points of interest. First,
the K701 has an unusually well
maintained bass response, with

AUDIO

Price: £ 270
Made by: AKG
Acoustics GmbH
Supplied
by: Harman
Consumer UK
Telephone:
01707 278100
Web:
www.akg.com

1- FI NEVVS SPECIFUCA
Sensitivity, (SR at lkHz for 1Vrms input)

103dB

Impedance modulus mini max

68ohm

05ohm

(20Hz-20kHz)

@2.7kHz

@ 20kHz

Capsule matching ( 100Hz-10kHz)

±4.9dB

Isolation (3rd-octave

13.8d8

smoothed 100Hz-20kHz)
LF extension (-6dB ref 200Hz)

20Hz

THD 100Hzi1tHz (for 90dB SPL)

0.4%

Weight (ine cable and 0.25in connector)

3689

-:0.1%

The K701's fine bass extension
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SUPER SYSTEMS

news

Super 'MET
Systerns
What kind of sound does Linn deliver? Maybe it's time
to discard some old prejudices Christopher Breunig
concludes, when he listens to this two- channel system

Katan Loudspeakers
(£750)
The Katan is afully- shielded
mini- monitor, only 340mm high
and 230mm deep, its top and base
splayed back from 170-120mm.
Rear- ported, the speaker has four
pairs of substantial terminals at the
top of the enclosure, which accept
banana plugs ( provided). Screened
drive units comprise a 19mm treble
unit with aneodymium magnet
and 125mm mid/bass with acast
chassis. Special link boards allow
you to single-wire, bi-wire or biamplify. A minimum 30W amplifier
is suggested. Real wood finishes
include cherry, maple, black ash or
white ( bespoke finishes to order).

I

still have the 1978 receipt
for a Linn LP12/Grace/Supex
assembly, kindly set up by
Naim-founder Julian Vereker,

no less, and in various forms ( RATA
subchassis, Origin Live motor kit)
that turntable model has remained
my reference over the years. So why
did Ihesitate when asked to review
this month's Super System?
In part, it was because when the
magazine looked at the f12,000
flagship Sondek CD12 player (we
published a UK exclusive in July

Majik CD player (£ 1950)
At 380 x80 x355mm (whd) this is
quite abig piece of equipment. It's
Linn's only current two-channel player
and is compatible with CD and CD- R
discs including HDCD, MP3, and DTS
music media. The front panel features
aconfigurable display, drawer, and
open-close/play/skip/stop and
standby soft-touch buttons. The rear
panel has aswitched IEC socket,
separate earth terminal, RCA phono
analogue outputs ( two), coaxial and
optical digital outputs, plus provision
for Linn KNEKT in/out remote or
RS232 inter- connection. Linn uses
switch- mode power supplies which it
claims are more tolerant of indifferent
mains quality.
effligeWillWWWIIIIRMWe

Majik-I integrated amplifier
(£1450)
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Styled to match the CD player, the Majik-I has a
ventilated cover but dimensions are identical.
User-configurable, including channel balance,
this integrated caters for six inputs, including MM
phono. The rear panel houses aswitched mains
socket, one set of screwdown speaker outlets, one
line/tape loop, aturntable ground terminal and
an RS232 connection. The headphone socket has a
rated llohm output impedance.

1999, and afollow-up that
August) Iwas the only one of
three HFN reviewers who found
it somewhat uninvolving.
Then - setting aside the
fact that Linn's Ivor Tiefenbrun
at one time vociferously

compartmentation, handbooks

the signal into two separately

machined from solid aluminium.

elegantly styled - multilingual
and models of clarity. There's
even a 1.2m interconnect of
good quality included with the

powered frequency bands.
The review pair were in
American Cherry, but besides

But it has asatisfyingly damped

Majik CD player.

the other standard real-wood
veneers of maple, black ash and

disparaged digital audio

speakers come with adhesive

white, other custom colours
may be specially ordered. Linn

-there's aview that Linn

rubber feet, solderable banana
plugs (you can't connect just

also offers a600mm dedicated
stand at £ 140/pr, in black or

stripped cable) and aspanner.

silver, to achieve the correct
listening height.

products are designed to ' play
tunes' but show less concern

The diminutive Katan

with soundstage presentation
(separation, image depth) or
tonal richness. So, when the
boxes were delivered, might it

You need this to cater for
bi-wiring or bi-amplification.

be acase of plus ça change?

of the speaker, so an extra
200mm cable length should be
considered - two double-sided

In the neat recessed terminal
panel - which is set at the top

The booklet shows room
boundary clearances and
suggests an equilateral setup
in respect of the listening
position. Although rear- ported,

When you unpack the speakers

link boards can be positioned

and electronics, you cannot

for these extra options. For

help but be impressed by
the concern shown for
presentation: sturdy boxes, neat

Aktiv bi-amplification, ie with
Linn amplifiers having internal

the Katans may be as close as
100-300mm from the wall.
The Majik CD player is
4.6kg lighter than the now
discontinued CD12 ( and only

crossover cards, these split

16% of its cost), which was

PRESENTATION COUNTS

casework in silver-grey finish.
And whereas the ' ultimate
statement' player carried
no fascia controls, featuring
instead a ' Smart Drawer' for
basic functions, six soft-touch
buttons duplicate commands
on an overly complicated
remote. Standby reduces power
consumption to 4W.
The weighty handset ( its two
AAA batteries are provided) has
39 key controls, 14 of which
are inapplicable. It's apity more
manufacturers don't follow
Leema's principle of providing
simpler, intuitive handsets.
ALL UNDER CONTROL
The display may be scrolled
during play to show relevant AMM•Mil».

AUDIO

FILE

Linn Products Ltd
Glasgow Road
VVaterfoot
Eaglesham
#

Glasgow
G76 OEQ
Tel: 0141 307
7777
Web: www.linn.
co.uk
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track/timing details - this works well
and the blue readout is attractive. It
can also be configured with Setup
to vary the illumination levels in
percentages 2-100% or ('Auto')
according to room brightness
Also, apreset timing can be entered
for the display to switch off, up to
five minutes after any command.

aux can be re-assigned to different
sources, the input defaults being
1=CD, 2-5=line and 6= MM phono
(for moving-coil, an upgrade kit
must be dealer-fitted).
Both these units use switch- mode
electronic power supplies rather
than conventional transformer,

The digital output can be set to

rectifier and reservoir capacitor
circuitry - this, Linn says, achieves

'off' for standalone use, ' raw',
or ' LtRtPCM' for PCM output of

afaster response and greater

DTS/MP3 music to an external DAC.
Setup procedure is simple, a 'tick'
showing the preferred parameter.

tolerance of mains quality, besides
addressing environmental concerns.

CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP: The

and airy. And what depth imagery!
With the Gimell Allegri Miserere

Katan mid- bass
unit has an

the proximity of the singers was

soaring treble solos wafted up into
the lovely ambience of Merton

wood veneers
is available

atrace of strain. Although of the

(American Cherry

same scale, Hyperion's new Bruckner

is shown); the
handset is hardly
intuitive with no

motets CD by Polyphony/Stephen

The Majik-I is also protected
against excessive output current or
operating temperatures.

fewer than 39

has the same sculpted fascia, its six

0

buttons allocated different tasks
(mute, volume, source change,
standby) and 3.5mm sockets are

The Majik is avery fine CD player
indeed. Icouldn't resist hearing

the neodymium
tweeter is

added for headphones and an
auxiliary such as an MP3 player.

system and it was hard to move
on. Large-scale but specific images
flooded into the room, with my
warhorse test CDs passing with

The same handset comes with
the Majik-I too, and the amplifier

Audio Adjust allows incremental
changes in left- right balance, for
headphone channels too, afacility

DIGITAL MAJHC

it first in the context of my own

neglected by some manufacturers.

flying colours. In the Erato Peter
and the Wolf, narrated by Patrick

As with the CD player, the display
configuration determines brightness

Stewart, solo oboe had its full,
creamy tone; bassoon was woody,

and timeout. The six inputs and

sonorous; flutes were light, free

'The stereo
positioning an
instrumental
body put me
in mind of
some of
Decca's very
best analogue
productions
of chamber
music'

unmistakable, the character of the
tenor cantor well defined, and the

inset perforated
metal grille; a
choice of real

key functions,
not all applicable
to the CD player;

protected
against damage
too, but there's
no overall grille
cover to the
Katan

College Chapel, Oxford, without

Layton offered aquite distinct and
much larger acoustic ( Ely Cathedral).
With arecent Atma Classique
Mozart piano concerto recording,
just five solo strings accompanying
Janina Fialkowska, the stereo
positioning and instrumental body
put me in mind of some of Decca's
very best analogue productions of
chamber music. Pitch resolution,
timing? Audiophile class. The
only drawback was that this DVD
transport- based player takes afull
20 seconds for music to start after
closing the drawer.
JUST FEEL THE WIDTH
The little Katans were even more of
asurprise. Angled in to the listening
position, spaced 1.5m apart but
further out into the room than the
handbook suggests, the imaging was
quite extraordinary. With the Allegri,
the choir and solo tenor seemed
way back from the front faces of
the speakers, as if the sound source
were somewhere else and invisible.
Tonally, too, they seemed fairly
neutral, if lightweight compared to
more extended designs.
With my LP12/Origin Livegyx
front-end fed via DNM's MC phono
stage into aMajik-I line input,
Ienjoyed some Duke Ellington
transfers from the 1940s. You soon
adjust to alack of weight with the
Katans, since what they do well
they do very well. The music never
became less than enjoyable and
engaging, you wanted to go on
listening and the sense of rhythm
was always clear.
The strenuous moments in Rickie
Lee Jones' Last Chance Texaco'
became slightly hard because of
tonal thinness in this speaker's
presentation, yet the Katans didn't
sound in trouble at these moments.
And the soundstage spilled out
nicely, well beyond the actual
speaker placement.
Turning to aPhilips LP of Sibelius'
Fourth Symphony [ Boston SO/Sir
Colin Davis], its sombre scoring lit
with blazes from horns or plangent
flute, Ifound myself drawn deep into
the brooding musical argument, C-->
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LAT INTERNATIONAL

IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII,

IC 100 MKII Analog, DI- 30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital and, AC- 2MKII
Power cord, SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII Loudspeaker cables, Tonearm interconnects TA300,TA200 and TA100. Solid Core Silverfused
wire technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielded,

Bosendorfer

North Star
Sapphire CD Player
(Philips VAM 1202 Mech, Upsampling 192/24, double DAC, balanced
anlogue stage with balanced and unbalanced output)

AUDUSA EUPEN
The words only true
Ferrite technology
cables - a high quality ferrite is extruded
over the conductor
strands. Power Cords
-GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA
2.5) and GNLM 05/04.
From £ 48 for a 1m
cord terminated with
a standard IEC and
MK tough plug. Other
terminations include
Fig of 8, 16 amp IEC,
and mains plugs
Schuko, USA, Danish,
India, Swiss etc

Ask for brochure
and price list. VC1
from £ 3450, VC2
from £ 4750 and
VC7 from £ 6400.

Ask for product brochures and price list and
visit our web site and check the list of ex-demo
bargains on offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020 8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com
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Time to pick up a bargain. With savings of at least 25% off the original RRP, these end-of- line* hi-fi and
home cinema separates, speakers and accessories are outstanding value. But hurry, stocks are limited.
ABERDEEN

' 4252797

Cyrus Smart Power Plus Power Amplrfier ..£449.00

Audiolab 8000P Power Amplifier
Denon AVR1907 AV Receiver
Denon DVD2930 DVD Player

£299130
£299.00
£485.00

KEF 035 Speakers

£259.00

Maranta SR4001 AV Receiver £279.00
Mission M- Cube AV Speaker Package £519.00
Project Debut 3Turntable
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player

£119.00
£749.00

Yamaha DVDS559 DVD Player
Yamaha YSP800 Sound Projector

£75.00
£389.00

Denon AVFt2907 AV Receiver
Denon DF-102 CD System

£259.00

Denon DVD1930 DVD Player

£159.00

KEF KHT3005 AV Speaker Package

£649.00

Arcam DiVA A80 Amplifier

£399.00

B&W HTM7 Centre Speaker
KEF i02c Centre Speaker

£375.00
£109.03

KEF i05 Speakers
KEF 007 Speakers

£259.00
£389.00

KEF KHT3005 AV Speaker Package
KEF PSW3500 Sub Woofer
KEF PSW4000 Sub Woofer

£649.00
£389.00
£795.00

KEF PSW5000 Sub Woofer

£1,599.00

KEF Reference 202C Centre Speaker £695.00
Musical Fidelity AS Amplifier £1,125.00
Musical Fidelity AS CO Player £1,125.00
Yamaha RXV1700 AV Receiver £549.00

EXETER 01392 218895
M&K K5 Surround Speakers £75.00
M&K KX12 Sub Woofer
£409.00
Maranta CD50010SE CD Player

£ 185.00

Maranta PM40010SE Amplifier £185.00
Meridian G51 Receiver
£ 1,299.00
Naim Arrivas Speakers

£875.00

Naim AV2 AV Surround Processor £1,899.00
Naim NAP175 Amplifier £1,049.00
Primer.? CD110 CD Player

£899.00

REL R-305 Sub Woofer
REL Stampede Sub Woofer

£599.00
£405.00

Sim 2Domino 035 ( DLP) Projector £2,249.00
Sunf ire D12 Sub Woofer
£585.00

Yamaha DSPAX761 AV Amplifier
Yamaha RXV461 AV Receiver

Loewe Spheres 32 CiFl. LCD TV

£2.249.00

1299.00

Loewe Xelos A37 LCD TV
£ 1,349.00
M&K LCR750 / II Surround Speakers £389.00

£249.00

M&K Surround 55 Surround Speakers £519.00

Yamaha 15761 DAB Tuner
£249.00
Yamaha YSP1100 Sound Projector £599.00
Yamaha YSP900 Sound Projector 399.00
£

M&K VX860 Sub Woofer

M&K Xenon AV Speaker Package £1,559.00
Maranta SR4001 AV Receiver £245.00

LOUGHTON

Project Xpiession II Turntable

Maranta SR7001 AV Receiver

Arcam DiVA P90 Power Amplifier- .. £449.00
Denon AVR21307 AV Receiver - £599.00

Loewe Concept 132 LCD TV

£779.00

Loewe Individual 32 Selection LCD TV .... £1,299.00
Loewe Xelos A26 LCD TV
£649.00

£579.00

Primare CDI10 CD Player

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

Stands Unique Sound Tower
£2811.130
Toshiba HCIXE1 HD DVD Player £485.00

£
639.00

REL R-205 Sub Woofer
REL R-505 Sub Woofer

£389.00
£649.00

Roksan Kandy KA -1Amplifier £419.00
Roksan Kandy KC- 1Pre Amplifier £419.00
Teac CR H255 CD System

£179.00

Teac Reference 300 CD System

£339.00

C770

Denon DCD1500 CD Player
£375.00
Denon PMA1500 Amplifier £409.00
Grado SR80 Headphones.- ......... - ....... -.......£79.03
KEF 105 Speakers
KEF 103 Speakers
Maranta RX7001 RF Extender

£135.00

Maranta 5R4001 AV Receiver

£
395.00

Musical Fidelity X-Dac DAC

LEEDS ni 12 2.1-, 2-14phason SS20 Speaker Stands

£25.00

Arcam FMJ P7 AV Power Amplifier £1,785.00
Arcam Solo Movie 5.1 IND System £ 1,799.00
Artcoustic 65/50 Surround Speakers £649.00
Artcoustic Mini Diablo Surround Speakers £449.00
Atacama Equinox AV Rack Shelf £245.00
Atacama Equinox Hi Fi Silver Base/Shell £285.00
Atacama Nexus 10 Speaker Stands
Atacama Nexus 5Speaker Stands

£55.00
£45.00

Atacama Nexus 6Speaker Stands £45.00
Audica CS-C1 Surround Speakers £ 105.00
Audica CS- Sub 10 Sub Woofer
Audica CS-T1 Speakers
13,&W M1 Speaker Stands

£195.130
£389.00
£ 109.00

B&W ASW700 Sub Woofer
Et5W VM1 Stands

£749.03
£75.00

B&W AS2 Sub Woofer

£259.00

B&W MI Speaker Stands

£95.00

Bose 131 Speakers
£ 175.00
Bose 151 Outdoor Speakers £ 175.00

£259.00
£ 179.00

£299 00

REL Strata 5Sub Woofer
£519.00
Sennheiser HD555 Headphones £7500
Spendor S5e Speakers
£899.03
Yamaha RXV1700 AV Receiver
Yamaha RXV2700 AV Receiver

MANCHESTER

£74900
£845.00

£649.00

Musical Fidelity AS Amplifier

£999.03

Project Debut Ill Colour Turntable £ 129.00
Project Debut Ill Tumtable
£ 119.00
£ 185.00

Quad Lite AV Speaker Package £599.00
REL R-305 Sub Woofer
£599.00
REL R-505 Sub Woofer
£649.00
Yamaha DVDS1700 DVD Player £299.00
Yamaha 0111282700 DVD Player

£749.00

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697
Arrant DiVA P80 Power Amplif lee

£299.00

Cyrus CD6s CD Player
£485.00
Cyrus CO8it CD Player
£749.00
Denon AVR21107 AV Receiver £519.00
KEF i06c Centre Speaker

£ 195.00

KEF i08DS Surround Speakers
Maranta SR8001 AV Receiver

£259.03
£779.00

Yamaha RXV' 700 AV Receiver

£449.00

Yamaha RXV2700 AV Peceiver

£649.00

161 831 7969

Arcam DiVA A80 Amplifier

POOLE

)
71677

Castle Compact Speakers
Cyrus Link Power Amplifier

£299.00
£319.00

Denon AVR21307 AV Receiver
In Focus IN74 (DLP) Projector

£519.00
£649.00

Cyrus CDXT CO Transport

£599.00

M&K K7 Surround Speaker
M&K KX10 Sub Woofer

£175.00
099.00

Denon AVR3606 AV Receiver

e:9
900
00

Denon DVD3930 CND Player

Monitor Audio GS10 Speakers

£509.00

Monitor Audio Radius R270 Speakers £299.00
Monitor Audio Radius Speaker Stands-- £35.00
Piimare DVD26 DVD Ptayer
REL Ti Sub Woofer
REL T2 Sub Woofer

£599.00
£445.00
£369.00

Yamaha DSPAX851SE AV Amplifier £449.00

Cyrus CD6s CD Player
Cyrus CD8x CO Player

£485.00
£749.00

£9
Fujitsu P5OXI-tA58 Plasma Monitor £2,169.00
KEF 105 Speakers
£259.00
KEF KHT33CE AV Speaker Package
£649.00
Loewe Individual 32 DVB-DR. LCD IV.... £1,495.00
Pioneer VSX2016 AV Receiver
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player £449.00
£749.00

SOUTHAMPTON

38033 7770

Bose 161 Speakers
£149.00
Bose 321 Classic DVD System
£749.00
Bose Acoustimass 10 AV Spkr Package £599.00

Yamaha DVD-S1700 DVD Player
Yamaha DVD-S2700 DVD Player

Bose Acoustimass 15 AV Spkr Package
Bose AR1 Wireless Audio Receiver

Yamaha RXN£000 AV/DAB Receiver £449.00

1311W CMC Centre Speaker

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

Yamaha RXV1700 AV Receiver

Arcam DiVA A80 Amplifier £409.00
Arcam DiVA AV700P AV Processor £939.03

Bose Companion 3Desktop Speakers £149.03
Bose Floor Stands
£95.00

B&W PV1 Sub Woofer
£709.00
B&W XT4 Speakers
£1,299.03
Cyrus 6 Power Amplifier £329.00

Arcam DiVA P1000 Power Amplifier £1,099.00
Audica CS-T1 Speakers
£339.00
Audica CS-C1 Centre Speaker £89.00

Bose Sound Dock i
Pod Speaker Dock £ 175.00

Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player

£749.00

£785.00
£109.00

Bose Lifestyle 28 / Ill DVD System £ 1,499.00
Bose Lifestyle 38 / III DVD System £2,099.00
Bose Lifestyle 48 / Ill DVD System £2,625.00
Bose Room Mate Speaker System £259.00

Audica CS-S1 Satellite Speakers

£109.00

Audica ST1 Speaker Stands
BKW DM600 (S3) Speakers

£79.00
£ 149.00

BEM DM601 (S3) Speakers

£ 185.00

Bose SA2 Amplifier

£179.00

Bob Career WBBC 08 Sub Woofer £419.00
Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver £649.00

Bose SA3 Amplifier

£225.00

Denon AVR4306 AV Receiver £969.00
Denon S101 DVD System
£579.00
Denon AVCA11XVA AV Amplifier £1,799.00
KEF KIT 100 DVD System
£649.00
KEF KIT 100 Stands

£95.00

Bose Room Mate Speaker System

Bose Speaker Stands
Cyrus CD8s CO Player

£209.00

£109.00
£799.00

Cyrus Link Server HOD Music Sever £2,625.00

£99.00
£119130
£389.00

Monitor Audio GS20 Speakers £1,125.00
Musical Fidelity X- Ray V8 CD Player £499.00

KEF i05 Speakers

Musical Fidelity XT100 Amplif ier

£579.03

KEF

£649.00

KEF KHT2005 AV Speaker Package

Quad 99CDS CD Player
£419.00
Clued 99P Power Amplifier £349.00

Maranta DV9600 IND Player
Maranta PM4001 Amplifier
Maranta SR7001 AV Receiver

£499.00

REL Stomi 5Sub Woofer
£649.00
Wharfedale SW150 Sub Woofer £159.00
Yamaha RXV459 AV Receiver £259.00
Yamaha DVDS559 DVD Player
£79.00
Yamaha DSPAX759SE AV Amplifier £349.00
Yamaha YSTSW1500 Sub Woofer £449.00

KINGSTON 02°

Arcarn P1000 Power Amplifier
Audiolab 8000CD CD Player
Audiolab 8000P Power Amplifier

£449.00
£939.03
£1,099.00
£389.00
£
259.00

Audiolab 80000 Pre Amplifier

£389.00

Audiolab 8000S Amplifier

£319.00

www.ssav.com

Maranta SR8001 AV Receiver

£449.00
£349.00
£219.00
£799.00
£115.00
£749.00
£899.00

Monitor Audio Bronze In- Ceiling Speaker £69.00
Monitor Audio Gold In- Ceiling Speakers._ £185.00
Monitor Audio Gold In- Wall Speakers £22_5.00

Audiolab 8000M Monobloc Ampfdier.....
Audiolab

£259.00

wool,Power Amplifier

Denon SCF102 Speakers
Denon AVR1907 AV Receiver
KEF Ql Speakers

1295.01)

Cluadraspire 04 AV Rack Shelf

£255.00

Kuban KFS400 Equipment Cabinet
Samsung LF_23F186WDX LCD TV

£405.00

Lexicon MC8 AV Processor ............ ......-£3,749.00
Lexicon RT10 MD Player
£1,776.00

Soundstyle WC,3AV Equipment Rack £285.00
Speaker Craft CRSEVII In- Ceiling Spks £ 149.00

£299.00

Maranta SR6001 AV Receiver

£519.00

Maranta ST15 S1 DAB Tuner
Maranta VP11 Si DLP Projector

£519.03
£6,999.00

Pioneer HOP-1X70 Blu-Ray Player £749.00
0 Acoustics 1000s Sub Woofer £ 129.00
Samsung PS63P76FDX Plasma TV £3,499.00
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player

£749.00

Yamaha RXV1700 AV Receiver

£57900

WITFIAM 111376 501733

Cyrus CD8X CO Player
Fujitsu P5OXHA58 Plasma Monitor

£649.00
£2,169.00

Lexicon CX7 AV Power Amplifier £2,275.00

Monitor Audio i
Deck Compact i
Pod Deck £95.00
Project RPM5 Turntable
£299.00

Primare Pre 30 Pre Amplifier

£899.00

REL R-305 Sub Woofer

£899.00

Roksan Kandy Power Amplif ier
£409.00
Sim2 035 DLP Projector £2,249.00

Primare A302 Power Amplifier
Primare CDI10 CD Player

£899.00

REL Stampede Sub Woofer
Rotel RC-03 Pre Amplifier

£449.0l)
£199.00

Van Den Hul The First Interconnect Cable_..£129.00
Yamaha MCX1000 MusicCAST Client £1,349.00
Yamaha YSP1000 Sound Projector -£585.00
Yamaha RXN6000 AV/DAB Receiver -...-... £449.00

£325.00

Soundstyle ST100 Glass Equipment Rae* -£249.03
Soundstyfe ST105 Glass Equipment Rack -f75.00

£259.00

Maranta SA7001 CO Player

Arcam DIVA C13737 CD Player £335.00
Arcam DiVA 161 Tuner
£ 185.00

Sound Org Z1 Speaker Stands
£59.00
Spectral PL61 Plasma Stand
£289.00

£75.00

Maranta PM7001 Amplifier

£149.00

KEF 6000 Ace Surround Speakers £899.03
KEF KIT100 DVD System-------------..,., £749.00

Spendor C5e Centre Speaker £419.00
Spendor S8e Speakers
£1,359.00

0 Acoustic 1000 Sub Woofer

£559.00
£179.00

Maranta PM11 Si Amplifier £1,599.00
Maranta PM40010SE Amplifier £179.03

Arcam DNA A90 Amplifier £709.00
Arcam Alto Speakers
£285.03

Monitor Audio Radius 270 Speakers £375.130
Musical Fidelity X-LPS V3 Phono Stage £199.03
£259.00

£259.00

£65.00
£249.00

Optimum AV200SL AV Rack

Pioneer DVR530H DVD/HDD Recorder £299.00
0 Acoustics 1000 Centre Speaker £ 149.00

0717

Cyrus 8Power Amplifier
Arcam AVP700 AV Processor

£225.00

ica Speakers

Maranta DV6001 DVD Player

REL Strata 5Sub Woofer

£299.00

KEF i06c Centre Speaker

£1,299.00

£355.00

Audica CS- Sub 10 Sub Woofer £195.00
Audica MPS1 MP3 Speaker System -----E185.00
Audica CS Tower
£389.03
Audio Pm Sate Surround Speaker
Audiolab 80000 Pre Amplifier

KEF HTS2001 Speaker Stands
£79.00
KEF if:D1 Speakers
£ 169.00

REL Stampede Sub Woofer

Atacama Nexus 5Speaker Stands.---- ....... £45.03
Audica CS- S1 Surround Speaker £129.00

Audica CS Centre Speaker

£1,599.00

Pnmare SPA21 Amplifier

Arcam DiVA DV78 DVD Player £429.00
Atacama SL400 Speaker Stands £65.03

£449.00

Maranta PM11-S1 Amplifier

Primare DVD26 CND Player

Arcam DIVA 161 Tuner
£175.00
Arcam Movie Solo 5.1 DVD System £1,489.00

£749.00
£699.00

Hannan Kardon PA4000 Power Amplifier £485.00

Arcam DNA 011135 DVD Player - -£8139.00

Cyrus 8 Power Amplifier
Maranta CD50010SE CD Player

NORWICH 01603 767605

Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver
Esicent Fireball HOD Recorder

£ 1,299.00
£109.00

£449.00

Yamaha RXV2700 AV Receiver £649.00
Yamaha YSP9C4) Sound Projector £389.00

Cyrus Pm VS2 Pre Amplifier

Maranta SAll-S1 SACD Player
Monitor Audio i
-Deck iPod Dock

£259.00
£649.00

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121
Harman Kardon HK970 Amplifier ..- £259.00
KEF ico Speakers
£209.01
Loewe Inclvidual 40 Selection DR., LCD TV -£1,943.00

£519.00

Wharfedale 9CC Centre Speaker
Yamaha DVDS1700 DVD Player
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player
Yamaha YSP903 Sound Projector

YEOVIL

£59.00
£259.00
£649.00
£649.00

ij078

Audiolab 8000CD CO Player

£389.00

Audiolab 800CIS Amplifier £325.00
Partington Arisa 60 Speaker Stands. £65.00
Pioneer VSX-1017AV AV Receiver £355.00
REL R-305 Sub Woofer
£675.00
REL T2 Sub Woofer
Sim 2035 (DLP) Projector
Yamaha RXV1700 AV Receiver
Yamaha RXV2700 AV Receiver

£375.00
£1,949.00
£449.00
£649.00

'Some leen are ex- display but all are sold with full warranty These products are only available from the stores listed and are subject to availability - please confirm before travelling
811 prices were correct at time of going to press. End nt line and clearance offers are not available in ccnjun:aion with any other offer or promotion. Advert valid until 10/01 / 2008, Ed0E.

SUPER SYSTEMS

afew occasional vinyl scratches making

Tiefenbrun's old injunction to ' listen to the

hardly any impression.

starting and stopping of the notes'. The

Trying the new DNM stereo cabling
added crispness to the sound but Isuspect
more listeners would prefer the warmer
'rounding' of sound given by such as
Kimber 4PR, distributed by Russ Andrews.
Getting back to digital, the Majik was
even-handed when it came to CD transfers
identical to those on SACD hybrids - not
the case with all players, as Ihad found
with the Rega Saturn [ see p24]. True, some
late- 1950s Mercurys produced at Detroit
had aspitty edge but it was hard to
distinguish between the two disc versions.
The same was true with Hyperion's 2004/5
Rachmaninov piano concerto set [ Stephen
Hough/Dallas SO] issued in both formats.
STOPPIN ' N' STARTING
It was only appropriate to listen to some of
Linn's own label recordings for this system
review. Isettled on tracks from Claire
Martin's He Never Mentioned Love and
(frankly rather boring!) Rimsky-Korsakov's
klunky arrangements of his Scheherazade
and Capriccio Espagnol for piano duo.
These were asharp reminder of Ivor

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER

long fade- away at the end of ' Forget Me'
was impressive and I'd never enjoyed the
propulsion of this track so much. Martin's
articulation of words was beautifully
conveyed and the studio accompaniment
fulsome. The undercurrent of brushed
cymbals in the title track was clear but not
exaggerated. Piano sound in the Rimsky
was sonorous and powerful, the sense of

The good news is that this very system,
plus Katan stands, is on offer from Linn
dealers until 31st December'07 at a
special all- in price of £ 3500. That's a
substantial saving on the current list price
of £ 4150 without stands. So put those
winter insulated Crocs on and go get! 0)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Even ignoring the present

space palpable. ( Linn has released athird

offer price, this system

surround sampler, AKP305, and its music
catalogue can be downloaded in ' Studio
Master' quality at wwwlinnrecords.com.)

represents great value

Linn may have attracted flak with

player is perhaps star
of the show and it
would grace any

classic LP12 but certainly so far as speaker
design is concerned, it has come along
way since the old days of the Sara and
Isobarik. What you get out of the little
Katans is remarkable, and Iemerged from
an extremely long final listening session

audiophile lineup.

Linn can add soundstaging, in both
depth and width, as well as timing and
tunefulness, to its credits here.

78%

for money. The CD

the pricing of its 2007 upgrades to the

without awhiff of ' digital fatigue' but with
plenty of insights into the performances.

SOUND

FEATURE

80°/

Linn's very capable
integrated amp
allows a degree
of customisation.

ECO

The speakers may
lack extension yet

76% kio/0

they are curiously
likeable and would
be easy to live with.

LOUDSPEAKE

AMPLIFIER
ism
95
90
, 85
'
1
80
75
70
200

Majik or not, this is the very model of amodern CD
player. Distortion is vanishingly low at - 0.0008%
through bass and midrange while a 17-18bit S/N
ratio of - 105dB is achieved with amaximum output
level of 2V. What distortion there is comprises 2nd
and 3rd harmonics which look decidedly ' analogue'
in origin, falling to amere 0.0003% at - 10dBFs
where the output stage is under less stress. Linn has
fitted adecent crystal clock with amere 25ppm
error while digital jitter is as low as can be measured
with CD's 16-bit code - about 125psec.
The frequency response is very flat, rolling
away to an inaudible -0.2dB at 20kHz and with a
channel balance error of just 0.02dB - exactly the
same as that achieved by the electronic volume
control in the matching Majik-I amplifier. Ultrasonic
noise is very low and, indeed, the player's low-level
resolution actually improves at HF, to ± 0.2dB at
20kHz over afull 100dB dynamic range. PM

While Linn provides adetailed specification for
its Majik-I amplifier, it declines to reveal what
might be described as atraditional power output.
Instead, it quotes apeak voltage output of 28.8V,
equivalent to roughly 50W/8ohm. In practice,
the Majik-I delivers just that, increasing to asolid
100W/4ohm thanks to the strictly-regulated power
supply. Dynamic output is necessarily restricted to
56W, 103W and 174W into 8, 4 and 2ohm loads,
respectively by this same regulated supply and is
limited to 106W into lower 1ohm loads.
The A-wtd Stlq ratio is perfectly 'average' for
an integrated amplifier of this type at - 85dB (re.
OdBVV) as is the 0.05ohm output impedance. The
native response, however, is more gently rolled-off,
reaching -0.7dB at 20kHz and -7.5dB at 100kHz.
Distortion is low enough at - 0.012% through
the midrange, increasing to 0.045% at the high
frequency extremes ( 20kHz). PM

1k

10k

Frequency»

El

.inn specifies the Katan's sensitivity as 86dB at lkHz
)ut our measured figure - at IkHz and averaged
?O0Hz-20kHz -is amore modest 84.5dB. Still, this is
easonable for acompact speaker that achieves fair
Dass extension with a -6dB frequency of 59Hz (re.
?O0Hz) and also presents arelatively benign load
:o its partnering amplifier. Its minimum impedance
modulus is 6.2ohm and the speaker's worst-case
EPDR (equivalent peak dissipation resistance) is
3.6ohm.
Frequency response errors are on the high side
Decause of anarrow notch at 4.4kHz and aextreme
treble peak at 17kHz. Furthermore, pair matching
error is less than top-notch at 1.8dB (see response
plots, above) but below 1.5kHz the matching is
much closer. Just afew bass-mid driver breakup
modes are visible from 2.5kHz in the cumulative
spectral decay waterfall which, otherwise, is
impressively clean. RH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATION
Maximum output level

2.00Vrms

Power Output, illriohm (<1%THD)

54W/99W

Sensitivity (SPt at 1m12.83V)

84.5dB

A-wtd SIN Ratio

104.9dB

Dynamic Power, 8/4/2 /bum

56W/103W/174W/106W

Impedance modulus (mm/max)

e

Distortion lIcHz. OdBFs(-30dBFs

0.0008%/0.0047%

Output Impedance (20Hz-201(Hz)

0.048-0.070ohm

impedance phase (minlmax)

e 114Hz

Distortion 20kHz. OdBFs

0.0075%

Freq. Response (2011z-1001diz)

0.0dB to -7.5dB

Freq. rasp. error (200Hz-20kHz)

±6.0dB

Digital Jitter

124psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBVW SOW)

11mV178mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

591-1z

t0.4c113

Amtd SIN ratio (OdBW/SOVV)

84.9dB/101.9dB

Treble extension (-6dB re. 10IcHz)

>40kHz

>90dB

Distortion (10W. 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0095-0.045%

THD 100HzlikHzillOkHz MOM Ilt ..)

1.2%/0.2%/1.5%

Resolution @ -100dB
Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

z,l
h
oi,

ecen
0 80Hz
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READERS' SYSTEMS

Three discrete systems — two of them discreet
to boot, although one is far from hidden —
fulfill the music and film entertainment needs
of one family from South Africa. Steve Harris
pays avisit to their home in England, to see
how the various self-contained rooms cater for
the needs of all the family

T

hreading down endless country lanes, Ifinally
came to achurch, acrossroads, avillage
shop. Just up the hill, electric gates guarded

an imposing Georgian house. Ipressed the
button and the gates silently swung open. Iswished
in and parked on the crunchy gravel, to be welcomed
by the housekeeper... In this lovely, comfortable
home live Graham and Beverly, their three children,
and acouple of dogs. And three rather unusual and
interesting systems. Or three-and-a- half if you count
the ' extension speakers' in the kitchen ceiling.
Graham and Beverly have lived here for five years.
They arrived in the UK from South Africa in 1999, but
after three years of living in London they wanted a
better environment for their new family, more space,

And when we went in to see Paul at The Listening
Rooms, we just by pure chance looked into the home
cinema room. We had nothing like that in mind but
when we saw it, we thought, it makes sense to have it.

RIGHT: SIM2's
three-chip

more peace and quiet. They found as much of that as
they could want in their country home.

720p DIP
projector,

planned to keep our house in Johannesburg, so we

the C3X, is
slung below
aceiling
beam and
fires through

'When we first moved to London in 1999, we
arrived with no furniture - nothing - so it was aclean
start,' says Beverly.
They discovered home cinema almost by accident,
but it soon became part of their lives.
'We didn't have anything like that in South Africa.

aseparate

Perhaps they were available, but it's areally outdoor

widescreen

lifestyle, so you don't really need it. There's always lots
of sport going on, which Graham and Iplay alot of,

lens assembly

so it was never acase of sitting at home and thinking
"What shall we do?".
'And Isuppose what led us to getting abig system
when we came to London was that Graham loves his
music and he's always had atop-end music system.
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We live in acountry with such bad weather!
'So we bought asystem, not top of the range, but
it was ahome cinema system. We bought amiddleof-the- range projector, areasonable screen, with the
loudspeakers behind it.'

GRIPPING TIMES
The system that The Listening Rooms installed was
based on aSony VPL-VW1OHT projector and Avance
acoustically-transparent screen concealing the front left,
centre and right Avance speakers. The Avance SR- 1rear
speakers are THX-style dipoles, but in this instance they
weren't used in the intended side positions but placed
at the back of the room. At the front end was aDenon
DVD player and amplifier.
'We had the space in London, aroom which would
become the playroom and the TV room. So we set it up

5.23m
REAR SPEA.BER
ABOVE CHIST

REAR PEAK
ABOV C S

Sofa

fumrture

SI

IN

SPFAXERS RHINO

THE ROOM
Three rooms are fitted for entertainment. Shown
here is the upstairs TV room which boasts a
custom 2.35:1 acoustically-transparent screen
from CinemaScope hiding Avance speakers

'I think once you have seen amovie, especially a
gripping movie, on abig system, it's very difficult
to go back. It's ike you are part of the movie'
and it worked really well. Ithink once you have seen a
movie, especially agripping movie, on abig system, it's
very difficult to go back. Because you're so involved, it's
almost like you are part of the screen, part of the movie.
You get more of areaction internally, watching on abig
screen, than you do on alittle TV.
'It definitely was agood investment, and we enjoyed
it. We watch alot of sport - more than movies actually
-and it filled the gap in our day, with the children.
'Then we moved here. We took along time to decide
where to put the system. Initially, Ithought downstairs
where the playroom is now. But it's very low, and I
knew that you had to have acertain distance between
the screen and the projector, and we didn't have that.
And the seating wouldn't have worked all that well.
This upstairs room had been abedroom, but we didn't

need the extra bedroom. So we fiddled abit and did
alittle bit of work in there - there was afireplace and
mantelpiece - and turned that into the TV room.
'It works really well because it's not downstairs,
and the children don't see it every day. It's aspecial

ABOVE:
Comfortably
furnished and
with good
proportions,
this inviting
cinema room
benefits
acoustically
from ahigh

downstairs for every day, if they want to watch Tom and

pitched roof.
The main

Jerry or whatever's on.'
Eventually, though, the time came to upgrade.
'Our projector might have just been getting old,
but the shadows were getting worse and worse,' says

speakers are
hidden behind
an acoustically transparent

place to go to watch amovie. They've got the little TV

Beverly. ' Ithink it just wasn't keeping up! It just looked
as though the projector was wearing thin on adaily
basis, much quicker than aTV would do!'
Graham and Beverly were really happy with the
sound of the Avance speakers, and the way they G»

screen while
the electronics
are concealed
in acabinet
below
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were hidden behind the acoustically-transparent screen.
But they wanted anew projector and abigger screen.
Paul Tam's solution was to move up to the SIM2 C3X
projector with aCinemaScope lens and anew 2.35:1
CinemaScope screen. He contacted Patrice Congard,
who had been technical director of Avance before
he founded Screen Excellence. Patrice provided a
custom-made 2.35:1 acoustically-transparent Screen
Excellence CinemaScope screen, measuring 2.6m
wide and just over 1.1m high.
Paul recommended the 720p SIM2 three- chip
DLP projector as being preferable to the single-chip
1080p alternatives then available, as it was free from
the rainbow- colour effects of the single- chippers. At
the same time, the DVD player was upgraded to the
Arcam DV139, which claims to get ' near- HD' quality
out of non- HD sources.
BLACK AND DECOR
This is avery comfortable room, partly because all
the electronics are hidden and the only evidence
of its function is the screen, and also because of
the decor. The warm terracotta colour of the walls
followed the example of an AV demonstration room
at The Listening Rooms, where Paul had long ago
discovered that apart from black - which nobody
would want to live with with - red was the best colour
to complement the picture on the screen. The room
is acoustically comfortable too, helped no end by the
height of its pitched roof.
'It was very lucky. If you asked me if I'd planned it
that way, no, but it has worked out really well. Imust
say the sound is cosy. It's almost locked in the room
when you're watching something. Not too much is
fighting with each other. The room is big enough to
cope with everything that's in it.'
In this location the ambient noise level is ideally low.
The Avance rear speakers, mounted high up, seem to
provide ample fill-in at the back, and so nothing bigger
was really needed.
'The sound is loud enough! You shake! If you put
on an action DVD like alames Bond, your breastbone
quivers. You don't need extra volume.
'Now that we've got it, it's lovely, it really is. When
my first son, who's now only seven, went to his first

movie at amovie house, which was Finding Nemo,
he walked in and he said " Why are all these people
coming to see my movie?" It was because he was so
used to having his own big screen and his own little
bowl of popcorn, that he didn't quite understand
-Ithink he was three then, maybe four - that this
is what movie houses were. You just shared it with
everyone else!'

ABOVE: The
drawing room
music system
includes apair
of MartinLogan
ML3 speakers,
driven by a

ELEGANT STEREO
Downstairs, in abeautiful drawing room which

Krell KAV-250P
pre and
KAV-2250
power amp,

looks out on to the weathered stone patio and

with Theta

the garden, is astereo music system. Or rather,
there is apair of loudspeakers, the tall, slim and

Miles CD player
and Denon
TU 260L as
CD and radio
sources. Agam,

suitably elegant MartinLogan ML3 electrostatics.
Everything else is hidden away. The Theta Miles CD
player, Denon TU 260L tuner and Krell KAV-250
preamplifier are to be found in aspacious cupboard
in the adjacent dining room, along with alarge CD
collection, while the Krell KAV-2250 power amplifier

all electronics
are hidden
from view

is under the floor, in the cellar.
This system was also supplied and installed by
The Listening Rooms, the hideaway arrangements
following what the previous owner of the house had
done. This is aCD-only system, but as Graham says,
he really only moved from vinyl to CDs because they
were more convenient. Yet Graham does have a
separate vinyl- playing system, which came first.
`He can always go off to his office,' says Beverly,
'and crank up the volume and listen to what he
really wants to listen to. when he's got time.'
When Iwas first told that Graham also had a
system in his office, Iimagined the usual compact
system in atiny boxroom, all shoehorned in
between computer, printer and filing cabinet. I
should have known that nothing could be further
from the case here. Graham's study or office is in
fact the upper floor of the coach house, asplendid
high-ceiling room.
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LEFT:
Concealed in a
cupboard are
the AV sources
and AV amp for
the TV room:
Sky HD box,
Arcam DV139
DVD player,
Panasonic
NV-HS950
SVHS player
(unused now)
and Denon
AVC-Al
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC
iPod and the high end

Apple iPod and the Krell KID
The iPod? High End? Love it, leave it or remain
sceptical - but try to keep an open mind until you
have heard it plugged into the Krell KID ( Krell
Interface Dock). This little device has caused a
sensation at shows all over the world and has
proved an embarrassment to some respected CD
players. At Pinewood we're working on acouple of
neat systems based on the KID.

THE ELIPSAPOD SYSTEM
The KID plus the forthcoming Krell Papa Doc
dedicated amp driving the bijou Sonus faber
Auditor Elipsa bookshelf loudspeaker. Ideal
for the study or bedroom. Affordable and
delightful. One unit, two speakers - that's all.

THE MODPOD SYSTEM
As above, but with the satellite units from
the
extraordinary
Krell
Modulan i Duo
loudspeaker. For those with deeper pockets
(and stronger bookshelves) demanding the
best from the smallest. Unbelievable.
Call Brian Rivas or Alison Holmes for details

The Pinewood Music
Company
Ask for details of this superb ( ange

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

fax + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email sales@sme ltd.uk or Visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
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ABOVE: In
Graham's office
is an old-

At one end is an office suite with the usual
computer installation, in the middle acomfortable

school system
comprising

seating area, and at the far end arather
mouthwatering audio system. It is asystem in which
every component has classic status yet more than

aLinn LP12,

holds its own today, but it was put together originally

Meridian

in the late 1980s, back in South Africa.
'The company that distributed both Linn and Krell,

206 two- box
CD player,
Kenwood KT- 31
tuner, Rotel

Sound Lab, was owned by afriend of mine, explains
Graham. 'At first Iwent for the Isobariks with Linn

RD- 960
cassette deck,

to apassive setup with the Krell.'
It's acombination which couldn't have happened

with Krell

here. At least up until the Great
Schism of the mid 1980s, Isobariks

KSP-7B preamp
and KSA-200
power amp

amplifiers and active crossovers, but then upgraded

in this country were nearly always
sold with Naim amplifiers. After

driving passive

that, when Linn amplifiers were

Linn Isobarik
speakers

available, it's hard to imagine any
Linn dealer willingly allowing them
to be used with aKrell.

KING OF THE ICRELLS
BELOW: The
Krell KSA-200
stereo power

Anyway, Graham's Krell power amp

amplifier
drives the
now- passive

slimline KSP-7B. The Meridian 206 two- box
CD player was added alittle ' ater, and there is also a
nice Kenwood KT- 31 tuner. But of course it is the Linn
LP12 with Ekos arm and Arkiv cartridge - Graham has

Linn Isobarik
speakers.
Graham is
considering
adding a
second

is one of the all-time greats, the
KSA-200, while the preamp is the

replaced the cartridge every year or two - that gets
played most here. Graham has around 500 LPs to

think in terms of upgrading it - though he is toying
with the idea of adding asecond KSA-200 - and it's
undoubtedly closer to his heart than the drawing room
system, even though this is also afull-blooded high-end
setup. In that dining- room cupboard, along with the
electronics for the drawing- room system, is aDenon
amp which provides sound for the big kitchen area via
ceiling speakers. This doesn't get used much, though,
and the music that the children often like to dance to in

'Thanks to some
over-zealous friends
The speakers had
to be rep airec five
times back in
South Africa'
the kitchen is provided by alittle pink Tivoli PAL radio.
'The house was set up, when we bought it, with
piped music everywhere,' says Beverly. ' But my husband
didn't want that, he wanted it room-specific, and I'm
with him there.'
So this isn't ahouse where music blares out
indiscriminately in every room. As well as the dining

he says. 'Thanks to some of my more over-zealous
friends, the speakers had to be repaired at least

products or modern gadgetry in it at all.
'I think the modern gadgetry as you call it is great,

0

five times back in South Africa. But if you
play it too soft, the power of the system

,

stretched over frames) were specially built by The
Listening Rooms.
Graham still loves this system, and doesn't really

hand, rock and classical.
'It's not really played at ultra high volumes. In
fact, if you really play it loud the tweeters will blow,'

111
KSA-200...

grilles deteriorated, and neat replacements (fabric

111

is not really evident. You do need a
bit of volume!'
More recently, the Linn
Isobariks underwent cosmetic

repair when the original foam

room and drawing room, there is amarvellous woodpanelled sitting room, with no home entertainment

and it's an important part of life. however, Ithink there
is atendency for it to dominate our lives, with mobile
phones and Blackberries and all these things. And Ithink
it is important to be able to entertain yourself, and with
children growing up, not relying on any of that.
'So isn't it nice to have aquiet space too? And that's
how we have it now. There is abalance in the house!' (!.)
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CABLE
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

We
yunderstand that mcst
equipment stands look downright
ugly - so we designed the incredible
NEW Aurora 6stand, where you
can change the colour yourself.
Just four examples of fillings you could use for your pair.
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TOP PLATE
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Envoy Pre/Power ( 200wpc)
1set ex-dem. Was £ 5499. Now £ 4500.

nitty

gritty

Boulder 70 monoblocks
Were £ 3100. Now £ 2500.

eiuhman

400
1.5Fi Record Cleaner
£450 ( 3 only at this price).

Bullet plugs
Copper Plugs: £ 37 ( set of 4).
Silver Plugs: £ 120 ( set of 4).

Mantis
Was £ 2495/£2695. Now £ 1850/£1925.
One of each available ( 1xAlloy, 1xWood).

Special
Offers
Postage included
RPM- Audio
Tel: 07790 907 737
andrew@rpm-audio.co.uk
www.rpm-audio.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
Album
"Emontn

OF

BEETHOVEN

Symphonies 1-9
Scottish CO/Philharmonia et al/Sir Charles Mackerras:
Hyperion C0544301/5 (five discs)

These are all BBC recordings from
the 2006 Edinburgh Festival. With

LISZT

the Scottish Chamber Orchestra
on consistently inspired form, Sir

Piano Sonata, Prelude and Fugue, Chaconne
(arr. Busoni), Waltz from Gounod's Faust

Charles builds on the strengths of

Polina Leschenko: Avanticlassic 5414706 10272 (SACO hybrid)

his earlier RLPOrEminence' cycle.

Argerich protégé Polina Leschenko gives
us achallengingly individual Liszt Sonata,

This is Beethoven straight from the
shoulder and most of it sounds 'just
right' - though not some very fast
speeds in the Adagio from No.9 or

evoking memories of Horowitz's prewar

acuriously underwhelming Eroica

up with her chaotic motivation it's an
extraordinary experience. She has aball,
too, in the transcription from Gounod's

first movement. But the rest
-and there are full repeats - is
stimulating. It edges aside the
Haitink LSO Live set and nicely
complements Abbado's Berlin
cycles on CD or DVD. CB

•III I. UU

dexterity and wider in colour range
than any other Iknow. If you can keep

Faust whereas in the Bach- Liszt and
Busoni's arrangment of the Chaconne her
playing is more aptly restrained. A ' must
have' for pianophiles. CB
E RECORDING

RECORDING
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"fristart and isovic • Pars.the • '
etc Itiog
eourneeoutb Slinwhony Orchestra
»sé Serebrier

WAGNER arr. STOKOWSKI

ELGAR

MYSLIVECEK

Symphonic syntheses

Symphonies

Cello Concerto; six short pieces

Bournemouth SO/José Serebrier: Naxos 8.570293

Concerto Mtn: Archly 4775419

Natalie ['Win. RLPO/Vernon Handley: EMI 501409 2

In November we had Glenn Gould

Prague millowner turned opera

In 1994 Natalie Clein's performance

recorded '
in absentia'. This is something
similar, since Stokowski's former assistant

composer, Mysliveeek was fêted in Italy

of the Elgar Concerto won her the
BBC Musician of the Year award.

José Serebrier phrases and colours the
extended orchestral ' syntheses', from
Tristan und Isolde (
Prelude, Act 2 love
music and Liebestod) and Parsifal (
from

as ' II Boemo', the Bohemian, until
(perhaps seeking treatment for syphilis)
he was facially disfigured by acharlatan

Act 3 but without the Good Friday

surgeon in 1777. The younger Mozart
remained his friend - his venturesome
music had been astrong influence

music), and short Ring excerpts, to make
them sound much as Stokowski himself

-but he died destitute in Rome,
aged 43. Concerto Küln gives brilliant

might have done. The sumptuous sounds
sit well in the deep ambience of the

performances of five Sinfonias and other
pieces, variously scored for combinations
of wind instruments and strings. CB

Poole Lighthouse concert hall. CB
•

1
.
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Her conception has matured, found
individuality and her playing is
consistently beautiful on this disc - filled
out with six charming arrangements
for cello/orchestra, most enjoyably
In Moonlight. Perhaps the main firstmovement tempo in the concerto is a
little slow? Clein is throughout apensive,
softly- spoken interpreter and Handley's
conducting is predictably supportive. CB
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Basis 2500 Signatu
(£6495 + £ 2995 including micrometer VTA)
A contender for the finest turntable so far.

Pw• •
ound

Pure Sound A30 Amp (£ 1095)
British designed and Far Eastern made
the A30 is stunning value. It might look
plain, but boy, does it sound good!

11111
Amazon
el 2 (£1
Redesign of the ongi
split level plinth and even
Vlbrks atreat as pictured wi

V
Acoustic Masterpiece AM 201 (£ 2495)
Beautifully made, gorgeous sounding. Made by
A&M Ltd The meter has "Air Tight" on it. Hmmm!

We stock several varietes
of ( Swedish made) SolidTech
isolating feet, the best ‘/ Elue
of which are the IsoClears
djustable by adding/subtracti
springs for perfect balance ,
Due to direct from factoty
purchase our pr ices ara
perfect too'
Set of3-43
tof4-56

11 New Quebec St, London W1

Teddy the Terrier
We like a
dog with
attitude
Just like his
owner in fact ,

a2t
acoustic signature
acoustic solid
acuhorn
aesthetix
air tight
amazon
amity
amplifon
apollo furniture
audio aero
basis
Shanling MC-30 (£ 500)
benz micro
3w/ch Amp, CD. AM- FM, with mp3 player jack
black rhodium
input in an aluminium chassis with stunning
visuals mp3 player pictured not included!
bocchino
breuer dynamic
brinkmann
Kibri's new Naima "semi omnr speakers may b
cartridge man
Hyperion
compact and anobtruswe but the sound is h
cawsey
HPS-938
rIclabsol
them So MO
clearaudio
(£3750)
consonance
We keep
decca london
featuring these
duevel
brilliant
dynavector
speakers 'cos
ear yoshino
we don't think
emt
there's anything
to touch them
funk firm
at the price!
goldring
graham ( tonearms)
graham slee
hadcock
Musical Fidelity
harmonix
550K
heed audio
"Superchargers"
horning
(£2998/pair)
hyperion
Ever wished for
incognito
more power and
isolda
headroom from
jadis
your present amp?
5 =
kibri
Or maybe you rust
—r gm
fancy a pair of top
koetsu
•
quality monoblocks
luxman
e
at an affordable
ture Challenger
lyra
price.
(£1350 without arm/cart)
Mcintosh
The 550K Superchargers will fulfil
German made turntable with sepa
melody
• •
either need - a win- win product!
michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
Sc Ara
reg
Stax
ortofon
elec
pro-ject
'phones
pure sound
finest you
rega (turntables)
and as Lo
premier stock
reimyo
Lyra Skala (£ 1849)
have most «
The latest in a long and distinguished line.
revolver
from the ex
the Skala is the first Lyra to feature a non
ringmat
and affo
2050 Mk2 System
metallic body We have this beauty on demo
roksan
the stunn'
SR-007 Omega System 2
now, and are very, very impressed by it.
shun mook
(pictured
We are confident you will be too...
shanling
shelter
Luxman L550A (£ 2795)
sme
SolidT
A very complete solution The usual excellent
solid tech
Rad
Luxman sound quality. 20W class A (although
something solid
S
measures far more), decent phono stage, balanced
sonneteer
The
inputs, tone controls. Iwant one. Now.
spendor
looki
sonically
stax
performing
stirling broadcast
stands are
sumiko
not expensive
tannoy prestige
and are
tci cables
proving ah
tom evans
hit Check
townshend audio
. website
transfiguration
pnces
—imrtrichord
M- 1S (
Classic power amp with
added bonus of altenua
and 2inputs

Please ask about our ex- demo stock; many items are virtually as new but with large reductions, van
We deliver by Business Post 24hr sen,ice (subject ro stock availability). and internationally by DHL TNT or UPS
Major credit/debit isards accepted. even known to take cash on occasions'
Please visit our website for product. technical and ordering info

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact@walrus.co.uk

www.walrus.co.uk
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MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
()Album
"'Mary

TERENCE BLANCHARD
ATale Of God's Will

Blue Note 0946 3 91532 2 0

Born in New Orleans, Terence Blanchard
was only 20 when he took over from
VVynton Marsalis in Art Blakey's Jazz
Messengers in 1982. Since the mid1990s, though, apart from many other
jazz recording and writing projects,
he has been aprolific composer
of film scores and in 2006 wrote
the original score for Spike Lee's
four-hour HBO Hurricane Katrina
documentary When The Levees
Broke: A Requiem in Four Acts.
Now, from the calm before the
storm to The VVater', through

'The Keepnews Collection'. You get the
original tracks along with some unissued
tunes as abonus, while the booklets
give you original artwork front and back.
You also get anew commentary from
Riverside's producer, Orrin Keepnews,

eloquent, moving CD. 5H

musical thought, this is agreat start. 5H

III

Heads Up HUCD 3128

Rollins' first Riverside album from 1957 is
just one of an illustrious bunch launching
anewly-remastered reissue series called

'Dear Mom', he has created this

111

STANLEY CLARKE

Riverside/Concord RCD-30186

self-serving maybe, but compellingly
readable as ever. With Rollins on peak
form, fabulous tone and quicksilver

the healing ' Mantra' to ' Funeral
Dirge' and afinal, personal

The Toys Of Men

SONNY ROLLINS

The Sound of Sonny!

RECORDING
MIR• PERFORMANCE

RICHARD GALLIANO &
TANGARIA QUARTET
Live in Marciac 2006
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STACEY KENT

Breakfast On The Morning Tram

Blue Note 5099950161726

Kent's major- label debut offers four
originals from husband/producer/

Themed on the folly of war, the opening
six- part suite moves from ' Draconian'

Milan 399 143-2 (also on DVD, 399 090-2)

through ' Cosmic Intervention' and finally
to ' God Light.' All this is powered by

to Astor Piazzolla in libertango' and
indulges in awonderful chase with the
mandolin of Hamilton de Holanda on the

saxophonist Jim Tomlinson, with lyrics

aptly- named ' Fou Rire'. The atmospheric,
echoey recording has Alexis Gardenas'

Could Go Travelling Again' witty, though

Ruslan Sirota ( keys), Mads Tolling (violin)
and Ronald Bruner Jr ( drums), as are most
of the dozen numbers following, but

Here the accordionist pays tribute

even though Clarke virtually invented the

violin often alittle under- recorded except

modern electric bass, he gives us three
stunning acoustic- bass solos. There is also

that soars freely from aBach suite. A truly

on his own solo feature, avirtuoso flight

by Kazuo Ishiguro. ' Ice Hotel' is either
nonsensical or satirical, and ' IWish I
irony isn't Stacey's strongest suit. As for
covers, asinger so much less bitter than
sweet can't convince on Hard Hearted
Hannah' and her 'Wonderful World' (yes,
the Satchmo song) seems spun from

vocal on 'All Over Again'. And there is still

joyful record of what must have been, as
Galliano says ' une soirée inoubliable'. And

amessage of hope. 5fri

it's also available as amusic DVD.

pure sugar. But Stevie Nicks' Landslide'
shows what else she can do. Shi

al U
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an arrestingly dreamy Ezperanza Spalding
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KT TUNSTALL

Drastic Fantastic

ISO

Relentless/EMI CD REL 15

endlessly over why KT
has been so massively successful. Is she

Critics agonise

the new Alanis? The new Dido? None of
it matters because the real reason she
succeeds is that she writes singable
songs with great hooks and delivers
them with passion - atrait even more
noticeable live than on record. This
album squirts considerably more of
her live juice into the cocktail than
did the multi- platinum Eye To The
Telescope, which makes it instantly
appealing. But ultimately, it's
songs like the rockabilly-powered
'Hold On' and the smoothly
grooving ' Hopeless' that will
drag you back to Drastic
Fantastic again and again. JB
1.1 U

U
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BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

Magic

Columbia 8869 717 0602

Dear old Brucie, he's still bewailing the
passing of great radio in hard-rockin'
anthems like ' Radio Nowhere', railing
against music biz cynicism in 'You'll Be
Comin' Down' and populating his songs
with gypsy bikers and dudes called
Brother John. It's atough job but, hey,
somebody's got to do it and nobody does
it better than the Boss, especially now
that he's reunited with his legendary
EStreet Band. Manna from heaven for
the faithful, but there's an uncomfortable
sense of déjà vu everywhere. JB

ma U U U RECORDING
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RUTH THEODORE

JACK PENATE

REM Live

Wormfood

Matinee

Warner Bros 9362-49925-3

River Rat RRR002

XL Recordings XLCD 289

Live albums-R- not- me, but when REM

This quirky singer-songwriter's songs

finally get round to releasing their
first- ever live set and throw in an
accompanying DVD, it's hard to dismiss

often burst out in afrantic stream of

Iwas fortunate to hear Jack Penate
before Iencountered the OTT hype or, for

lyrics that can seem daunting at first, but

that matter, the TV ads. Ilike him. He's

alittle persistence pays off and, before

quirkily British but not laddish, more like

out of hand. It comes as alavish threeCD pack, two being audio recordings of
atriumphal gig at The Point in Dublin,

long, you're hooked. Comparisons to

Billy Bragg meets Joe Brown than the
standard Arctic Monkeys/Klaxons schtick

REM

the third being agrittily shot DVD of
the same show. No mere run-through
of greatest hits, this presents several
overlooked gems and every performance
is distinctively different from its recorded
counterpart. Well worth the money. .18
▪

▪

[

Kate Nash seem misguided to me, except
that she's aBritish singer-songwriter who

music is simple and undemanding pop

the road. She errs, from time to time, on
the side of letting the words shape her
melodies but, when she relaxes into the

fare with adefinitive ' 50s flavour, but
that's no criticism because it takes just a

folksy-jazz mode of cuts like ' Nothing On'
she approaches perfection. J8
rj
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that's being peddled elsewhere. The

isn't pointed directly at the middle of

MI

couple of plays for any of these tracks to
lodge themselves indelibly in your brain.
Forget the hype, give him alisten. /
8
E
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SEVEN0a<S
SOUND
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VISION

STOCK CLEARANCE
SAVE AT LEAST

imno/

iCI

There's at least 50% off the original RRP on these end-of- line* hi-fi and home cinema
separates, speakers and accessories. Stock is very limited, so hurry.
BROMLEY
q8290 1988
GUILDFORD ;1483 536666
SEVENOAKS 01732 459555
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543
Arcane Alto Speakers

f190.00

ABERDEEN
USK 94 Surround Speaker
£169.00
MAO 05 Surround Speaker.£79.00
USK Xenon Lute Surround Speaker. £119.00
MAX Xenon Surround 26 Surround Speakers

Yameha RXN6000 AV Receiver

£319.00

£299.00

Arcam DNA AVR300 AV Receiver.

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

Arrant DNA 0079 OVO Player
Cyrus OVO 8 DOD Player

.1499.00

Tea, Legacy 700 DVD System
Yamaha TSP1000 Digital Sound

I299.00
£449.00

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717
Acoustic Energy Evo Centre Centre Speeker--.......... £74.03

KEF HTC6000 Centre Speaker

.£ 124.00

.1499.00
.1599.80

Sim2 Donlon° 30H DLP Projector.£ 1.,499.0()

Arran, FMJ CD33 CD Player..

.£675.00

Wharfedale Dramond 9.4 Speakers.

£149.00

f:399.00

P395.00

KEF X01 Speakers (Inc Stands)

£495.00

Wharfedale Diamond 9DFS Rear Speakers ................... £74.00
Yamaha YSP1000 Chrstal Surround Projector..
F449.00

LEEDS

NOTTII\ GI- AM

91 ' 11 1

Whancslale Dramend 9.4 Speakers ........-.... . ..r149.00
Wharfedale Diamond 9CC Centre Speaker
Wharredale Evo 8Speakers._
Yamaha MCX.A10 MarracGAST Client .......-.- 1299.00

Arrant FMJ P35 Power Arnpldrer

LG R2213LZ50 LCD TV.

Deli Concept CmtreSpeaker.£75.00

f99.00

£549.017
MA K MP4512 AV Speaker .

EXETER
Fiartsu P5OXHA40 Plasma Display.......
Mendran 091 DVD Arid. Player
Roksan Cahalan M Ampldier
Rokrsn CR5 Centre Speaker.
Roark Crusader Ill Speakers

£1,949.00
£575.00
.147500
ctes.00

Mark LCR25 Sunound Speaker

£119.00

Monitor Audm RSLCR Centre Speaker

£ 125.00

Living Control Musrs 8003 (250130) 900 Serser........£1,475.00
Living Contror Room Box6VX MulteRoom CPU _._ f2.599.00
Meridian DSP5000C ANN° Centre Speaker--.-.--£1.095.00
Opus MCU500 Three Zone Syrdem..---.--.--£1,1369.00
Runco CL610
Wharfedale Diamond 9CS Centre Speaker---

Optrmum CAB900 AV Rack
Onkyo TXDS969 AV Amplifier

GLASGOW

Panasonic DMRES10 CND Recorder (Multi Region)..... 199.00
Panasonrc TM37PX600-CAB Plasma TV.
£849.00

Amen DNA P80 Power Amplrf rer
Arsarn FMJ 121Tuner

£219.00
.1359.80
.149580

Panasonic TH42PX600-WAL Plasma TV ....

Arcam DNA I3V19 OVO Player

Philips 37PF9731D LCD TV

Boston Micro Sub Woofer

Samsung Dvdhr725 DOD/HO Recorder.. .. C190.00
Samsung WOK» 2.1 DOD System..
clime

Furrtsu P42HHA40 Plasma Monitor ..............................£ 1,499.00

Samsung LE40F71BX LCD 7V

Linn Seknt In Wall Speaker
bon Surnrk Sub Woofer
Loewe Solteros 42Flasma TV

..£ 175.00
.£499.03
_ 12,999.00

MAX VX760 Sub Woofer

.£249.00

.149500
.1649.00

£699.00

Samsung PS42175/1 Plasma TV ......................................£
599.80
Samsung PS42P7HDX Plasma W.
099.00
099.C°

SIM2 Domino 035
£ 1,499.00
bac AL700P Power Ampldier
£99.1:0

Pioneer PDPS13LR Plasma Accessory Spsakers
Pioneer PDPS25I_R Plasma Accessory Speakers ....... £125.00

SOUTHAMPTON

Pioneer PDPS40 Plasma Accessory Speaker ...............655.00

Mirage Unrtheatre Surround Speaker ...........

Pioneer POKTS04 Plasma Table Tr p Stand ............£115.80

Prone, PDKTSIO Plasma Table Stand.

Polk RC6011n-Cearng Speaker

Pioneer POPS22 Pia.ma Accershry Spealmrs -_____. £39.00

Toshiba 20W1-136 LCD TV
.
..
£249.00
Toshiba 27WLT56 LCD TV ................................................£259.80
Toshrba RDXS30 OVO Recorder
£ 179.00
Yamaha Dpx1030 DLP Projector. .. 1499.00
Yamaha DSPA)(759 AV Amplifier. £ 179.00
Yamaha DSPZ9 AV Receiver
£ 1,299.00
. 1249.00
1449.00

1, 39.00

175.00

Hannan (ardor The Bodge Pod Dock
£49.00
Hannan Pardon TC1000 Universal Remote Control__ £99.00

Maranta
Marantz
Marantr
Marantz

£75.00

11149.00

Wharfedale 950 Surround Speakers............................£49.80

Yamaha MCXA10 Meltdown
Yamaha TSP1000 Digital Surround Projector

_. 05
£359.80

PETERBOROUGH Cr 733 8876Ç, 7

LG AN110 DLP Protector

Samsung PS50P7HDX Plasma TV
Sharp Xva2C0e DLP Protector .

£135.00
£175.61)

Tammy Super-Mk Superteeter Cable..... ......
Yamaha DSPAX7b9SE AV Arnplrfer_

.1949.80
Arcam DIVA 0979 OVO Mayer
Anion, FMJ C30 Pee Aelpithen

KEF Reference 204C Centre Speaker

IFULK I(17 Surround Speaker

Acoustic Energy /she Centre Speaker
Audi. Plasma PrIestal Stand

Mrsmon M- Cube Stands
Plebes RC9000 Unwersal Remote Contral....._.............£199.09

INhartedale Diamond 9.1 Speakers.

LO 32LB1D13 LCD TV

NORWICH OibL3 767665

RG1400 Unrversal Remote Cattrol £39.00
RC1200 Universal Remote Control
149.00
DV4200 OVO Player ..............................................£9980
RC5400 Unrversal Remote Control.£195.00

Marante 507519 AV Receiver .... .£349.00
Marantx DV9500 OVO Player
.£749.00
Onkyo 060535 DVD Player
.
£99.00
Pioneer PDP427XD Plasma TV.. ....................................£1,809.80
Pioneer PDP507X0 Plasma TV..
..£ 1,499.00
Cluadrasprre 04M Midi Rack
.£ 149.00
Ouadrsspire 05 Rack
123500

Arch° Alto Speakers ..
Arcane DiVA 0079 DOD Player.
Audeca Sub 8Sub Woofer
Custom Design RS100 Stands
Denon AVR3806 AV Receive,
Fujitsu P42HTS4OGS Plasma Display
Jorro 40355 Speaker Stands.
Jamo A3Sub.5 Sub Wooer
KEF HTS5001 Speaker Stands
Pioneer DVR540 OVO Recorder.

WITHAM
&Modal, 8000CO CD Player ..

MANCHESTER 016", 831 79.3.
£199.00
£491).(10
149.00
£ASS.00
Mf15.00
125.00
£89.00

Chord Signatree Spears, Cable .........
Moreton Audio Redoes 190 Speakers
Pioneer 01/989 OVO Player.
YanteiteDSPAX759Sf AV Ampirher
Yerneha MCXA10 MisracCAST Client .......
Yamaha YSP1000 Sound Pnvemor

YEOVIL
AUK:area Audar 0.000 Speaker Stands ..........................£5580
Fujitraa PH42MTAS1 ES Plasma Mannar

Pioneer PDPS59 Plasma Accessory Speakers...
Pioneer VSX2016 AV Receiver.

120900
Wer.00
Zeta)
.199.59
£149.00

VogN EFIN2010 LCO TV Wall Mount.

£11.9.06

Yamaha MC X2010 MreacCAST Server .

Moneer PDKTS25 Plasma Swwel Table Top Stand
Pioneer PDPS38 Plasma Accessory Speakers

Marantr PM 40010SE Amprilier.£125.00
Samsung LE40MbIBX LCD W..
Yamaha MC %Al° Musa:CAST Client .

STOCK CLEARANCE AT LEAST 35% OFF THE ORIGINAL RRP ON THESE PRODUCTS
BROMLEY
020 8290 1988
GUILDFORD
01483 536666
SEVENOAKS
01732 459555
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543
Arcam A90-7.1 AV Amphi ref

£599.00

Arcam Drva A80 Arnold.
£419.00
Arcam Drva P80 Power Arehldier. £289.00
Arcam FMJ DV29 OVO Player
£799.00
Audeca AVR-1 AV System ................................................. 138900
Auders CS-System 1AV Speaker System
Audrsa Ono AVS Stand
£319.00
138W FP1112 Speakers
£ 129.00
138W FS- XT Stands..
£ 129.00
BHW LCR600 (S3) Centre Speaker .. £ 149.00
Channel Plus 3425 2Channel RF Modulator £249.00
Channel Plus 5515 RF Modulator
£ 169.00
Channel Plus 5672 Nrsam 2Channel Encoder £279.00
Cyrus 680 ;moldier.
£399.00
Cyrus 805 Arne.,
¡seep
Cyrus COOS
£419.00
Cyrus COAX
£649.00
Cyrus COAT
Cyrus Link Power Arnplrfier
£299.00
Cyrus Unkport CO Player
£ 99.00
Cyrus Unkserser 250 CD Player
Cyrus Prs XVS Pre Arnold'«
Denon ADV550SD AV System
£269.00
Denon AVCA1I-XVA AV Amoeba,.
£ 1.799.00
Denon AVCA1-XVA AV Arnold...
£3,099.00
Denon AVFI1707 AV Arnold..
Donor, AVR1907AV Arnold..
Denon AVR2105 AV Receiver

£ 179.00

Denon
Oman
Denon
Denon
Denon

£39900
1549.00

AVR2307
AVR2807
AVR3805
AVR3806
8604006

AV
AV
AV
AV
AV

Recerver
Receiver_
Arnold.
Recewer..
Receiver

www.ssav.com

£249.00

£699.00
£999.00

.... £149.00
(299.00
DVD1930 OVO Player
£ 149.00
0002910 DOD Player
..
£349.00
DVDA1 OVO Player
£ 1.499.00
DVDA1XV OVO Player
£ 1.599.00

Denon DH151)0SD AV System
Denon
Denon
Denon
Denon

Denon S101 DVD System
.
£399.00
Denon S-301 AV System
£649.00
Humax HOCI2000 HDTV Satellite Receiver .. £199.00
InFocus SP5700 Projector
..
£749.00
InFocus SP7205 Projector
£ 1299.00
MFocus 097210 Projector
£ 1,79900
KEF KHT3005 SI Speaker Package .
KEF Wild) AV Oysters
£64900
KEF 011200 AV System
£969.00
KEF PSW3000 Subwoofer.
KEF X05 Speakers ...
Lexicon 7001' Learning Remote
.
£96900
LG 19LS4R LCD TV
..
£ 17900
LG 20LCIRB LCD TV
£ 199.00
LO 251.540 LCD TV
£249.00
LC 37LC2D LCD N..
£499.00
LO 42LC2D LCD TV
£59900
LG SOPY2R Plasma TV
£ 1,14900
LG 8OPY2R LCD TV
.
£2.999110
LO 71PY1 M Plasma Display Panel
£799980
LG DR175 DVD Recorder._
£99.00
LG 011119611DVD Recorder ............................................£ 11980
LO 62171221 LCD TV/DVD Combi
£249.00
LO 11616740 AV System..
£24900
LO RHI9E1FIS DOD Recorder
£24900
LG RZ15LA70 LCD TV ......................................................£ 14959
LG RZ213LZ5RV LCD TV..
£539.03
LG RZ32LX2R LCD TV
£399.00
LO RZ42P)(5D Plasma TV
MILK KX10 AV Speakers.
1249.00
Marantz CD50010SE CD Flayer
£ 149.00
Marante DV7600 CND Player .... £34900
Marante RC3200 Learning Remote
039.00
Maranta RC5C00i Learning Remote .. . mace
Maranta RC52C0 teaming Remote
.
£249.00

Margota 11)(77 RF Emitter....
Morante SR4001 AV Ampldier
. £z3EL ,e
Maranta 5015801 AV Rece/ver
.1249/0
NAD T743CT AV Arnold >err
E229.00
Onkyo DS-Al MP3 Dock .
£35 CD
Onkyo DS- A2 MP3 Dock .
Pace BskyB3100 Sky/Sat Roemer....
. £119.60
Pace DS810XE HDTV Satellite Recerver
.110002
Pace PVR3 Sky. Receiver
015.0
Panasonic DMPBDI 0Blu Ray Player
£1199.CD
Panasonic DMRE65 OVO Recorder
£ 14900
Panasonic DMRE85 000900 Record, £.`7910
Panasonic DMRE)(135 DOD/HOD Recorder (250GB)....£249.0(/
Panasonic DMREJ(95V-MR DVDHDDVG Recorder. £269.00
Panasonic TH65PX600 LCDTV .................................£5,499.09
Pansonrs DVDU(97-S-MR 9" Portable DVD
ce9.0.1
Philips 50PF96310 50' Plasma TV
.
£ 1.649.0a
Philips StICMJ1 000 Pronto Leanng Remote
11,es.ou
Philips SBCRU950 Pronto Learning Remote
1219.00
Philips SBCRU960 Pronto Leaning Renate £259.00
Pioneer BOPLX70 Blaney Player
£1349.10
Pioneer DV380K OVO Player
£3910
Ph a 00470K DM Player
£75.00
Pioneer DV490 OVO Player (Multi Regan)
£69.00
Pioneer OV989AVIS OVO Player
Proneer OVR440FIXS OVO/HOD Recorder ... =MAIO
Pioneer DVR(140HXS DVD/HDD Recorder (500GB). £699.CD
Pioneer PDF958 Mutb-Play CD Player
£ 128.G1)
Phnom PDP4270XD Plasma N
£999.00
Pioneer PDP5.10FX•T Plasma Mondor.
. 12.999.00
Prone, PDP507XD Plasma N..
Pioneer PDP607X0 Plasma W....................................£11,745.80
Pioneer VSXAX2AV AV Receiver
£449.011
Pioneer VSXAX4AVI AV Receiver. £.549.oe ,
Pnmare SPA21 AV Receiver.... £999.09
Projecbon Design Action Model 2DLP Projector _ 1.098.01
Quad Ltre Sub Sub Woofer
1299.00
REL Storm 5Subwoofer
£64 ,1.00
Reel 900996 CND Player
)229.01
Rotel RKB250 Power Ampldier . .. 110..00
Samsung DVDHR720 DVDHDO Recorder
I18/1.00

Samshng
Samsung
S.snsung
Samsung
Samsung

DVDHR735-F120VD/FIDD Recarder.____ -1189.00
DVDRI= DVD Record°. .. _ £109.00
000011250 DOTO Recorder (Muhl Regront....129.00
£
HTP1200 AV System
E409.00
101997190 LCD TV .

Samsung LE I9R71WX LCO TV..
Samsung LS23147186 LCCOV
Samsung
Samsung
Samsung
Samsung

- E199.00
E319.1.0

LE26R74BOX LCD TV
£
34960
LE321417380X LCD TV
LE325171WX LCD W
_
£469.00
1032074805 LCD IV
£449.00

Samsung LE46F710X LCD Tv
Samsung PS4207HD Plagma TV
1,599.013
Samsung TP.1(5JA MP3 Player..
. 189.00
Sharp DVIIR3COFIDVD/FIDO Recorder
Sharp DVIIR350H DOD/HOD %confer _ £349.0
Sharp LG37)(DlE LCD TV
169990
Sharp LC42.1D1E LCD TV
Sharp LC4010(131E LCD TV..
1999.00
Sharp LC52XD1E LCD TV
£1,299.00
Silicon Image 'Scan Pro Line Line Doubler
C389.03
Srrn2 C3X Loe OLP Projector
£6,499.011
Sina2 Dons,. 20-1-1 DLP Projector ..........................£ 1,496.01
Sim2 91300 Xtra DLP Promoter. ..................................14,499.01
Swam 012 Sutnvoofer
£579.00
Surf ire 08 Subwoof er.
£419.00
Sunfere True Sub Eq Subs...der.
Tear CRH250DAB CD Syrdem
.
£149.00
Tem. DRUM OVO Receives_
C119.00
Tem TI-1.030 lane,
£79.00
Teich Audio Along Book Portable Radio. £149.00
Toshrba 17W1146 LCD TV
_ 079.00
Toshiba HDE1 HDOVC Player
£159.80
Vow 13XCe Subwooter
. 139.00
Yamaha DVXS30 AV Sosten
£349.03
Yamaha MCXIOCO Hard DUI< Server
. L799.03
Yamaha RXV1700 AV Ampafrte.... . £4490)
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yam.tha
Yamaha

RXV2600 AV Ai-hillier
190,2700 AV Ampldra
YEFST1 YSP Stand
YSP Sound ProFtstor.........

1579.00

6619.00

'Some items are ex - ffisplay but all are Sold wrth full warranty. These products are only available from the slums listen and are project to avarli bilrfy - please 101111e before havcIling.
All prices were correct at tiMe of going to press. End-of-Ime and clearance offers are not avarlable in comencgon wrth.any olh-s offer or prompt on Armed vals unhl 10/01/2008. 100E
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Music Audiophile
JAMES TAYLOR
Sweet Baby James

Warner/ Rhino 274300 1809 vueyi

Probably the single greatest ' weepy'
album of all time and the anthem
set for lonely university students
throughout the 1970s, this has been
the template for troubled singersongwriters ever since it first
appeared. Sweet Baby James like its distaff rival, Carole King's
Tapestry - is actually worthy of
every one of its multi- million
sales, an album simply free of
faults - the songs are sublime,
the musicianship peerless. And
Taylor? He has avoice that
speaks directly to the listener,
as if there's no-one else in the
room. Be cynical if you must,
but this is amasterpiece. KK

e ll
t£.s
e

THE AlIMAN BROTHERS
Idlewild South

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 769 Gold CD

Overshadowed by the album that
followed - Live At The Fillmore East - and
having to better the band's debut, the
Allmans' sophomore release is that much
more astonishing for it. While the sheer
energy of the live performance is missing,
the takes here of the shared material
show the prowess that made this the
live band of the era. In short, they both
establisned southern rock and added a
new wrinkle to white blues to pave the
way for Stevie Ray Vaughan, the Fabulous
Thunderbirds and even Kings of Leon. KK
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LIULE FEAT

THE BEATLES

JUDITH OWEN

Love

Happy This Way

Little Feat

EMI 0946379 808 II Double LP

Ltnn AKD299 SACO

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 770 Gold CD

What surprised everyone about this
soundtrack to Cirque du Soleil's homage
to the Beatles was that even the most
psychotic purists approved. And how
could they not when George Martin and

Described as a 'Welsh- Californian based
in the US', Owen straddles assorted pop

One of those majestic debuts that makes

and jazz genres to create something
akin to Eva Cassidy without the inherent
tragedy. Jamie Cullum describes her
as 'the female Randy Newman,' which

you wonder: why the hell weren't Little
Feat bigger than Springsteen and the
Dead combined? So swampy and funky
and wholly American that they make the

suggests he's never heard asingle
Randy Newman song. She's simply not

Eagles look Belgian, Little Feat mastered
all of the blending skills of The Band
(itself an American/Canadian hybrid) to

that acidic. Owen penned every track,

create adifferent take on what would

that had this fan in tears. The vinyl? It

and attracted guests including Richard
Thompson, Julia Fordham and Cassandra

later sise alt.country, roots music and
other sub- genres that honoured Yankee

sounds gorgeous, digital origins or not.
And you can forget Stars on 45. KK

Wilson - this one just might transcend
the audiophile curse. Terrific. KK

music forms. An album that merits
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his son were in charge, with the Beatles'
blessing? Quite simply, this is amasterful
impression of the Beatles' story, using
fragments of their songs, reworked and
remastered to create asublime collage
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milestone status. KK
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KEN KESSLER

o

Testing the industry to its core
The James Randi Organisation, scourge of the paranormal community, now has its sights on
hi-fi cables. The reason? Claims by amanufacturer that a 12ft pair of speaker cables costing
$7250 sound better than ordinary wire. It is now offering aprize of $ 1m to anyone who can
prove these claims. Whatever the outcome, says Ken Kessler, it's audiophiles who will lose out

[Ken Kessler

ANJOU COPPE

BEAKER CABLE

Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

offered aprize of US $ 1.000,000 to
anyone ' who can demonstrate evidence
of any paranormal, supernatural or occult
power or event.' He is quite upfront
about procedures, agreeing on test
conditions with the challenger. To date, his
$1,000,000 is unclaimed.
SERIOUS SCIENCE
This time, though, he may have bitten off
more than he can chew. Unlike spiritualists
and mediums, cable manufacturers

A

sone who has long deplored
the way that audiophile cables
have discredited this passion

of ours in the eyes of ' normal'
people, it was with near- orgasmic bliss

include anumber of serious scientists,
such as Siltech, with its plethora of
P'EAR

CABLE

that Ireceived this message, posted on
Thursday, 4 October, 2007. It spread
through the audio community like wildfire:
From http://science.slashdot.org/
science/ 07/10/ 04/ 1354224.shtml
'lames Randi offered US
Si million to anyone
who can prove that
apair of $ 7250 Pear
Anjou speaker cables is
any better than ordinary
(and also overpriced)
Monster Cables. Pointing
out the absurd review
by audiophile Dave
Clark, who called the
cables ' danceable,' Randi
called it ' hilarious and

blocks and spikes and stands, most of us

the garage decades ago, and many others

have witnessed far too many conclusive
double-blind tests to dismiss such

are equipped with laboratories rather than
mere silk-screening machines for printing
over the dielectrics on OEM cables.

products' efficacy, however spurious or
even non-existent the science.

'Neither
outcome is
particularly
promising
for the audio
community'

What jars even more
than the claims of such
'enhancements' are the prices.
What has done untold damage
to the entire credibility of the
audio milieu are £ 75 kids'
paintbrushes, £ 45 mini-cubes
of wood and - above all
-lengths of wire costing many
thousands of pounds.
Me? I'm happy to watch
this from the sidelines

preposterous.' He added that if the cables
could do what their makers claimed,

because Iappreciate both camps. While
Idespise the hype attached to cables I

"they'd be paranormal. -

am convinced of sonic differences

PARANORMAL CLAIMS

between cables. But equally Iam
disgusted by prices which render a
mere three feet of wire as expensive

James Randi, of course, has long been the
nemesis of anyone alleging supernatural/
paranormal claims. It was only amatter
of time before Randi attacked the audio

value represented in the many

cockiness when it comes to people who
purport to be communicating with the
dead, he might find certain elements of
the audio community less easily cowed,

thousands of man-hours to create it.
An accomplished illusionist who

Whatever one thinks of accessories
from Harmonix, Shun Mook, Peter Belt
or Tice, whatever one's take on wooden
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It has now been announced that audio
journalist Michael Fremer has accepted
Randi's double-blind challenge. It will,
hopefully, take place in 2008 some time
after CES, once Fremer and Randi can
agree on the conditions. While neither
outcome is particularly promising for the
audio community - if Rand!'s proven right,
then all wire is aload of cobblers, while if
Fremer's successful, it will legitimise wire
pricing - the test is long overdue.
To watch the fun visit either of these
sites: http://gizmodo.cornigadgets/
double-blind or www.randi.org 0.)

as aPatek Philippe wristwatch, with
its hundreds of parts, measurable
performance and non- depreciating

fringe. And while one can understand his

certainly less guilty of blind faith.

metallurgy patents. Yter, too, is run by a
metallurgist, Monster Cable moved out of

performs under the stage name ' The
Amazing Randi', James Randi is best
described as militantly sceptical about
paranormal claims and pseudoscience.
The founder of the lames Randi
Educational Foundation, he has for years

ABOVE: James Randi and Michael Fremer
TOP: Those S7250 Pear Anou cables

BARRY FOX

JON THOMPSON

Swing?
Just keep it
simple...

Into the third dimension
Content versus quality, compression and HDTV, into the
future with Dolby, and why Blu-ray and HD DVD might well
become the formats of choice for high- resolution sound
and pictures after all. Jon Thompson has the big picture...

[Jon Thompson
Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company The Hat Factory.
He brings you the inside
view on AV

R

Yet we need the BBC more than ever.
It appears ITV is dead set on making

wants to do reality shows. The BBC
seems to be the last bastion of original
programming - though even this
is threatened by the corporation's
insistence on making programmes like

HD transmissions on the BBC.
After spending millions on the

watch high- end content, programmes

the HD masters. They say the amount
of compression used
when transmitting the
programmes is to blame.
The tech guys want to add
even more compression
in the future while having
no real understanding of
the effect this will have
on picture quality. Despite
my early reservations, this
could see Blu-ray and HD
DVD becoming the choice
for those seeking ahighquality platform.

high- end entertainment systems to
like Planet Earth that push limits and
make it worthwhile investing in such
equipment. In short, the systems we use
to watch and listen to shows are only as
good as the productions

'The systems
we use to
watch shows
are only as
good as the
productions
themselves'

QUALITY CONTENT
Unhappiness seems to be the BBC's
watchword at the moment as it comes
to terms with the £ 2 billion funding gap
left by the 2007 licence-fee settlement.

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

production with its now- defunct
Film 4 production arm - now only

Strictly Come Dancing. We buy

some are disappointed with the quality of
the broadcasts on comparing them with

[Barry Fox

talent shows, while Channel 4 - once
the mainstay of high- end innovative

umours abound that the creatives
are unhappy with the quality of

technology to make the programmes,

This month Barry Fox is in
the mood for some big band,
only to find the sound of the
natural instruments ruined by a
rock PA. Luckily a900-year- old
church on the South Downs
offers some salvation...

themselves.

H

alf acentury ago Ted Heath
(the big band one, not the
political one) notched up the

hundredth Sunday Night Swing
Session at the London Palladium. Some
of the concerts were recorded and are
now available on CD. After remastering
the sound is st.II quite distant, but natural,
because the band was only lightly miked.
Try Ted Heath at the London Palladium
[Vocalion CDLK 4153], especially the last

IN PRAISE OF
DOLBY 3D

track which has an unmiked chat routine

Everyone is now taking

bassist Johnny Hawkesworth.

between drummer Ronnie Verrell and

about 3D, which we
covered in this magazine
over ayear ago. Isaw

ROCK MONITORS

the Dolby 3D system for

Debbie Curtis is now trying to bring back
the good old days, with Sunday night

cinema the other day,

concerts featuring her own big band,

and boy does it deliver!

playing music by Ted Heath, Glenn Miller

The system still requires

and others. Iwent to Her Majesty's Theatre

that the audience wears
glasses, but Dolby seems
to have virtually eradicated the ghosting

in the Haymarket. The show kicked off
with asmall band, The Jive Aces. The bass

problems, seen as afaint double image.
Ican't say Ioften find myself praising
Dolby, but this time they deserve abig

player rode on his bass, just as Bill Haley's
bass player used to do and the pianist
jumped around the keyboard, like Jerry Lee
used to do. There's nothing wrong with

pat on the back. The company seems to

that, but the sound was excruciating. C-->

have come up with agreat solution that
does not need the expense of the silver
screen other systems need to create
polarised light.
Hopefully the Dolby system will
be built into all new digital cinema
projectors as standard. Currently the
upgrade costs S20k, though I'm sure
this will come down over time.
The next big 3D film to be released
is Beowulf. Go see it. And with 3D TV on
ABOVE: Beowulf will be made available
to cinemas that use Dolby's 3D system

the horizon it looks like the future will
be very stereoscopic! (')

ABOVE: Debbie Curtis - great band, great
sound... until they ' mended' the PA
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ANDREW HARRISON

Close-miked instruments were over-amped

with age.

and piped through apair of rock monitors
at the sides of the stage.
The sound was so loud and viciously

Anyone

equalised that it needed two fingers
pushed tight in the ears to drop the

environment, for
instance afactory, is

volume to bearable - but muffled - level.

likely to suffer more.

Iwent to the bar for adrink until the
Aces had finished and the Debbie Curtis
big band was setting up behind acurtain.
During the set up there was aseries
of massive thumps from the speakers,
probably as cables were re- plugged with
the amplifier gain up. When the curtains
opened and band struck up, the sound
was distant and natural, much like the old
Ted Heath sound. Thanks for the memory.
Ms Curtis, Ithought.
But after acouple of numbers John
Miller - Glenn's nephew - came on

who works
in anoisy

Exposure to very loud
sound causes temporary

announcer's microphone
to apologise for the fact
that the PA system had
failed during the setup.
So all the audience was
hearing was the live band
sound, and some spill from
the monitor speakers used
by the rhythm section to
hear the rest of the band.
Hooray. Iprayed. Please
don't let them fix what's
mercifully broken.

Unfortunately they did. The PA speakers
came back to life and turned the natural
acoustic power of a 17- piece band into
laser beams of ear- drilling sound.
Iwaited awhile, just in case the sound
engineer turned his faders down. But no
such luck, the audio misery continued. So I
left with my hearing still intact.
Some of the audience were elderly,

[Andrew
Harrison]

band sound gradually becomes
bearable. Any temporary threshold shift
should repair naturally over the next

Andrew Harrison joined
HiFi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor. he loves
all audio from iPods
and computer audio to
analogue and vinyl

12 hours; but too much exposure to
excessive levels may cause apermanent
shift [see Audio Exposed, p101].
Then there's what Ted Heath
discovered. When he was at the height
of his fame, band members started
complaining that he was asking them to

'I waited in
case the sound
engineer turned
his faders
down. But no
such luck, the
audio misery
continued'

EAR-DRILLING SOUND

A convert to the joys of clean
records, Andrew Harrison
tries out anew machine

deafness. That's why atoo- loud

dressed as an American
soldier and used the

Affordable,
clean fun

play too loud. Heath
went to his doctor, who
syringed the wax from
his ears, and Heath
stopped telling the
band to play louder.

BASIE AT BIGNOR
After the Debbie Curtis
debacle Isaw an advert
for another big band,

R

eviewing audio equipment can
be an intensive process. When
testing aCD player, for instance,
you spend aday trawling through

the music collection, going through
familiar test pieces... and ben, if the
sound from the product under test is
especially inspirational, you find yourself
digging that much deeper into less
charted territory. You scour the shelves for
everything and anything, exploring music

Freddy Woods, at the

with which you're less acquainted.
Ihad this experience with the new
MC Windeld cartridge f
-om Ortofon, as it

unlikely venue of the
900-year- old Holy

sailed through LPs with aplomb [ see p62].
After the usual trusted music pieces. I

Cross Church, Bignor

found myself rooting through dozens of
records I'd bought secondnand in recent

run by veteran musician

-atiny village in the South Downs, near
an original Roman villa. Holy Cross has a
wonderful natural acoustic and regularly
stages concerts to help pay for upkeep. It
even has alicense to sell booze!

months; records that demanded some TLC
before playing. And by that Imean some
tender loving cleaning.

The Woods band played Basie, Shaw
and Herman to apacked crowd in the

RUBBLE -FREE RIDE

church, with no amplification except a

cartridge. I've made apoint of ensuring
that records are thoroughly cleaned

little on the piano, bass and vocalist.
Afterwards Freddy Woods admitted

trying to recapture lost memories of
the Ted Heath days. Many will be partly

that he had been abit worried in case
the band sounded too loud.

deaf, because - unless you are very lucky
-human hearing naturally deteriorates

'People don't realise how powerful
live instruments can be' he told me.
Too true; it can't be said too often
that amplifying loud live sound will often
just add distortion.

Ever since Isaved for my first moving- coil

before playing, if only to protect the
investment of an expensive needle and to
make it last as long as could be reasonably
expected, by giving the diamond a
rubble-free road to navigate. In those days,
the nearest thing to an affordable vacuum
cleaning machine was the Moth RCM, a
somewhat noisy and awkward-to- use piece
of apparatus. But nevertheless it made a

LEFT AND ABOVE: The Holy Cross
church at Bignor, where live bands take
advantage of afine natural acoustic
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ABOVE: Secondhand records a- plenty, even
more attractive after cleaning

When it comes to Vinyl,
you need the best

Prodect
•

AUDIO

SYSTEMS

Makers of
award- winning
turntables

le

To find out more about the full range of turntables from
Pro-Ject, and where you can buy them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk
www.henleydesigns.z.o.uk

BARRY WILLIS

Smart marketin

good job
of restoring
to life the sort
of records others
might pass over as
unplayable. From this
point, Iwas aconvert to
the joys of hearing LPs played
squeakily- clean with minimal

Silver, brown or black with adash o champagne gold... does
the hi-fi industry operate under some unwritten law that makes
the use of other colours acrime, wonders Barry Willis as
MartinLogan launches an ambitious custom design project

surface noise.

[Barry Willis

Years later, intent to preserve my
hearing from the assault of anoisy
record cleaner without having to resort

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

to ear plugs. Iinvested in one of the
best machines Icould find, asemiautomatic and relatively quiet- running
VPI HW17. But for anyone less obsessed
about record cleanliness, or with smaller
record collections, or who doesn't play
records for aliving, the S1400 price of
this pro cleaner might seem alittle rich.

Always keen to evangelise the benefits

H

of wet- and-vacuum cleaning records, I
was heartened to find the entry- point for
such machines has dropped, in the form
of the Okki Nokki cleaning machine.
Inspired by the Ortofon cartridge, Iset
up areview sample of the Okki Nokki to
restore the recent in- pile.

customers. They could have
his early production cars in any colour
they wanted, as long as it was black.
'Personalization' was not in his vocabulary.
The curmudgeonly
automotive pioneer could
not have predicted that
he would become the
aesthetic godfather to

It operates in asimilar fashion to

the audio industry that

the VPI series, with afelt- lined suction
tube that extracts liquid cleaning
residue from above. Like the VPI HW-17

emerged 50 years later.

THE NEW BLACK

and the later Moth RCM Mk II, it can
slowly revolve the record in either

With afew notable
exceptions, hs monolithic

direction. Platter motor noise is low and,

design dictum has
pervaded h.fi year after

importantly, vacuum noise is also usably
low — although ear plugs might preserve
your sanity and hearing if you're on a
cleaning marathon. The main drawback
from costlier machines is the reduced
amount of suck', necessitating more
than the instructions' recommended
two revolutions on the vacuum cycle.
The machine was designed by Johan
Bezem of Dutch distributor Audio
Classics, and is made in Germany. The
price? Distributor Okki Nokki UK [
www.

year. In the 1960s,

in any colour as long as it was champagne.
In the 1970s everything was clad in
dark wood grain, to such an extent that
electronics commodities were sometimes
referred to as ' brown goods'.
Black and silver components came into
vogue in the 1980s and have remained
standards ever since.
Does the hi-fi industry operate under

enry Ford was notoriously
resistant to the notion
of offering choices to his

WET AND DRY

audiophiles could buy amps and receivers

some unwritten law that makes the use
of other colours acrime? It's amusing
that manufacturers for whom innovation
is an article of faith and pride seem to
go to extraordinary lengths to make
their products as much alike as possible.
There are several thousand models of

'Consumers
who cismiss
retailers' stacked
black boxes as
'all the same'
are speaking the
literal truth'

loudspeakers available
in various sizes, all with
nice wood-veneered
cabinets and black grilles.
Consumers who dismiss
retailers' stacked black
boxes as ' all the same' are
speaking the literal truth.
But there's hope. At
least one manufacturer
is going to extremes

to customize its best
product, promising
to make it available
in ' 40,000 color combinations'. That's
the claim of Lawrence of Kansas- based
MartinLogan, which has launched an
ambitious program to custom- build the
flagship Summit hybrid electrostatic
loudspeaker to the exacting whims of

customers throughout the world. As long
as they are willing to pay alittle extra for
the privilege.
The company had an impressive display

okkinokki.co.uk] is selling them at £ 275,
with accessories such as 7in and 10in

at the Custom Electronics Design and
Installation Association ( CEDIA) Expo in

suction tubes available. Considering the
uplift these machines can give arecord

Denver this past September, ashow whose
attendance was diminished considerably

collection, that's abargain.

LEFT AND ABOVE: CEDIA 2007 played host
ABOVE: The Okki Nokki record cleaner
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to MartinLogan's S10,000- a- pair Summit

STEVE HARRIS

Relax! You're
surrounded...

by the ongoing slump in \\
the US real estate market. \
Amid asea of booths
hawking giant flat- panel TVs,
in-wall speakers, and installers'
specialty tools, MartinLogan's
display was an audio enthusiast's
lush tropical island. The S10,000 a
pair Summit was originally marketed

\

with multiple design options — black
or silver frame and hardware, and afew

Whether used to create
spectacular sonics or asound
that's more true to real life,
Steve Harris reckons the
future will be multichannnel

choices of wood veneer for the woofer
enclosure that forms the loudspeaker's

[Steve Harris

base. That combination alone meant that
the Summit could be configured with

Steve Harris edited HFN
between 1986 and 2005.
Now relaxing as our jazz
music contributor, he
loves the blues, vintage
hi-fi and anything that
brings music to life

at least adozen different looks, but at
CEDIA, company executives announced
amassive expansion of the concept, with
prototype design software that enables
the assembling of avirtual speaker with
three different colours of hardware.
several colours of LED lighting, and at
least 16 different veneers for the cabinet.

PONY HIDE

p

idgeon-fanciers the world over
won't need telling that their

from the 1970s. The two
greats hadn't performed
together, but the discovery
sparked the idea of using Ray's
vocals backed with new music by the
current Basie band.
Compared with the task of putting
the whole thing together, turning Ray
Sings, Basie Swings into surround must
have been child's play, but the surround
mix does work impressively. You hear
the fabulous horns, Joey DeFrancesco's
Hammond and the Raelettes, all around
you. Yet more arresting is the sheer
power of Ray Charles himself, the impact
heightened by spreading him across most
of the channels. Istill can't make myself
hear this concocted recording as areal
concert, but it is amazing to hear him so
big and close up.

MULTICHANNEL FUTURE
SACD was conceived as ahighresolution audio two- channel format, the

favourite songstress can now be
heard in surround sound. They
rushed out and bought The Raven [
Chesky

multichannel capability hastily added to
compete with DVD-Audio. Today, SACD
struggles on while DVD-Audio remains

SACD329] the moment it appeared.
For more well-balanced audiophiles,

an under-utilised feature of the DualDisc

Summits in all white: another mentioned
apair in chrome. Athird said something

this new 2007 iteration of a 1994

industry got good at making multichannel

recording may not have been such

SACDs. some manufacturers started

about shipping apair clad in black- and-

promoting two- channel-only SACD players.

white pony hide. 'We'll do whatever

earth-shattering news. Chesky Records
had already cherry- picked the best tracks

they want, no matter how exotic.' he

for he 2003 Retrospective SACD and also

upheavals, the future won't be SACD, but

said. The MartinLogan booth included

issued The Raven itself as astereo SACD
[C]esky SACD205]. Yet The Raven does

it will be multichannel. (
.)1

They also promised that they can and
will work up apair of Summits any way a
customer desires. One salesman related a
tale of aLatvian customer who wanted his

astandard Summit on apedestal, and
nearby, asmorgasbord of possible design
combinations that looked for all the
world like the hypermodern equivalent of
heraldry from the late Middle Ages.
MartinLogan's custom- design software
is now live on its ' configurator' website
(http://configurator.martinlogan.
com/configurator.asp) where, after
downloading asmall plug-in, you can

Because after the next round of format

benefit from the surround option.
'When Ihear arecord Iwant the same
perspective as in real life,' David Chesky
told me in an interview alittle while back.
'I want agreat image left and right, Iwant
great tonality and Iwant to feel asense
of space. Iwant to get away from CD,
because Iwant to go to amultichannel
format, and the high resolution brings out

amuse yourself for hours creating a
Summit loudspeaker like no other. One

so much more of the tonality.'

of the most useful aspects is adiscreetly
changing price in the upper right
hand corner, reflecting the probable

FORGOTTEN TAPES

cost of your intensely personal dream
loudspeaker. It's some of the most fun

of other companies. While Chesky
surrounded us with The Persuasions, Telarc

audio fans can have for free.

subsidiary Heads Up surrounded us with
Spyro Gyra, most recently with Good To
Go- Go [
HUSA 91271. And in the autumn of

e)

format. It is ironic that just as the record

Almost opposite to Chesky's ' soundfield'
purism is the sonic spectacular' approach

COLLECTOR'S

EDITION

2007, ayear after the CD release of the
memorable Ray Sings, Basie Swings, the
Telarc group came up with amultichannel
SACD version [Telarc SACD-63679].
Nothing could really follow the
mega- selling Genius Loves Company, the
album of duets with stellar guests that Ray
Charles completed just before his death
in 2004. also the year of the biopic Ray.

RAY CHARLES + COCA iiik, uitbilESTRA GEN u

However, in 2005, Concord Records A&R
ABOVE: Customise aSummit speaker for
free at MartinLogan's configurator website

boss John Burk found some forgotten tapes

ABOVE: Two takes on multichannel

labelled Ray Charles and Count Basie',
which turned out to be concert recordings

—Chesky seeks tonality with The Raven
while Telarc brings fireworks to Basie
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It's asmall
world...
GLOBE TROTTING WITH QED

Send in your views to: Sound Off, Hi Fi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e-mail your views to:
hi-finews©ipcmedia.com — please use 'Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret we're unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi-fi or any other hi-fi queries by telephone, post or via e-mail

TO THE HERTZ OF
THE MATTER...

SOUND

OFF

WHY AVOID MEASUREMENTS BELOW 20Hz?

OF TIIE

As afaithful reader of HiFi News over
many years I've noticed that your
published equipment tests tend to avoid
measurements below 20Hz. I've worked
in several areas of the business myself,
and Ithink it should be well established
today that equipment behaviour below
this ' old fashioned' frequency limit makes
an audible difference.
So Iwonder why you do not publish
frequency response and other data below
this. Is it amatter of belief, principle,
policy, limitations in the measuring
equipment, or something else entirely?
During my work at Electrocompartiet
in the late 1970s we did tests which
indicated that cut-off frequencies above
approximately SHz tended to be audible
-even through speakers like the Quad
ESL, which produces very little sound
below, say 40Hz. Side effects, such as
low-frequency behaviour of transmissionline or bass reflex speakers or pick-up
arm/cartridge combinations, will also be
influenced by LF response.
Phase behaviour of an
Iti‘11
equipment chain with
multiple LF cutoffs may
also be considered
an issue worth
investigating. CDs and

...N

tj

DVDs are perfectly
capable of producing
recorded 'infrasound'.

There have been
MOM
serious tests done
by respectable speaker
manufacturers showing aclearly audible
effect of reproducing or otherwise
addressing these low frequencies
(including phase-correction systems
that do not actually reproduce LF, but
compensate phase errors due to cutoff).
In short, why does all this appear to be
'outside' the reality you report on, when it
is important when judging equipment?
Pe& Borud, Norway
Paul Miller replies: 'You raise some interesting
issues which Iwill begin to address in our lab
reports for next month's group test of £ 1000
integrated amplifiers. It is simply amatter
of expediency that our responses and other
data begin at the ' industry standard' 20Hz.
Henceforth, Iwill run power, response and
distortion vs frequency tests starting at 5Hz. As
a ' taster', here's the Unison Research Secondo
amp at 10W/8ohm, measured from 5Hz-401(Hz.'
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40k

Fr equenc y m>

hi-finews WIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES

OUTSTANDING As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
PRODUCT hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous people at Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct 07) for
the best ' Sound Off!' letter of the month
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In December's issue Janine
Elliot states that for £25,000 you
can buy enough QED 79- Strand
speaker cable `to go round
the world.' Iwould be very
interested to know where Ican
get this cable for £wl per mile.
Stephen Woodbridge-Smith,
Tavistock, Devon
HiFi News replies: 'Spend £25,000
on QED's 79-Strand speaker cable
and the company has assured us it
will offer a25% discount. This will
buy 19,607m (roughly 201cm) which,
far from stretching around the globe,
might get you ashort distance
circumnavigating about the North or
South Poles.'

Volt-face
CHOOSE CORRECT CURRENT FOR P-3A DAC

Please don't encourage owners
of the Perpetual lbclinologies
P-3A to run it off a 12V DC
supply (see Peter Graves' letter,
December ' 06). It needs 9V AC,
so it won't be very happy! Ithink
it's the P- 1A that runs off 12V DC.
John Underhill, via e-mail

Radford
re-born
WHO'S DISTRIBUTING RADFORD NOW?

Ireally enjoyed reading Jim
LeSurf's history of Radford in
your September 2007 issue. The
article states that acompany
has now taken over the Radford
brand and I'm curious to know
who exactly this is. Just like
Ken Kessler, Ilove vintage
equipment, and next week
am going to pick up aTrio
(Kenwood) L- 07D turntable after
having spent many months trying
to track one down. A true classic!
Kent Nilsson, Sweden
John Howes and Jim LeSurf reply:
'The only information we have for
Radford is that the company is now
based in Cambridgeshire. The full
address can be found by visiting
www.radfordaudio.co.uk.'

CLASSIC HI-FI FOR SALE
ADVICE NEEDED ON OBTAINING BEST PRICE FOR CLASSIC QUADS

For most of my life Ihave been
passionately interested in music and
good quality sound and have been
fortunate enough to have come close
to realising this with my present hi-fi
system and architecturally designed
music room. The room is a5000 cubic
foot studio which was designed and
built along the listening dimensions
arrived at by VVharfedale's Gilbert
Briggs of 16:10:25.
The system was conceived and
set-up for me by my good friend, the
late Jim Rogers.
Now, sadly, at 80 years old, I
am moving into asmaller, more
manageable property and the
equipment will be too powerful for a
more domestic setting. Iwill therefore
be offering it for sale.
My question is twofold: how would I
go about valuing the equipment, parts
of which were custom-built by Jim
Rogers, and what would you suggest I
should replace it with in asmaller more
conventional living room?
The system comprises aCambridge
CD1 CD player, three Quad 606
power amplifiers, aQuad 405.2 power
amplifier, aJim Rogers-designed-andbuilt passive-type pre-amp and active
filter system, plus aMarantz RV55
Soundfield Processor.
As for the speakers, Iuse two
pairs of Quad ESL-63s - one pair
facing the listener, one pair sideways
on, connected in reverse phase as
suggested by Jim Rogers and inspired
by the set-up used by the late Alistair
Robertson Allman of SME - and apair
of Jim Rogers hand- built subwoofers,
based on Trevor Attwell's design.

ABOVE: The Quad ESLs and amps in the
architechturally designed listening room
Ialso use six Jim Rogers Damos
speakers to provide ambient information
Bill Wilson, via e-mail
Steve Harris replies: ' It's simple to arrive at
arough market valuation for any of the Quad
components, because these are being traded
all the time. For these, and afew other bluechip brands, you can always look up Howard
Popeck's Used Audiophile Equipment Price
Guide by visiting httplIblog.listencarefully.
^auk. This is acumulative listing of prices
actually seen to have been achieved on the
seccndhand market.
For the Quad ESL63, the list of 11 prices
on sales that took place in the UK between

Radio 3? Radio Ga Ga

December 2005 and October 2007 ranges
from £600 to £2250, giving an average of
£1024.09. For the Quad 606, the average
over 15 examples during 2005 and 2006
worked out at £334.67. For the 405.2, the
average achieved in 11 sales during the
same two years was £ 186.22.
Of course, none of this helps very much
if you are trying to get areasonable price
for your custom-made preamp and filter
system, which may be of great interest
to acollector, but would be very hard to
value - as would the surround ancillaries.
Likewise the Cambridge CD1, made in
small numbers and not known for reliability,
doesn't often appear on the used market.
So assuming you don't want to just take the
first offer from one of the established classic
equipment dealers, you're faced with the
prospect of putting the things on eBay.
Perhaps unexpectedly, you might find
that ahi-fi dealer can help. It's easy enough
to part-exchange when you are trading up
to abigger system, although you may get
apretty poor deal. Like you, though, many
older owners want to trade down from abig
system, and don't want the hassle of dealing
with buyers coming to the house, or want to
work their way through eBay admin.
At least one respected London dealer
has recognised this problem and will
now actually put equipment on eBay for
customers to help you get the best price.
O'Brien HiFi of London SW20 (
www.
obrienhffi.com, 020 8946 1528) may not be
the only dealer now offering this service,
but it has one unique aspect. The shop's
owner, Michael O'Brien, once owned the
Rogers company, so he may know what he
is looking at!
As to asmall, modern, ' domesticated'
replacement for this system, you don't give
us much to go on, but start by looking at
the Harbeth HL-P3ES-2 speaker, which
as it was developed as asuccessor to the
LS3/5A, might strike asympathetic chord.

•••

MUSIC WITHOUT DISTRACTIONS STRIKES A CHORD

Idon't know what Iexpected to find in your
'Old Favourite Via New Tbchnology'
column in the December 2007 issue of
HiFi News, but certainly not your sadly
accurate assessment of exactly what is
wrong with the current Radio 3approach.
I've been aregular listener for (cough)
some time now (remember Cormac Rigby?)
and, while loath to class myself as an
old-fogey Icouldn't agree more with your
desire to ' hear music with no distractions'.
It's gotten so bad that, as soon as I've
heard the news bulletin after tuning in
-usually around 7:15 am - Iimmediately
tune out and put on aCD.

And don't start me on the atrocious
mispronunciation of French words,
especially names. Mon Dieu!
I've complained to the BBC by e-mail
and, although having received apologies,
have noticed absolutely no improvement.
What is going on?
Anyway, once again, well done for
having highlighted avery real problem.
Were Iin aposition to do things my way, IV
would offer astation presenting chamber lb
music only, with voice restricted to
selection identification.
And pigs might fly...
Michael Arnold, via e-mail

ABOVE: Throught The Night is
one Radio 3programme without
distractions - listen on the web
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"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI Fl WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004, 2005 & 2007 awards
SOVEREIGN DECK

new benchmark for musical communication"

"

STEREOTIHES

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE
*****

Ultimate performance
for your system
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T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

Q(eg
r tet 2005 World Awards

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREOTIMES on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

Tonearm Models - from
£124 - f4,900
Enterprise, Conqueror, Illu,tnow,

O
RN

Encounter, Silver, OLI + upgrades

Rewiring and upgrades for Rega arms

LIVE Demonstrably better

I

Full information on web site

ORIGIN LIVE LTD
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com

viviw.originlive.com

Audio Destination
Tiverton, Devon
01884 243 584
Brighton Hi-fi
Flimwell, East Sussex
01580 878 101
Divine Audio
Market Harborough, Leicestershire
01858 432999

sound proof
Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers of high
end audio since 1980

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington, Cheshire
01925 828009

Multi award winning CD Players, Integrated Amplifiers,
Pre- amplifiers, Power Amplifiers available only from
specially selected dealers.

Loud & Clear
Bonnington Mill, Edinburgh
0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear
Finnieston, Glasgow
0141 221 0221
Mike Manning Audio
Yeovil, Somerset
01935 479 361
Music Matters
Solihull, Birmingham
0121 742 0254
O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon, London
0208 946 0331
Progressive Audio
Rainham, Kent
01634 389004
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ABBEY ROAD CABLE III

Distributed in the UK by Redline 101315553922 E:info@red-line.co.uk

www.red-line.co.uk

BACK TO REALITY

[
Way Back Them.]

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 'GOOD OLD-FASHIONED SWITCH-ON AND ENJOY'?

If every hi-fi/AV/Boys Toys/
technology magazine reprinted
the first paragraph of Barry Fox's
2007 Yearbook opinion piece on
their front pages and website
mastheads for the next 12
months Istill doubt it would be
long enough or loud enough

This month we dip into HFN's archives for our 1990
review of SME's first-ever turntable, the Model 30,
which both Martin Colloms and Ken Kessler tested

to penetrate the thick skulls of
the marketroids or other assorted
sacks- of- s*""- in- suits who inhabit

After-years of ignoring the pleas of friends
and customers, Alastair RcbertsonAikman finally decided that there should
be a: urntable bearing an SME badge
Any other company entering tirntabFe
manufacture from cold would probably
have to source plinths, platter:, motors,
mats, spindles or bearings fron outside.
AR-Amerely calls in members of his crack
team, tells them his plan, 3
nd ley presto!
Fourteen weeks later, thene's aprototype
whicn looks like something off an upand running production line, fnished to
perfEction. There are companes where it
would take 14 weeks just for the memo to
travel from head office [olfactory.

'the self-delusion zone', aka MBAspace, for long enough to flip the
'reality check' reset button.
Just to remind you of what Barry
Fox said: ' Too many companies
are now launching new products
for the sake of launching
something new; too many of the
new products have been designed
without asking consumers what
they want; and the marriage
of consumer electronics and
computer technology has kissed
goodbye to old-fashioned ' switch
on and enjoy'.
This might explain why I've had
alarge potential budget for HDTV/
home cinema for at least the last

Where the'SME shone brightest was in the
midband through to the lower trebles,
handling voice exactly as you'd expect of a
player designed by an opera fanatic.. For
all this, the SME is abit cold, maybe even
'formal'. TI-at's not to say it isn't musical, but
the difference is the same as that between a
precision Lerman marching bard and abunch
of New Orleans street- players playing some WC
Handy. The former will play it note-perfectly,
the latter will make it swing. But should apiece
of playbacx equipment have acontnibutory,
role? My mind says ' No'.

two years and probably longer, but
the only things I've bought in that
ABOVE: Stax Earspeakers - asafe
buy in an uncertain world

time are aChord CD player, STAX
Earspeakers, and aNintendo Wii...
Dave Lockwood, Warwick

Saved by the Bel?
CAN CANTO INTEGRATED DRIVE MY QUADS?

Ihave long been interested in

Quad-989s for the review, as Idon't

the Bel Canto series of amps
as apossible replacement for

own any, though you are correct in
remembering that Idid have ELS57s, but that was some some years

my very ancient Beard M70
monoblocks so was interested
to read Dave Berriman's review
of the S300i integrated in your
October 2007 issue.
However, Ihave always been

ago now. For this review Iused a
pair of the floorstanding Spendor S5e.
Ialso used Townshend Isolda speaker

put off by the fact that Ithought

no longer available).'

cable and Audioquest Onyx Silver
interconnects (original pure silver,

\\

—
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'Zee: -..e.e.7.4

Bel Canto amps would have
trouble driving my Quad- 989s.
If my (very suspect) memory

Paul Miller adds: ' Like many of the
latest Class D breed of amplifier, the

is correct, David used to use
Quads when testing?
Alastair Breingan

output. This will drive conventional
passive and double-insulated

Bel Canto has abalanced or floating

speakers like the ESLs without
Dave Berrirnan replies: ' Sorry to
disappoint you, but Idid not use

trouble but speakers with ground
terminals should be avoided.'
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bel canto
Visually the fine SME V tonea -m suits the
deck very well, while additional machine
mounts will be available for alternative
tonearms. From aconvenience viewpoint.
the Model 30 delivers its per brmance
without fuss, without the need for fine
tuning, elaborate installation, or set-up
procedures, and once installed should it
should maintain its performance for alomg
time... For some, the very brand name will
be sufficient to justify purchase.
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Is this the future.?

Last time Ireferred to anew AVI active system (ADM9's - see
www.avihifi.com), and said Iwould report on it, once Ihad time
to evaluate it. If the way it is selling is anything to go by, it has to
be good!. Certainly, now having had time to evaluate it, Ihave to
say it would be difficult to beat for the money, amere £ 1000, plus

Analogue Seduction are dedicated towards two
channel Hi Fi, specialising in vinyl replay.

whatever you wish to feed it with, say around £400 for aMac mini

As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we
can offer our customers home demonstrations.

tal input on the speaker, and possibly aphono/phono lead if wanting

We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers.

the ADM9's won't produce deep bass, but AVI now have their new

computer, or similar cost for aCD/DVD player. A complete system
for under £ 1500, as you also need aconnection from source to digi-

We also specialise in acable termination and cable burn in service.
Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.

to also input an analogue signal. Obviously, being asmall speaker
matching sub-woofer with 10" bass driver, which can be added for
an extra £750. Considering the speaker cable Iuse on my top system
costs more than this system, it has to be the bargain of the year!

auw_k_

New vinyl records now stocked

HIFI Consultants

36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ

Tel: +44 (0)1733 344768

0117 968 6005
icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk

Selected ex-dem and second hand equipment

visit our web site for full second hand listing

Audio Research VS55 Valve amp. £ 1,700.00
Boston Mirco 90x, 90c and VRS spkrs.1299.00
B&VV DM603 S3 ( Calvados) Sprks.1299.00

coustic

Copland CTA 305 Pre amp..£1,350.00
Copland CTA 306 5Ch Power ampli 495.00

Acoustic Arts

its

Creek OBH12 Remote pre- amp. 149.00
Densen B400+ CD player. £ 950.00
Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV reciever..£1,275.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 706s Spkrs..1180.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 714s Spkrs..1349.00
Focal JM Labs Profile 918 Spkrs..£1499.00
KEF KHT9000 Centre spkr + Stand. £450,00
Krell KAV400ilIntg amp. 11,875.00
Krell KSL Pre amp £ 59500
Krell KRC Pre amp..P0A
Project Tubebox Valve phono stage. £225.00
Primare P30 Cinema processor. £499.00
Primare V10 DVDPlayer..£99.00
Prima Luma Prologue 2Ingt valve. 1898.00
Rotel RA01 Intg amp..£185.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Spkrs..13,250.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor Spkrs + stands £ 1,750.00
Transparent Ultra Balanced 20' cable. £ 999.00
Transparent Super Bi Cable 10' Spkr cable £950.00
Theta David CD Transport.£999.00
Theta Voyager CD/DVD/LD Transport.11,900.00
Theta Pro Prime 2Balanced DAC..£599.00
Theta TLC Jitter buster..£99.00

1

moved to aresidential
demonstration facility.
Now you can park,
relax and enjoy

Independent audio consultants

your demostration.

sonus faber cremona m

martin logan summit

wilson audio system 8

large selection of ex-demo stands available,

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM

full listing on request

t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach
martin logan

clearaudio

copland

denon

densen . focal jm-labs

michell . ortofon . qed . quadraspire

ratel

sonus faber

grado
theta

harman kardon

hutter

transparent audio

kef

velodyne

koetsu

krell

wilson audio

AUDIO EXPOSED
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Exposed
HEARING EXPLAINED
It loves crosstalk, boasts an in-built D-to-Aconverter and
enhances sound quality on-the-fly. Dr Doug Mahar and Barry
Willis examine acrucial component in the hi-fi chain.., the ear

represents the ones and zeroes of binary
mathematics.
Your auditory system consists of
several separate components that
operate very much like your signal
source, amplifier, and speakers, but in
reverse. A more accurate analogy is
that the ear/brain system is like apair of
microphones, arecording console, and a
monitoring station.
Your system's most prominent feature
is the auricle or pinna, the outer ear.
[For across-section of the ear, see Figure
1, p1011 comprising afleshy horn of
skin, fat, nerves and blood vessels over
acartilaginous base, the auricle plays
an important role in localising where
sounds come from, and forms the first

most audiophiles you know
all the specs of your audio

and biochemical transducers that
convert instantaneous changes in air

acoustic filter in your signal- processing
chain as it channels soundwaves into
the ear canal. Most other creatures have
larger ears than humans, giving them

components and could happily

L
i ike

pressure into nerve impulses that are

inherently better sensitivity, and can

recite every acronym and
buzzword that fill the pages of this

interpreted as speech, music, or other
communications in the brain.

rotate them to better focus on sound
sources. Although some people can

magazine. But do you know about the

Soundwaves - compression and
rarefaction - are generated by vibrating

wiggle their ears abit by contracting
vestigial muscles at the back of the

truly state-of-the-art system that you use
to listen to music?

objects such as musical instruments or
the drivers in your loudspeakers. Your

HI-FI IN REVERSE
No matter what hardware you possess,
your ultimate enjoyment of music
comes from the incredibly well designed
little hi-fi between your ears. This is
your auditory system, acombination
of superbly elegant biomechanical

speakers' drivers are made to vibrate by
strong electrical signals sent from your
amplifier, which derives its controlling
signals from information encoded on
your discs - in the undulating grooves of
analog vinyl records or in the ' pits' and
'lands' of CDs, whose varying reflectivity

The micdle ear
has amechanical
equivalent of the
'soft- clipping' some
hi-fi amplifiers use'
pinna, none of us can direct our ears
toward asound source.
Behind the auricle is an inch- long
s- shaped tunnel called the external
auditory meatus which acts like the
trap under your sink to prevent junk
getting to the sensitive eardrum, athin
membrane at the end of the meatus.
IN- EAR SPEAKER
The eardrum is abiological transducer,
like afull- range speaker in reverse.
It is ahalf- inch wide cone and, like a
high- end speaker cone, has acomplex
construction of several layers of tissue
to give it rigidity while remaining light
in weight. This makes it extremely
responsive. When sound waves reach
the eardrum they make it vibrate in
synchrony with changes in air pressure like the way your stylus on your turntable
tracks the grooves on your favourite LPs.
Just as the electrical signals
generated by the minute movements
of your stylus need substantial
amplification (via phono stage, preamp,
and power amp) before they are able to
drive your speakers, the tiny movements
of your eardrum need to be amplified
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elease tile Magic
After 5 years in production, the Dino is still one of the
best phono stages around.

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of
cartridge and gain settings.
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SHOP

MOViNq Coil
MOVING MAGNET

SwitchAblE GAIN
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StvitcliAblE LoAirliniq
SAJDER RECIIJIATORS
DISCRETE

Output

UpctRAdiAbk

STACIE

POWER

Supply

REAd ThE REViEWS or OUR WEbSiTE:

They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Roy Gregory -
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PlevenConneoted

mgaziie

'Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction techology available
for this product further enhances
sound quality.

RESEARCI-I

TRiChORd

(0)1684 311600
salesettrichordresearch.com

Fax: + 44 (
0)1684 311928
www.tricrendresearch.com

Tel: + 44
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High End Cable

TUBE SHOP

www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free P&P worldv.ide on all interconnects

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online
www.cryogenictubes.com

Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
Furutech
Hovland
Nordost
MIT
Oehlbach
Purist Audio Design
Stereovox
Townshend
True Colour Industries
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Bel Canto
Project Turntables
Audio Physic Speakers
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arye CD - IsoTek CD
Lyra Moving Coil
Ortofon Moving Coil
Sumiko Moving Coil

Arid,' /
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teem'

Amne. ham

Cable Tower
Clearlight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories
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OR ALL
087022040
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HE eRdESIT SELECTION
OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE
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I
smTe k
FURWEÇ.li
DeStat and DeMag

Sub woofer cables
Media cables
Chord iPod cables
Nordost Pod cables
XLR cables
Pulsar Points
Component cables
Digital cables
DIN cables
Firewire
HDMI 1080 cables
DVI cables
Jumpers
Optical cables
Mains & Power cables
SCART
S video

TRUE COLOURS
trVOUSTRIES

bel canto

eProject

1

[audio phol

STAX

Up to 2 ;% Trade in allowance on your old cables

Previously owned cables.

Reference cables include free Burn In.

AUDIO EXPOSED

before they can be processed by the subsequent stages of the
Ear Canal

auditory system.
This is the role of the middle ear. This is primarily made up
of three small linked bones called the ossicles that together
make amechanical amplifier of amazing reliability and
resolving power. Attached to the back of the eardrum, the
hammer moves in concert with it, striking the anvil or incus,
the middle bone. The anvil causes ringing in the third bone,

Hammer

Stirrup (avery fine structure)

Ear Flap

Auditory
_ Nerve

the stirrup. There is substantial mechanical advantage between
the hammer and stirrup (they act like aseries of levers) in the
amplification of acoustic signals.
The stirrup in turn, moves in and out of the ' oval window'
in the cochlea or inner ear, converting mechanical vibration to
hydraulic pressure waves. The oval window has only 1/15th the
area of the eardrum. Thus a ' big' area (the eardrum) gathers
airborne pressure waves and funnels them into amuch smaller
area (the oval window) with asubstantial amplification of force.

Ear Drum

Anvil

N

Cochlea

It's the difference between someone stepping on your foot
wearing loafers or wearing stiletto heels. In the first case their
whole weight is spread out over arelatively large area of your
foot while in the latter case their weight is concentrated on a
very small area of your foot - and it hurts!
Net amplification from eardrum to oval window is by afactor
of 30, with two stages of transduction (soundwaves converted
to mechanical vibration, mechanical vibration converted to

Figure 1: Across section of the ear showing the main structures
of the outer, middle and inner ear

hydraulic pressure waves).

in the vestibular canal to move back and forward in synchrony
-these are the hydrau'ic pressure waves mentioned earlier.
These pressure waves travel through to the tympanic

BIOLOGICAL SOFT CLIPPING

canal where they eventually arrive at aflexible membrane
called the round window that absorbs their energy, thus

Just as there are dangers for your speakers if they are driven
too hard, there are dangers for latter stages in your auditory
system if too strong asignal is passed on by the middle ear.
To overcome this problem, nature has given the middle ear a
mechanical equivalent of the ' soft-clipping' function that some

preventing the pressure from being reflected back into the
cochlear. The round window is like the damping material
used inside many loudspeakers, smothering unwanted
reflections and reverberations.
Between the tympanic and vestibular canals is another

hi-fi amplifiers have.
There are two very small muscles (the tensor tympani and

canal called the cochlear duct that is separated from the

the stapedius muscle) attached to the ossicles. If too strong
asignal is passed on by the middle ear, areflex action occurs

which is called the basilar membrane [ see Figure 2], afinely

causing these muscles to contract and pull the ossicles apart so
that the strong signal is attenuated momentarily. This happens
when you speak, shout, or sing so that you aren't overwhelmed

length. Stiff and thin near the oval window, but broad and

by the loudness of your own voice.
Unfortunately for us, this system is designed to protect our
hearing only from brief low-frequency sounds rather than from
the continuous high-frequency sounds we routinely encounter
in our modern industrialised world, the primary cause of
noise- induced hearing loss in western society.
An ornate structure resembling something that Captain
Nemo might have encountered in the deep sea, the inner ear
is our biological A-to- D converter. Inside the oval window is a
series of fluid-filled spiral canals forming astructure called the
cochlea ( due to its shell-like appearance). As the stirrup moves
in and out of the oval window it acts like apiston, causing fluid

Base

1

Apex

Stiffer

other two canals by thin membranes - the most important of
crafted device varying in stiffness and width along its 11/
4in
pliant near the centre of the cochlea, the basilar membrane's
various regions resonate with specific frequencies.
TRAVELLING WAVES
The basilar membrane doesn't resonate at just one place
when agiven frequency is presented - instead atravelling
wave moves along the membrane, peaking in amplitude at
aspecific location depending on the frequency. To visualize
atravelling wave - imagine you are holding apiece of rope
between your out-stretched hands and you wiggle one end
of it. You will see awave move along the rope. If you wiggle

'Human hearing is most
sensitive to frequencies in the
range of the human voice'
the rope fast ( high frequency) the wave will peak near the

Basilar Membrane

I 0.5mm

Travelling wave peak ( Hz)
20000
0

5

6000
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1600

400
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Distance along basilar membrane ( mm)
Figure 2: Structure and frequency specificity of basilar membrane

beginning of the rope. If you wiggle it slowly, the wave
will peak near the end of the rope. In this way, the basilar
membrane performs aFourier Analysis on the sound wave
-isolating the particular frequencies present at any moment
where the travelling wave peaks.
Sitting atop the basilar membrane is astructure called the
Organ of Corti, astructure of so-called hair cells - typically
three rows of outer hair cells and one row of inner hair cells.
These are actually nerve cells [ see Figure 3] connected to the
auditory nerve but with tiny hairs called cilia on top of them. G*
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Amazing- value
electronics from Bel
Canto and impressive
speakers from Audio
Physic make music.

The Missing Link

Superb
st1sLern fos L10k
A room-friendly simple system that
makes wonderful music for modest
money — how does that sound?

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED IN GREAT BRITAIN
PURE 5n SILVER LINK CRY0 REFERENCIE
LOUDSPEAKER CABLES & INTERCONNECTS FROM £275

It's made possible by Bel Canto's
STUNNING NEW CD 2 CD player.
A half-width gem, like all their new
products, the CD2 features internal
upsampling to 24bit/192k, aDIGITAL
VOLUME CONTROL with output
power able to drive apower amp
direct and ultra- precise clocking,
essential for CD to sound musical.
Crowning the CD2's features is the
professional-grade CD-Pro2M toploading transport, built on adie-cast
metal chassis for great reliability.

The Finest Hand Built British Cables Available
FOR DETAILS CONTACT JAN or MARK
THE MISSING LINK — 01623 844478
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Bel Canto's S300 POWER AMP is
the natural partner, sitting on the
same shelf with the CD2.These
fully- balanced 300W amplifiers
combine the best characteristics of
SET valve amps with power to drive
real speakers and control the bass.

www.the-missing-link.net
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See http://www.belcantodesign.com
Audio Physic loudspeakers receive
superb reviews — every time.Their
SCORPIO floorstander follows their
tradition of opposing side- mounted
bass drivers to cancel vibration and
allow aslim front baffle. "The sweet
spot" in the range for price versus
performance was Stereophile's view.
And there's still money in the budget
to make the system sing with
VERTEX platforms, cables and filters
to clean out mains pollution and
remove damaging acoustic energy.
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When the basilar membrane moves up as the travelling wave
moves along it, the cilia atop the outer hair cells come into
contact with astructure called the tectorial membrane. This
causes the outer hair cells to twitch up and down leading to
movement in the fluid ( cortilymph) surrounding them.
The movement of the cortilymph makes the cilia atop the
inner hair cells move. As they move, tiny fibres of avery stiff
substance called actin open trap-doors in the ends of the cilia
leading to the flow of positively charged potassium ions into
the inner hair cells. This changes the voltage inside the cells,
leading to the release of achemical transmitter from the
hair cell to the auditory nerve, from where the signal passes
through aseries of structures on its way to the auditory
cortex in the brain. Thus hydraulic pressure waves in the inner
ear are transduced to electrical signals in auditory nerves.

Sound Pressure Level ( dB)

AUDIO EXPOSED
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Figure 4: Equal loudness response of the human ear at low sound
intensity showing its frequency-dependent sensitivity

Perhaps the most amazing part of this whole system is that
the brain can send messages to the outer hair cells causing
them to twitch, damping down or accentuating the travelling

minimize crosstalk (
ie, maintain stereo separation between

wave - leading to finer frequency resolution than could

left and right channels), the auditory system actively shares

otherwise be achieved.

information between the left and right ears at several points
along the passage from the cochlea to the cortex. Both ears
are wired to both sides of the brain! One reason for this is
that timing, amplitude and spectral differences in the signals
arriving at each ear offer important cues to sound location

IN-BUILT EQUALIZER
Human hearing is most sensitive to frequencies in the
3kHz-6kHz octave - not by coincidence the range of
important components of the human voice and the rustling
of twigs and leaves in the wilderness. Who would have
thought that you had equalizing or oversampling circuitry in
your head? Unfortunately, the auditory system is nowhere
near as linear as the frequency response of your hi-fi. Figure 4
shows how we are much less sensitive to low frequencies (<
500Hz) than to midrange frequencies - with our sensitivity
falling again beyond 6kHz. Just as it is very hard to design
afull- range driver for your speakers - it is very hard for the
eardrum and ossicles to deal with the entire 20Hz-20kHz
range with equal effectiveness.
The auditory nerve is your internal high-end interconnect.
Like good quality cables, it's sheathed in an insulating
material ( myelin) which facilitates rapid high-fidelity signal
transmission. ( It's also the substance destroyed by the
debilitating condition called multiple sclerosis.)
Potassium Ions •

Actin Fibres

Unlike your hi-fi, however, where every effort is made to

-the so-called head- related transfer function.

'Their more Qelicate ear
structures give women innately
better hearing sensitivity'
The auditory cortex is ahighly ordered filing system
-every bit as organised as the structure of aCD - waiting
to receive input from the auditory nerves. If we put tiny
silver electrodes into an individual cell in the auditory cortex
and measure its activity as different frequency sounds are
presented, we find that each cell responds to only one
frequency. As we move across the cortex we find that the
frequency that cells respond to changes systematically. In
simple terms, different regions in the auditory cortex register
different frequencies. The auditory system must integrate
information between the two sides to locate objects in space.

Pores

Stereocilla
(Hairs)

TARING CARE
That's our quickie tour through your internal hi-fi system.
Let's not forget specifications. The frequency response of a
young adult is typically 20Hz to 20kHz - close to what good
speakers produce. Men and women differ slightly in their high
frequency response due to differences in the physical size of
the middle ear structures. Their more delicate ear structures

Hair Cells

also give women innately better hearing sensitivity.
System reviews normally conclude with recommendations.
In this case our recommendation is to take good care of your
system and it will last alifetime - without the need to spend

Neurotransmitter

asingle penny on upgrades. (!)
Dr Doug Mahar is aresearch
psychologist who works in the area

Auditory Nerve Receptors
(Spiral ganglion dendrites)
Figure 3: The structure of an individual inner hair cell showing
how anerve impulse is triggered by the inflow of potassium ions
when the hairs are bent in response, ultimately, to sound waves

of sensory perception and memory
at Australia's Queensland University
of Technology. He has published
widely in the areas of auditory
information processing and the
design of devices to assist the deaf.
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INSIDE STORY

In previous months Jim Lesurf has examined the effects that limit the level of the
loudest sounds that can be conveyed by both FM radio and CD. But what about vinyl?

A

as you might expect, many
people have studied the

RIGHT: The
characteristic

performance of LP records.

banding seen on
an LP's surface

Older readers may recall

is caused by

work published by Stanley Kelly and
others' . Indeed, so many articles

different levels

have appeared in HiFi News over
the years that Idecided it would

of modulation of
the groove

5

be impractical to list them all here!
For that reason, the references I've
given are just afew selected items.
NEW SHAPES
However, things move on.
Technological developments mean

BELOW: Figure

that modern cartridges use styli with
ingenious shapes while advanced
materials have advantages over the
old spherical-tip beasts of the mono
era. Also, Isuspect that most current
readers of HiFi News won't have
access to journals from decades ago,
and may be unaware of the details.
With this, and the continued
enthusiasm for LP in mind, it seems

1shows the
standard RIM
curve and how
increased gain at
low frequencies
boosts bass;
Figure 2shows
the velocity
required for a
OdB level as a

worthwhile to revisit the topic and

function of audio

examine it in the light of current

frequency

20

technology, starting from the basics.
Figure 1shows the standard RIM
(Recording Industry Association of
America) replay curve which ; sused
for all modern LPs. This shows how
the gain of the LP replay system

-20

is expected to vary with audio
frequency. For LP, the convention
is that signal levels are defined in
Fig.1

100

1k

10k

Frequency ( Hz)
50
7()"È 40

10k

THE CUTTER

with aflat front, and back faces
angled to avoid touching the groove

lkHz sinewave.

walls which have just been cut. The
disc is rotated to draw the cutter
though the material with achosen
forward cutting velocity. The sounds
to be recorded then generate a

of audio frequency. The results are

pattern of sideways modulations

illustrated in Figure 2.
At high frequencies the replay

(velocity variations) that determine
the groove shape on the LP.
The modulation means that the

gain is much lower than at 1kHz.

1k

looking at Figure 3overleaf.

OdB reference level shall correspond
to apeak velocity of 5cmisec for a

This means higher velocities will be
required in order to get the same
100

can be cut onto an LP. The basic
reason for this can be understood by

Figure 3shows acutter being used
to cut the groove into the disc. The
cutter is essentially atype of chisel

standards with the RIM curve
we can work out what velocity is
required for aOdB level as afunction

Fig.2

OdB at 20kHz. In practice, there is a
limit to the maximum velocity which

terms of the sideways ( modulation)
velocity of the stylus. And that the

If we combine these defined

o_
o 30
co
o

require around 45cm/sec to provide

output level. So although only 5cmi
sec is needed for OdB at 1kHz, we

cutter tends to move at avarying
angle to the direction of disc
rotation. The larger the modulation
velocity relative to the cutting a>

Frequency ( Hz)
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IsoTek's new Mira mains filter for TV and home
cinema costs just £ 150

Unrivalled protection, performance al peace of mind
Your hi-fi and home cinema is under constant threat from

How it Works

dirty electricity which is full of noise, interference, and

The IsoTek Mira is simple to use - first, plug the power cable from

dangerous power surges. IsoTek's new Mira not only cleans the

your TV or projector into the appropriate socket on the Mira,

power supply, improving picture and sound quality, but also offers

instead of into the wall socket. Next, if you have a DVD player or

unrivalled protection. Unique surge protection circuits and a ' triple

set-top box, plug that into MIRA's second socket. If you're using a

resonant

roof aerial or satellite dish, plug that in too. Finally, plug the Mira

system©

stop ' in- rush' currents, which not only damage

but reduce acomponent's life.

into awall socket using asuitable mains cable.., and you're ready
to roll!

Mira mains filter
home cinema

for

TV

and
Key features:

Improved picture quality and an extended product lifespan are two
of the key benefits delivered by IsoTek's amazing new Mira mains
filter. Whether it is used in afull-blown home cinema system or as
a simple upgrade for an LCD or plasma TV, Mira's
advanced

circuitry delivers

immediate and

• Improves picture quality and extends the life of all televisions
(LCD, plasma or CRT) and projectors.
• 22,500A of instantaneous current absorption; essential for
removing high-voltage spikes.
• Massive surge protection (700 Joules - five times greater than

significant improvements to the on- screen

that achieved by typical devices)

performance - crisper and more stable

• Eliminates mains noise including RFI and EMI which degrade

images, deeper blacks and more

sound and picture quality.

vibrant, natural colours. And it
doesn't just work with LCD and

More about IsoTek

plasma screens - it brings the

IsoTek is a UK- based company that specialises in power

same

management systems for hi-fi and home cinema applications.

improvements

projectors

and

to

video

traditional

CRT

Formed in 2001, the company has rapidly become aworld leader

televisions too. Picture quaky isn't the only

in mains conditioning and filtration, developing a wide range of

thing that Mira improves. Plug in a DVD player or

innovative, award-winning products that form complete solutions

set- top box, and sound is brought into focus, improving definition

to suit every pocket. Thanks to IsoTek's painstaking attention to

and detail. This isn't surprising as IsoTek's track record is second

detail, its products significantly improve sound and picture quality,

to none for designing and manufacturing world- class audio power

while offering protection from spikes and surges.

management systems.

Activ Distribution
Tel: 01635 291357 • Fax: 01635 291356
E- Mail: isotekeactivdistribution.com • www.activdistribution.com • www.isoteksystems.com

INSIDE STORY
modulation angle
velocity, the steeper this modulation

back angle

angle at agiven location along the
groove. However, now we have to
be careful. If the modulation velocity
becomes too large, we find that the
back face of the cutter would dig
into the groove walls immediately
after the front face has cut them.
This would damage the groove
shape and distort the adjacent

modulation velocity

LEFT: Figure 3
shows why the

groove
cutting velocity -->
due to disc rotation

recorded sounds.
The maximum modulation
velocity we can safely use is set by
the cutting velocity - determined

Cutter

by the disc rotation past the cutter
-and the angle between the front
and rear facets of the cutter. The
cutter shape may differ from one LP
lathe system to another, but for the

system. They are afunction of
the geometry of the cutting
arrangements and the standards for

FIRST LIMITS

vinyl LP. The result is that there will
be alimit to the peak velocities it is

The cutting velocity depends on
the rotation rate and how far the
cutter is from the center of rotation.

possible to record onto the LP.

This is illustrated in Figure 4 which

let's now consider the sideways
displacements required for

the distance from the centre will
be approximately 146mm, and
the cutting/replay velocity will be
51cm/sec. By the time we reach the
end of the recording the distance
from the centre may be approaching

Having considered the situation
in terms of modulation velocity,

modulations at the OdB level.
These are plotted in Figure 5
[see p109].
Here we find the opposite
behaviour to when we considered
velocity. The displacement required
for agiven sound output level

56mm and the cutting velocity will
be down to less than 20cm/sec.

increases when we reduce the

Assuming the cutter has aback
angle of around 40°, this means

'It has been common practice
to dynamically vary the spiral
pitch as an LP is made'

we can't cut modulations above
approximately 60cm/sec at the
start of the LP side, falling to around
24cm/sec at the end of aside.

the maximum
modulation
velocity that
can be used

Note that these limits have
nothing to do with the replay

sake of example we can assume that
the angle is around 40°.

shows the standard values for avinyl
LP 6.At the start of the recording

cutting velocity
determines

rotation

LEFT: Figure 4
illustrates how
the geometry

ABOVE: Antonio Forcione examines
the cut of his Heartbeat LP on aDMM
VMS 82 lathe at Abbey Road. Tracks
were re-ordered for greater dynamics
frequency. The reason for this is
that each half-cycle of alower
frequency has alonger duration.
A given modulation velocity

system imposes

therefore has more time during
each half-cycle to build up alarge
displacement before it is then

limits on the

reversed during the next half cycle.

of the cutting

peak velocities
it is possible
to record onto
an LP

For frequencies around lkHz
or higher the displacements tend
to be modest. But we need much
larger displacements to record OdB
levels at low frequencies. Over ± 40
microns is required to be able to
record aOdB sinewave at 20Hz.
Alas, large displacements can lead
to problems...

56 mm

PITCH LIMITS
Figure 6 represents a

146

MM

cross-section through atypical
LP. If we assume that around 20
minutes of music was recorded onto
the LP side, then the disc had to
rotate 666 times. This means that
-on average - the pitch ( distance e.

cutting velocity
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INSIDE STORY

I

Cone with
12 micron
spherical
tip

spiral
Pitch —>

Left/

Mono
< >

Vinyl LP

between adjacent turns of the spiral
cut) will be around 135 microns.

ABOVE:

Fairly clearly, the pitch places

across-section
through atypical

an upper limit on the horizontal
(mono or central sounds in stereo)
displacements we can cut before
the groove pattern for one rotation
would cut into aneighbour!
The physical width of the top

Figure 6shows

LP. The spiral
pitch places an
upper limit on
the horizontal
(mono or central
sounds in stereo)
displacements
that can be cut

of the groove means that we
have to keep the peak horizontal
displacements to somewhat less
than half the pitch. So with apitch
of 135 microns, displacements
above around ± 40 microns might
cause problems. A longer playing
time means asmaller spiral pitch,

RIGHT: The first

imposing areduced limit on the

lathe was the

peak displacements.

1971 Neumann
VMS- 70. It is still

modern cutting

Note that the term ' pitch' here
is nothing to do with the perceived
frequencies of the sounds. It just

sought after
today - unlike

refers to the average spacing
between successive rotations of the

those curtains

spiral groove shape.

SPIRAL PITCH
Anyone who is already familiar with
LP cutting will know that it has been

but commercial pressure may
demand longer side durations than

This is acceleration well
beyond the wildest dreams
of Top Gear presenters'

20 minutes.
The real enemy then becomes
background noise during quiet
sections, thus prompting the

displacements during loud parts of

decision to cut at aslightly higher
level, leading us back towards

BELOW:

the music. Such dynamic variations

level compression or areduction in

Figure 5plots

can allow greater peak deviations
for agiven side duration.

playing time.
As aresult, although some special
LPs can be cut with much larger

common practice to dynamically
vary the spiral pitch as an LP is
made. The spiral pitch is increased
just before aloud passage starts,
and reduced again when the sound
level falls. In effect, the rotations

the sideways
displacements

of the spiral are packed close
together during quiet passages in

required for
modulations at

order to free more space for larger

the OdB level

50

delayed to give time for the pitch
to be changed before asudden
loud sound reaches the cutter. This
delay used to be something like an
analogue tape loop, which could

2
SE
-)

However there are some snags.
Firstly, it means the actual signal
to be cut onto the disc has to be

40

Fig.5

100

1k

10k

peak displacements, for normal
commercial LPs the maximum
deviations can be expected to
be limited to well below ± 100
microns, and probably below ± 50
microns. This has little effect for
high frequencies. But below afew

degrade the sound.
Secondly, many pop/rock music

hundred hertz it can severely limit
the maximum sound level that can

recordings tend to be relentlessly

be recorded in practice.

loud and in recent years would also
have been heavily level compressed.

GROOVE DEPTH

The result is that there often aren't

So far Ihave considered sideways

any ' quiet periods' which could be
cut with asmall pitch to make more
room for occasional louder passages

displacements in the plane of the
disc surface. These represent any

of music. Some jazz or classical

requires the groove depth to be
varied. Here the geometric limits c.

music does have long quiet sections,

mono or L+R sounds. Stereo also

Frequency ( Hz)
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than 0.25 milligrams if we want

are twofold. One limit arises due to
the fact that as the groove depth

the stylus to play the tone without
engaging in behaviour more

increases so its width at the vinyl

appropriate for Olympic

surface also increases - eating into

ski-jumping events.
The effects I've described here

the space left between adjacent
turns of the spiral.
The other is that we can't
reduce the depth to less than zero! '5
Indeed, the stylus needs aminimum
c
o
groove depth to be able to sit with

aren't the only ones that limit what
can be recorded and replayed, but
they give us adecent basis for an

1

initial estimate of the maximum
levels we can expect.

its intended contact areas in the
groove. So in practice the peak
deviations in the vertical ( L- Ror
difference) direction will also tend
to be limited - perhaps more so
than the horizontal displacements.

CUTTING A DASH
Let's now consider what levels
of acceleration the cutter - and
hence stylus - have to endure. The
acceleration for our OdB sound level
is shown in Figure 7. Note that the
required level varies so much across
the audio band that Ihad to plot
this with anonlinear ( logarithmic)
vertical scale to be able to show
what happens! The values here are
plotted in terms of ' gravities', that is,

ON THE LEVEL
Fig.7

lk

100

matter, rarely mention the tip mass
value of astylus.
Consider astylus with atip mass
of 1milligram ( mg) which is being
accelerated at 1000 gravities by
the groove modulations. The force
required is proportional to the mass
times the acceleration. So the force

the stylus is experiencing forces due

need to accelerate the cutter (and
stylus) at rates equivalent to over
6000 gravities.
This is an alarmingly high
acceleration, well beyond the
wildest dreams of Top Gear
presenters!
Any stylus will have an effective
tip mass. This represents the inertial
mass it presents to any acceleration,
and determines the force needed
to obtain the acceleration. Many
years ago it was routine for people
to specify or measure the tip mass
value of astylus. Alas, nowdays
manufacturers, and reviews for that

and acceleration effects we have

plots the levels

considered limit the maximum
signal level at various frequencies.

of acceleration
needed from

The solid black line shows the
limitations at the start of an LP

the cutter

side cut with 50 micron maximum
displacement and using astylus

at different
frequencies

of 0.25mg tip mass played with a
downforce of 1.25 grams. The red
line shows the limits at the end
of the LP side where the cutting
velocity is lower.
The broken line shows the
consequence if the tip mass were

gram at one gravity. The stylus is
pressed down in the groove by the

object undergoes if you allow it to
drop off your desk.
At 1kHz the accelerations

quite small. But up at 20kHz we

ABOVE: Figure 7

being applied to the stylus by the
groove modulations is the same as
would be needed to accelerate 1

playing 'weight' or downforce. If the

required for aOdB sound are

by the graphs in Figure 8. This
shows how the amplitude, velocity,

Frequency ( Hz)

compared with the acceleration an

just over 30 gravities. For low
frequencies the accelerations are

The consequences are summarised

10k

1mg instead of 0.25mg. This
illustrates why low tip mass is

playing weight is only 1gram, then

desirable! It can be seen that by the
end of the LP side the maximum
permissible audio modulation level

'A Cowntorce oi 1.5 grams
means tip mass has to be
less than 0.25 milligrams'

for high frequencies can be well
below OdB. As before, Iassumed a
cutter with abackangle of 40°.
Ihope to examine some of the
other limiting effects in afuture
article. However, next month I'll

to the modulation acceleration that
are equal to that which are holding
it down in contact with the groove.

look at the levels that actually occur
on some typical LPs and compare
them with the limits predicted using
the arguments in this article. C)

If the acceleration ( or tip mass)
is increased, then the groove
accelerations will produce forces
larger than the playing weight. The
stylus can then be flung out of the

References:
' ' Record Reproduction',
Stanley Kelly. Series in HiFi News
starting with October 1957 issue

groove by the recording.
For aOdB 20kHz tone the stylus
has to ensure peak accelerations
of 6126 gravities. If we assume a
playing downforce of 1.5 grams we

'Stereo from Discs', John
Goddard HiFi Yearbook 1963,

find that the tip mass has to be less

pp 11-16
'Pickups Today', Stanley Kelly
HiFi Yearbook 1966/7 pp 5-11

20

4

15

a
cr)
.

10

LEFT: Figure 8
shows the limits

>

5

to levels at both
the start and end

ca

o

of an LP side due
to the effects
of amplitude,

-5
-10

'
Measuring Gramophone Pickup

Performance', John Walton
Wireless World, December 1967,

velocity and

pp 581-588
'Stereo Gramophone Pickups',
Stanley Kelly Wireless World,
December 1969, pp 548-555
'
How to Align aPickup
Cartridge', Keith Howard

6

HiFi News January 2007,
pp 90-93

acceleration
Fig.8

100

1k

10k
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SME Whizz
World famous for its tonearms and precison-built turntables, SME took off when founder
Alastair Robertson-Aikman rented the upper floor of an old stable block at £ 2aweek and
set about making and selling an arm of his own design. Some 60 years later and it's still
sheer engineering excellence that drives this British company on, discovers Steve Harris

T

hose who think that British engineering is
finished, that everything has to come from China
now, that Britain can't make it any more, should

take heart from the continuing success of SME.
The company known since 1959 for 'the best pickup arm
in the world' has never been healthier.
'Sales have certainly gone up,' says managing director
Cameron Robertson-Aikman. ' Ithink there is alarger
market for analogue world-wide than there was even
perhaps ten years ago. It's on the increase, especially
from the developing markets in Eastern Europe and South
America. And the UK market is still buoyant.'

PROBLEM SOLVERS
But hi-fi is only half the story at SME. The other aspect of
the business is precision engineering for industry - or
rather for many industries. SME makes specialist parts
for aerospace companies, Formula One racing teams,
for laboratory test gear, medical equipment and other
demanding applications.
'The two intermesh very nicely,' says Cameron. ' The
analogue products are always where our hearts are and
will continue to be supported and produced for many
years to come. The engineering side of the business was
in fact reinstated in 1990. From 1946 to 1958, the
company was predominantly doing engineering. But
from 1958 to 1968, we did both hi-fi and engineering
side by side. From 1968 to 1990, we concentrated on hifi. Today, they are both equally important to us.

CLOCKWISE

'So, the love of the company is analogue hi-fi, that's
what we're about. But the engineering side provides a

FROM ABOVE:
Heading the
family firm
of SME today

necessary platform for the high investment needed for

is Cameron
Robertson-

LEFT: SME's original premises in
Charlton Street, Steyning
BELOW: Guy West uses ahand press
to assemble the housing parts,
which are atight, interference fit

Aikman; starting
with metal in

plant and equipment, and helps to spread the cost over a
larger range of products.'

long bar form, a
Strohm sliding head machine
feeds material

SME has indeed continued to invest in the most
up-to-date CNC machines and other modern production
and inspection equipment. The facility includes diecasting
and injection moulding as well as plating, anodising and

through and cuts

other metal finishing processes. It is extremely unusual,

it at the same

and probably unique in the hi-fi field, for any company to
be able to do all this ' in house'.

time; finished
tonearm tubes
after paint

As far as its high-tech industry clients are concerned,
SME has the reputation for solving problems that other

finishing and
printing

suppliers can't deal with, for delivering on time and
maintaining the highest possible standards.
Those standards were set from the beginning by SME's
revered founder Alastair Robertson-Aikman. But his son
Cameron, who took the helm after 'AR-A' passed away last
year, perhaps deserves more credit than he claims for the
successful development of the engineering side over the
last few years.
'I started in 1990, so I've had 18 years of training
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-supported by some very good people, says Cameron.
'Trie workforce have anything up to 45 years of service.
We have alot of people who have done 25 years or more.
The skills base passes from person to person as time goes
on. Each person is taught how we like to do things. rather
than the way that is the norm in industry. We have our
own special ways and means of producing everything.
Our ethos has always been that the product must be
engineering- led, and whatever it takes to make something
beautifully is work well done, and any other consideration
must be secondary.'
Long- serving key people at SME today are general
manager Reg [ dey, who also worked closely with Alaste
Robertson-Aikman as co-designer, and indefatigable works
manager Liam Daley,. with SME tor more than 30 years.

ABOVE LEFT: This
plastic moulding
machine is being
used by Frank
Fenn to mould
the handles onto
the blades of the

MODEL BEGINNINGS

distinctive SME
screwdrivers

Born in 1924, Alastair Robertson-Aikman was only six

ABOVE RIGHT:

when he gained aMeccano modeller's certificate of
merit. Then, although the Meccano International Model

Here Bob Knight
is finishing

Building Competition was open to entrants of all ages,
he won second prize at the age of 11 and afirst prize at
12. At 13 he was awarded thitd prize, for atipping-truck

the outside
diameter of an

model that later featured in Meccano's advertising.

arm pillar using
acentreless

At 16, he built his own complete 4mm-scale railway
layout, including track work, locomotives and rolling
stock. This was the start of serious model engineering,

grinder. This and

and eventually led to the opening of the Scale Model

left are both at
Charlton St

Equipment Company in 1946. The company made

the moulding
machine above

in the model world for ; ts racing and sports- car kits, with
obeche-wood bodies and reafistic wire wheels. In the
1950s. though. the emphasis shifted from model making
to precision engineering, and the company made parts
mainly for aircraft ; nstruments and business machines.
In late 1958, Alastair, by then akeen hi-fi enthusiast.
found himself dissatisfied with currently available
tonearms, so he designed and built his own. : nthe spring
of 1959 he showed aprototype to Percy Wilson of The
Gramophone, \,vno said he thought it might be possible to
sell 1000 units ayear.
Wilson, who had laid down the theory of tonearm
geometry back in the 1920s, helped with the final
dimensions of what would became the SME 3009. Avisit
to abig London dealer resulted in an order for 70 arms.
and production was started at arate of 25 per week,
all the parts being individually machined. But the 3009
was so successful that afew years later, 1000 arms were
produced in asingle week.

THE MOVE TO MILL ROAD
In 1961, the company was able to move out of its original

exhibition models and detail pare for the model

premises in Charlton Street, Steyning, into its new factory

engineering trade. SMEC, as it was then, became famous

'Alastair, by then akeen hi-fi enthusiast,
found himself dissatisfied with currently
available tonearms, so he built his own'
in Mill Road, purpose-built by direct labour, and the
company name became simply SME Ltd.
The 3009 arm was re-tooled to take advantage of
more advanced manufacturing techniques - for example,
some machined parts were replaced by diecastings - and
the 3009 Series il was launched along with the 12in
30/2 Series ll in 1963.
Outward:y, the most obvious change was the
replacement of the Ortofor-style solid headshell with
SME's own beautifully- made, drilled- all-over lightweight
LEFT: Machining

she. For awhole generatbn. this one little piece of

the classic
SME tonearm

engineering art came to symbolise the whole mystique

baseplate

hi-fi or engineering to feel immediately that things G>

al quality hi-fi. You didn't have to know anything about
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ON LOCATION

didn't get any better than this. However, after ten years in
production, the 3009 Series II did become the SME 3009
Series Il Improved — aGreat British model designation if
ever there was one! Afixed-headshell option was now
offered, reducing the arm's effective mass to 5.5 grams.
In 1977, still in pursuit of alow moving mass, came
the Series Ill arm. Instead of adetachable headshell,
the Series III used adetachable titanium arm tube,
with alightweight headshell moulded on to it. But in
1982, work started on the design of acompletely new
arm, which would combine low mass with the extreme
structural rigidity needed to cater for the medium or low
compliance moving-coils which were starting to dominate
the high- end cartridge market.
Four years later, the Series V emerged. In the Series V.
the arm tube is asingle magnesium pressure diecasting,
extremely light but so strong, according to SME, that if
blocked up at either end, it would support the weight of
aten- stone man standing at the centre. Magnesium is the

ABOVE: Graham

lightest structural metal for practical use, with adensity

the computercontrolled
'PC Mill' used

of 1.74g/cm 3 against 2.7g/cm' for aluminium. Although
SME can make and finish almost anything in metal, it
did not have the special facilities required to diecast in
magnesium, so the arm tubes were cast by the Chicago
White Metal company of Chicago.
FIRST TURNTABLE
In 1990, SME unveiled the Model 30 turntable [ see
p97] which, quite apart from its design innovations,
is an equally amazing example of SME's engineering
perfectionism, right down to the smallest detail. For
example, the stainless- steel motor pulley is ground to
concentricity of ± 2.5 microns, and is held on to the

Roberts with

to machine
arm bases. The
window must
be closed before
the machine can
be run
RIGHT: Simon
Parker inspects
magnesium armtube castings
prior to finishing

tungsten- steel motor shaft with two grubscrews rather
than one, to maintain its rotational balance.
The Model 20 and Model 10 turntables followed,
along with the 300 Series arms, built along the lines of
the Series V and the slightly simplified Series IV, but with

'AR-A rented afloor at £2aweek. When
the company became successful, he
was able to buy the whole building'

detachable headshells. More recently, the new ' entry
level' arm series M2 has at last replaced the 3009 models.
CHARLTON STREET
Our photographic tour of the SME facility started not with
the modern machinery ! nthe main factory in Mill Street,
but around the corner in Charlton Street. In its earliest
days, SME occupied just the upper floor of what had
originally been astable b!ock for the Chequers Inn on the
other side of the road. For these upstairs rooms, AR-A paid
£2 aweek, and at the start he had to get abank loan to
pay the landlord the requisite six months' rent in advance.
When the company became successful, he was able to
buy the whole building.
After the new factory was opened in 1961. the
Charlton Street premises were used mainly for storage.
But with an extension that has doubled the size of the

LEFT: Finished
parts in the
turntable
assembly and
test area. The
wooden boxes
to store and
carry these
heavy parts are
made in SME's
own joinery at
Charlton Street
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building, Charlton Street now accommodates some of the
older machinery, moved out from the main factory but
still used in hi-fi production.
Here we saw aplastic moulding machine being used to
moffid the black plastic handle on to ablade to produce
the classic SME screwdrivers, while apressure diecasting
machine was turning out the distinctive SME cable
connector housing that fits on to the arm base. A BSA
centreless grinder was being used to finish the outside
diameter of the arm pillar, acomplex high- precision
stainless steel part which had been made at the Mill Road
factory in amodern CNC machine. With the surface C-
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1946
Si'v1EC founded
by Alastair
Roberton-Aikman
(1924-2006)
1959
The 3009
arm goes into
production. The
3012 12in version
is also introduced
1963
3009 Series II and
3012 Series II
reprace the Series
Imodels re-tooled
using diecast parts

ABOVE LEFT: DecIan Daley machines aModel 20 pulley
ABOVE RIGHT: Paul Thomas polishes an M2 arm tube
LEFT: These parts are given athin copper ' strike', then a
full-thickness plating of copper, before the chrome plating

1973
3009 Series II
Improved replaces
the Series II

be correct in the finished item. Afte-the copper plating
comes the final chrome plating.
Machined parts are inspected for cimensional accuracy
Lsing aco-ordinate measuring machine. With the piece
to be checked placed on the bec, the measuring stylus

1986
SME Series
Vtonearm
introduced,
with one-piece
magnesium arm
tube
1990
First SME
turntable, the
no-conrpromise
Model 30, retailing
at £ 10,000

is first used to take adatum point. In the case of the
pulley or subplatter, apoint in the central bore would be
chosen. Then, when the stylus : stouct/ed to other points
on the piece, the machine will compare the position with
the drawing and specified limits. Tolerances for some
dimensions will be as little as 4 microns.
Finally, we followed the process of tonearm assembly,
which is carried out in aclean- air cabinet. The bearings
are adjusted using adigital dia gauge, assembled and
s)

\
•
finished to perfection in SME's traditional manner, these
parts will be given astunning chemical black finish.

1990
Cameron
Robertscn-Aikman
Joins SME
1992
Model 20
turntable launched
1999
Model 10
turntable
irtroduced
2004
Lower- cost M2
arm launched.
3009 and 3012
models finally
discontinued
2006
Model 20/12
turntable
introduced, to
acc3Mmodate
12in arms like the
SME 312

MILL ROAD
Returning to the main factory in Mid Road, we followed
some specific parts on the journey from raw material
to finished product. Machined parts such as the
tonearm pillar are made in CNC machines, which can

HIS SPIRIT LIVES ON...
When you handle or operate al SME turntable or am, you
become aware of the lovely silky feel to the surfaces and
likewise the silky- smooth operation of the moving parts.
There is nothing flashy or ostentatious about an SME
product, but it is always adelight to use and ajoy to own.

automatically carry out the whole sequence of cutting
and drilling operations to produce even the most complex

This superlative ' feel' is only achieved by that continued
and meticulous adherence to incredibly high standards of
engineering and finishing.
Last year could have seen SME celebrating its 60th

component, without pausing for breath.

anniversary. Sadly, 2006 will be remembered for the

Parts like the tonearm control bracket seen in our
pictures start life as zinc alloy castings, turned out by

passing of the company's founder, Alastair RobertsorAikman. But it's not just sentimental to say that nis spirit

SME's own diecasting machines. After along series of

lives on. It lives on in every single SME product. (!)

finishing operations, they end up with the beautiful
satin chrome or deep back surface seen by the user.
First the castings are ' barrelled', agitated in a
continuously- moving tub full of abrasive stones, for
around six hours. This removes sharp corners and gives
a-adius to each edge. Then they are blasted to prepare
them tor the first stage of the plating process, which is to
give them acopper ' strike', avery thin film of copper.
Most companies would leave it at that, but SME follows
this stage with afull thickness of copper plating. This gives
the product much greater protection against cor -osion.
Any tapped screw holes in the part are calculated to allow
for the thickness of the plating, so that the threads wi'l
RIGHT: Turntables running in. They will be run-in for a
week, 24 hours aday, before being packed and shipped
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united with afinished arm tube.
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MOVIE 5.1 ALL- IN- ONE DVD SYSTEM

Sim2

Solo Movie 5.1 represents anew dimension in experiencing
music and movies. An all- in-one home cinema system that

GRAND CINEMA HT380
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Sim2 Multimedia Éaworld- leading manufacturer at the forefront
of home cinema technology and a
name synonymous with high-end
home cinema projection.
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•Universal disc playback • HDMI digital output

TX-SR875 AV RECEIVER "—
Exceeding even the highest expectations, the
TX-SR875 features on-board decoding tor all
the latest key sound formats.
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picture with HD content while the
IN82 has all the strengths of the IN81

"Image quality is simply gorgeous: it's sharp,
vivid and packed with detail... The Movie 5.1 is
something to get excited about,"
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HOME CINEMA SEPARATES AND SPEAKERS
MT-HITP.

Denon
DV137 DVD PLAYER
AVR280 AV RECEIVER
Delivering 80w across all of its 7channels,

Featuring 1080p upscaling, this award-winning
DVD player provides first-class picture and

Arcam's new AVR280 produces terrific sound
with both movies and music. It is an ideal
partner for Arcam's DV137 universal disc player.
Compatible with DVD-Audio and SACD discs
along with standard DVDs, the ' 137 impresses
with its crisp, vivid images.

Yamaha

Sony
RDR-HXD970 HDD/DVD RECORDER
STR-DA5200ES AV RECEIVER

DVD1940 DVD PLAYER
AVR2808 AV RECEIVER

sound quality and is also compatible with both
MP3 and VVMA audio discs. The New AVR2808
receiver features indentical quality and power, 110
watts, for all 7chanreis. HDMI inputs/outputs and
auto set-up and room ED.

ning ' HXD860, this recorder features both
analogue and digita tuners, an HDMI output,
a250GB hard disk olus aUSE input. When
partnered with the STR-DA5200ES 7channel
receiver the combination delivers excellent
sound and vision performance.

BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER
Enjoy outstanding high
We:nitre!

This revised verision of KEF's EISA
award- winning KHT3005 backs-up its
impressive looks with superb surroundsound. Powerful enough to fill even the
largest of rooms, this SE version is a

Designed for top-notch sound quality, the new
Yamaha RX-V1800 has 4HDMI inputs and can

Building on the abilities of Sony's award-win-

Pioneer BDP-LX70A

KHT3005SE
5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

DVD-S1700 DVD PLAYER
RX-V1800 AV RECEIVER

definition images with this

AWARDS 2007

award-winning Blu-ray
disc player.

decode HD audio formats. A host of impressive
features hides behind its facia. The multi- format
DVD-S1700 disc player is an ideal partner,
complementing the V180) with both its looks
and performance.

Don't forget!
Accessories make
the difference
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces is determined
as much by its accessories as its main components.

must audition speaker package.
"The new KHT3005SE is sensational"

At Sevenoaks, accessories are not an afterthought - our
staff can demonstrate the difference the nght

REL

accessones can make to your home
entertainment experience.

suBWOOFERS

The R-Senes is designed to augment the performance of "full range" speaker systems and to
provide linear response down to below 20Hz. The R series comprises the 205. 305 and 505.
All models feature class D amplification and are avail&ble in apiano black lacquer finish

rene
AWARDS 2007

WHAT lU FI?

B&W Mini Theatre

ver

AWARDS 2007

MT-30 • 5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

I

With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion for

,
4

1,244d

music. B&W produces adiverse range of products befitting the largest
audio manufacturer in the UK.

/,

The Mini Theatre MT- 30 delivers exceent performance and is ideal fe

GRADO
GRADO
QED

both home cinema and hi-fi applications.

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please confirm
before travelling. Any published prices were correct at time of going to
press. Special or added value offers are not in conjunction with any
other offer or promotion ( NICWA00).

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service
at alower price, please bring it to the store manager% attention.

ADVERT VALID UNTIL 10/01/2008. E80E.

Visit the

Sevenoaks website. Just click on

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options are available nn the majority of products we stock

www.ssay.com

it Written details on request
Licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.
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HI-FI SEPARATES AND SYSTEMS

KANDY L.III INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER MKIII

Onkyo CR-51 5DAB
CD RECEIVER

Kandy integrated is now refined way beyond what would be
expected of amplifiers approaching almost twice its price! The
new Kandy sounds delicate yet powerful, far more dynamic yet
so musical and easy to listen to and sets anew standard for
affordable hi-end amplifiers in its class.

Arcam SOLO MUSIC
Monitor Audio RS1

This award-winning CD system
is arare thing: atruIy musical

Teac

WHATIU FI?
AWARDS 2006

Comprising three classy looking
units. this CD player, DAB/FM/
AM radio and amplifier system

"The new Kandy sounds spectacular...we sweated buckets
of blood trying to make the Kandy LIII uncomfortable, but
without success - it's atrue all-rounder, excelling with every
type of music you play through it" VdtAlelt•il sounoue v.. • SEPTMAK1,12.5
,

Monitor Audio

combines style with outstanding
sound quality. Simply choose
speakers from our extensive range
in-store.

•

Spendor S Series

Across aspeaker range rich in
its choice of style, shape and

KEF iQ Series

Each Spender S' series speaker

From the second you spot the scft
sheen of titanium on the main dryer

delivers abalanced energy output
to guarantee aconsistent sound
and aseamless sound stage in
adiversity of wing environments.
Each model features:-

application, Monitor Audio's thirty
year heritage of technical expertise guarantees great sound with
tonal accuracy that is shared
by every speaker. From on-wall,
in-wall, ceiling and floor, Monitor
Audio gives you the freedom to
enjoy high-quality sound in every
room n of ,' 1
rlxxx -rx,

rnes, you know you're in for sot nething
special. And you won't be disappointed.
Utilising KEF's trademark Uni 0
technology, the iQ sones delivers
consistently detailed imaging and
unrivalled off-axis response so
everyone in the room gets the full
benefit, wherever they sit.

•Hand- made 'e' generation
bass- midrange drive units
•Dynamically damped cabinets
which reduce energy re- radiation
to inaudible levels.

il

F

"ALM. I?
AWARDS 2007

iQ5SE

Designed for on-wall installations.
the SR5 (above) delivers exceptional
sound quality and is ideal for hi-fi and
home cinema applications.

Ranges include Bronze Reference, Silver RS, Gold Signature and Radius

"These SEs are far more entertaining
than the originals, yet leave the cud
speakers' fuss-free nature in tact."

Rotel RA04 AMPLIFIER & RCD06 CD
Bowers & Wilkinc 685 SPEAKERS

"A new class-leaden atrue all-rounder"
WHATIU FI?
AWARDS 2007

Excellent
perfomance and
exceptional value
for money. This
combination creates
asound that, the

Marantz
Marantz products range from high- end hi- f! to
HD- ready DVD players and AN receivers. Its hi-fi

more you hear it, the
better it gets.

(
-7 «:'•

Primare

D.)

range includes the CD50010SE and new 006002 CD
players and the PM40010SE amplifier, offering ataste of
high-end audio at an incredibly competitive price.

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music
before, try listening to it through a
Cyrus system. With every product
tuned by ear. Cyrus represents a
quality of sound, which is rare at
any phce.
•High-definition audio and video
performance

AWARDS 2007

•Wide choice of both hi-fi and
AA/ components
•Uniquely broad upgrade
options
•NEW 006 SE, CD8 SE CD
players and CDX tSE transport

03

SALE

Ask in-store about
our recommended
cables and stands.

REFERENCE 300DAB MKIII
MUSIC SYSTEM

AWARDS 2007

AWARDS 2007

SPEAKERS

A great package
coupling Arcam's
award-winning all- inone hi-fi system with
the excellent RS1
speakers.

micro system. It delivers a
great performance even when
compared with buaget hi-fi
separates. (
Exclude; Speakers)

MOW

SYSTEM

With class-leading build quality, and aunique blend of sophistcated Scandinavian design, Pémare build elegant, reliable, easyto- use systems that promise years of high quality performance.

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

CD
Pro-ject
Revive your record
collection with
Pro-ject turntables
The range
includes the new
award-winning
RPM1 Genie.
This belt drive, two
speed player comes
complete with Ortofon
cartridge and combines style
with excellent sound quality.

Sonos
Ths wireless, muti-ssn ri dda muàc system, lets you play your
favourite tunes all over the house - and control them from the palm of
your hand. You can even play different songs in different rooms.

Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com

Visit the NEW website for additional
SALE offers. www.ssay.com
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•

OUTSTANDING

SALE
*It
offers
ABERDEEN
57 Crown St
01224 252797

MANCHESTER
69 High Street, City Centre
0161 831 7969

BEDFORD
29-31 St Peters St
01234 272779

NORWICH
29-29a St Giles St
01603 767605

a.

NOTTINGHAM (
SHERVVO.Dt)
597-599 Mansfield Rd
0115 911 2121

BRISTOL
92b VVhiteladies Rd. Clifton
0117 974 3727
• •

OXFORD
41 St Clements St
01865 241773

BROMLEY
39a East St
020 8290 1988

PETERBOROUGH
36-38 Park Rd
01733 897697

CAMBRIDGE
17 Budeigh St
01223 304770

PLYMOUTH
107 Cornwall St
01752 226011

CHELSEA
403 King's Rd
020 7352 9466

POOLE
Latimer House, 44-46 High St
01202 671677

CHELTENHAM
14 Pittville St
01242 241171

PRESTON
40-41 Lune St
01772 825777

• •

EALING
24 The Green
020 8579 8777

READING
3-4 The Walk, King St
0118 959 7768

EDINBURGH
5The Grassmarket
0131 229 7267

SEVENOAKS
109-113 London Rd
01732 459555

• la

EPSOM
12 Upper High St
01372 720720
EXETER
28 Cowick St
01392 218895

HOLBORN
144-148 Grays Inn Rd
020 7837 7540

• MI

Not in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. EffrOE. • SRP ( Sevenoaks Retail Price)

5

SWINDON
8-9 Commeir.ial Rd
01793 610992
SWISS COTTAGE
21 Northways Parade, Finchley Rd
020 7722 9777

KINGSTON
43 Fife Rd
020 8547 0717

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
28-30 St Johns Rd
01892 531543

LEEDS
h RELOCATING To WET14ERBY
62 North St
IN EARLY JANUARY
0113 245 2775
•

WATFORD
478 St Jbans Rd
01923 213533

LEEDS (
WETHERBY)
15 The Horsef air Centre
01937 588888

WEYBRIDGE
43 Church St, The Quactarp
01932 828525

LINCOLN
20-22 Corporation St for
01522 527397

13/CI
Excludes Arcam FMJ, Cyrus, Onkyo, Project, Roksan and Sonos
-but please ask and find out what we can do!

Hi Fi Speakers
•AV Speaker Packages

Excludes B&W, KEF ( SEIReference), Monitor Audio ( Gold/Platinum)
and Spendor - but please ask and find out what we can do!

Amps, CD, Recenrers

OFF • DVD and more...

We have ahuge range of end-of- line products available with massive
savings. See our website or separate adverts to find out more!

WOLVERHAMPTON
29-30 C'eveland St
01902 312225

H.ph

YEOVIL
14 Silver St
01935 700078

LOUGHTON
7-9 Goldings Hill
020 8532 0770
MAIDSTONE
96 Week St
01622 686366

•Subwoofers

0
/•

WITHAM (
ESSE)
1The Grove Centre
01376 501733

LEICESTER
10 Loseby Lane
0116 253 6567

OFF

%
OFF

HULL
1Savile Row, Savile St
01482 587171

CUE TO OPEN
MID -DECEMBER
•

01
OFF

11-in-One HiFi Systems
•All-in-One AV Systems
• Project o rs

Alb

•

•

STAINES
4Thames St
01784 460777

• SONY

HiFi and AV Separates

SOUTHAMPTON
33 London Rd
023 8033 7770

GUILDFORD
73b North St
01483 536666

• SHARP

CD 'MAYERS, AMPLIFIERS, DVD,AV RECEIVERS

•

SOUTHGATE
77 Chase Side
020 8886 2777

• PIONEER • SAMSUNG

WITH A 26" SCREEN OR LARGER

II 0

SHEFFIELD
635 Queens Rd, Heeley
0114 255 5861

GLASGOW
88 Great Western Rd
0141 332 9655

included with all Plasma and LCD televisions purchased at our normal selling price'

LOEVVE • PANASONIC

BRIGHTON (
HOVE)
57 Western Rd
01273 733338

III

5 YEAR WARRANTY

en TVs

OFF • Speakers and more...

Custom Installation Centre
IC

U Cecile Member

We have ahuge range of end-of- line products available with massive
savings. See our website or separate adverts to find out more!

Chrii3tirta4

0 penu• t9 - 4/
4. •

ening hours and days vary between stores during December and January.

SEVENOAKS SALE PLEASE NOTE
Only the brands featured in these adverts form part of the sale unless stated otherwise
and are not in conjunction with any other offer or promotion (
NICWA00), E&OE

Please visit our website or call your local store for details

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please confirm
before travelling. Any published prices were correct at time of going to
press. Special or added value offers are not in conjunction with any
other offer or promotion ( NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 10/01/2008, E8i0E.

t
e
e

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive
In the event you can find the same produns and excellent service

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options are available on the majority of products we stock.

at alower price, please bring it to the store manager': attention.

Written details on request.
Licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance E,11:10. Subject to status.

--""

Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com
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TO SUBSCRIBE

code: .. 1T or subscribe

ti
In
kvs SIFIEDS
If you're sending in HiFi News
classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:
aro e o oy, `
t
- ews,
IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
online at www.hifinews.co.uk

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES
To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, post. Please email your entries
to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security please
don't include acredit card number in an email. Please call our
reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 Fax: 020 8726 8399

1. ACCESSORIES

01623 744261 /
07816 063648 [AB]

ISOTEK 4k Qube
(£2250 new), £ 1100,
good condition,
lifetime warranty,
Tel: 01803 293805
[MB17]
MICHELL TecnoArm,
as new, copper wired
arm and cable, as
new £ 150 ovno, Nima
arm silver wired arm
but original cable as
supplied £ 150 ovno,
both items in original
mfg boxes, contact
Vic on 01372 456196
anytime [ A8]
SENNHEISER HD650
headphones, amazing
sound, well reviewed,
8 months old, mint
condition, boxed
£150, no offers, Tel:

2. AM1:ot
ICRELL KAV 2250
power (£ 4274
new) £ 2500, mint
condition, Krell KAV
280P Pre (£ 3229
new) £ 1900, good
condition, Tel: 01803
293805 [ MB17]
DENSEN B300 power
amp, Densen B100
integrated amp £ 350,
Tel: 07973 189538
(London) [ AC17]
AUDIO Research VT
200, silver 200 watt
per channel, superb
£3000 (£ 9500), Tel:
Bill 01993 851508
[AB14]

QUAD Il valve amp
plus 22 preamp,
overhauled, FM2
tuner, unusually good
condition £ 695, Tel:
01492 203192 [A8]
DPA 50S power amp
with 4m pair Black
Sixteen L/S cables,
excellent working
order and condition,
offers? Tel: Lee on
01308 897594
(Dorset) [A8]
ICRELL FPB 250MC
monoblocks amplifier,
Rothwell Indus SE
stepped attenuator
passive pre- amp
£3500 (£ 12700),
Tel: 020 8531 5979
[AC17]
AUDIO Silver Night
premier two- box

CONTACT US
If you're sending in Hi Fi News classifieds
post, please make sure you address them
Carole Molloy, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ
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valves preamps
power supply, pair
Audio Sterling power
amps monoblocks,
gold-plated, hardly
used, beautiful
condition, boxed
£1700, Tel: 01252
614055 [ B8]
PAIR Quicksilver valve
monoblocks, one
of the finest power
amplifiers ever made
£600 (£ 4000), Tel:
Stanley on 07951
553091 ( London)
[FOC]
RUSS ANDREWS
(Rata) two- box
integrated amp, all
Kimber cabled £ 900,
Tel: 07967 182599
[FOC]
KRELL Pre KRC-3
£1200, Krell amp
KAV 250A £ 1100, Tel:
01634 724081 [ FOC]
MARANTZ SR8001
receiver, list £ 1200,
sell £ 595, mint,
Yamaha 759SE AV
amplifier, mint £ 150,
Tel: 020 8951 3178
[VVA17]
3. CABLES
TARA LABS, The
One, 1.5m RCA with
ground station,
box (£ 1650) £ 750,
Tara Labs, The One,
speaker 2.4m, spades,
box, good condition
(£3200) £ 1200,
Siltech Compass
Lake G6, 1m XLR,
mint, box, certificate
£4200) £ 1950,
Siltech Octupus,

TO SUBSCRIBE

WS
mains distribution
£250, Audio Note
(Japan) Anspx pure
silver speaker 4 x
4m (£ 3k+) £ 950,
Siltech Golden Eagle,
digital, mint, boxed,
certificate (£ 2700)
£1700, Tel: 07780
698650 Philip [ VVA37]
ATLAS Elektra
interconnects,
Nordost & Hovland
speaker cables, Target
R2 speaker stands
£175, Tel: 07973
189538 [ AC17]

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code: 31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

Lave
ay

SUBSCRIBE to HiFi News and get the latest
news, analysis and opinions on new technologies,
products and formats from hi-fi to home
entertainment delivered direct to your door.

•

CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote code:31T
OR subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

hi-

NOFtDOST Blue
Heaven Rev- II speaker
cable, 3 metre £ 150,
Tel: 020 8531 5979
[AC17]

ESOTERIC X03- SE,
6 months new, box,
2.5 year warranty,
glorious sound, V.F.M
upgraded to P03D03, mint condition
(£4950) £ 3950 ono,
Tel: 07780 698650
Philip [ WA]
MARANTZ SA-7S1,
the best one- box
CD/SACD player,
absolutely mint, as
brand new £ 3950,
Tel: 020 8951 3178
[MA14]
CYRUS CD7Q ( black)
£330, upgrade last
year by Cpt Acoustics,
Cyrus power supply

hi-f'news

•

tfi Player Special
lmolot plarel

hilek..System

z
Tunes

4. CD/DVD PLAYERS
MARANTZ DV7001,
list £ 600, will accept
£395, mint, Tel: 020
8951 3178 [ VVA17]

3cry
()

In 13 issues of hi-fi news

(silver) both units
nominal use, all boxes
etc. very good sourd
for £ 550 the pair, Tel:
01642 311655 [ A8]
7. SPEAKERS
SHAHINIAN Obelisk
speakers, light oak,
excellert condition
£2950 ono, Tel:
01590 623132
[MA14]
XMAS Sale! Wilson
System 7 speakers,
special finish, perfect
and pristine, crates,
instructions and
hardware, UK dealer
purchased, also just
dealer serviced,
Levinson 33H
amps, astonishing
sound quality,

Home Cinema

Th(=stew
?
rens,,
Feex.fi%

.4•

••••••••

-

contact via email:
mrpauld@hotrnail.
corn [ MB17]
OPERA Callas SP,
mahogany finish,
excellent condition,
original owner with
boxes, packaging,
lovely sound and
styling £ 1095, Tel:
01625 502204
[MA14]
WILSON Watt/Puppy
5s, black, immaculate
condition with new
diffraction pads, grills,
System 6 tweeter,
tails, paws and boxes,
truly excellent sound
and condition £ 3400

(£14,000) Tel: Bill
01993 851508 [ AB14]
WILSON BENESCH
Arc speakers, four
years old, gloss
walnut cheeks, one
owner, excellent
condition and all
original packaging,
will happily demo, Tel:
07908 205519 [ A8]
PROFESSIONAL
Reference studio
monitor four-way
transmission- line
floorstanding
loudspeakers
incorporating KEF
and TDL drive units
for natural sound,

JANUARY 2008
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condition as new
£1250, Tel: 020 8951
3178 [AC17]

overhauled, SME
plinth £ 450, 3012
SME arm, 12in lovely
condition £ 460, Tel:
01462 203192 [A8]

LINN LP12, Decca
International arm,
London, electrical
cartridge £ 500 ono,
Tel: 01590 623132
[MA14]

VOYD three motors,
vgc £ 600, Tel: 01977
620558 [AB14]
12. MISCELLANEOUS
COLLECTION of
160+ LP records

GARRARD 401,

.
Call

•

0845 76 77 78 quote
••
à À

mainly ( 90%) classical
including interesting
HMV, Decca and DGs
£145, buyer collects,
Tel: 01604 41726
(Northampton) [AB14]
11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS
RETIREMENT
Upgrade completed
system last 10 years
for sale, sensible

prices, excellent
condition, original
packaging, complete
£1100, will split, AVI
S2000M pre £ 250,
AVI S2000M power,
pair £ 350, ATC
SCM20 speaker £ 450,
Trichord Genesis CD
player £ 125, good
home wanted for
Audiolab 8000A
MM £ 50 Tel: 01728
684003 [ FOC]
HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

simple-to- use category system that

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category (eg, accessories,
amps. CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems;
12 - Miscellaneous

Tel ( to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)
Card number
3 digit card security code

nnrinn

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)

Expiry date

Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for
issues
For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one
issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word ( eg.
Meridian 201 = two words).

advert to go into the
WANTED category

•We are not responsible for clerical errors
Name:
Address:

each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
Postcode*

Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi-F, News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e- mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D.IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted C.
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contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

-morn _
1
Hifi Exchange
Choice
hi - fi

Add your items for sale here and online
lovv 10% commission
£3750
£1800
£2000
£6750
£5500
£3995
£3995
£750
£1595
£695
£4000
£2695
£350
£795
£1995

Receivers

£450

Players and DACs

and VLamm olge CAP- ,
Aand RCambridge SCD-501
Accuphase DP 75V
Accuphase DP85
Acoustic Arts DAC 1midi,
Acoustic Arts Player 1
Arcam 5
Audia Flight CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /v1 0DOE
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research COI
Audio Research CD3
Audio Research CD3 mid
Audiolab 8000 TransportiDac
Audiomeca,Pierre Lorne Mephisto transport
black edition alpha 3e
black edition alpha 3e
Burmester Orit COP
CEC DX 51 DAC
Cyrus cd7cLpso
Esoteric X-01
Exposure COP CO Player
Goldmund Meta Laser- II
Gr
gl4F5A2
j
0
a

Krell (PS 25sc
Krell (PS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
Krell KPS20i/L
Krell KPS20i1
Meridian Audio 200/203 Tract/ciao
Meridian Audio 50624
MS13 Link DAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 [MICE)
Musical Fidelity a308cr cd player
Musical Fidelity KW DM 25 Dac and Transport
NAD £ 521 BEE
Onkyo MSB-111DD-i-CD MS8-1 HOD recorder
Rega Planet
Shanling CDT 300 3D-Sonics
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
mac Esoteric P03/D-03
Theta Data Basic II DAC DS Pro Prine II
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data II Transport
Theta DSPro Basic It
Trschord GENESIS
Trichord Genesis
Wadia 2000 Digimaster
lediaa
ha
X6c4
b4
([Waster
YBA 3Alpha
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
YBA yba cd3X
Zhaolu 03

Complete Systems

Dari & loop
Lien Classic - Ninka. LK140 Wakonda
Meridia n Audio SyStent
Naim Audio CD3 102.180 SBL
Red
, .

e

Custom Installation Products

pvo Players
. Audio 598 CD/DVDiDVDA
D656A
..rid Audio Pioneer DX- 7470

Intergrated Amplifiers

4r.t One riodgrated
' ristant 20s Integrated
' • , a308 interpreted
• o
dedy kat

Loudspeakers
ans Poseidon
Caliper
Stage
.one
oustics Fundamental (2
oushcs Sapphire Ti C
ar-oustics Sapphire Ti CMoch.,
%'te ON- ESP SPEAKER
Physic Briton
• Merina Il
'.tlest)
•
itest)
•
AUFOUSa'l Al
95W 8033
B8W HMT1

dire active

nv

£4500
£1000
£4000
£5795
£2795
£2295
£200
£2995
£420
£1695
£995
£1800
£2950
£695
£995
£1500
£1500
£6500
£1095
£750
£4700
£350
£1650
£2600
£4250
£9500
£8995
£4995
£2999
£2995
£350
£450
£450
£1450
£975
£2700
£140
£500
£299
£2495
£695
£12500
£750
£895
£295
£600
£250
£250
£1785
£1295
£350
£995
£2495
£995
£150
i2000
£4300
£995
£2350
£2000
£750
£1400
£175
£300
£350
£740
£3000
£1650
£150
£995
£70
£350
£10C
£2995
£995
£895
£975
£500
£1.1
£4511
£5511
£93.1
£10000
£800
£1200
£300
£0
£0
£1702
£1495
£13000
£1150
£1695
£795
£2100
£495
£3000
£15h0

lation
Bose ACOUSTIMASSO 3
Castle Howard S2
Dali Euphonia MS4
Definitive Technology BP301,0
Dynaudio SI 4
Eggleston Works Fontaine
Efac Jet CL310 Jet
Epos ES14
Gershman Avant Garde KO 28
Goldmund EPILOGUE'', 2
Hales concept 5
IMF MKIII Ref Pro Monitor
IMF TLS50 11
Infinity Kappa 9
Jamo Concert 8
Jamo 0838
JAS Orsa
JBL TLX103.121.11I
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
JMLab Electra 1037 be
JMLab Electra 906
JMLab MICR) Utopia BE • Stands
JMLab Micro Utopia Be - Stands
JMLab Nova Utopia By
JR Jordan JR 150 oStands
KEF 035.2
KEF 050;ref 90t308:70S
KEF 095c
Leema Acoustics SPLXI 2aub-woofer
Linn (abers ( Passive)
Linn Keilidh
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley Loudspeakers rehrence signature
Magneplanar MG 20e
Magneplanar MG3 6/11
Magneplanar SMG
Martin Logan Ascent t
Martin Logan CLSIlz
Martin Logan Prodigy
Meridian Audio m33 analogue speakers
Mirage FRX 9
Mission ty133i
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 211 GR201
Naim Audio SBL Walnut
Piega P4XL Mk2
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
PMC Loudspeakers 1131
Quad OIS 57
Quad esI57
Quad ESL 988
Quad ESL 988
Revel Ultima Studio
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
Ruark Roark Talisman 02
Some Faber Extreme 8Stands
SoundLab Al
Spender S5e
System Audio SA2K
Talon Firebird Diamond
Tannoy Mercury MXC centre
TOI RTL 3
Velodme FSR 10
Vibe Alpha 2sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
Wilson Audio System 5t
Wilson Audio WatVPuppv 51
Wilson Audio Watt3iPupoy2
Wilson Audio Witt
Wilson Benesch ACT
Yamaha ns1000m

Multi Channel Amps

£150
£750
£3495
£2500
£1095
£2850
£550
£295
£2750
£26120
£2200
£795
£275
£'995
£375
£650
£995
£180
£7500
£3400
£5750
E595
£3600
£2750
£10500
£450
£200
£600
£75
£650
£795
£325
£1650
£1650
£1300
£8500
£3600
£300
£2495
£1995
£4850
£700
£600
£135
£850
£800
£1295
£6995
£2750
£995
£400
£2295
£2295
£5749
£300
£395
£3995
£8990
£1eg
£17500
£40
£300
£495
£250
£475
£4500
£28990
£5900
£6495
£3750
£3295
£2200
£1400

Lexicon Ces
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound 051
Pioneer VSA-E07
Systemlme MRA-4
Theta Theta Dreadnaught II

£2590
£1495
£1595
£2895
£575
£350
£3900

creative 7700
Definitive Technology BP 3000 oLCR
Genelec 205 Active Mcoitors
JMLab Sib8Co
McIntosh HIT. HT2. HT)
Panasonic scht990
Vienna
Wenern
Subson

£150
£3250
£195
£600
£2195
£225
£2650

Multi Channel Speaker Systems

Power Amplifiers
AdCOM 0E0555
Nora ST 13 01
Nola ST 15.01
Audio Flight Flight One100
Audio Analogue Maestro Monoblock
Audio Research Ref 6R0 Mkt
Audio Research V70
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Aucholab 8000 P,C
Audiolab 8000a mk111
XVI Lab Serres Power Amp
BAT VK 600se
ATVK200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonobli cks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen rd
Boulder 500 AE
CAT JL2 Signature
Cary 572 SPAONOBcOCKS
Chord Electronics spin600
Classe Audio CA 201
Grasse Audio DR8 power Amp
Cyrus
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60
Dual mono block-20Iew 235
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
Goldmund 10.4
GRAAF 55/50 Pwr

£3495
£2150
£35Ci
£995
£1095
£4795
£5000
£12995
£1295
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
f950
£5995
£1305
£1900
£1250
£2300
£1950
£115C0
£1200
£2000
£1800
£550
£275
£1250
£2200
£790
£475
£7365
£1095

free advertising ( no sale no fee)

100's of items online updated daily

G
Ha ro
Harmon Kardon AP2500
Jeff Rowland Model 12
Jeff Rowland model 8
Krell FPB 700cx
Krell FPB 750 mcx monoblockrKrell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB200
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML433
Mark Levinson ML434 Monobfocks
Marlx Levinson M1436
Mark Levinson ML9
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 30001
McIntosh MC352
Musical Fidelity KW550
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Nairn Audio 180
Passlabs 0600
Plums SA 100
Roksan Caspian M Serins 110) ,10 ¡ pari
Rotel rb1090
Rotor RB981
Ruby Chameleon
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA
Tag Avantgarde 10004
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Gernsrs
c
VAC 30/70 Monoblocks
Vincent SP 998
TIC power one
YBA Passion Monoblocks

Pre Amplifiers

Acoustic Arts Pre 1
Adcom GFP 555
Alm PST 11.011
Alm PST 11.011
Arcam Detta 110
ATC CA2
Audia Flight Flight 1Pre
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research 152 mkt'
Audio Research 1525-MI01
BAT. 01(30
BAT. VKI
Boulder 1012
C.A TSU Signature MK Ill
GAT Ultimate Reference
Cello Palette Pre
Chord Electronics cpa2200
Conrad Johnson Motif MC10
Conrad Johnson PVC Pre Amp
UN 3d twin
DIN series 2/3
GRAAF 35 Pre
Gryphon Linestage Preamp
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Jeff Rowland Consonance
Mark Levinson 38s
Marsh P2000
McCormak RID 1
Melody Pure black 101
Meridian Audio 541 surround controller
Michell Argo HR oHera
Michell Afg0 HR/Hera
Michell ISO HFVHera
Musical Fdelity X-10D
Naim Audio 102
Nairn Audio Nac 62
Nairn Audio ROC 92 ¡ammo
Tact RCS 213
Tact RCS 2.000
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pro 8Power Supply
VAC Renaissance Signature MKII Pre
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre

Sub Woofers

Audio Physic Minos Subwfrofer
ROI Q200E
ROL Strata
Velodine 0015
11 9•

(Dealeds-ffluille

£15500
£11550
£2250
£1295
£1750
£4750
£4995
£7975
£895
£1150
£3000
£2295
£3250
£3999
£2495
£595
£5995
£2200
£1500
£1000
£600
£295
£695
£1295
£3750
£2500

•1,5
200
£350
£500
£2995
£2795
cori5
L.`nrer
£rcrio
4rer
£fireiS
£crior
£.5Liro;
£650
£595
£3750
£325
£1095
£850
£4400
£898
£1650
£375
£1150
£2299
£280
£500
£550
£295
£100
£595
£250
£200
£850
£1995
£595
£2450
£1000
£6995
£795
£3495
£1995
£295
£1900

Turntables/Amis/Cartridges 8 Phonostages
Dynavector 1004
£ 150
EAR mc 3transfomer
£ 500
EAR The Head
£ 390
Fidelity Research FR64
£600
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Am
£ 200
Graham Slee Era Gold V
£395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
JVC 4DD-5 CD- 4Disc demodulator £60
Koetsu Black
£ 750
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat
£ 3250
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedin £ 2495
Michell Gyro SE
£ 850
Michell Orbe
£ 1550
Naim Audio Phono board
.
£0
Origin Live Encounter
£ 750
000f on 510 MM
£ 35
Ortofon Jubilee
£ 1000
0401 on Kontrapunkt B
£ 650
Ortofon MC15 Super
£65
Ortofon MC25FL
£65
Oklord Crystal Reference L- Graham 2
£ 2900
Pro Ject RPM 4
£90
Rega P3/00300
£ 250
Rega Planar 3
£ 300
Rega planar 3
£ 225
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artemiz/Jubilee £ 3500
SME IV
£650
SME Model 100
£ 3120
SME Model 20/2A
£ 4995
SME Model 30/2A
£ 10993
SME Series VArm
£ 1450
Stanton 500 AL II
£ 50
VPI TNT 4oRokport Ann
£6500

Accustic Arts
Air Tangent
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audia
Aurosal
Bel Canto
Burmester
CAT
Clear Audio
Denon
Gamut
Graham Slee
Graham Tonearms
Halcro
JM Lab
Lamm
Lexicon
Linn
Metronome
Monitor Audio
NAD
NuForce
Origin Live
Ortofon
Panasonic
Parasound
Pioneer
Plinius
Primare
Project
QED
Revel
Roksan
SME
Tivoli
Tom Evans
Townsend
Usher
Velodine
YBA
And many more...

\y, y
•email: info@choice-h-ili.com • Tel: 020 8392 1959 • Mobile: 07768 720456
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MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO

& HOME CINEMA

SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo .• Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • Mj Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spent;lor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha
OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

lighting. Home trials are available

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418
MUSIC
MATTERS

01/2MA

for many products

wvervemusicmatters.ca.ulc

O'Brien Hi- Fi

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan -

60 Durham Road, London SVV20 OTW
T 020 8946 1528/0331 E shopejobrferihdlcorn
Free parking • Five minutes from A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5.30

Sonus Faber — Domus
Audio Re-search • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Drearrivlsion • Dynavector • Epos • Cutwire •

Moon - Supernova

Lyra

Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Naim • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Renon • Sonneteer
Somas Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please txmtnet us for a list of eu-deer dr display product

Chord - Cables
We are currenHy
demonstrating tIwne
stunning new products

Sugden - A21SE Amp

Please contact us tu
arrange a defrionstration.

& CD

I

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS'
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi- w i
re dT
ransm i
ss i
on li nes
using top quality drive units and components to achi eve soun dqua lity and bass extension equivalent to speake rscos ti ng i
n the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabi ne tkits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
SPEAKER UNITS
CAB SIZE mm
PLUS KIT
P&P
5"IPL Metal, 1"Seas treble

810 x191x 261 £215.00 £950

S311
65" Kevlar, 1" Seas treble
5311m
651FL neat, f'Smstieble
S3tIntRib 65"IPL metal Ribbon ireb

313dm

903 x230x 350 £ 2000 £10.00
903 x230 x350
f234.44
f10.00
903 x230 x150 £ 3728
f10.08

S411
S511

8"Kevlar,I"Seasimble
930xT/6x400 £258.00 £11130
10"IPL.3 -Dome mid,1"treb 1080 x320 x48A £419D1£1200

Send cheque
Villa,
Torrs Park,
(or pasta!
Ilfracombe,
order)'made
Devon.
payable
EX3.4
to SAY,
Mr I
P
telLek
01271at867439.
IPL Acoustics,
Alternativly
Chelse
visita

our website at woxiplacouslics.co.uk or ,end a50p SAE. for catalogue detailing
Trarmnission Lines, HiFi and AV kits, including Active Subwoofers. drive units,
Silver PTII cabies, and Quality Accessories.

C,

rxt

rIIIi
It cle,esret

CRYSTAL AUDIO SOLUTIONS

I

7Warminster Road, Beckingham
Nnear Bath, Somerset
BAR 6SP Tel: 07952 520627
Liberate the music from your system. With their
unique stucture, our carefully selected crystals drain
away unwanted resonance. If you own adedicated
stand or platform and you want to hear your music as
never before, our crystals could be more important
than the components and cables you choose.

Prices from £20 each + p&p

rid
leircblblerris
hers contact

(.2airtr-idge Mari"

earl ni-rri atria at leg to get the best — FILIFI News awards 2005_
"BEST CARTRIDGE, lursTr.n. E1000:
Agents for- Croft, Moth,
aria otber-s'CaakFer RIL)GIE MAN STYLUS CAUCES NOVV AVAILABLE'
c-:tt-t ridge t
-e-tig,g)ittg service
1133101, 1e

tC1, cast

VVelh, Site: vs, .. ettrtirigage
tbecarbriclgentant
I:rtiriternet-enrra

020 8688 656.5
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IAN HARRISON HIFI

T67512rAnargelr

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE

Address: PO Box 30429. London. NIN6 7GY
Tel/ Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113

IALSO SUPPLY:
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
EPOA
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES £ P0A
DENON DL103R
£ 169
VAN DEN NUL, ZYX. SUMIKO, GRADO,
DENON DL103
£ 85
GOLDRING, ORTOFON. RESON. SHURE,
DENON DL160
£ 80
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME.
DENON DL110
£ 69
MOTH. HADCOCK. HEED, GRAHAM SLEE. WHES
DENON DL304
£ 175
AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA, TRIANGLE,
GRADO GS1000
£ 845
KOETSU RED T
£ 1300 FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH. EPOS. MISSION,
DIAPASON. BEYER, SENNHEISER. AKG, HALCRO,
MICHELL TECNOARM " A"
£ 380
MICHELL TURNTABLES £ P0A
GAMUT, ALOIA, AUDIO VALVE. GRAAF,
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE £ 395
TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500 RESEARCH. BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARANT.
TOM EVANS VIBE
£ 2400 SUPRA, WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
TRANSFIGURATION ORPHEUS £ 2335
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM.
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£ 800
SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION, CUSTOM
TRICHORD DIABLO
£ 599
DESIGN. ' UAL, ERGO. ACOUSTIC SOLID, USHER
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU1
£ 850
STAX HEADPHONES
£ P0A
AUDIO

Email: Absolute_Analoauen emaiLmsn.com
Website: aaw.absoluteanalogue.coaik

It is not n.fcessaty to hare great
hi-fi equipment in order to listen
to music... ... hut it helps.

Get it right!

cr ems*

'

s y.'•

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY FRIOR TO ORDERING.ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX- DEN OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPUED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIHC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

'

t i
,

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA. - Exchange price on application.

Trul),
&aard-ai
"fret
theinnint
taggedanti,
imprm
itnition
anent > ou

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL REPTON, DERBY, 0E56 6GC
TEL:01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDINd SUNDAYS.

can make for this kind cf money"

LIVE MUSIC AT HOME

KARL MATHER HI-FI - AUDIO - Pi.

amplifier sound is the key

TEAC HIFI WINTER 2007 VERY
SPECIAL OFFERS

DNM offers unique amplifiers
designed purely for ultimate
sound and long term reliability
for more
information
01480-457989

www.dnm.co.uk

eTEAC CRH125. usb / cd / am / fm/ rds
minisystem f159.00
eTEAC TH300m1H1. -am / fm / rds tuner £ 39.99
eTEAC TH306dabmkil. am / fm / rds / dab
tuner £ 29.00

All new boxed unopened units, UK
postage £ 599 each.

Bal EP IN MOM

Stockists of: ARCANI • DENSEN • EPOS. LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • SAISI AUDIO. NEAT* REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINI \ •

, Cie circa

indecently good hi-fi

illigh "tt rect. Ila moon V. irk. Kingston upon names.
Surte ) K I111)9 kl: 020%9433530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

Oranges R- lemons

/ 111: 01932 664480

HiFi,
Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialists

diCs ,

re Audio, Cbyracivectc:br,
G caching , Grcicio, Grci hci

FLJnk,

020 7924 2040

Hciciccc k, K coetsu, Lyrci. AAic hell,

vtnNN.oandlhifi.eo.uk
61 95 ebbs Road, Battersea, SW11 6RX ,
email: oranges lemonea virgin.nel

AA oth , Ncttirighcim A ri
logue,
Origin Live, C>rtoforl,
Projec t, Rc,ksciri. Rothwell,
Graham Slee, Shure, SME,
Surriiko, Trci risfig jrciticri. Tric horcl,
VV hest At_pclics, VVilsori Beriesch arid WI

Does This Seem Familiar?

o
Loud

probobly the lorgest
ologue
dm selection in the UK
hifiseenci,
Tel:

01325

30L>

Lore hfielci

St,

IDcarlingter-1,

County IDa.m-hcirrii, ID L3 7TE_
2417388 Erriedl: riewsoree-lifisouncl.ee.t.olc

3C04:e

f

iL
tCbtaak.

CU

ST-111BSgCFM3E tc, Hi -Fi N.tevvs arid get the
latest nevvs. analysis and opinions on
ri evv tech (DI ogies. p rcsd L1ct5 and forma
frcmhi - fi to hme e nte rtainme nt
illeummde UWE' red direct to yo Li r (=too r.
4. mom.

& MORE

niueiityY

there is only one
turritcliDleworld!
A.esthetix,

TF:Ac. YAMAHA

CALL 084.5 76 77 78 tquot
cocie:311- or st bscribe. online
at vvvvvv_hifirtews- CC». Laic/ ileifain.

0

Too Loud

Way too Loud

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and fine
control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used with
pre/power or integrated amps to cure the problems
of excess gain and bring sonic benefits, even with
the most expensive equipment.
The

cost is only £39 per pair delivered

To

order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World.
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.corn
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The unique

you bring the
music,

•

dedicated

Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,

web site

lsotek, Naim, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison

that gives

Research, and Wadia
and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin

you the

Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,
Revolver, Triangle and Usher

latest hi-fi

Audio we'll supply
the smile

news daily.
•

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email:

VvVvVveregke109,ine+
+; + 44 ( 0)010 8133 1:00f,
e:

Pv 6 1;f1,@Preffk:109.tne+ :

M ADISOUND

vv:

von.itev.freS5009.ne+

news@hifisound.co.uk
nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

Áii

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.
nu el,\ Llt

e

> ATC

seas
S

> AUDAX
> ETON

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Shalt ning
e

Loudspeakers

Fostex

ii))IEFLM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel*

/‘152/•

vffä

e

peerless

NÔÉDOST

HON

> FOSTEX

CHOKING

'.'ADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U.S A
608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3r'
e-mait info@madmound corn
.et)Page http:whw maersound corn
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> MOREL

> PEERLESS

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

> SCAN- SPEAK

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

> SILVER FLUTE

tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED EY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

•FRE E SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
•60 brands, 238 cable products
—A
•FREE of all US taxes

, COMPONENTS
1___IACCESSORIES
IIMPT
UR
ES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215)862 4810 fax ( 215) 862 4871
website at:
http://www.fotwyre.com
email: fotwyre@fotwyre.com
Visit our

}„- scanspeaK

> LPG > MAX FICELITY

THE
CAME

company
125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CRE DIT CARDS

> SEAS

> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT

HARDWARE
HOW TO BO OKS

Contact

us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Veee l

•

,61

'
WI
SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450 443 4949
Email solen@solen.ca
Web www.solen.ca

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk
N OTEWORTHY A UDIO
by

Where Music Matters

I

The Denon DL110 is ahigh
output moving coil cartridge
it offers great performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono

The Denon DL- 103 Moving Coil

— ' Sockists of ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab ,
Grand Prix Audio, Heed, Isotek, Leema Acoustics,
McIntosh, M JAcoustics, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Nordost, Primare, Project, Stax, Tannoy Prestige ,TEAC
Esoteric, Totem Acoustics, Unison Research, Van Den
Hul and many more.

>Free Advice in arefaxed and friendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
New online
,> 2Demonstration Rooms
shop open,,
>Out of Hours Appointments
please come in
>Home Demonstrations
and browse.
>Open Mon - Sat: 9am - 5pm

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wtvw.hifi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!
'
Suite la Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

Lockwood Audió
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

mg

Also now in DL- 103R: £200
.
Denon DL304 This is a wonderfully

+44(0) 20 8579 7755
or Fan + 44(0) 20 8579 7156
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Dail Royal Scepter speakers

£ 125

Dynaudio Audience 42 white wall speakers

£ 75

B&W 801 Original speakers average condition for year . £ 695
Dynaudlo Audience 7 speakers with stands

£395

Hales TransCondance 5 speaker

£ 2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Mordaunt Short MS5-40 speakers

£99

Mordaunt Short 902 speakers with stands

£ 125

New Acoustic Zen Adajio speakers

£3995

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£2695

Quad 21L speakers

£350

Rel Stadium 11 sub woofer

£495

Spendor SP1 speakers ( superb cond' with stands) £250
Tannoy Mini Autographs (
ex demo full guarantee) £695
TDL RTL 2 speakers

£75

Thiel 2.2 speakers
Audio Note IQ3 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 425.
Ortoton Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
fmoving coil cartridges start with the
;• al £ 450. and evolve through the '
H'
fec00. the ' Er at £ 750 and ultimately
to the ' C.at £ 900.

£895

RE-AMPS
Audlonote M8 line pre- amp

£8000.

Mark Levinson ML 26S Reference balanced pre- amp. £2495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£995

Quad 44/405 per/power amp

£295

Wavac PR-T1 3box pre-arrp. boxedcas new 023500) only £ 10750
AMPLEPIERS
ASR Emitter I Exclusive, as new/boxed

£5995

Classe CA201 power amp

£1595
£3500

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks
Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cadndges sound as if they're

Lumley ST-70 power amp with passive pre

trying much to hard: £625

Pathos "Twin Towers" int' amplifier ( superb)

Ile Lyra Argo is a high
'performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
;ontact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
›eriormance.

£ 1595

Nakarnichi Arrpere with Caeeele deck Mo and CD obeyer three ... £795
Mark Levinson ML 432 power amp ( mint with manufacturers guarantee)

£4500
£ 1295

Quad 405/44 pre/power amp

£295

• PLATERS & TRANSPORTS
Audion ( Digital Analogue co') CD/HDCD player £ 1995
£65

Maranta CD873 CD player
Minion DAD-7000 CD player

£65

Sonic Fronteirs SFD1, Dec
The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the loi
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire.

Spares and repairs

Call For appointment to visit us at Hanwell on

transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its modband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £210 price is taken into
account.

The Dynavector DV- 20 is available
ir both high and 1CW output versions,
the farmer for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transformer: £ 395.

See the TANNOI
L Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

SPEAKERS

cartridge is a true classic. not
jus tbecause its been in
pr)duction since lain but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
ccstirg much more than its low
£103 price tag would suggest.

Call 01884 243 584

glel•

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited

input

two-channel I
home-cinema specialists
for those who want the very best...

..

enthusiasts

Below is just asmall selection of
some of true exciting products we offer

Its sound is transparent yet dynamic. with a mid band that has
tiemendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1.850
The top model ef the range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic. coils instead, which are powered from an
external power supply. It's performance has to be heard to be
becieved. and WE. believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge deiagn. This masterpiece costs £ 8,050 including
power supply

£795

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£60

Wadla 850 CD player superb cond' boxed/book. £2495
ISCELI.ANEOUS
£275

5 tier equipment stand superb condition

£3495

Accuphase PS- 1200V mains regenerator

£650

Isotek substation (
mint/boxed)

Nakamichl CR7. Possibty the finest exampie available .. £ 1195
NakamIchl 682 cassette deck

£395

Nakarnichi CR2 cassette deck

£125

Quad FM4 Tuner

£125

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£75
£65

Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/lw

£125

Transparent Music Link Plus 1mtr. Interconnect

dIC

New 495

Winds 01 stylist gauge

arCarIl
castle
creek

Dynavector 507 Mk2 arm

epos
We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up

m+k
michell

,transformer
it is for this reason that we stock a range of designs. from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above left).

naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
primare
sme
spendor
rUrICO

lpswic
fax ( 01473)
w W W .

£ 1995

Dynavector 507 Mk 2 arm new factory sealed

harbeth
lexicon

signs
hi-fi for grown
(01.473)

the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 ( above light) to
4.950 and tne Music First Audio copper or silver wired
iesigns which r3nge from £ 1.500 to £ 2,750 and offer a variety of ratios ana impedances via front mounted switches.

41101,
655171

'1:eng@signals. uk.coM

172
ri

a

uk.co

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected Items Subject to status Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB- AMERICAN EXPRESS

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH
Open 1.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

£ 1995

Kuzma Airline tone-arm silver wired, new factory sealed £ 3500

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

Nil

VISA

Email:

heatherclale@hifi-stereo.com

JANUARY 2008

www.hifinews.co.uk
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KRELL KAV280 CD Player

3999

2296

AVI 52000 MP Pre

KRELL 300 cd player

4298

1996

AVI 52000 MA

KRELL KAV 250 MK11
KRELL ( PS 201 CD Player
LINN KARIK

AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 Phono Stage
GOLDRING GL85 (Very nice condition)

2199

1295

NA

175

LINN LP12 ( no arm)

1,200

398

KOETSU JADE ( 30 hours use)

5,000

2,995

2400

1298

1650

995

KOETSU Red Ksignature
MICHELL Gyro SE/Techno Arm/BPS
NOTTINGHAM analogue Interspace/RB300

1,200

598

ORACLE DELPHI 3 ( no arm)

5,000

1498

ROKSAN ARTA Phono Stage

300

125

SMEI 0A/309 Tonearm Ex Demo

358

2955

6320

4296

5M820/2A S/H
THORENS TD 280 Mk II

500

145

THORENS TD 165 MK11

N/A

128

400

105

THORENS TD 318
UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

900

595

2000

1496

3500

1296

COPLAND CDA535 ( 5o125 watts) ex demo

10995

2995

CYRUS 5Integrated

1850

395

CYRUS DAC XP Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

MARANTZ CD 65

349

195

CYRUS mono power

MERIDIAN 203 DAC

395

175

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

MERIDIAN G91DH DVD Pre/DSP Processor

3895

3196

MERIDIAN 598 DVD Player

2400

1398

200

96

PIONEER DVR7000 DVD Recorder

1299

PIONEER CLD-D925 Laser Disc Player

1000

PRIMARE D30.2 CD Player ( Ex Demo)

MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D DAC

Vinyl

Stereo Power

PRIMARE D20 CD Player

CYRUS PSX

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)
AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Player 192/24
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD Player
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3MK 11 black
AVI S2000 MC Reference CD Player
CALIFORNIA LABS. SIGMA DAC
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDS

500

228
1350

750

395

4,500

2996

1200

498

750

328

150

85

275
795

400

245

496

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

448

298

ELECTOR MFL Pre

500

118

1500

996

ELECTROCOMPANIET ECl/3 Integrated Amplifier

1599

898

750

448

EXPOSURE 17 ( prices)

1000

498

ROMAN Attessa CD Player

1495

595

KRELL KAV300i Integrated ampliler

2700

1495

SHANLING CDT300 ( as new) CD Player

4000

2798

100

595

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player

KRELL KRS 2.3 box Pre/Phono Stage

9000

2195

KRELL KST100

3800

1295
1396

THETA MILES ( Bal) CD Player

2895

998

LINN Classic Movie AV Receiver

2895

THETA Carman CD/DVD Transport

3500

1296

LINN Kairn Pre

1750

746

THETA Miles Balanced

2700

998

LINN LK100 Power

NA

298

THETA Pro Prime 11 Dto AConvertor

1800

996

LINN Majik Integrated

600

345

THETA DS Pro Progen

1395

596

McINTOSH CR16 Multizone controller ( Ex Demo)

4467

3497

THETA David Transport
THOR AUDIO DC- 1000

Reference Valve DAC

4650

1495

McINTOSH MC 58 8ch power ( Ex Demo)

2999

2497

4300

2768

McINTOSH MHT200 AV System Con .roller ( New)

5500

3997

2995

2197

TRICHORD RESEARCH PULSAR 1DAC

1900

495

McINTOSH MC202 Power Amp ( New)

TUBE Technology Fusion 64 tube DAC

2100

998

MERIDIAN 501 Pre Amplifier

600

75

YAMAHA CDV1700 CD1aserdisc

895

396

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching urit

1295

395

MERIDIAN 568 ver II AV Processor

3300

2298

700

295

2000

1298

MUSICAL FIDELITY P100 preamplifier

750

395

NAD 116 Preamplifier

400

195

1000

475

NAIM 112 Preamplifier

695

395

NAIM NAC 72 Preamplifier

750

495

NAIM NAP140 Power Amplifier

850

445

NAD 208 Power amplifier ( THX)

ONIX 0A24 soap power supply

1650

600
1000

525

ONIX OA 601 Power amplifier

455

170(

395

NYTECH CA302 Int ( Classic)

800

29!

2200

700

Digital Sources
ARCAM CD92 CD Player

2341

600

600

4‘111111111111wm—e—ellimmeir

125

2998

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quartz ( Ex Demo)

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308 Integrated

499

391
39!

CYRUS VS2 Preamplifier ( as new)

MICHELL ARGO

ARCAM ALPHA 8CD Player

999
1000

Amplifiers

898
1896

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

375

78

QUAD 606 Power Amplifier

695

295

1200

695

115

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

138

ARCAM ALPHA 9 ( incl rnm/mc Board Int)

REVOX 8252 Preamplifier

670

395

REVOX B242 Power Amplifier

198
198

398

2300

395

550

995

PLINIUS M8 Pre — Bal — Remote ( Ex Demo)

249
500

598

1995

ARCAM ALPHA 7Integrated
ARCAM AV 50

98

1250

PARASOUND HCA 1206 6CH Power Amplifier

A8, RA60 (classic) Integrated

ARCAM Delta 110 Pre DAC ( Audioquest wired)

NA

995

298

1495

298

ROKSAN Caspian M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo)

1000

796

SONNETEER Bronte Integrated

1000

495

COPLAND CDA288 CD Player

1999

1195

ARCAM Delta 120 Power (Audioquest wired)

800

298

495

198

2100

1198

ARCAM Delta 290P

SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre

COPELAND CDA 822

400

195

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

3000

998

1600

498

600

225

AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI Pre Amp

500

355

1100

595

AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI Power

SPHINX Project II Pre Amp

CYRUS CD7Q CD Player

500

355

DCS ELGAR ( NON FIREWIRE)

9500

2496

AUDIO Innovations Alto

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm II Int

600

295

DCS Elgar Plus

9500

4998

AUDIOLAB 8000C preamplifier

THETA CITADEL Mono Blocks Es- Dom

£495

£245

DCS Verdi Encore

9500

4998

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 2ch Power ( New)

2300

1797

AUDIO RESEARCH I50m.5 5x150w Power ( New)

6495

4997

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

YAMAHA DSPE390

650

285

17000

9997

250

50

The leading reseller of carefull
hi-fi components and systems. Buy, s
www.hifitrading
TIADINOE
STATION

The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1NA I
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE*C
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ALON LOTUS Elite Loudspeakers
IBM

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus/sub/psu/stds Ex Demo
APOGEE Mini Grand GS ( Ex Demo)

3,500

1998

925

795

7597

4997

ARISTON ONR Monitors
B&W DM22 Loudspeakers

?ION Electra Integrated Amplifier

1500

595

?ION Talos Integrated Amplifier

1500

798

1D10 INNOVATIONS S800 Power

1200

518

1D10 RESEARCH CL 150 Monoblocks

9998

3998

1D10 RESEARCH V70 Power Amplifier

3795

1698

1D10 RESEARCH SPIO RARE

N/A

2497

JDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60

3000

1095

JDIO RESEARCH V5110 ( EX DEMO)

3999

3198

JDIO RESEARCH VSI 55 ( EX DEMO)

2895

2296

1D10 RESEARCH LS5

2995

1495

JDIO RESEARCH SP14 hybrid

2995

996

2000

1295

16000

5998

MRAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre

1950

748

DNRAD JOHNSON MV55 power amplifier

2500

1298

ONRAD JOHNSON PV1OA Preamplifier

1295

598

DPLAND CVA306 ( multi- channel) Pre — ex demo

1999

1598

RAM GM100 OTL 100 WATT ( EX DEMO)

4995

4196

IDIS DAS Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

IDIS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

1799

1397

EAK Point One Preamplifier

N/A

96

EAK Vorislope preamplifier

N/A

96

IANLEY VTL MB185 Power amplifier

5,500

2295

ICINTOSH MC202 ( ex demo) Power amplifier

3500

2197

ATHOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

ATHOS Twin Towers Integrated

3700

1995

RIMA LUNA PROLOGUE 2 (AS NEW)

1195

895

UAD FORTY SERIES PRE/MONO'S ( AS NEW)

4000

2996

NISON RESEARCH S6 ( all tube int) ex demo

1995

1598

NISON S2K ( S/E) INTEGRATED

1695

1196

TL ( vacuum tube logic) preamplifier

1000

345

JDION Sterling ETSE Monos
MRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

B&W SCM8 THX Effect Loudspeakers
CASTLE Seven loudspeakers

1200

275

1095

896

WEGG 3Stellar 1 ( gloss black) Ex Show

4990

3998

NA

398

WHARFDALE SFEI/2 ( Classics)
WILSON AUDIO Max Iupgraded to II spec

120

60

40000

21996
4496

98

WILSON BENESCH Discovery ( ex demo)

6000

WILSON BENESCH Centre inc stand Ex Demo

1775

1496

595

295

WILSON Watt/Puppy 5.1 black

20,000

5996

2595

1345
1298

EPOS E522 Loudspeakers

1200

495

HORNING AGATHON Loudspeakers

6800

3998

IMPULSE H7 black ( horn loaded)

1200

295

REF HTS 2001 x3Egg Speakers

600

295

REF 085 ( surrounds)

300

126

REF Ref 102/2 Loudspeakers

995

180

KLIPSCH SW15(15") Subwoofer

1500

798

KRELL RESOLUTION 3 - 2way loudspeaker ( EX demo) 3845

2847

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — as new)

1996

2980
NA

148

N/A

155

LINN Kabers ( passive)

2500

496

LINN Kabers ( active)

3000

895

LUMLEY REF II 61G Loudspeakers

495

TRIANGLE Celius Speakers Black/Cherry ( now)

398

2500

LINN Walls ( white)

1295

200

DALI Grand Diva Loudspeakers

LEAK Sandwich 600 Loudspeakers

175

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1000

DALI Grand Coupe

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm/12

3995

300

WHARFEDALE Diamond 1V Loudspeakers

(Subs need paintwork)

Amplifiers

16,000

TANNOY D50 Loudspeakers

TALON Khorus XLoudspeakers

Loudspeakers

300

148

4000

898

995

395

11800

4998

MARTIN LOGAN AEON I ( New)

2997

2397

MISSION 703 Floorstanders

300

128

1000

398

M & K590 Wall Speakers

1200

396

McINTOSH MC CS350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

LUXMAN KX780 Cassette Deck

McINTOSH 1.5320 ( Ex Demo)

1950

1697

NAKAMICHI ZXE Tri Tracer ( incl. NRS)

1750

598

McINTOSH 13340 ( Ex Demo)

4797

3297

NORDOST SPM 5m Pair

4500

2495

MAGNA PLANAR SMGA
MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY

MOREL Music First 704

Miscellaneous

QUAD ACOUSTICAL

NA

298

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mkl

1950

998

FM2

NA

85

MERIDIAN DSW2500 ( 24/96) Blk

2950

1498

RUNCO CL500 Projector

5,000

1995

MERIDIAN DSP33 24/96 Loudspeakers

SONY DLP Projector ( large ask for details)

15,000

offers

1000

398

2448

1298

MISSION 737R loudspeakers

300

145

TEAC RI DAT Recorder

MISSION 751 Bookshelf monitors

300

145

TEAC RH300 Mini Cossette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak

1600

445

TDS audio transformer

500

176

MUSE 15 ( 15"" inch active Subs)

4000

1498

750

450

PROAC Super Towers (teak)

1000

445

QUAD ESL63 ( Brown Teak)

3500

795

REFERENCE 3A Veena

3000

1596

NAIM Intro

600

285

3000

1495

ROGERS LS 4A Loudspeakers

395

145

ROGERS LS 7monitor Loudspeakers

495

198

22000

POA

REL Q 150 Active Sub
REVEL Performa F30 loudspeakers

SONUS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red

1290

946

SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)

16000

5498

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS ALS11 ( active)

N/A

298

SONUS FABER Gravis Sub ( New)

sed and mint condition
,exchange. Commission Sales.
ation.com
el: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com

Opm ICLOSED MONDAYS
PETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS
REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

Specialist items at great prices with
Atacama

ECK ONLINE

Pro-ject

lb*

SPEAKER STAND
Nexus 10

1

£CALL NOW

TEAC

USB TURNTABLE

REFERENCE

Debut III

30CDABMK3 SYSTEM
REF300DABMK3

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Atacama has always been known for offering customers

This fantastic manual turntable is fitted with aOM 5E cartridge
from Ortofon and integrated MM phono pre- amplifier with ND

This unique reference system combines he A-H3COMK3 Remote
Amplifier. the T-H3OODAB MK3 300 DAE Digital Tuner and the

converter .inc USE output. Nominal speeds 33 / 45 / 78 r.p.m.
(78 optional:, Equipped with . nternal phono pre- amp (MM),

PD- H300 MK3 32- Track Music Memory CD Player to create a
sensational arrangement.

outstanding value for money and the Nexus is no exception.
The comriete stand is manufactured from heavy gauge steel
and the atsembly is made using upgraded high tensile fixings
to maintain optimum rigidity.

Digitalisation ..pf analogue signals for recording direct to disk via
USB with ::uitable recording programs.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

l
io

BUY

DELIVERY

NOW- PAY

CHECK ONLINE

PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

7 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER

The PRE30 employs aClass A coupled, discrete

7Channel AN Receiver with HDMI Switching, Auto

fully balanced circuit topology utilised for the best

MCACC, 1080p playback and USB Host provides a

passible signal- to raise ratio and audio fidelity.

quality AV system for your home. This system supports

This combined with the A30.2 Dual Mono Power

all the latest technology including Btu- Ray and

Amplifier produces music and move sound as

HDTV formats.

vibrantly as at the moment it was recorded.
PRE30/A30.2

VSX-917

Prirnare

Pioneer

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE
M- Cube 5.1

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE
Ikon AV Speaker Package

£CALL FOR

HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE
ELS1 5.1

£CALL FOR PRICE

MpOS

5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM
Xeno

COMING SOON

MJ Acoustics

INFORMATION

iNroRmATION

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Mission's Stunning M- Cube consists of an active
250W subwoofer with 2x200mm (8") bass driver
magnetically shelded centre and satellite
speakers and hWall brackets.

This five star 1/Wat Hifi award winning speaker
package comprises of 2Ikon 6floor standing
speakers. 1Ikon Vokal 2centre, 2nn wall rear
speakers and the DaIli Ikon subwocfer Al of
which are also available individually with free
OED speaker cable.

..je integrates two pairs of ELS3
LLS 30 centre channel and the
powerful new ELS subwoofer in order to create this
fantastic new system. These full range of high end,
high quality Epos speakers are available ether
individually or as part of this 5.1 package.

,.•
q new XENO system features High
fir aLle cr,ssoyer, ability to be fed with afull range
signal, Bass driver technology. Tweeter employing
soft dome technology and Boundary effect rear
ports to enhance the refraction effects from the
lower frequencies.

1111.1];11ii[i];11;J;Iiii kiwifik;1».

trezi
AUDIO LIMITED

1:1) MONITOR AUDIO

P011iald0

th. • p..... speci.listr

1 audio pro

ann ui •'..
, ork. are ntibper to availat., .
vo guvicrolk,
pope},or
Bitz until paid n KAI. In line with the Distance selhny regulations 2000 you may, ,./ancei your orcer wrthin seven working day
rs intist he drnen -he )(eh of aletter fax cv email. atelefinne call dues not anstitute cancellation
pooch arcepted for return under this regulatKe muSt be in Mew ongnal Lax and packagng and returner) through your own couner We expeci
;or
rinstire,,n11 ,:r
th
rruer,.7,
tua handling fro ot 25% of the purchase price We deliver in the mainland UK only

1
1«
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free delivery

HiFiBitZ

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

osso?
l

CHECK ONLINE

men
DTS-HD 7.1 AV

\ITEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

he Destiny integrated amplifier produces world beating

The 8000P is aclacsir two channel power amplifier.

Integrated Amplifier with 75 watts per channel into

Meet the first of Onkyos new AN receivers built to

udio perforrnance with its use of discrete analogue

delivering over 100W per channel and featuring a

8ohms, 200VA custom-made toroidal power

embrace high-definition media such as flu Ray Disc

10S-FET. its new mains transformer which produces

frequency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

transformer, power supply capacitors and separate

and HD DVD. The TX-SR605-7.1-channel NV receiver

pre- amp output with class A buffer stage.

embodies this new generation, with its remarkable

p to 100 Watts into 8Ohm operation and its 3Hz -

processing capabilities courtesy of HDMI (High

OKHz Frequency Response.

Definition Multimedia Interface).

)estiny Series

;reek

8000P

2010s

TX-SR605

Audiolab

Exposure

Onkyo

Sennheiser

Quad
BUY
NOW-PAY

The PXC-450 is acircumaural high- end travel
headphone set with NoiseGard'. 2.0
technology, patented Duotol diaphragms and
TalkThrough function for the best possible
attenuation of ambient noise ( as featured in
the Bristol Show 2007)

tt;K

ONLINE
HIGH- END TRAVEL
HEADPHONE SET
PXC-450

Onkyo

The Onkyo HT- S590 is afirst class receiver
speaker package that is guaranteed to fulfil your
home cinema pleasure with acombined 660
watts power output the unit is HDTV compatible
and features a range of input and output devices
including all the latest sound specifications

t Una

FOR PRICE
AMAZING REDUC
tff
PACKA E
SP
FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

L-ITE

5.1- CHANNEL
RECEIVER

The L- rte system is conceived as acomplete
5.1 speaker system ,aryable of delivenng
outstandng performance from unbelievably
small speakers Finished to the same high
standard as the rest of the L- series range
of speakers, the system sold complete
includes four satellite speakers, adedicated
centre channel and a300Wrms
powered subwoofer.

HT-S590

Yamaha

The DPX-830 builds on the impressive
accomplishments of Yamaha protectors and has
the newest 0.65" WXGA ( 1.280 x768 peels) DLP
device and imaging dnver for superb resolution.
The DPX-830 delivers an incredible 4.000:1
contrast, while brightness is 1,000 ANSI
lumens (maximum).

CHECK
ONUNE
DIGITAL PROJECTOR
DPX-830

InFocus"

TEAC

LL

iission

Finance options available

QUA I)

through V12 Finance

• • ns and cv initions of the sale are available at ww.t,afityt-co ', h. stun, ¡ Lc!, The teens of sale do not affect your statutory rights. Finance options are available on all terris priced over £390 eg Buy Now Pay May 200F,',
D',1,

r, triinnp, pli rcse-<

No comparison
No compromise
Make no mistake!
Today we have access to music quite literally everywhere,
its influence seems to be all pervading. Music excites us,
it relaxes us, we can enjoy it live, we buy recording and
'downloads' by the million. Music underpins every conceivable aspect of our lives. Music is our second language
and ' without it life would be amistake' Yes, philosophical
we know - but true.
At Ki West One we are all exposed and privileged to indulge
our senses in the absolute finest audio equipment available
today. 2007 is proving to be atruly remarkable year, aclassic one in fact for witnessing the introduction of several
groundbreaking products. Certain of these are responsible
for providing significantly higher levels of faithfulness in
sound reproduction which clearly exceeded all of our expectations. More on these later.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with us, so
call in soon or better still make an appointment for apersonal demonstration at your convenience.

Make no mistake - Visit Ki West One

www.kjwestone.com

AUDITOR ELIPSA

PURITY COMPARE

EVOLUTION 302

Previ - take five
audio research 1. Audio Research

Reference 7 CD player...
"
arecord player for the digital age"

INITI

This press comment aptly sums up our thoughts on this wonderful CD player. For years now we
have witnessed steady progress being made in improving digital recording techniques, we have
also enjoyed the benefits achieved technologically in the replay. Sadly. however, there has still existed asense that fundamentally the CD format would never be able to replace the analogue masters of old. Audio Research are rightly proud to award the CD 7their 9th official 'reference' product,
this being given for the very 1st time to asource component. The Ref. 7is without doubt an authority in reproducing 'High Definition' in aunique Ea distinctly analogue way.

2. Krell Evolution 505 SACD/CD player....
"
asynthesis of almost impossible contradictions..."

Peelle"

This is an extract from aMessage written by Dan DrAgostino, the founder of Krell. It refers to the
latest range of electronics called the Evolution Series. These represent the culmination of 26
years of dedication El are considered to be the best sounding products ever built.
The eagerly awaited 505 player claims to be the 1st player to preserve the 'perfect' analogue of
any original recording. This inspired achievement in design ensures that the finest musical subtleties and textural shading remain undisturbed. This player will astound us all 'that's for sure' and
there is no contridiction there!

Sonus faber

3. Sonus Faber Guarneri Memento...
"Magnifico"

1993 heralded the revolutionary debut of awhole generation of Sonus Faber loudspeakers. The
original Guarneri was defined by the audio critics as " amusical instrument". Subsequently the
very 1st hand-crafted pair were later chosen by the museum of Cremona to voice the famous
'Sala dei Violini'. After 13 extremely successful years of production came the 'transition'. The renewal matured with the rediscovering of the core values of the Sonus Faber sound,.. enter the
Guarneri Memento, the ultimate tribute to "del Gesu" - truly magnifico!

mu", to.

4. Martin Logan Summit
'
In search of the holy grail'

For over 50 years now, manufacturers have been trying to exploit fullythe virtues of the electrostatic
speaker principle. It started commercially with Quad, followed by many others, KLH. Dayton Might,
Beveridge, Acoustat, Stax, just to name afew. Martin Logan are now unequivocally the leaders in the
field. The new technology applied to the Summit successfully overcomes and perfects the electrostatic virtues. With the breakthrough 'X-stat' electrostatic panel coupled to the 'powerforce' active
base chamber the Summit really is able to elevate yogi to anew and thoroughly convincing level of musical satisfaction, all with effortless ease. Search no more, the Summit has it all!

j
lei8N

5. Wilson Audio Duette...
"when size really matters"

Pioneering to the extreme, has been the commitment David Wilson has dedicated himself to.
Building loudspeakers truly capable of transmitting the full force and intricate dynamics of live
performances. The engineering team at Wilson Audio have always claimed that the ' size' is irrelevant in their approach to design. However, when given the clhallenge to create aspeaker
able to 'work acceptably' in so called compromising environments, they were forced to brainstorm the best way to the characteristic ' big' sound from asmall enclosure. Ultimately the solution 'the Duette' stunned and shocked them all. When size really matters, this is the only one...
Awesome achievement!

EIJ
L () NDON

Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity
1 26 New Cavendish Street London W1G 8TY T: 020 7486 8262/3 F: 020 7487 3452
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PE1 1NA T: 01733 341 755
www.kjwestone.com

F: 01733 358 14 I

Central Audio

AUDIOJUMBLE
2008
SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:
THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE, TONBRIDGE, KENT

SUNDAY 10TH FEBRUARY 2008

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
a.prutton@sky.com

10.30AM - 4.30PM
Stalls £25-00

0121 747 4246
CURRENT INVENTORY
Tel:

RRP
AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 300 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO SILVER NIGHT MK2 INT 3008 4MTHS OLD
ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE DP78 EX DEM
ACCUPHASE E308 EX DEM
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP90
ARCAM FMJ AV9
ARCAM FMJ P7
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
BAT VKD5SE
BAT P5+6 PACK PHONO STAGE BRAND NEW IN BOX
B&W 8020
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE BRAND NEW
BOULDER 850 MONOS BRAND NEW
BURMESTER REFERENCE 969/970
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
BURMESTER 956 MK2
DYNAVECTOR KARAT 1702 EX DEM 2 HOURS USE
EAR 864
EMM LABS DCC2/CDSD
FOCAL JML4BS DIVA UTOPIA 1MONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS 1027 BE
FOCAL 1007 BE EX DEM INC STANDS
JADIS JA50 MONOBLOCKS
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2+ BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
KRELL 20IL
KRELL KRC
KRELL KAV300 CD
LINN ARTIKULAT 320 + STANDS 2 WEEKS OLD
LINN C5100
LINN 2100 1WEEK OLD
MARTIN LOGAN AEON I
MARTIN LOGAN FRESCO
MARTIN LOGAN MOSSAIC
MARTIN LOGAN CLARITY
MARK LEVINSON 336
MAGNUM DYNAL4B FT101A ETUDE 4MTHS OLD
MERIDIAN DSP7000 6MONTHS OLD
MERIDIAN 8000 V4
MERIDIAN 861V4 0A3/SL00/0E12/1D25/VS20/1E42/1A00
MERIDIAN G91A 2 WEEKS OLD
MERIDIAN GE&I 2 WEEKS OLD
MERIDIAN G55 2 WEEKS OLD
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW CD/SACD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 POWER
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CR PRE
NAGRA DAC EX OEM
NAIM NAP 300 S/N238)00(
NORDOST OUATROFIL 0.5 MTR XLR
NORDOST VALHALLA 1MTR DIGITAL RCA
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 2X 5MTR
NORDOST RED DAWN 2X2 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
ORACLE DELPHI V SME BOARD TURBO SUPPLY
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
REL STADIUM 3
SONUS FABER CREMONA
SPECTRAL DMC 15 EX DEM
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SPECTRAL MIT 750 2X25 FT EX DEM
SILTECH S028 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH LS88 2X3 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKO/1EC
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/1EC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TALK HURRICANE/TORNADO 3.1B
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

Wanted quaility hifi

9:30am Early Entry £ 10-00

NOW

3250 .
1995
5200 .... 2995
32000 . . . 12995
6500. 1495
5000.... 1995
3000
995
10000 . ... 3995
2500.... 1295
2680 .... 1395
8000
2995
7500 .... 4495
3500 .... 1995
4600 .... 2495
6500.... 1995
3750 ..
2495
2900. 1895
4800 .... 2495
4200. 1495
3050.... 1495
8000 . 5995
8000 .... 2495
3500 .... 1795
5500 .... 3495
7500 .... 4995
45000 ... 16995
5000 .... 1495
8000 .... 3495
600
345
2100.... 1195
13000 .... 5995
8500 .
4995
4000 .... 2395
3100.... 1995
6000 .
3495
7500 . 2995
13000 . . 2995
6000. 1495
3500. 1195
9000 . 4995
2200. 1295
1400
895
3150.... 1695
1800
895
1500
895
2500.... 1695
10000 . ... 3495
1200
695
16175 .... 9995
11525 .... 6995
10427 .... 6495
4300 . 3295
3700 . 2695
2700. 1995
2600. 1295
4000 . 2195
1500
895
1500
895
1500
495
7300 . ... 3495
5500 . ... 3495
1400
395
1450
795
450
250
600
295
4300 .... 2595
5000 . 2795
1500
795
5000 . 3495
4750 . . . 2495
4750 .... 2495
1500
895
1600
795
400
245
1700
995
1430
995
550
395
315
195
595
295
4000. 1495
8000 . 2995
18000 .... 4995
4000
1495

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

10.30am Standard Entry £4-00
BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 /
infoeaudiojumble.co.uk
REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE.
•VALVE AMPS • TURNTABLES • RECORDS •
•SPEAKERS • COMPONENTS •
•BOOKS • TUNERS • C.D. PLAYERS •
•VINTAGE RADIOS •

www.audiojumble.co.uk
www.manger-audio.co.uk
At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

precision
in sound
• Manger Speakers
• ASR amplifiers
• HMS cables
Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

rn
03 zerobox

wing

World's
Best
Amplifier?
ASR's Revolutionary
Emitter II Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that I
call it " revolutionary," and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are,at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process l' ve
had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.
Harry Pearson - The Absolute Sound

infoemanger-audio.co uk

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619

z
COOL GALES
It's a breeze to click and buy high- end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product listings.
Read how the extraordinary Clearaudio
Performance " plays exactly what's on the vinyl
and most other decks don't" (
HiFi Plus).

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you need more info
or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell you no one does
budget gear better than us: for instance, the amazing NAD
C555, a stylish all- in-one package that makes for agreat
entry-level turntable.

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including
the astonishing Acoustic Solid Classic Wood, a
traditional design with modern, high-definition
sound. Why fuss with suspensions and P-clips?

A 30-day money- back guarantee
on most products ( details on our
website), including the the fabulous
Pro-Ject RPM9.1, with " more joie
de vivre in its rendition of music"
(HiFi News).

A huge selection of hi-fi components
with style, like the gorgeous Roksan
Radius 5, which leaves " most of its
competitors at this price level sounding
blurred in comparison" (
What HiFi?).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us aclick. Give us acall.

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henrietta Road

Bath BA2 6LU

)ØO
Serious sound from serious retailers...

NAP 500 - Amplifier

...experience the
4,

4'

500 series for yourself
THE RETAILERS

NAC 552 - Preamplifier

LONDON
Audio Venue Ltd
020 8567 8703
Billy Vee
Sound Systems
020 8318 5755
Grahams Hi Fi
020 7226 5500
Oranges and Lemons
020 7924 2040
SOUTH EAST
P.1 Hi Fi
01483 304 756
Soundcraft Hi Fi
01233 624 441

EAST
Signals
01473 655 171
Tom Tom Audio
01727 893 928

WEST
Audience
01225 333 310
Gulliford Hi Fi
01392 491 194
Mike Manning Audio

SOUTH CENTRAL
HiFi Cinema
0118 982 0402
Overture
01295 272 158

01935 479 361
Ultimate Home
Entertainment
Solutions
0845 6780 787

MIDLANDS
Cymbiosis
0116 262 3754
Honeydale Audio

NORTH EAST
Audio Republic
0113 2177 294
Audio Room
01482 891 375

01694 771 351

AUDIO EXCELLENCE GROUP
01 I79 264 975

world class sound...

The Sound
Organisation
01904 627 108
NORTH WEST
Acoustica
01244 344 227
Adventures In Hi Fi
01244 345 576
Audio Counsel
0161 4916 090
Fortissimo
0161 8325 060
SCOTLAND
Loud 8. Clear Ltd
0141 2210 221
Robert Ritchie
01674 673 765
AUDIO TGROUP
01372 748 888

www.naim500.com

Ilewfrom ee_o-et

Before you leap,
always look
at the alternative
Vandersteen

1001A, Mono-13locics

DID YOU KNOW?
KT9Os in Class AB1
produce as much
'Class A' as 300Bs
in Pure Class A, But
more than twice the
power! Wd far less
stress on the tubes.

E -11‘Yoshino
•Border Patrol

Nottinghani .-Inalogue •
Music First Audio •
Art Audio

e ,

Lector

NA 13 90

Powerful, Versatile, Beautiful &Affordable!

From

e: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk

www.alternativeaudio.co.uk

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you a fresh and focused way of choosey a sophisticated
sound for your home Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons

Sale

New

Accuphase DD90 /DC91
£4000 £20600
Esoteric P01 / DO1 / GOS - 5box CD player . Perfect condition. 18 months £27500 £41000
Musical Fidelity KW550 integrated amplifier - new - unused - unopened £4000 £5000
£9000 £ 15000
Naim CD 555 and 555PS - 18 months old
£1700 £2200
B&W Nautilus 804 floorstanders - vgc - cherry
£1500
Teac P30 CD specific transport - scarce and very good
Nakamichi 1000 ZXL - monster cassette deck
Hovland HP100 pre-amp - factory updated - loved and spotless
Schroeder Reference tonearm - hens teeth

£950
£2900
£2250 £3000

£1500
Jan Allaerts MC2 Boron cartridge - light use
VON Various MC cartidges - Frogs. Grasshoppers. Colibris - 10 - 150 hrs use please

calf

Kuzma Airline tonearm - Kondo silver internal and external lead - ouch

£3500

£7500

Rogue Audio Zeus stereo power amplifier - very big and very heavy
Lavardin PE Reference line pre-amplifier - 1lady driver - perfect
Audionet Art V2 CD player - perfect, as new - 18 months old

£3000

£7500

£1500

£2400

£1300

£2500

Audionet SAM integrated amplifier - perfect, as new - 6months old

£1500
£550

£2500
£1200

Art Audio Integra with GE 6550s

£2500

£4400

EAR 534 50 watt EL34 power amplifier

£1250

£2500

Sugden A21 amplifier - class A - solid state

£500

£950

Monarchy Audio SM70 Pro - solid state class Apower amp - nice sound

f300

Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old

£700

£'600

Border Patrol 300B SE - Western Electncs - 4weeks use

£3750

£5750

Canary 601 line pre-amplifier - very smart - Living Voice upgrades - lovely

£1500

£3000

Canary 303 monos - 22 watts 300B power with Living Voice upgrades

£3500

£7500

Canary 608 integrated amp - comprehensive Living Voice upgrade

£2500

£4000

Cairn 4808 integrated amplifier with remote - 10 months old - boxed - mint

£1,699pr Inc Russian valves (Various upgrades available)

MPS Ireeletclidione Amp

t: 01984 624242

Sale of part exchanged and ex -dem items

Smooth, detailed "easy

to listen to" sound. Without any harshness. Massive headroom means you can
listen to anything from Vivaldi to Led Zeppelin with precision and power. Hand
crafted mono blocks exceed the performance of many other brands Check
our specification: Incredible 100 watts (28.3v @ 80). New all valve design
by David Shaw. Low & high sensitivity means Can be passive or pre-amp
driven. Triode driver stage using excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Silver audio
cable. Switchable 50w Triode output. Choke PSU. Hand wired " Point to
Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel and Plexiglas cover
included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility.

Alternative
AUDIO

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

il

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoutedefinitiveaudio.co.uk

Designed and developed in Leicester
All triode valves inc Mullard 12AT7 &
EH Super 2x 6H3Opi Military valve
Will match all headphones from 8-600 0
Plus 2+2 watts speaker outputs
Custom wound multi-tap transformer
Each hand finished in Leicester
All Class "A" Single ended design

Only £359.95 complete
l=eS 1 AILII IrEtlyre imehono etnige
listen to me music not me sulfate noise!
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback.
Passive RIM. Custom British MC TX optic
Choke regulated PSU. High output.
Volume control. Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available
From only £449.95 complete ( MC £599.951

Jr_dfide Line wee—Emile
1.big beautifully controlled sound...imaging very detailed _distortion an all
time low 010000996_ excellent reliability
Sews July 2006
EZ81
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design 3x 6SN7
Remote control included
Four inputs plus tape loop
High & low level outputs
Will match any power amp
Valve rectification 2x

We Only
Make 100%
Pure Valve
Ampificalion

£699.95 complete
Pass/ se

Pre—turtle (
Featured in HiFi World)

4inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot, silver Teflon cable
Gold plated terminals. Ideal for Leak, QUAD

Only £249.95

Common Features: Designs by David Shaw. Hand built Point to Point' wiring. NO pnnteo circuit ooaru.
ALPS Volume control. Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. Silver Teflon audio cable. Steel & alloy
plate construction. Soft start. Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.

RIO OldMir WeftSirealIPMEIC0118111110.00111
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Ask Your Dealer
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.com
•

eauPt
*Conditions apply

íg

I •

TILa1.0—

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa

and

MasterCard accepted

CE marked

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
ORDER SECURELY @ https://shop.mnitra-audlo.co.uk
SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS d FULL PRODUCT RANGE
ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY RETURN OHERWISE 3 - 10 DAYS
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

HEADPHONE SELECTION

conning

GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

£33

£24

1006

£88

£65

1012 OX

£116

£77

1022 OX

£153

£97

1042

£171

£120
N/A

Eroica LX/H £ 153 £122

EX

Elite £273 £217
EX
2000 Series (new) full range in stock

Prestige Series

SR-80 £90
SR- 125 £ 140
SR-225 £ 175
SR-325i £260
Reference Series

N/A

£25
£30

AT 0C9 MLII £330 £295
Denon

EX

DL 103

EX

N/A

£ 190 £170

EX

WA

DL 110

£79 £69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95 £83

EX

N/A

DL 304
Grado

£210 £190

EX

N/A

DR150 £70

Dorian £495 £395
Argo £795 £695
Shure

HD415 £29
HD435 £38
HD465 £45
HD485 £54
HIFI ACCESSORIES
ARTcessories USB Phono Plus Pre-Amp £85

£77
EX
EX

NS 1000 £ 140

Sennheiser Headphones

£29

Prestige Gold £110
Lyra

M 97 XE

DR100 £40
Active Noise Reduction

DL 103R

Prestige Black £40

£635
£450

DR50 £30

£16
£18

£105 £95

RS- 1
RS-2

New Goldring Headphones

Audio Technica
AT 95 E
AT 110 E

SR-60 £75

WA
N/A

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£ 13

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

Milty Pixel' II Roller plus Refill
Mitty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£98

£58

£16
£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell £ 15

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £195 £165

6(

Ounex J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors £27

Blackbird £585 £500

EX

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

EX - Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge
VISA

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CZI
É5

MANTRA AUDIO (HEN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YOFKSHIRE YO8 5SQ

Pemier Audio
We are now demonstrating
Manchester -

in the

Cleveland -

Wakefield 01924 255045
07970541239
Doncaster 01302 711528
07931524266

following areas:

Cumbria - Linconshire -

Humberside -

Yorkshire - Lancashire -

Nottingham -

Durham - Leeds -

Birmingham -

Sheffield

A small selection below of our current line up
oracLe

Avid ncrwta Wes
aspealeers

StelA

vtertusi:s PLuts
AU re
crct v

Prix Audi.c,

(Ai/Li-son. «
Recut rcH

cypee‘'
13eLca into
stereovox
Covusowavbee

Paii os

R.einto CA TYClin-SpOrt

DAC

PS At0
At1.4.40 Suwthesis
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A good range of used & ex dem always available at affordable prices

For latest deals & info

www.premier-audio.net

£1/2 Million Moving Sale Now On
As soon as we can in the new year we'll be moving to our new 5000 sq it premises, so help us move as much stock as
we can. We have just one of many of the items shown below, and upto amaximum of 5of some others - don't miss out!!!

tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 til 5, or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Digital

Analogue
Ariston RD80, ex condition
Call
Ariston RD90 Superior, Rega arm, stunning
Call
Ariston RD115, excellent order
Call
AVID Acutus
Call
Avid Volvere
Call
Clearaudio Evolution with parallel traddng ama- Cal
Clearaudio Emotion
Clearaudio Performance
Clearaudio Satisfy Tonearm Carbon
Directwi re
Clearaudio Silent Matrix RCM
Creek OBH15 mm/mc stage, as new
Creek OBH18 mm stage, as new

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

EAR 834P Deluxe
Call
Goldring GR2 inc 1012GX Cartridge
Call
Graham Phantom
Call
Graham Slee Era Gold V
Call
Graham Slee Revelation
Call
Graham Slee Elevator
Call
Graham Slee Gramamp 25E
Call
Hadcock 228E, excellent boxed
Call
Hadcock 242
Call
Heybrook TT2 c/w Linn Basik LVX
Call
Image/Dais, Dais deck, early Tom Fletcher
design
Call
JBE SlateSeries 3/Mission774 rare as... Call
Linn LP12, OL DC Kit
Call
Linn Ittok LV11, vgc in rare black
Call
Linn Ittok 12, VERY VERY RARE ITEM,
Call
Linn Linto Anniversary edition
Call
Linn LP12, Valhalla, Akito, in lovely Rosenut
plinth,
Lyra - Various

Call
Call

Michell Gyrodec SE
Call
Michell Gyrodec Full version
Call
Michell Orbe Full version
Call
Michell Orbe SE,
Call
Michell QC Supply for a/c motored decks
Call
Michell Focus One, Focus arm, excellent
Call
Michell Transcriptors Reference Hydraulic/
Fluid arm, NOW
Call
Michell Tecnodec
Call
Mission 774 original arm
Call
MRM Source, c/w large p/s,
Call
Musical Fidelity XLPS ex original
Call
NAD (Rega Planar 2), RB250
Call
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck,
AceSpacearm, excellent
Call
Origin Live Ultra deck with off board p/s,
SME cut NOW
Call
Ortofon - Various
Call
Project Tubebox, excellent
Call
Project Expression, vgc
Call
Project Phonobox SE, excellent
Call
Rega Planar 2, RB250, vgc
Call
Rega Planar 3, RB300, vgc
Call
Roksan Radius 5
Call
Roksan Xerxes 20
Call
SME 3, lovely
Call
SME 3009, excellent
SME 3012, excellent
SME 309
SME Model 10A
SME Model 20A
SME M2-10 Tonearm
Systemdek IIX900, offboard p/s, acrylic
platter and RB250
Systemdek II (biscuit tin), ADC arm, vgc
Technics SL10, good working order
Thorens TD125/SME3009,
Thorens TD160b/Mayware vgc,
Thorens TD125/SME3012/SME2000 plinth
Transfiguration - Various
Trichord Diablo
Trichord Diablo NC Combination

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Trichord Dino, excellent boxed
Call
Trichord Dino, with Dino plus p/s, excellent
boxed
Call
Zeta, famous heavyweight arm, excellent Call

ismank

Arcam DV79, excellent, boxed bargain .. Call
Arcam DV89, bargain REDUCED
Call
Arcam CD73, excellent in silver
Call
Arcam CD72, vgc boxed
Call
Arcam DV27, excellent in black
Call
Audio Analogue Puccini ex dem
Call
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem
Call
Audiolab 8000DAX, vgc
Call
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed ex dem
Call
Bow Technologies ZZ8, beautiful, vgc boxed
Call
Cairn Fog v2
Call
Chord Blu Dual Data
Call
Chord DAC64
Call
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain WOW!
Call
Consonance CD120L, ex dem HiFi Plus
award winner
Call
Cyrus Quattra, c/w tuner, UNDER HALF
PRICE!
Call
Cyrus CD8X, boxed ex c/w remote
Call
DOE Elgar DAC/Pre, ataste of the high life! Call
DCS Purcell Upsampler, bargain upgrade Call
Esoteric SA60, ex demonstration, ex boxed
etc, SAVE£1000
Call
Esoteric UX1, brand new sealed box save
£4000+
Call
Esoteric X-01, ex demonstration, SAVE
£3000+
Call
Esoteric DV505 Ex boxed
Call
Heart Audio CD6000, valve output, Trichord
clock
Call
Krell KAV300CD, excellent boxed
Lector CDP0.5T, ex valve output stage
Linn Karik, late version ex boxed
Linn Numerik, ylate version
Meridian G91DAB CD, Tuner, Processor
Meridian 507, 24 bit, excellent boxed

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed
Meridian 203 DAC, excellent
Micromega Stage 1, excellent
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR CD player,
excellent, boxed
NAIM CDS1, boxed, p/s, new burndy
NAIM CD5X, ex boxed
Pathos Endorphin
Primare CD21, vgc
Primare CD31,
Primare CD30.2, ex boxed c/w remote

Call
Call
Call

Quad 99CDP, as new boxed
Roksan Atessa, c/w Dac and power supply
Roksan Kandy L3 CD player
Roksan Caspian M Series CD Player
Rotel RCD02, excellent boxed
Sugden CD21 current version
Sugden CD215E, ex dem
Shanling, CD3000
Shanling CDT80
TEAC DV20, superb preogressive scan etc
TEAC PDD2610 Multi Disc player
TEAC DV505, excellent, remote, due in
TEAC VRDS10, good condition, boxed
remote

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

TEAC VRDS9, excellent, remote
Wadia 302, as new boxed

Call
Call

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Call

Radio and recorders
Arcam Alpha 7
Call
AVI Lab Series tuner, ex demo boxed
Call
Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/FM New
Call
Meridian 204, excellent
Call
Nad 4020, nice original
Call
Nakamichi, ex boxed
Call
Pure 701ES, new
Call
Pure 702ES, excellent multiband tuner Call
Quad FM3, excellent
Call
Quad FM4, excellent
Call
Rega Radio
Call
TEAC TR610DAB, FM/DAB tuner
Call
TEAC Portable R3 DAB radio, brand new
boxed
Call
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Amplifiers

Accuphase E212, mint boxed
Call
Arcam AVR200, ex boxed, REDUCED .. Call
Arca m A65+ excellent intro am
Call
Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 150w
monster Integrated
Call
Audio Analogue Primo, mini size integrated Call
Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta
Call
Audio Analogue Puccini
Call
Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated,
excellent boxed
Call
Audiolab 8000/8000X7, as new processor/7 channel amp
Call
Audiolab 8000A, vgc boxed
Call
Audio Research L15 Preamp, ex boxed with
Cal
remote
Cal
Audio Research D70 Power, ex
Cal
AVI Lab Series Integrated
AVI 52000 Integrated
Cal
AVI S2000Pre, superb little preamp
Cal
AYRE AX7e
Cal
Chord SPM12001, boxed as new in black Cal
Consonance Signature 10, ylovely 2A3
valve integrated
Cal
Conrad Johnson PV15, ex boxed
Cal
Conrad Johnson MF2300A, monster power
amp
Cal
ConradJohnson MV6OSE, excellent boxed Cal
Cyrus APA7 Monos
Cal
Cyrus Pre XVS, nr mint boxed
Cal
Cyrus Pre VS2, ex boxed
Cal
Cyrus PSXR, excellent
Cal
EAR 864 Preamplfier
Cal
EAR 890 Power Amplifier
Cal
Exposure 3010, as new boxed with £ 200
mm phono stage
Cal
ITL MA80/MA100/MA100 Pre/Power x2
lovely combo NOW
Cal
Icon Audio 40i Classic with KT88s, excellent
Call
Krell KAV400xi, excellent boxed
Cal
Krell KSA1005 excellent fully serviced and
Ca
rebuilt
Ca
Linn Klout power, ex from
Ca
Linn LK100, excellent
Ca
Linn Wakonda, vgc
Ca
Linn Kolector ex boxed
Meridian 551 Integrated excellent boxed.. Ca
Linn Kolector ex boxed
Ca
Musical Fidelity B200, vgc
Ca
NAIM NAC62/NAP140, excellent boxed
pre/power
Ca
NAIM 32/90 pre/power, cute chrome
bumper pair
Ca
NAIM NAIT 5, ex boxed
Ca
NAIM 122/150 combo, excellent boxed . Ca
NAIM NAC112, current style preamp
Ca
NAIM NAP180, Olive, boxed, excellent Ca
NAIM NAP140 Olive, boxed,
Ca
NuForce Reference 9SE Monoblocks, ex
dem in silver
Ca
Pathos Classic One Mk2, ex boxed
Ca
Pathos Logos Integrated
Ca
Primare A21
Ca
Primare A31
Ca
Quad 606 Power,
Ca
Quad 44 Preamp, 405 Power amps NON from .. Call
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully serviced Cal
Quad 99 Poweramp, as new boxed
Ca
Radford STA25 Rennaissance and 5C25
Pre/Power, excellent
Ca
Roksan Caspian M Series Integrated, ex
remote
Ca
Roksan Caspian M Series Pre and Power
amplifier
Ca
Roksan Caspian M Series Monoblock amplifiers
Cal
Roksan Kandy L3 Integrated and Power
amplfier
Cal
Roksan Caspian Integrated, ex remote. Cal
Rotel RB991, ex boxed
Cal
Rotel RA01, excellent boxed
Cal
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Pre IL & Power 1,
Reduced to only
Cal
Sugden A21SE
Cal
Sugden A21 new version
Cal
TACT/Lyngdorf Audio SDA2175, great
Cal
press, as new
Cal
Unison Research Preludio
Cal
Unison Research Unico Integrated
Cal
Unison Research 56, superb
Unison Research 58, 845 madness, areal
treat
Cal

...what are you up for?

Load Speakers
Audiovector M3 Sig, active crossovers, new
£4k+, amazing
Call
AVI Neutron IV
Call
AVI Pro Nine Plus Actives, less than 6
months old
Call
AVI Trio
Call
B&W 805 Nautilus, ex boxed
Call
B&W 8055, nr mint boxed in cherry Call
Castle Harlech, excellent boxed
Call
Dynaudio Contour 1.8 mk2 ex boxed Call
Dynaudio 42, nr mint boxed
Call
Epos E514 c/w matching stands
Call
Jamo Concert 11, boxed
Call
Linn Tukan, excellent boxed
Call
Linn Sara, excellent boxed with Sara stands... Call
Linn lsobarik DMS or PMS/Xoverbox/Dirak . Call
Living Voice Auditorium 2, ex boxed
Call
Mission 752, nice efficient floorstander . Call
Monitor Audio Bronze 2, ex beech
Call
Monitor Audio BR4
Call
Monitor Audio RS1 in Natural Oak, nr mint
boxed
Call
Monitor Audio RS range - Various available . Call
Monitor Audio S8, ex boxed in Natural Oak.. Call
Monitor Audio, mint boxed RSW12
Su bwoofer
Call
Monitor Audio G.5 range - Various available.. Call
Monitor Audio, mint boxed GS20 in Piano
Black, ex dem
Call
Monitor Audio Radius range - Various
available
Call
Monitcr Audio, R720SubAccifer, excellent boxed.. Call
NAIM Credo in cherry, vgc boxed
Call
Neat Acoustics Petite 3SE c/w Ultimatum
bass drivers NOW
Call
Neat Acoustics Motive Centre
Call
Neat Acoustics Motive 2
Call
Neat Acoustics Motive 3
Call
NHT V2, fantastic large fioorstander Call
Opera Duetto, superb little standmount. Call
Quad ESL989, excellent boxed BARGAIN! . Call
PMC TB2 in cherry, reduced again
Call
Proac Studio 125, excellent
Call
JM Reynaud Offrande, boxed superb c/w
matching stands
Call
Revolver R33 ex dem, well reviewed bargain .. Call
Revolver RW16, well reviewed bargain . Call
Revolver Music 5 (RW45 replacement) Call
Ruark Talisman 2, vgc in walnut
Call
Ruark Crusader 2, excellent in black Call
Ruark Sabre, vgc, nice mid sized standmount . Call
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor, amazing
mini monitor
Call
Spendor BC1, excellent
Call
Spendor S5e, nr mint boxed in cherry Call
Spendor S8e, excellent in cherry
Call
Tannoy DC3000, excellent boxed in rosewood.. Call
Triangle Titus 202, c/w Tristands
Call
Triangle Comete ES, ex demo nr mint boxed Call
Triangle Antal ES, nr mint boxed
Call
Usher Audio S520 in original birch
Call
Usher Audio 5525 in Birch
Call
Usher Audio S103 in birch
Call
Usher Audio 718 Standmount
Call
Wharfedale - Various available
Call
Wilson Benesch Arc, c/w matching stands,
nr mint boxed
Call

Accessories/Systems

B&O Full 5000 system inc CD and turntable,
excellent, serviced
Call
Chord Chorus 1m interconnect
Call
Chord Signature 1m interconnect
Call
H Kardon AVR635 - was £ 999
Call
Linn Classik Kwith onboard tuner, as new
boxed
Call
Linn lsobarik Active Xover box
Call
Marantz Layla CD/Receiver and cassette in
Chelsea blue!
Call
NAD 3020 amp and 4020 tuner, excellent.. Call
NAIM Flatcap 2
Call
TEAC Mini Systems - best deal in the UK! Call
Tara Labs Ref 8Spkr cable
Call

ACCESSORIES CLUB
programme that we know
of is the Stereophile 1/2/3
with detailed tests dealing
with everything from channel
It's become atradition over th

Identification to 5.1 Surround

25- plus years of the existence

Sound set up. Available

of the Accessories Club to offer

separately at £ 13 each, the

at this time of year arange of

set of three is available at

potential stocking fillers for

£30. Not aTest CD in the true

your delectation.

sense, the Densen De Magic is a

The Origin Live Digital

demagnetising tool in CD form,

Electronic Stylus Force Gauge

designed to remove magnetic

Beautiful, high- quality

is remarkably accurate at the

introduced distortion from the

Christmas recordings from

relatively miserly price of £ 55

whole system. Use once aweek

Sweden, our best selling

and compares well with the

for listening bliss!

Shure SFG2, the best of the

guidance needed to set up

mechanical scales at £ 24.

your turntable!

Sticking with analogue setup

And don't forget the KAB

For the actual playing of CDs

record of all times, along
with its fellow titles from t

both the Sound Improvement

Proprius catalogue Jazz at

Disc ( SID) and the Statmat

the Pawnshop and Antiphone
Blues, all available either on

accessories, the HiFi News Test

Speedstrobe at our offer price

have considerable effect on

LP is an indispensable tool for

of £ 56, the SRM Tech Turntable

the accuracy of reproduction,

180g vinyl or in dual- layer

,the establishment of cartridge/

Spirit Level at £ 15, the Ringmat

the SID in the way in which it

SACD format.

arm/turntable geometry, and

Developments record mat, of

controls laser ' splatter', and the

just in case you are not 100%

which the Anniversary Gold

Statmat in its ability to control

surface! For full information on

static electricity.

our range of audio accessories

sure about how to go about

Spot is the latest incarnation,

the necessary adjustments,

and the Michell Engineering

the 21st Century Vinyl DVD

Record Clamp, all of which

There is no better time of
year to highlight the Proprius

We've hardly touched the

please go to our website www.
hifiaccessoriesclub.com

by Michael Fremer will give

make most acceptable

Record Label, particularly

you all the help and practical

Christmas presents!

Cantate Domino, the epitome

21 December will be delivered

of all Christmas records.

in time for the great event!

Meanwhile, our catalogue

All orders received by the

of books with an audio theme
is, we think, the biggest in

PRODUCT

PRICES

Origin Live Digital Stylus Balance

£55.00

instructional tomes on

Shure SFG2 Stylus Gauge

£24.00

loudspeakers, electronics

Stereophile Test CD Set 1/2/3

£30.00

and room acoustics.., all

Burmester Test CD

£27.00

detailed on our website www.

Densen De Magic CD

hifiaccessoriesclub.com. Our

£10.00

HFN Test LP

£25.00

21st Century Vinyl DVD

£35.00

KAB Speedstrobe

£56.00

the UK. Biographies of both
individuals and companies,

range of Test CDs is second to
none. The most comprehensive

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM

Name

Address

Telephone

Post Code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E (pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN
Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)

SRM Tech Turntable Spirit Level

£15.00

SID Sound Improvement Disc

£18.00

Ringmat CD1 Blue Statmat

£32.50

Ringmat Anniversary Gold Spot

£75.00

Michell Record Clamp

£27.00

Cantate Domino 180g LP

£16.00

Cantate Domino SACO

£13.00

Antiphone Blues 180g LP

£16.00

Antiphone Blues SACD

£16.00

Jazz at the Pawnshop SACD 3 CDs

£24.00

Jazz at the Pawnshop 180g 2 LPs

£29.00

Quad ' The Closest Approach' Book

£50.00

Master Handbook of Acoustics

£25.00

Acoustical Engineering Olsen

£55.00

Audio & Hi Fi Handbook

£30.00

QUANTITY

Card Number

H
Expires (date)
Signature

CIE

II

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy o the form) to: HEN Accessories Club &
CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility
at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage
and packing for all items, whatever their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always
very welcome. Where applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional
shipping at cost. Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME 11LD - 01634 880037

Gw<cclE ,
d'eb°

Zatisonier

UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR ALL RAYSONIC & ORACLE PRODUCTS. DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD COMPANY, CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI,
EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT, METRONOME, NORTHSTAR, NOTTINGHAM,
ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, PARTINGTON, PRO-JECT, QUAD, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC,
RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, TANNOY PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
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From jewels to ordinance
and the earliest direct- drive
turntables, John Howes
charts the history of Garrard

T

he rame of Garrard and
company can be traced back to
1721, when it was the crown

jewellers of London. It designed
and manufactured high- quality jewellery
and had the enviable job of maintaining
the British crown jewels. At the beginning
of the First World War, Garrard began
manufacturing precision range finders for
the British artillery. At the end of the war
it started producing spring-wound motors
for the expanding gramophone market.

GOING PUBLIC
In 1919 Garrard moved from Willesden,
London to alarge factory in Swindon.
With the need to finance growth of the
firm, Garrard became apubic company in
1926. The first electric turntable was the
'ED', released in 1928.

FAR LEFT: Ad for Garrard auto-changer
LEFT: Garrard 'The finest of them all'
ABOVE: The huge factory in Swindon
Due to the many variations of mains
supply available nationwide, it was designed
to operate on 50-250 volts DC and AC

transcription turntable sold for 540. The
most expensive model listed was the
RC50 ' deluxe' automatic record changer

(between 25-100Hz).

with magnetic pickup at S120.

Camards first transcription turntable,
the 201, made its debut in 1930. This
had an integral induction motor and must
have been one of the earliest direct- drive

The now-famous 301 transcription
turntable was released in October 1954.

turrtables ever made. This was aserious
turntable and was used by the BBC. Its retail

cost was aprincely E5.8s.Od and it became
popular among audiophiles of the day.
Garrard was prolific in producing
different models for specific needs, all
of high- quality construction. In asales

product. The Garrard magazine tape
deck was the ' Elcaset' of reel-to-reel
technology. Both tape reels were
enclosed in asingle magazine, for ease of
use. This system was ingenious but had a

brochure dating from the 1930s, it
advertises no fewer than nine different

short commercial life.

changers. The 201 was available as a
78rpm-only deck, later as atwo-speed
model. Finally, the 2016/5B version
boasted three speeds.

AMERICA BECKONS
In 1938, Garrard entered the American
market, its headquarters based at 296
turntable was released in October 1954

the tape recorder market with aunique

'Canard's 201 must have been one of the
earliest direct-drive turntables ever made'

soling motors/turntables and 12 electric
turntables, including two automatic record

ABOVE: The now-famous 301 transcription

It has since gained cult status among hi-fi
enthusiasts all over the world.
In the early 1960s, Garrard entered

Broadway, New York. In an American sales
brochure from 1938, the twin- speed 201

The 401 transcription turntable was
introduced in 1965, to supercede the
301. This popular model had along
production run ending in 1977.
Sadly, Garrard closed down in 1995.
But this is not the end of the story. In
1997, Terry O'Sullivan, who had set up
Loricraft Audio in 1990, obtained the
licence to use the Garrard brand name.
Continuing the legacy of the earlier
201, 301 and 401 decks, anew 501
transcription turntable was released that
year and the Garrard name lives on. ()

Fe ruary

issue goes on sal
ON TEST:
—) Siltech Pantheon loudspeakers
- Astintrew At3500 CD player
- PS Audio Premier Powerplant
Thorens TD 2030 turntable
—) NAD 1765 AV receiver
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Audio Exposed: Hearing Part 2
—localising sound
PLUS:
Movers and Shakers: We interview
Noel Lee — the Head Monster

Enjoy your vinyl
collection as never
before. The Ayre P-5xe
phono preamplifier
uncovers the astounding
musicality in your favourite
records. Music flows from
a pure black background,
thanks to ultra- low noise circuitry in
azero-feedback configuration. Fully
adjustable gain and loading options
provide complete compatibility with the
widest possible range of cartridges.
Our proprietary two-stage passive RIAA
equalization ensures unparalleled tonal realism.
Bring you records to life with the Ayre P-5xe.
HiFi News, July 2006 — David Allcock
"... this phono stage delivered one of the finest

analogue sounds I've ever heard ..."
"The bass is sublime ... vocals are so rich as to be luxurious

... reminiscent of classic valve phono stages ...
but with massively improved definition and speed."
"Dynamic range was stunning, having the ability to switch
from the most subtle expression to full power in aheartbeat."
The Critical Ear, February 2006 — Shane Buettner
... as much openness and inner detail as I've heard from vinyl playback.
And yet it reveals al its transparency in away that's non- mechanical,

very natural and very relaxed."
"The bass of the P-Sxe is remarkable not only for its weight and authority,
but for its extraordinary articulation and resolution of low level details."
"The P-Sxe is ahighly recommended, reference quality component in every way ..."

symmetry

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.0
w: www.symmetry-systems.c

KRELLe ANCEI.S
THE

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago. Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks. in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music.
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player. the Evolution 525
audio- video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krells' passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
rformance of the long-established Class ' A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
Il integrated amplifiers.
the badge of prestige. passion and excellence Call Absolute Sounds for full details.
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